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Marjoka van Doorn

Toestaan met tegenzin. Het beoefenen en 
bevorderen van tolerantie. 

Tolerantie is smeerolie voor een democratische 
en vreedzame samenleving. Zonder verdraag-
zaamheid krijgen vooroordelen en discriminatie 
vrij spel. Toestaan met tegenzin is een studie naar 
het bevorderen van die tolerantie: een sociaal 
psychologisch antwoord op de vraag wat helpt en 
wat juist hindert bij dit ‘accepteren van wat tegen-
staat’. 

In drie opeenvolgende onderzoeken belicht de auteur deze vraag op veelzijdige wijze. 
Het kwalitatieve onderzoek naar het  bevorderen van tolerantie op middelbare scho-
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tolerante uitgangspunten. Een speciaal voor dit onderzoek ontwikkelde toegepaste 
tolerantieschaal maakt het ‘toestaan met tegenzin’ in het dagelijks leven vervolgens 
meetbaar. Een online studie laat zien hoe normen in de omgeving (school, de buurt, 
werk) tolerantie beïnvloeden. 

Tolerantie blijkt ten slotte niet vanzelfsprekend: het is niet eenvoudig aan te leren of 
te mobiliseren. In het slothoofdstuk doet de auteur enkele aanbevelingen voor het 
beoefenen en bevorderen van tolerantie in de praktijk.  

Marjoka van Doorn (1974) is sociaal psycholoog, organisatieadviseur en opleider. 
Zowel in haar werk met groepen als in haar onderzoek legt ze steeds verbindingen 
tussen onderzoek en interventie, tussen theorie en praktijk, en tussen beleid en 
uitvoering. Al sinds 1998 houdt Van Doorn zich zowel in haar onderzoek als in haar 
beroepspraktijk bezig met de dynamiek van gedragsverandering. 
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Voorwoord	

Toen	ik	in	2008	begon	aan	mijn	promotie	stond	ik	met	beide	benen	in	de	praktijk.	Als	trainer	en	

adviseur	werkte	ik	dagelijks	met	sociaal	psychologische	kennis	om	mensen	in	organisaties	te	helpen	

hun	gedrag	(bij)	te	sturen.	Door	het	lesgeven	op	de	afdeling	sociale	psychologie	van	de	Vrije	

Universiteit	hield	ik	binding	met	de	academische	achtergrond	en	leidde	ik	studenten	op	voor	

interventiekundig	werk.	Wetenschappelijk	onderzoek	had	ik	sinds	mijn	afstuderen	in	1998	niet	meer	

gedaan.	Mijn	interesse	voor	onderzoek	werd	weer	wakker	toen	ik	met	mijn	voormalig	opleider	

Jannie	de	Weerd	en	gepromoveerde	vriendin	Mirjam	Tazelaar	over	haar	onderzoeksplannen	praatte:	

“Als	het	zo	kan,	wil	ik	ook	wel	promoveren!”.	De	kiem	werd	gezaaid,	en	kwam	tot	bloei	toen	Bert	

Klandermans	me	aanstelde	aan	de	afdeling	sociologie	van	de	VU.		

Bij	aanvang	van	mijn	onderzoek	waren	mijn	vragen	vooral	geïnspireerd	op	de	praktijk.	Mijn	

motivatie	lag	bij	het	aanpakken	van	maatschappelijke	problemen	en	het	onderzoeken	van	

groepsdynamische	factoren	die	sociale	verandering	in	de	weg	staan.	Het	werk	van	Kurt	Lewin,	

waarmee	ik	tijdens	mijn	studie	kennismaakte,	gaf	mij	grond	onder	de	voeten	om	relevante	

onderzoeksvragen	te	stellen.	Onderzoek	en	interventie,	zo	vanzelfsprekend	met	elkaar	verbonden	in	

Lewin’s	werk,	horen	in	een	academische	omgeving	niet	automatisch	bij	elkaar.	Gaandeweg	leerde	ik	

denken	en	doen	als	een	onderzoeker	en	ik	bleef	theoretische	inzichten	toetsen	aan	hun	praktische	

nut.	Ik	ben	ervan	overtuigd	dat	het	hand	in	hand	gaan	van	onderzoeken	en	interveniëren,	zoals	

Lewin	dat	voorstond,	een	belangrijke	schakel	is	voor	het	aanpakken	van	maatschappelijke	kwesties,	

zoals	het	bevorderen	van	tolerantie.	Mijn	eigen	professionele	toekomst	staat	in	het	teken	van	het	

vinden	van	omgevingen	waarin	ik	die	verbinding	kan	blijven	maken.		

Voor	mijn	transformatie	van	betrokken	practicus	naar	bevlogen	onderzoeker	en	weer	terug,	is	een	

aantal	mensen	van	grote	waarde	geweest.	Hen	wil	ik	hieronder	bedanken.	Zonder	hen	zou	mijn	

proefschrift	niet	zijn	geworden	wat	het	nu	is.		

Elke	promovendus	verdient	een	‘schaduwpromotor’.	Waar	promotoren	de	inhoud	en	kwaliteit	van	

een	onderzoek	bewaken,	bemoeit	een	schaduwpromotor	zich	met	het	proces	van	promoveren.	

Procesbegeleiding	zou	een	geaccepteerd	onderdeel	van	elk	promotietraject	moeten	zijn.	Mijn	

schaduwpromotor	was	Jannie	de	Weerd.	Zij	heeft	grote	delen	van	mijn	proefschrift	als	eerste	onder	

ogen	gekregen	-	vaak	op	momenten	dat	ik	zelf	niet	wist	wat	ik	eigenlijk	aan	het	doen	was	-	en	ze	las	

die	teksten	als	betrokken	maar	belangeloze	derde.	Haar	vragen	moedigden	mij	aan	door	te	gaan	op	

een	half	ingeslagen	weg,	mijn	nieuwsgierigheid	te	volgen,	een	preoccupatie	los	te	laten	of	beter	uit	

te	werken,	en	vriendelijk	en	beslist	te	communiceren	met	degenen	die	wél	belang	hadden	bij	mijn	



	

werk.	Haar	werk	als	schaduwpromotor	zorgde	ervoor	dat	ik	door	bleef	gaan,	dat	ik	de	vaart	en	de	

moed	erin	hield,	maar	ook	de	lol.	Ik	stond	er	niet	alleen	voor!	Dat	is	een	groot	geluk!	

Bert	Klandermans	en	Jacquelien	van	Stekelenburg,	mijn	promotor	en	co-promotor,	gaven	mij	de	

vrijheid	mijn	eigen	pad	te	kiezen	en	bleven	mij	tot	het	allerlaatste	woord	met	raad	en	daad	bijstaan.	

Ik	kijk	met	plezier	terug	op	onze	gesprekken,	waarin	de	inhoud	altijd	voorop	stond.	In	periodes	dat	

het	leven	buiten	de	VU	al	mijn	aandacht	opeiste,	hielpen	de	afspraken	met	hen	me	bij	de	les	te	

blijven.	Jacquelien	is	behalve	mijn	co-promotor	al	jaren	een	dierbare	vriendin,	en	ik	heb	

bewondering	voor	de	manier	waarop	ze	die	twee	rollen	met	elkaar	in	evenwicht	wist	te	houden;	

onze	begeleiding	van	het	master	these	traject	was	voor	mij	een	hoogtepunt!	

Henri	Boer,	Esmé	Tromp,	Veerle	de	Vlas,	Ellen	Somers,	Paula	Vrij	en	Femke	Pluymert	hebben	als	

master	these	studenten	het	pionierswerk	voor	hoofdstuk	3	met	mij	gedaan.	Dank	voor	jullie	inzet,	

denkwerk	en	het	verzamelen	van	data.	

Het	bespreken	van	‘work	in	progress’	met	collega’s	van	de	onderzoeksgroep	Social	Conflict	and	

Change,	is	voor	mij	van	grote	waarde	geweest.	Veel	dank	aan	iedereen	die	door	de	jaren	heen	actief	

deelnam	aan	de	wekelijkse	‘Bert-lunch’.		

Schrijven	kan	ook	fysiek	pijn	doen.	Sies	Cuppens,	mijn	onvolprezen	fysiotherapeut,	vergeleek	het	

schrijven	van	een	proefschrift	met	het	lopen	van	een	marathon.	Dankzij	hem	heb	ik	de	finish	

gehaald.	

Professor	Stefaan	Walgrave	van	de	Universiteit	Antwerpen	verleende	mij	in	2014	zes	weken	

gastvrijheid	om	in	alle	rust	te	kunnen	schrijven.	Het	was	een	productieve	én	heerlijke	tijd;	een	

kortstondig	leven	zonder	verplichtingen.		

Annette	Linden	neemt	een	speciale	plaats	in.	Toen	ik	de	praktijk	voor	de	wetenschap	verruilde,	

maakte	zij	de	tegengestelde	beweging.	In	2008	werkten	we	samen	op	een	Amsterdamse	VMBO-

school,	waar	ik	inspiratie	opdeed	voor	mijn	onderzoek	en	zij	voor	haar	werk	na	haar	promotie.	Aan	

de	data	die	ze	hielp	verzamelen	voor	hoofdstuk	3,	kun	je	zien	dat	interviewen	een	vak	is,	en	dat	zij	

dat	vak	perfect	beheerst.		

Christian	Broër	betrok	mij	vanaf	het	begin	bij	zijn	eigen	werkkring	op	de	UvA.	Hij	nodigde	me	uit	deel	

te	nemen	aan	de	Political	Sociology	club	en	mijn	werk	te	presenteren	voor	zijn	collega’s.	Hij	volgde	

mijn	onderzoek	met	belangstelling	en	las	als	eerste	mijn	conclusie	hoofdstuk.	Zijn	inhoudelijke	

betrokkenheid	en	vriendschap	zijn	me	zeer	dierbaar.	



	

En	dan	Jan,	mijn	man.	Het	persbericht	is	bijna	af!	Dat	ik	weinig	losliet	over	wat	ik	aan	het	

onderzoeken	was,	hinderde	jou	niet	om	al	die	tijd	onvoorwaardelijk	achter	me	te	staan.	Je	verdreef	

Tobbie	de	Piekeraar	uit	mijn	leven	en	runt	alweer	tien	jaar	samen	met	mij	de	B.V.	Bus.	Of	ik	nou	zes	

weken	naar	Antwerpen	ging,	midden	in	de	zomer	naar	Chicago	vertrok,	een	gezinsvakantie	aan	mijn	

neus	voorbij	liet	gaan	of	een	week	Keulen	voor	ons	vieren	boekte	omdat		ik	daar	een	summerschool	

wilde	volgen;	jij	vond	het	niet	alleen	prima,	je	maakte	er	een	feest	van!	Je	bent	bovendien	de	enige	

die	nooit	gevraagd	heeft	‘wanneer	het	nou	af	is’.	Ik	geloof	dat	je	zelf	niet	door	hebt	hoe	bijzonder	je	

bent.	En	dat	is	maar	goed	ook,	dan	kan	ik	je	lekker	voor	mezelf	houden!	Ik	hou	van	je.	

Lieve	Boris	en	Victor,	de	liefste	B.V.	Bus,	jullie	hoeven	niks	te	doen	om	volmaakt	te	zijn.	Jullie	zijn	het	

geluk	van	mijn	leven.	Mama’s	boek	is	af,	we	kunnen	weer	op	vakantie!		

	

Marjoka	van	Doorn	 	 	 	 	 	 Amsterdam,	9	december	2015		
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Chapter 1. The promotion of tolerance

1	
	

CHAPTER	1.	THE	PROMOTION	OF	TOLERANCE	

The	promotion	of	tolerance	is	an	ongoing	practical	challenge	as	well	as	an	academic	one.	

Prominent	scholars	in	the	field	have	pointed	out	that	more	than	sixty	years	of	research	on	

intergroup	relations	have	taught	us	remarkably	little	about	how	to	reduce	intolerance	

(Augustinos	&	Reynolds,	2001;	Gibson,	2006;	Paluck	&	Green,	2009;	Stephan	&	Stephan,	

2005).	This	notion	has	been	arrived	at	simultaneously	in	social	psychology,	a	discipline	

traditionally	concerned	with	intergroup	conflict	and	prejudice	reduction	(see	Augustinos	&	

Reynolds,	2001),	and	in	political	sciences,	a	discipline	concerned	with	political	tolerance	as	a	

prerequisite	for	the	functioning	of	liberal	democracies	(see	Gibson,	2006).	The	primary	

research	question	to	be	addressed	in	this	thesis	is	the	following:	how	can	tolerance	be	

promoted?	To	answer	this	question,	knowledge	from	research	on	political	tolerance	will	be	

combined	with	insights	from	intergroup	relations	research.	This	approach	has	been	chosen	

to	address	both	the	social	dynamics	of	tolerance	formation	at	the	micro-level	and,	at	the	

same	time,	to	acknowledge	the	political	and	societal	implications	of	tolerance	and	

intolerance.	

Tolerance	is	“putting	up	with	something	you	do	not	like,	often	in	order	to	get	along	better	

with	others”	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	2).	Vogt’s	straightforward	definition,	highlighting	the	social	

relevance	–	and	difficulty	–	of	forbearance,	will	be	used	throughout	this	dissertation.	Other	

definitions	more	strongly	emphasize	its	political	relevance;	for	example,	“the	willingness	to	

permit	the	expression	of	ideas	or	interests	one	opposes”(Sullivan,	Piereson,	&	Marcus,	1982,	

p.	2).	This	definition	of	political	tolerance	is	based	on	the	notion	that	acceptance	of	

opposition	(or	diversity)	is	a	prerequisite	for	the	functioning	of	democracy,	in	which	majority	

rule	and	the	protection	of	minority	interests	and	ideas	are	central	(see	Sullivan	et	al.,	1982;	

Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999).	

If	we	value	tolerance	as	a	way	of	acknowledging	diversity,	preventing	intergroup	hostility	

and	providing	the	conditions	for	democratically	organized	societies,	then	the	promotion	of	

tolerance	calls	for	further	exploration.	Social	psychological	research	on	intergroup	relations	

has	demonstrated	that	prejudice	towards	others	is	a	persistent	phenomenon,	easily	

hindering	the	acceptance	of	disliked	others.	Political	tolerance	research	has	shown	that,	

although	the	principles	of	tolerance	(in	terms	of	support	for	civil	liberties)	are	supported	by	
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most	people,	tolerance	declines	rapidly	when	those	principles	are	to	be	applied	to	disliked	

groups,	(Gibson,	2006).	These	consistent	phenomena	have	inspired	me	to	investigate	why	it	

seems	so	hard	to	promote	tolerance	–	and	its	actual	practice,	in	particular	–	and	what	can	

be	done	to	promote	it	nonetheless.	I	have	departed	from	the	classic	notion	that	social	

interaction	within	groups	lies	at	the	basis	of	attitudes	towards	out-groups	(Allport,	

1954/1992;	Sherif,	Sherif,	&	Murphy,	1953).	Following	Allport’s	renowned	intergroup	

contact	hypothesis,	researchers	seem	to	have	been	little	concerned	with	intragroup	

processes	that	help	or	hinder	the	emergence	of	tolerance.	In	recent	decades,	however,	a	

revived	interest	in	the	social	processes	within	groups	seems	to	have	developed,	showing	

that	intragroup	processes	may	indeed	serve	as	facilitating	and	restraining	factors	for	the	

emergence	of	tolerance	towards	out-groups	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005;	Duckitt,	2001;	Hogg	

&	Smith,	2007;	Smith	&	Postmes,	2011a).	The	research	in	this	dissertation	builds	on	both	

these	classic	notions,	and	also	recent	findings.	

The	most	prominent	and	most	investigated	theory	on	the	promotion	of	tolerance	is	without	

doubt	Allport’s	contact	hypothesis	(Allport,	1954/1992).	The	idea	that,	under	the	right	

circumstances,	contact	between	groups	will	promote	positive	intergroup	attitudes	has	

generated	a	large	and	influential	body	of	research	and	empirical	evidence,	dominating	the	

field	of	prejudice	research	ever	since	(e.g.	Dovidio,	Glick,	&	Rudman,	2005).	However,	its	

potential	for	change	has	received	more	scholarly	attention	than	two	important	limitations	

of	the	contact	hypothesis.	First,	Allport	(1954/1992)	was	the	first	to	acknowledge	that	

intergroup	attitudes	are	learned	and	reinforced	primarily	within	groups.	So,	although	he	

believed	that	contact	between	groups	is	a	pivotal	pathway	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance,	

the	roots	of	intolerance	are	to	be	found	and	addressed	within	groups	(Allport,	1954/1992,	p.	

40;	Sherif	et	al.,	1953).	Sherif	and	colleagues	(Sherif	et	al.,	1953,	pp.	94-95)	argued	that:	

“Attitudes	towards	members	of	other	groups,	as	well	as	towards	members	of	one’s	own	

group,	are	learned.	But	attitudes	towards	members	of	other	groups	are	not	determined	so	

much	by	experiences	while	in	contact	with	the	groups	in	question	as	by	contact	with	the	

attitudes	toward	these	groups	prevailing	among	the	older	members	of	the	groups	in	which	

they	develop.”	

A	simple	example	of	this	phenomenon	may	be	the	jokes	my	children	frequently	tell	–	and	

find	hilarious.	The	main	protagonist	is	always	‘the	Belgian’,	who	behaves	foolishly,	because,	
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obviously,	he	is	really	stupid.	Needless	to	say,	the	point	of	the	joke	is	invariably	that	‘the	

Dutchman’	is	intellectually	superior	to	‘the	Belgian’.	My	children	perfectly	understand	this	

implication	that	they	themselves	are	far	superior	to	‘them’,	those	silly	Belgians.	Funnily,	or	

maybe	tragically,	my	children	recount	exactly	the	same	jokes	I	told	when	I	was	in	primary	

school.	This	example	may	illustrate	how	seemingly	harmless	prejudiced	images	of	out-

groups	are	learned	and	transferred	within	social	communities,	and	can	persist	across	

generations,	reinforcing	ideas	about	who	‘we’	are	and	who	‘they’	are.	It	is	in	the	social	

communities	in	which	we	are	born	and	raised	that	prejudice	towards	others	is	learned,	

seemingly	innocently	but	potentially	harmfully.	This	may	also	make	it	clear	why	it	is	so	

difficult	to	alter	the	prejudiced	images	we	hold	of	others:	exactly	because	they	are	rooted	

and	reinforced	within	the	groups	and	communities	we	live	in.	Countering	such	negative	out-

group	attitudes	demands	nothing	less	than	a	change	in	group	norms	(Lewin,	1945/1997).	

Second,	although	intergroup	contact	has	proved	a	forceful	instrument	in	pushing	back	

negative	out-group	attitudes	(Pettigrew	&	Tropp,	2005),	societies	in	Allport’s	time	–	as	much	

as	today	–	were	characterized	by	the	segregation	rather	than	the	integration	of	different	

groups.	At	school,	at	work,	in	personal	relationships,	in	the	neighbourhoods	where	we	live,	

we	primarily	meet	with	‘our	own	kind	of	people’	in	terms	of	ethnicity,	race,	socioeconomic	

status,	educational	level,	religion	and	so	on	(e.g.	Van	Kempen	&	Van	Weesep,	1998).	Micro-

level	studies	indicate	that	even	in	ethnically	mixed	neighbourhoods,	neighbours	interact	

primarily	with	‘their	own	kind’,	with	little	contact	occurring	between	groups	(ethnic,	racial	

or	religious),	and	this	only	enhances	ethnic	and	socioeconomic	segregation	(e.g.	Smets	&	

Kreuk,	2008;	Smets	&	Salman,	2008;	Tieleman,	2013;	Uitermark	&	Bosker,	2014).	Similarly,	

segregation	at	schools	seems	to	be	the	rule	rather	than	an	exception	(Karsten	et	al.,	2006).	

Regrettably	little	intergroup	contact	occurs	spontaneously,	nor	can	it	easily	be	‘organized’,	

regardless	of	political	effort	and	social	policies	to	stimulate	it.	Hence,	opportunities	to	

overcome	intolerance	should	not	be	limited	to	promoting	intergroup	contact	but	should	

also	address	intragroup	interactions.	This	thesis	examines	how	such	intragroup	interactions	

shape	tolerant	and	intolerant	attitudes	and	behaviour	towards	out-groups,	in	search	of	

potential	mechanisms	that	may	leverage	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	

Four	propositions	have	guided	the	research	in	this	dissertation.	They	demarcate	its	field	of	

interest	and	inform	the	research	questions.	I	argue	that	intolerance	is	a	universal	process,	
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and	so	is	easier	to	mobilize	than	tolerance;	by	contrast,	tolerance	needs	to	be	learned	and	

social	norms	play	a	key	role	in	its	promotion.	

Intolerance	as	a	‘normal’	phenomenon	

The	first	proposition	is:	intolerance	is	a	‘normal’	phenomenon.	Out-group	discrimination	is	a	

fundamental,	universal	human	process,	inextricably	bound	up	with	social	categorization	and	

social	identification	processes	that	occur	naturally	in	social	communities	(Tajfel	&	Turner,	

1979;	Turner,	1987).	As	soon	as	people	define	themselves	in	terms	of	their	perceived	group	

membership	–	and	they	do	so	constantly	–	out-group	intolerance	becomes	an	almost	

natural	phenomenon.	The	idea	that	intolerance	of	others	is	a	universal	phenomenon	has	

been	recognized	for	decades	in	the	social	sciences	(e.g.	Augustinos	&	Reynolds,	2001;	

Duckitt,	2001).	Gordon	Allport	(1954/1992)	dedicated	a	chapter	of	in	his	classic	work	The	

Nature	of	Prejudice	to	the	‘normality	of	prejudgment’.	He	explains	here	how	“erroneous	

generalization	and	hostility…	are	natural	and	common	capacities	of	the	human	kind”	

(Allport,	1954/1992,	p.	17).	Allport	observed	how	people	all	around	the	world	–	in	his	time,	

but	no	less	in	present	times	–	live	in	coherent	groups	(of	family,	friends,	social	

communities),	automatically	leading	to	the	perception	of	in	and	out-groups.	People	

constantly	categorize	themselves	and	others	as	members	of	‘their	own’	versus	‘other’	

groups	(Allport,	1954/1992,	p.	41).	Allport	notes	that	this	happens	out	of	“nothing	more	

than	convenience”	(Allport,	1954/1992,	p.	17).	In	other	words,	no	intentional	harm	exists	in	

the	mere	categorization	of	people	into	in	or	out-groups,	the	common	social	psychological	

terms	for	the	groups	people	do	and	do	not	feel	they	belong	to.	But	social	categorization	also	

implies	evaluation	of	oneself	and	others	in	terms	of	their	perceived	group	membership.	

When	judgements	about	groups	of	people	“conflict	with	evidence”(Allport,	1954/1992,	p.	

23),	as	Allport	formulates	it,	prejudgement	turns	into	prejudice,	including	its	pejorative	

connotation.	Allport	coined	the	following	definition	of	prejudice:	“Thinking	ill	of	others	

without	sufficient	warrant”	(Allport,	1954/1992,	p.	6).	He	expanded	on	this	definition	by	

stating	that	“any	negative	judgment	of…	groups	as	a	whole	is,	strictly	speaking,	an	instance	

of	thinking	ill	without	sufficient	warrant”.	After	all,	it	is	impossible	to	gain	enough	evidence	

about	all	individual	members	of	a	group	to	judge	one	single	member	accurately	on	the	basis	

of	his	or	her	group	membership.	Hence,	natural	or	‘normal’	processes	of	social	
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categorization	and	social	comparison	inherently	sow	the	seeds	of	prejudice	and	intolerance	

of	others,	towards	‘out-group	members’.	

Allport’s	idea	of	automatic	social	categorization	and	the	emergence	of	prejudice	has	

received	much	acclaim	since	(see	Fiske,	2005).	For	instance,	Duckitt	(2001)	notes	that	in	the	

1970s	most	researchers	and	policymakers	were	convinced	that	“more	fundamental	and	

perhaps	universal	human	processes…	underlie	prejudice”	(Duckitt,	2001,	p.	257).	By	that	

time,	both	research	and	practical	intervention	programmes	were	indicating	that	prejudice	

was	hard	to	conquer.	The	understanding	that	the	emergence	of	prejudice	was	a	

fundamental	and	universal	human	process	was	reinforced	by	research	on	the	‘minimal	

group	paradigm’	(Duckitt,	2001;	Tajfel	&	Turner,	1979).	Minimal	group	research	clearly	

demonstrated	a	strong	relationship	between	in-group	formation	and	out-group	derogation.	

As	soon	as	people	have	the	perception	that	they	belong	to	a	group,	even	if	this	group	is	

arbitrarily	created	in	a	laboratory	setting	and	does	not	have	any	previous	relevance	or	

meaning,	they	tend	to	favour	the	‘own’	group	over	the	‘other’	(Tajfel	&	Turner,	1979,	1986).	

More	recent	studies	only	confirm	this	pattern,	with	in-group	identification	enhancing	

differentiation	and	discrimination	between	in	and	out-group	(Brewer	&	Pierce,	2005;	

Hornsey	&	Hogg,	2000).	Notably,	it	is	not	so	much	out-group	hatred	as,	mainly,	in-group	

favouritism	that	is	the	key	mechanism	causing	intergroup	differentiation	and	out-group	

derogation	(as	suggested	by	Greenwald	&	Pettigrew,	2014).	This	suggestion	is	very	much	in	

line	with	the	idea	that	the	adoption	of	in-group	values	and	norms	play	a	role	in	the	

emergence	of	intolerance	of	others,	as	I	will	argue	below.	

Intolerance	is	easier	to	mobilize	than	tolerance	

The	universality	and	automaticity	of	intolerance	of	out-groups,	as	suggested	above,	implies	

that	it	will	be	easier	to	elicit	intolerance	than	it	will	be	to	promote	tolerance.	This	leads	to	

my	second	proposition:	it	is	easier	to	mobilize	intolerance	than	tolerance.	Since	intolerance	

of	out-group	members	is	assumed	to	be	a	natural	or	normal	phenomenon,	it	can	be	

expected	that	little	encouragement	is	needed	for	people	not	to	tolerate	others,	while	

tolerance	will	be	harder	to	promote.	Given	the	fact	that	tolerance	requires	the	acceptance	

of	specifically	those	characteristics	of	others	one	does	not	like,	disagrees	with	or	

disapproves	of	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	2),	tolerating	them	requires	a	psychological	effort	that	is	not	
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needed	for	intolerance	(also	Sullivan	et	al.,	1982).	So	tolerating	entails	both	an	individual	

effort,	to	overcome	the	reluctance	to	accept	things	one	does	not	like,	and	an	effort	to	

overcome	common	intergroup	processes	that	encourage	intolerance	of	out-group	

members.	As	argued	by	mobilization	scholars	(Snow,	Rochford,	Worden,	&	Benford,	1986),	

it	is	easier	to	mobilize	people	(i.e.	persuade	them	to	act	collectively	upon	their	attitudes)	for	

goals	that	are	attitude-congruent;	that	is,	to	promote	action	in	pursuit	of	goals	that	are	in	

line	with	existing	attitudes.	When	intolerance	of	others	is	considered	to	be	a	‘normal’	

phenomenon,	it	should	be	easier	to	mobilize	people	for	intolerant	causes	then	for	tolerant	

ones.	

Indeed,	as	Gibson	(2006)	observed	in	his	review	of	political	tolerance	research,	intolerance	

and	tolerance	differ	in	their	‘pliability’:	“the	tolerant	can	be	more	readily	persuaded	to	

abandon	their	tolerance	than	can	the	intolerant	be	convinced	to	become	tolerant”	(Gibson,	

2005a,	p.	29).	Furthermore,	Gibson	also	notes	that,	“intolerance	has	stronger	behavioural	

consequences	than	does	tolerance.	That	is,	those	who	are	intolerant,	are	more	likely	than	

the	tolerant,	to	act	on	the	basis	of	their	attitudes”	(Gibson,	2006,	p.	29).	Gibson	refers	to	

Marcus,	Sullivan,	Theiss-Morse,	and	Wood	(1995),	who	found	that	the	tolerant	were	less	

willing	to	sign	a	petition	to	express	their	tolerant	opinions	than	the	intolerant	were	to	

express	the	opposite.	Gibson	(2006,	p.	29)	concluded,	“The	picture	that	emerges	from	

extant	research	is	thus,	that	intolerance	is	an	attitude	more	strongly	held,	with	fewer	

sources	of	internal	discord,	and	with	greater	behavioural	potential.	In	contrast,	tolerance	is	

typically	only	weakly	embraced,	is	readily	malleable,	and	political	action	is	less	likely	to	flow	

from	tolerance.”	It	seems	indeed	that	the	odds	are	against	tolerance.	So	how	it	does	emerge	

despite	that?	And	how	can	it	be	promoted?		

Tolerance	is	to	be	learned	

If	intolerance	is	indeed	a	‘natural’	phenomenon,	and	tolerance	is	easily	pushed	aside	by	it,	

how	can	we	expect	tolerance	to	emerge	at	all?	I	argue	that	tolerance	has	to	be	learned,	

which	is	my	third	proposition.	Where	intolerance	is	a	natural	phenomenon,	tolerance	needs	

to	be	acquired.	

Studies	of	how	education	affects	tolerance	do	indeed	suggest	that	it	can	be	learned,	and	is	

(see	Robinson,	Witenberg,	&	Sanson,	2001;	Vogt,	1997).	Vogt	(1997,	p.	45)	states	that,	“One	

of	the	most	consistent	findings	in	modern	survey	research	is	the	strong	link	between	
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education	level	and	social	and	political	tolerance”	(referring	to	Davis,	1975;	Hyman	&	

Wright,	1979;	Lawrence,	1976;	Nunn,	Crockett,	&	Williams,	1978;	Stouffer,	1955).	Vogt	

concludes:	“no	studies	whatsoever…	show	on	balance	a	negative	association	between	

educational	level	and	tolerance	level”	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	99).	How	education	fosters	tolerance,	

is	much	more	of	a	question	than	that	it	does”	(Vogt,	1997,	pp.	105-106).	Indirect	

socialization	effects	may	be	just	as	important	as	teaching	democratic	principles	and	values	

directly	(Robinson	et	al.,	2001).	Renowned	experiments	on	the	effect	of	leadership	styles	on	

workgroup	productivity	and	climate,	conducted	by	Kurt	Lewin	and	his	colleagues	in	the	late	

1930s	(Lewin,	Lippitt,	&	White,	1939),	demonstrated	how	democratically	led	groups	were	

both	more	productive	and	promoted	pro-social	behaviour	among	the	11-year-old	

schoolboys	taking	part	in	the	activities.	Importantly,	the	experimenters	observed	how	

quickly	the	children	transformed	once	they	moved	from	the	democratically	led	group	to	an	

authoritarian-led	one.	In	particular,	the	‘un-learning’	of	democratic	procedures	occurred	

very	swiftly	once	the	boys	changed	from	a	democratically	led	group	to	an	either	

authoritarian-led	or	a	laissez-faire-led	group.	Learning	democratic	decision-making	took	

more	time	and	effort	than	learning	obedience	to	authoritarian	leaders.	Tolerance	is	a	

principle	rooted	in	liberal	democratic	theory	(Gibson,	2006;	Sullivan	et	al.,	1982)	and	so	is	

closely	connected	to	democratic	behaviour.	Like	Lewin,	current	scholars	note	that	learning	

to	tolerate	is	not	‘done’	or	‘fixed’	at	a	certain	point	in	time,	but	needs	to	be	learned	and	

reinforced	time	and	again,	both	inside	and	outside	schools	(Biesta,	2006;	De	Winter,	

Schillemans,	&	Janssens,	2006;	Veugelers	&	De	Kat,	1998;	Vollebergh,	2006).	So	tolerance	is	

not	self-evident:	it	has	to	be	learned.	But	how	can	tolerance	be	promoted?	And,	more	

specifically,	what	social	psychological	mechanisms	are	at	work	when	tolerance	is	learned?	

My	fourth	proposition	is	formulated	in	the	next	section,	which	puts	forward	a	social	

psychological	mechanism	for	the	learning	of	tolerance:	the	reinforcement	of	norms	within	

groups.		

Social	norms	are	a	key	factor	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance	

My	fourth	and	last	proposition	asserts	that	social	norms	are	a	key	mechanism	in	the	

promotion	of	tolerance.	Group	norms	shape	individual	attitudes	and	behaviour	towards	out-

groups,	as	was	suggested	in	the	first	proposition.	In	his	classic	study,	Sherif	described	social	

norms	as	‘frames	of	reference’	to	individuals	who	are	trying	to	make	sense	of	their	social	
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reality,	(Sherif,	1936/1966,	p.	9):	“norms	shape	our	perception	of	the	world	around	us	and	

all	events	happening	in	it”	and	“the	world	is	by	no	means	an	objective	place	we	look	at	and	

describe	in	the	same	way,	but	it	is	first	and	for	all	that	what	‘we’	agree	to	see”.	Clearly,	this	

‘we’	is	likely	to	refer	to	the	social	groups	in	which	people	live	and	learn.	In	line	with	the	first	

proposition	formulated	above,	I	argue	that	social	norms	are	shared	and	reinforced	in	the	

social	groups	people	feel	part	of,	and	will	strongly	determine	their	attitudes	and	behaviours	

towards	out-group	members,	including	tolerant	and	intolerant	attitudes	and	behaviour.	

Social	norms	that	approve	of	intolerant	attitudes	are	commonly	recognized	as	central	to	the	

formation	of	–	individual	–	intolerant	attitudes.	Allport	underscored	the	importance	of	social	

approval	for	intolerance	to	occur:	“[the	individual]	sees	that	his	irritation	and	his	wrath	are	

socially	sanctioned.	His	impulses	to	violence	are	thus	justified	by	the	standards	of	his	group	

–	or	so	he	thinks”	(Allport,	1954/1992,	p.	58).	Recent	research	confirms	the	impact	of	group	

norms	on	individual	attitudes	and	behaviour	towards	out-group	members,	including	

prejudiced	opinions,	stereotyping	of	minority	group	members,	social	distance	kept	from	

minority	group	members	and	support	for	discriminatory	policies	(e.g.	Blanchard,	Crandall,	

Brigham,	&	Vaughn,	1994;	Crandall,	Eshleman,	&	O'Brien,	2002;	Hagendoorn	&	Sniderman,	

2004;	Harell,	2008;	Marques,	Abrams,	Paez,	&	Martinez-Taboada,	1998;	Sechrist	&	Stangor,	

2001;	Smith	&	Postmes,	2009,	2011a,	2011b;	Stangor,	Sechrist,	&	Jost,	2001a);	for	reviews,	

see	(Duckitt,	2001).	Hence,	addressing	intragroup	norms	in	the	design	of	interventions	has	

been	identified	as	a	promising	pathway	to	promote	tolerance	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005;	

Dovidio,	Gaertner,	Stewart,	Esses,	&	Hodson,	2004;	Duckitt,	2001;	Lewin,	1945/1997,	1952;	

Paluck,	2009;	Terry,	Hogg,	&	Blackwood,	2001).	But,	as	Crandall	and	Stangor	(2005a,	p.	308)	

conclude	in	their	recent	review,	“there	is...	much	to	learn	about	how	to	wield	this	normative	

power	for	reducing	prejudice”.	Indeed,	as	noted	by	Lewin	(1945/1997,	p.	49),	especially	

because	out-group	attitudes	are	anchored	to	intragroup	beliefs	and	norms,	“it	is	not	difficult	

to	understand	why	the	general	acceptance	of	a	fact	or	a	belief	might	be	the	very	cause	

preventing	this	belief	or	fact	from	ever	being	questioned”.	Here,	Lewin	underlines	the	

difficulty	of	changing	individual	negative	out-group	attitudes,	just	like	any	other	habit	or	

social	behaviour	that	is	anchored	to	group	norms,	simply	because	it	is	self-evident.		
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A	road	map	of	this	dissertation	

In	this	first	chapter,	four	propositions	have	been	formulated	with	regard	to	the	nature	of	

tolerance	and	the	social	circumstances	that	contribute	to	its	emergence.	These	serve	as	

guidelines	for	the	subsequent	research	and	provide	a	framework	for	empirical	analyses.	

They	will	be	explored,	both	qualitatively	and	quantitatively,	and	tested	for	their	validity	over	

three	chapters	(3,	4	and	5),	and	then,	in	Chapter	6,	reviewed	in	the	light	of	the	evidence	

found.	

Chapter	2	outlines	the	theoretical	framework	of	my	research,	elaborating	the	concepts	I	

have	touched	upon	in	this	first	chapter.	I	start	by	reviewing	the	literature	on	political	

tolerance,	and	also	present	a	social	psychological	perspective	on	tolerance,	drawing	on	

intergroup	relations	theory.	Next,	I	focus	on	intragroup	processes	–	specifically,	the	effect	of	

in-group	norms	–	that	play	a	pivotal	role	in	the	emergence	of	out-group	attitudes.	

In	Chapter	3,	the	first	empirical	chapter,	I	explore	how	intragroup	processes	shape	the	

promotion	of	tolerance	in	a	‘natural’	field	setting,	namely	at	three	Dutch	secondary	schools:	

one	orthodox	Protestant,	one	interdenominational	with	a	primarily	Muslim	pupil	population	

and	one	a	Waldorf	school	endorsing	the	philosophy	of	Rudolf	Steiner.	These	three	selected	

institutions	serve	three	different	societal	groups	and	hence	form	the	ideal	testing	ground	for	

the	idea	that	affiliation	with	a	group	and	its	central	values	shape	the	promotion	of	tolerance	

towards	those	things	which	are	rejected	on	the	grounds	of	precisely	these	values.	The	focus	

of	the	analysis	is	how	teachers	deal	with	dilemmas	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance	emerging	

from	such	value	conflict.	The	data	consist	of	interviews	with	teachers,	pupils	and	school	

principals,	showing	the	ways	teachers	aim	to	promote	tolerance	among	pupils.	Interestingly,	

although	teachers	invariably	aim	to	promote	tolerance	as	a	principle,	dilemmas	occur	when	

it	is	actually	put	into	practice.	Identification	with	a	social	group	and	its	values	both	

reinforces	and	restricts	the	actual	practice	of	tolerance	in	the	classroom.	

In	Chapter	4,	a	new	measure	of	tolerance	is	proposed	and	validated.	In	order	to	study	

tolerance	quantitatively,	as	was	the	aim	of	the	further	research,	a	measure	of	tolerance	was	

required	that	taps	its	practice	more	adequately	than	existing	measures.	Three	studies	

resulted	in	the	development	of	a	valid	and	reliable	tolerance	scale,	capturing	the	practice	of	

tolerance	in	everyday	social	settings	relevant	to	the	Dutch	research	context.	The	results	
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underscore	the	methodological	complexities	of	studying	tolerance	in	relation	to	the	context	

in	which	it	is	studied.	The	measure	developed	was	subsequently	used	in	an	experimental	

survey	study,	which	is	reported	in	Chapter	5.	

Specifically,	Chapter	5	studies	the	effects	of	norm	communication	on	tolerance.	In	the	

experimental	survey	study,	tolerant	and	intolerant	norms	were	manipulated	and	their	effect	

on	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices	tested	among	680	non-Muslim	Dutch	respondents.	The	

effect	of	norms	appeared	to	depend	upon	social	psychological	processes	shaping	the	

perception	of	those	norms,	restricting	the	effect	of	especially	tolerant	norm	communication.	

The	results	give	rise	to	a	discussion	on	the	capacity	–	and	limitations	-	of	norm	

communication	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	The	study	also	examined	the	mobilization	of	

tolerance,	producing	support	for	the	proposition	that	intolerance	is	easier	to	mobilize	than	

tolerance.	

In	Chapter	6,	I	review	the	main	findings,	reflecting	on	the	propositions	formulated	in	this	

chapter.	The	strengths	and	limitations	of	the	research	conducted	are	discussed,	as	well	are	

its	contributions	to	the	literature	and	pathways	for	future	research.	Finally,	I	consider	

practical	and	societal	implications	of	my	findings	with	regard	to	the	promotion	of	tolerance	

and	paradoxes	that	emerge	when	intragroup	processes	are	addressed	as	a	means	to	

promote	social	change.	
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CHAPTER	2.	THE	NATURE	OF	TOLERANCE	AND	THE	SOCIAL	CIRCUMSTANCES	IN	WHICH	IT	

EMERGES1	

Tolerance	entails	acceptance	of	the	very	things	one	disagrees	with,	disapproves	of	or	

dislikes.	It	can	be	seen	as	‘a	flawed	virtue’	(Schuyt,	1997),	since	it	concerns	acceptance	of	

differences	between	others	and	ourselves	that	we	would	rather	fight,	ignore	or	overcome.	

However	‘flawed’	a	virtue	it	may	be,	tolerance	crucially	stands	on	the	border	between	

positive	and	negative	relations	among	people	(Vogt,	1997).	This	makes	it	a	topic	with	great	

scientific	as	well	as	practical	importance.	While	scholars	have	systematically	studied	both	

tolerance	and	intolerance,	and	the	social	and	societal	circumstances	in	which	they	emerge,	

for	over	60	years	now,	important	conceptual	and	empirical	puzzles	remain	unsolved.	This	

may	well	reflect	the	complex	nature	of	tolerance	and	the	dilemmas	inherent	in	tolerating.	

This	chapter	begins	with	an	historical	examination	of	the	concept	of	tolerance,	followed	by	a	

review	of	academic	literature	and	empirical	findings	on	political	tolerance	and	its	primary	

sources.	It	further	presents	a	social	psychological	perspective	on	the	promotion	of	

tolerance,	drawing	on	intergroup	relations	research	and	with	a	focus	on	social	influence	

processes	that	affect	the	emergence	of	out-group	tolerance	and	intolerance.		

On	the	nature	of	tolerance	

Tolerance	is	“putting	up	with	something	you	do	not	like”	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	1).	It	is	not	a	‘self-

evident’	virtue:	it	is	often	fought	for,	and	reached	only	after	controversy,	conflict	or	even	

war.	Tolerance	contains	an	internal	paradox	of	accepting	the	things	one	rejects.	To	

overcome	or	avoid	conflict,	one	needs	to	tolerate	the	very	things	one	abhors,	disagrees	

with,	disapproves	of	or	dislikes	(Gibson,	2005a;	Sullivan	et	al.,	1982;	Sullivan	&	Transue,	

1999;	Vogt,	1997).	Although	not	self-evident,	tolerance	is	not	uncommon:	all	over	the	world	

people	have	proved	to	be	willing	and	able	to	tolerate	and	accept	the	seemingly	

irreconcilable	differences	between	their	own	values,	lifestyles,	religious	beliefs,	political	

views	and	personal	preferences	and	those	of	others.	The	urgency	to	practise	and	promote	

tolerance	is	only	too	obvious;	without	it,	communities	that	simultaneously	value	diversity,	

equality	and	peace	could	not	persist	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	5).	

																																																													
1 Earlier	versions	of	this	chapter	have	been	published	in	Current	Sociology	Review	and	in	Sociopedia.isa	(Van	
Doorn,	2012,	2014). 
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Tolerance	in	a	historical	perspective:	securing	stability	in	times	of	conflict	

In	Europe,	the	word	tolerance	appeared	as	early	as	the	second	century,	in	The	Meditations	

of	Marcus	Aurelius,	who	expressed	the	idea	as	followed:	“All	men	are	made	one	for	another,	

either	then	teach	them	better,	or	bear	with	them.”	(Casaubon,	1692/1997,	p.	169).	This	idea	

of	tolerance	–	either	teach	them	better	or	bear	with	them	–	has	been	put	forward	by	

philosophers	ever	since	the	time	of	Aurelius,	to	this	day,	as	a	way	to	overcome	

irreconcilable	differences	between	groups	in	society;	primarily,	diverse	religious	ones.	It	

took	a	long	time	before	tolerance	was	embraced	as	an	administrative	policy	by	the	modern	

democracies	as	we	know	them	today.	As	Goudsblom	observes,	“Long	before	the	word	

tolerance	gained	currency	in	scientific	terminology,	it	found	its	root	in	actual	resistance	

against	tyranny	and	repression”	(Goudsblom,	2007,	p.	44).	In	the	tumultuous	sixteenth	

century,	authors	in	Europe	started	to	use	the	word	tolerance	in	their	pamphlets	to	protest	

against	inquisition	and	the	persecution	of	heretics	(Goudsblom,	2007).	Sebastian	Castellio	

(1515-1563),	one	of	the	prominent	thinkers	of	this	era,	openly	and	vigorously	pleaded	for	

religious	and	political	tolerance	(Goudsblom,	2007;	Schuyt,	1997).	Castellio’s	main	argument	

was	theological:	“By	casting	judgment	on	the	belief	of	others,	don’t	you	take	the	place	of	

God?”	(in	the	words	of	Goudsblom,	2007,	p.	44).	Moreover,	Castellio	thought	that	

persecution	for	heresy	would	lead	to	uprisings	and	social	unrest.	His	plea	for	tolerance	was	

also	a	plea	for	stability	and	peaceful	coexistence,	which	is	a	political	argument.	Throughout	

the	eighteenth	century	there	emerged	not	only	a	fight	for	freedom	of	religion,	but	also	a	

fight	for	secular	tolerance:	the	plea	for	the	right	to	fight	religion	altogether,	although	in	a	

peaceful	way.	The	era	in	which	such	claims	for	secular	tolerance	emerged	–	the	‘Radical	

Enlightenment’	(1650-1750)	as	it	is	called	by	Jonathan	Israel	(2001)	gave	way	to	the	

establishment	of	liberal	democracies	in	Europe	as	we	know	them	today.	Notably,	in	many	

instances	it	was	not	the	settlement	of	religious	controversies	as	such,	but	the	urge	for	

political,	social	and	religious	stability	–	often	to	support	economic	development	–	which	

fostered	toleration	as	a	regulating	principle	(e.g.	Shorto,	2013).	

In	the	words	of	Kaplan,	until	the	end	of	the	eighteenth	century	in	modern	Europe,	toleration	

was	above	all	‘a	pragmatic	arrangement	for	the	limited	accommodation	of	regrettable	

realities’	(Kaplan,	2007,	p.	336).	Nowadays	the	term	is	no	longer	reserved	solely	for	

tolerance	of	religious	diversity	only;	it	is	also	applied	to	diverging	political	orientations,	
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ethnic	and	racial	diversity,	gender	issues,	same-sex	relationships	and	practices	like	

euthanasia	and	abortion.	Essential	to	the	term	tolerance	is	that	it	comes	into	play	when	

controversies	arise	and	intergroup	relations	are	conflictual.	This	characteristic	has	led	

Schuyt	(1997,	p.	158)	to	denounce	it	as	‘a	flawed	virtue	for	a	flawed	society’,	implying	that,	

when	relations	between	social	groups	are	harmonious,	tolerance	is	not	required.		

The	paradoxical	nature	of	tolerance	–	accepting	the	disliked	

	“Tolerance	is	putting	up	with	something	you	do	not	like,	often	in	order	to	get	along	better	

with	others”	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	1).	However	short	and	condensed	it	may	be,	most	

contemporary	scholars	will	agree	upon	this	broad	description	of	tolerance.	It	reflects	

accurately	what	the	phenomenon	is	and	why	it	should	be	practised.	To	speak	of	tolerance,	

then,	there	must	be	an	aspect	of	dislike,	disagreement	or	disapproval;	after	all,	the	term	

presupposes	opposition	or	disagreement	(Sullivan,	Marcus,	Feldman,	&	Piereson,	1981;	

Sullivan	et	al.,	1982;	Sullivan,	Piereson,	&	Transue,	1979).	If	no	such	objection	exists,	we	no	

longer	speak	of	tolerance	but	of	either	indifference	or	sympathy	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	2).	

Tolerance	is	only	required	in	case	of	dislike,	disagreement	or	disapproval,	and	thus	is	closely	

connected	to	diversity.	Furthermore,	it	does	not	concern	any	difference,	but	only	those	

people	consider	important	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	2):	“If	people	do	not	believe	that	the	difference	is	

important,	if	they	do	not	care	about	it,	it	makes	sense	to	say	that	they	are	indifferent	to	it,	

but	not	that	they	tolerate	it.”.	This	‘conditional’	characteristic	is	crucial	to	understand	what	

tolerance	is;	it	entails	compromise	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	2),	urging	one	to	settle	for	less	than	one	

would	actually	want.	But	how	much	should	be	tolerated?	And	what	should	be	tolerated?	

Unconditional	tolerance	–	systematic	application	of	tolerant	principles	to	any	person,	group	

or	idea	–	is	unlikely	to	be	found	(Gibson,	2006),	nor	would	it	be	promoted	by	many.	

Oberdiek	(2001)	formulates	the	philosophical	and	practical	dilemma	of	tolerance	as	follows:	

“Given	that	tolerance	of	absolutely	everything	is	out	of	the	question,	how	do	we	judge	what	

deserves	the	protective	umbrella	of	toleration	and	what	does	not?	If	knowledge	is	not	to	be	

had	–	at	least	not	in	enough	hard	cases	to	matter	–	then	how	and	where	will	we	draw	the	

line	between	the	tolerable	and	the	intolerable?”	(Oberdiek,	2001,	p.	19).	In	a	similar	vein,	

Vogt	(1997,	p.	30)	notes	that,	“Tolerance	is	always	limited	by	and	alloyed	with	other	values	

(social	order,	for	example).	The	most	important	questions	pertaining	to	tolerance	are	not	

whether	we	should	favor	or	oppose	it	as	the	sole	organizing	principle	of	society.	Rather,	
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serious	discussion	has	to	focus	on	where	tolerance	fits	in	the	mix	of	other	values	and	where	

the	boundaries	separating	what	is	to	be	tolerated	and	what	is	not	should	be	drawn.”	

Hence,	when	the	promotion	of	tolerance	is	studied	it	should	be	taken	into	account	that	

promotion	of	‘unconditional	tolerance’,	with	no	limits	and	no	competing	values,	makes	no	

sense.	It	is	specifically	for	this	reason	that	a	quantitative	measure	of	tolerance	is	developed	

and	validated	in	Chapter	4.	Through	the	use	of	vignettes,	information	is	provided	on	what	

needs	to	be	tolerated,	from	whom	and	under	what	social	circumstances	(as	argued	by	

Robinson	et	al.,	2001),	creating	a	meaningful	social	context	for	tolerance	judgements.	

Moreover,	a	relevant	subject	is	selected,	in	the	sense	that	that	is	neither	the	object	of	

widespread	rejection	(as	turned	out	to	be	the	case	for	paedophilia)	nor	one	of	near	

unanimous	sympathy	(as	homosexuality	appeared	to	be	in	the	Dutch	context).	In	conclusion,	

when	operationalizing	and	quantifying	tolerance,	its	paradoxical	nature	needs	to	be	taken	

into	account	in	order	to	be	able	to	actually	speak	of	tolerance.		

Political,	moral	and	social	tolerance	

Vogt	(1997,	p.	17)	broadly	discerns	three	types	of	tolerance:	political,	moral	and	social.	By	

political	tolerance	he	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	17)	is	referring	to	tolerance	of	“acts	in	the	public	

sphere,	such	as	giving	a	speech,	demonstrating,	distributing	leaflets,	organizing	meetings,	

and	so	on”.	This	form	embraces	support	for	civil	liberties,	typically	those	of	disliked	or	

unpopular	groups.	Political	tolerance	has	been	the	subject	of	scientific	studies	since	the	

1950s	(see	Gibson,	2006;	Sullivan	et	al.,	1982;	Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999)	beginning	with	a	

large-scale	public	opinion	poll	in	the	USA	in	1954	(Stouffer,	1955).	Vogt	(1997,	p.	17)	notes	

that	“political	tolerance	is	fundamental	because	it	is	important	for	winning	and	maintaining	

tolerance	of	other	kinds”.	Notably,	political	tolerance	is	not	confined	to	diversity	of	political	

orientation;	rather,	it	commonly	refers	to	support	for	civil	rights	or	liberties	across	religious,	

ethnic,	political,	cultural	and	gender	boundaries.	

The	second	kind	of	tolerance	Vogt	identifies	is	moral	tolerance.	This	means	tolerance	of	acts	

in	the	private	sphere:	“Most	typically	and	controversially	in	recent	decades…	sexual	

conduct,	such	as	“living	in	sin”,	pornography,	homosexuality,	and	abortion”(Vogt,	1997,	p.	

7).	Vogt	(1997)	explains	that	what	is	at	stake	here	is	not	the	behaviour	per	se,	but	the	

question	of	whether	certain	practices	should	be	subject	to	public	or	government	control.	
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This	tension	between	individual	autonomy	and	outside	control	is	also	evident	in	debates	

over,	say,	euthanasia	(Verbakel	&	Jaspers,	2010).	An	example	of	a	shift	from	public	control	

to	the	private	domain	can	be	discerned	in	attitudes	towards	homosexuality	–	at	least	in	the	

Western	world	–	which	have	evolved	from	control	and	prohibition	to	the	notion	that	sexual	

conduct	is	a	private	matter	and	should	not	be	regulated	by	authorities.	

The	third	kind	of	tolerance	Vogt	describes	is	social	tolerance.	This	pertains	to	acceptance	of	

“ascriptive	characteristics	people	have	at	birth	or	acquire	in	early	socialization	such	as	skin	

color	or	language”	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	17).	Vogt	explains	that	it	is	often	not	the	characteristics	in	

themselves	that	are	disputed,	but	rather	the	behaviour	and	acts	“held	to	be	“inappropriate”	

for	people	with	such	characteristics.”.	An	iconic	example	Vogt	uses	to	illustrate	social	

tolerance	is	the	use	of	public	transport	and	other	public	facilities	by	blacks,	which	was	not	

tolerated	in	large	parts	of	the	USA	well	into	the	1960s.	

What	is	considered	tolerable	and	intolerable	clearly	varies	over	time	and	place,	and	is	

subject	to	social,	societal	and	political	transformations	(Gibson	&	Bingham,	1982).	For	

example,	in	1963	no	fewer	than	31%	of	the	respondents	in	a	national	survey	in	the	USA	

agreed	with	the	statement	that	‘blacks	are	inferior	to	white	people’	(Apostle,	Glock,	Piazza,	

&	Suelzle,	1983).	Those	who	disagreed	may	have	been	considered	‘tolerant’.	Nowadays,	

more	subtle	survey	questions	would	probably	be	required	to	examine	intolerance	of	and	

discrimination	against	blacks,	because	explicit	racism	in	the	US	is	generally	less	socially	

acceptable	than	it	was	fifty	years	ago.	This	demonstrates	that	notions	of	what	is	considered	

‘tolerant’	changes	over	time,	from	one	place	to	another	(Augoustinos	&	Reynolds,	2001),	

and	depends	on	the	particular	intergroup	context	(Brewer	&	Kramer,	1985;	Hagendoorn,	

1995;	Kinket	&	Verkuyten,	1999;	Mummendey	&	Wenzel,	1999;	Sherif,	Harvey,	White,	

Hood,	&	Sherif,	1954/1961;	Tajfel,	1982).	So	when	tolerance	is	to	be	studied,	the	social,	

societal	and	historical	context	should	be	taken	into	account.	With	regard	to	the	present	

research,	the	development	of	a	measure	of	tolerance	that	is	relevant	and	contextually	valid,	

and	that	addresses	meaningful	intergroup	relations,	will	receive	particular	attention.		

Tolerance	as	an	individual	attitude	and	toleration	as	a	societal	characteristic	

Tolerance	and	intolerance	are	not	only	characteristics	of	social	relations	between	citizens,	

but	also	of	societies	or	regimes	as	a	whole	(Mummendey	&	Wenzel,	1999).	Current	
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understandings	of	political	tolerance	are	derived	primarily	from	theories	of	liberal	

democracy	(Gibson,	2006,	p.	22),	associating	it	directly	with	democratic	principles	and	

procedures	–	such	as	the	right	of	citizens	to	be	treated	equally	in	equal	circumstances,	

majority	rule	and	the	protection	of	minority	rights	–	and	with	regimes	that	constitutionalize	

these	norms	(Gibson,	2006;	Sullivan	et	al.,	1982;	Walzer,	1997).	Vogt	(1997,	pp.	227-228)	

distinguishes	between	toleration	and	tolerance,	with	the	latter	concerning	the	individual	

attitude	of	accepting	things	one	does	not	like,	whilst	by	the	former	is	meant:	

“[G]overnmental	and	other	institutional	policies	and	principles	that	limit	discrimination	and	

ban	some	restraints	on	individual’s	liberties.	Toleration,	then,	involves	legal	and	institutional	

prohibitions	of	discrimination,	whether	that	be	done	by	broad	constitutional	principles	

limiting	government	action…	or	by	more	narrowly	gauged	legislation….	Toleration	also	has	

an	intellectual	component;	it	not	only	involves	laws	and	organizations,	but	also	societal	and	

governmental	principles	of	justice	and	fairness.”.	

So	while	tolerance	pertains	to	the	individual	level,	toleration	concerns	the	societal	and	

institutional	levels.	Vogt	discerns	six	societal	conditions	that	foster	toleration	at	the	societal	

level:	social	diversity;	a	market	economy;	democratic	political	institutions;	epistemological	

uncertainty	(meaning	that	authorities	do	not	pretend	to	have	a	monopoly	on	the	truth,	but	

rather	accept	diversity	of	opinions	and	interests	of	those	participating	in	decision-making)	

(Vogt,	1997,	p.	26);	the	predominance	of	rational	calculation	over	tradition;	and	a	critical	

mass	of	knowledge	occupations	(Vogt,	1990,	in:	Vogt,	1997,	pp.	227-235).	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	

252)	argues	that	“[these	societal	conditions]	make	toleration	more	likely,	they	do	not	trigger	

it.”.	

Generally,	a	positive	relationship	is	assumed	to	exist	between	toleration	as	a	societal	

characteristic	and	tolerance	as	an	individual	attitude	(Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999).	As	Sullivan	

and	colleagues	argue,	“we	are	certain	that	regime	level	differences,	and	differences	in	

historical	and	political	traditions,	are	important	in	understanding	[individual]	attitudes	of	

tolerance	and	intolerance”	(in	Weldon,	2006).	This	seems	a	reasonable	claim,	but	empirical	

evidence	for	a	link	between	tolerant	regimes	and	tolerant	attitudes	among	a	population	is	

ambiguous.	For	example,	the	first	large-scale	investigation	of	levels	of	tolerance	among	US	

citizens,	by	Stouffer	in	the	1950s	(Stouffer,	1955),	led	to	the	finding	that	a	majority	did	not	

support	equal	rights	for	all	political	groups,	even	though	the	USA	was	considered	to	be	an	
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established	democracy.	In	an	international	comparative	study,	however,	political	tolerance	

was	found	to	be	“greater	in	stable	democracies	that	have	endured	over	time	–	the	longer,	

the	better”	(Peffley	&	Rohrschneider,	2003,	p.	243),	suggesting	that	tolerant	governance	

and	tolerance	at	the	individual	level	do	interrelate.	Weldon	(2006,	p.	333),	in	a	European	

comparative	study,	found	a	clear	connection	between	national	citizenship	regime	type	–	

specifically	“the	degree	to	which	a	dominant	ethnic	tradition	or	culture	is	institutionalized	in	

the	laws”	–	and	political	and	social	intolerance	of	immigrants	among	the	population.	

	

Given	this	apparent	connection	between	macro-level	(institutionalized)	toleration	and	

micro-level	(attitudinal)	tolerance,	it	seems	relevant	to	consider	the	macro-level	context	in	

which	the	present	study	has	been	conducted.	The	research	reported	in	this	dissertation	was	

conducted	exclusively	in	the	Netherlands,	which	is	traditionally	portrayed	as	‘a	tolerant	

nation’	(Smeekes,	Verkuyten,	&	Martinovic,	2014;	Smeekes,	Verkuyten,	&	Poppe,	2012).	

Historically,	the	Netherlands	has	indeed	been	a	relatively	safe	haven	for	those	persecuted	

on	religious	grounds	elsewhere	in	Europe	(e.g.	Berkvens-Stevelinck,	Israel,	&	Posthumus	

Meyjes,	1997;	Kaplan,	2007).	In	a	contemporary	European	study,	the	Dutch	still	rank	first	in	

political	tolerance	(strongly	endorsing	principles	like	freedom	of	speech,	religious	liberty	and	

equality	before	the	law)	and	among	the	most	tolerant	Europeans	in	social	terms	

(acceptance	of	ethnic	minorities	as	neighbours,	friends	and	family)	(Weldon,	2006,	p.	338).	

Although	the	Dutch	have	in	the	last	decade	been	criticized	for	their	increasing	intolerance	of	

immigrants	and,	in	particular,	Muslims	(Jaspers,	2008),	the	Dutch	macro-level	context	can	

be	considered	relatively	tolerant	compared	with	other	nations,	including	others	in	Western	

Europe.	

Most	notably,	Dutch	intolerance	of	homosexuals	has	declined	since	the	1970s	(one	might	

even	say	that	homosexuality	is	now	generally	accepted,	rather	than	tolerated).	Meanwhile,	

tolerance	of	euthanasia	has	remained	relatively	stable,	while	intolerance	of	ethnic	

minorities	has	increased	(Coenders	&	Scheepers,	1998;	Jaspers,	Lubbers,	&	De	Graaf,	2007).	

So	levels	of	tolerance	fluctuate	over	time,	as	do	the	subjects	of	both	tolerance	and	

intolerance.	And	this	is	partly	due	to	changes	of	government,	as	Jaspers	(2008)	has	

demonstrated	in	the	Dutch	case.	She	found	that	in	periods	when	the	governing	coalition	

included	the	Liberal	Party	(VVD),	which	supports	strict	immigration	policies,	public	tolerance	

of	immigrants	declined.	This	suggests	a	direct	correlation	between	toleration	as	a	preferred	
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or	actual	national	policy	and	tolerance	of	specific	groups	at	the	individual	level.	It	also	

suggests	that	‘mobilization	of	intolerance’	may	well	take	place	in	the	political	arena.	

In	2013,	almost	a	third	of	the	Dutch	would	not	like	to	have	‘a	person	of	another	race	or	

cultural	background’	as	a	neighbour,	and	more	than	forty	per	cent	endorsed	the	statement	

that	‘the	Western	European	way	of	life	and	the	way	of	life	of	Muslims	are	irreconcilable’	

(Planbureau,	2013).	These	numbers	indicate	that	a	substantial	proportion	of	the	population	

dislikes	immigrants,	and/or	Muslims	as	a	religious	group.	So	although	the	Dutch	can	be	

considered	relatively	tolerant,	this	does	not	imply	that	intolerance	of	specific	groups	or	

issues	is	non-existent.		

Tolerance	and	prejudice	

Robinson	and	colleagues	(2001,	p.	74)	argue	that	“tolerance…	does	not	presume	acceptance	

of	others’	opinions	and	practices…	one	can	be	tolerant	and	prejudiced	simultaneously…	This	

possibility	is	rarely	acknowledged	in	the	literature,	which	tends	to	assume	that	tolerance	

and	prejudice	are	mutually	exclusive	and/or	opposites	of	each	other.”	Prejudice	means	

“thinking	ill	of	others	without	sufficient	warrant”	(Allport,	1954/1992,	p.	6),	while	political	

tolerance	entails	accepting	the	practices	or	ideas	(and	their	public	expression)	of	those	of	

whom	one	may	think	ill	(e.g.	Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999).	The	question	is:	does	thinking	ill	of	

others	without	sufficient	warrant	inevitably	imply	intolerance	of	those	others?	In	theory,	

this	need	not	be	the	case.	But	the	empirical	evidence	is	inconclusive.	Gibson	(2006,	p.	25)	

found	no	relationship	between	prejudice	and	political	tolerance	(respectively	measured	as	

negative	evaluations	of	a	group	and	allowing	this	group	to	be	politically	active)	(Gibson,	

2004;	Gibson	&	Howard,	2007).	More	recently,	however,	others	have	found	that	prejudice	

interacts	with	threat	perceptions,	which	in	turn	do	increase	intolerance	(van	der	Noll,	

Poppe,	&	Verkuyten,	2010).	A	clear	conceptual	and	empirical	distinction	between	tolerance	

and	prejudice	is	required	if	we	are	to	better	understand	the	way	prejudice	and	tolerance,	

particularly	political	tolerance,	interrelate.	In	theory,	one	could	argue	that	the	benefit	of	

tolerance	is	precisely	that	it	can	be	practised	withstanding	the	almost	‘automatic’	responses	

of	intergroup	prejudice	and	stereotyping	(Allport,	1954/1992;	van	der	Noll	et	al.,	2010).	In	

practice,	intolerance	and	prejudice	seem	more	associated	than	some	scholars	suggest	–	and,	

more	importantly,	insights	from	the	prejudice	literature	are	potentially	useful	and	relevant	

to	the	promotion	of	tolerance	(Gibson,	2006).	Prejudice	and	intolerance	share	some	of	their	
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predictors,	such	as	perceived	threat	from	an	out-group	(Duckitt,	2001;	Gibson,	2006;	

Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999).	In	the	US	after	the	Second	World	War,	both	racial	prejudice	and	

political	intolerance	of	blacks	were	addressed	through	a	policy	to	advance	liberal	democratic	

values	and	institutions	(Duckitt,	2001).	So	there	is	reason	to	believe	that	what	works	for	the	

reduction	of	prejudice	also	works	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	It	seems	that	a	sharp	

distinction	between	the	concepts	of	prejudice	and	tolerance	–	or	intolerance	–	is	of	

theoretical,	but	not	necessarily	practical,	value.	

In	the	empirical	part	of	this	dissertation,	specifically	in	Chapters	4	and	5,	I	present	empirical	

evidence	suggesting	that	intolerance	and	prejudice	seem	cut	much	more	from	the	same	

cloth	than	previous	research	has	suggested.		

The	asymmetry	of	tolerance	and	intolerance	–	consequences	for	the	mobilization	of	

tolerance	

Although	intolerance	and	tolerance	are	often	thought	of	as	poles	on	a	continuum,	Gibson	

(2006,	p.	29)	points	to	an	asymmetry	between	them:	“research	has	shown	that	these	two	

attitudes	may	be	constructed	differently	and	have	quite	disparate	consequences	for	political	

action.”	A	common	finding	in	tolerance	studies	is	that	“the	tolerant	can	be	more	readily	

persuaded	to	abandon	their	tolerance	than	can	the	intolerant	be	convinced	to	become	

tolerant”	(Gibson,	2006,	p.	29).	This	observation,	supported	by	a	body	of	empirical	literature	

(Gibson,	1998;	Gibson	&	Gouws,	2003;	Hagendoorn	&	Sniderman,	2004;	Kuklinski,	Riggle,	

Ottati,	Schwarz,	&	Wyer,	1991;	Peffley,	Knigge,	&	Hurwitz,	2001),	fits	in	with	the	

proposition,	put	forward	in	Chapter	1,	that	intolerance	is	a	‘normal’	mind-set	rooted	in	

‘natural’	and	common	intergroup	categorization	processes.	Not	only	does	it	appear	that	

intolerance	is	an	attitude	more	strongly	held	and	more	resistant	to	change	than	tolerance,	

but	it	also	has	a	stronger	behavioural	potential	(Gibson,	2006,	p.	29):	people	are	generally	

more	willing	to	act	upon	their	intolerant	attitudes	than	upon	their	tolerant	ones	(Gibson	&	

Bingham,	1982;	Marcus	et	al.,	1995).	Marcus	et	al.	(1995)	found	that	the	tolerant	were	less	

willing	to	sign	a	petition	to	express	their	tolerant	opinion	than	the	intolerant	were	to	

express	the	opposite.	This	finding	supports	the	second	proposition	I	formulated,	that	

mobilizing	intolerance	is	easier	than	mobilizing	tolerance.		
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On	the	measurement	of	tolerance	

Political	tolerance	is	among	the	most	investigated	phenomena	in	modern	political	science	

(Gibson,	2006,	p.	21).	Common	research	topics	include	support	for	the	democratic	‘rules	of	

the	game’,	which	entail	tolerance	(Mutz,	2001)	–	that	is,	support	for	the	civil	liberties	of	

others,	even	those	we	dislike.	However,	the	adequate	measurement	of	tolerance	remains	a	

subject	of	ongoing	debate	(Gibson,	2005a,	2005b;	Gibson	&	Bingham,	1982;	Mondak	&	

Sanders,	2005;	Mondak	&	Sanders,	2003).	What	is	found	with	regard	to	the	antecedents	and	

consequences	of	tolerance	is	greatly	influenced	by	how	it	is	measured	(Gibson,	2006,	p.	22).	

For	this	reason,	I	now	turn	my	attention	to	the	ways	in	which	political	tolerance,	in	

particular,	has	traditionally	been	measured	and	discuss	the	criticism	each	approach	has	

raised.		

Classic	and	contemporary	approaches	in	political	tolerance	studies	

Stouffer’s	1954	survey,	conducted	in	the	USA,	was	the	first	systematic	large-scale	study	of	

political	tolerance.	Stouffer	(1955)	investigated	the	political	opinions	of	American	citizens.	

He	listed	several	unpopular	groups	of	the	time	(predominantly	left-wing	political	

organizations)	and	assessed	willingness	to	support	their	civil	rights.	His	research	was	

conducted	in	the	days	of	McCarthy’s	‘Red	Scare’,	when	communists	and	other	left-wingers	

were	widely	considered	an	unpopular	‘out-group’	(Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999).	Stouffer’s	

findings	revealed	that	a	majority	of	the	Americans	did	not	support	the	extension	of	civil	

rights	to	the	communists	and	other	leftist	groups	(Stouffer,	1955).	Later,	Stouffer’s	study	

was	criticized	for	being	biased,	as	it	assessed	only	intolerance	of	leftist	groups	and	not	

towards	others	with	different	political	affiliations	(Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999).	Some	twenty	

years	later,	Nunn	replicated	the	study	and	concluded	that	American	tolerance	had	increased	

(Nunn	et	al.,	1978).	Sullivan	criticized	these	conclusions,	arguing	that	tolerance	had	not	

increased,	but	rather	the	rejection	of	leftist	groups	had	decreased	(Sullivan	et	al.,	1979).	In	

response	to	Nunn,	Sullivan	and	colleagues	developed	the	so-called	‘least-liked’	method	

(Sullivan	et	al.,	1982;	Sullivan	et	al.,	1979).	Their	‘two-step	technique’	first	measured	the	

extent	of	disapproval	towards	listed	groups	and	then	support	for	the	civil	rights	of	the	most	

disliked	group	(Sullivan	et	al.,	1982).	This	ensured	that	each	respondent	rated	the	support	

for	the	civil	rights	of	the	group	they	most	strongly	disliked	–	according	to	the	authors,	a	
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prerequisite	to	speak	of	tolerance	(Sullivan	et	al.,	1982).	This	was	a	measurement	technique	

that	obviously	dovetailed	better	with	the	definition	of	tolerance	as	support	for	the	civil	

rights	of	a	group	one	disagrees	with,	dislikes	or	disapproves	of.	

Gibson	(1992)	subsequently	compared	the	two	methods:	the	Stouffer-derived	survey	

technique	of	assessing	tolerance	towards	a	number	of	commonly	‘unpopular’	groups	versus	

the	least-liked	technique	as	developed	by	Sullivan	and	colleagues.	Gibson	concluded	that	

both	accurately	measure	intolerance	and	do	not	differ	significantly	in	their	conclusions	

regarding	its	underpinnings.	Under	both,	the	determinants	of	intolerance,	such	as	perceived	

threat	and	educational	level,	remained	broadly	the	same.	In	conclusion,	though,	Gibson	

(1992)	did	argue	that	Stouffer’s	method	can	be	considered	a	valid	way	to	measure	

intolerance	but	is	not	a	good	measure	of	tolerance.	After	all,	if	the	civil	rights	of	a	group	one	

sympathizes	with	are	strongly	supported,	it	would	not	make	sense	to	call	this	‘tolerance’.	

This	would	be	what	Vogt	calls	‘a	sympathy	scale’	rather	than	a	tolerance	scale	(Vogt,	1997).	

In	recent	studies,	Verkuyten	and	colleagues	(Gieling,	Thijs,	&	Verkuyten,	2011	;	Verkuyten	&	

Slooter,	2007,	2008)	have	demonstrated	that	people	do	indeed	make	a	distinction	between	

groups	they	are	willing	to	tolerate,	depending	on	their	own	affiliation	with	the	tolerated	

group.	For	instance,	women	were	less	tolerant	towards	religious	practices	that	affect	

women	negatively	(Verkuyten	&	Slooter,	2007).	As	Robinson	and	colleagues	(2001,	p.	85)	

note,	“It	appears	that	people	are	selective	about	whom	and	what	they	will	tolerate	and	

under	what	circumstances	they	are	prepared	to	be	tolerant.	Hence,	tolerance	cannot	be	

conceptualized	as	a	global	structure	and	should	be	viewed	as	multi-faceted	and	context	

sensitive”.	

So	an	adequate	measure	of	tolerance	should	encompass	both	the	extent	of	dislike	towards	

a	given	group	or	practice	and	support	for	the	civil	rights	of	a	group.	To	speak	of	tolerance,	a	

‘tolerated’	group	should	(to	some	extent,	at	least)	be	disliked,	disapproved	of	or	disagreed	

with.	Furthermore,	given	the	idea	that	tolerance	is	context	sensitive,	social	and	societal	

context	should	be	included	or	taken	into	account	when	it	is	assessed,	so	that	it	becomes	

clear	what	is	tolerated,	from	whom	and	under	what	social	circumstances.	The	development	

of	a	tolerance	scale	designed	specifically	for	the	present	research	is	discussed	Chapter	4;	

this	scale	is	better	suited	to	assessing	the	practice	of	tolerance	than	existing	measures,	since	
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it	takes	into	account	contextual	factors	that	come	into	play	when	the	practice	of	tolerance	is	

addressed.		

Discrepancies	between	the	principle	and	the	practice	of	tolerance	

Lawrence	(1976)	was	among	the	first	to	acknowledge	inconsistency	between	general	and	

specific	(also	called	abstract	and	applied)	tolerance.	He	argued	that,	although	a	majority	of	

Americans	were	perfectly	willing	to	support	democratic	civil	rights	(or	procedural	norms,	in	

his	words)	such	as	equality	for	all	and	non-discrimination	on	the	basis	of	religion,	ethnicity	

and	so	on,	in	practice	many	did	discriminate	when	it	came	to	tolerance	of	specific	(at	the	

time	commonly	discriminated)	groups,	such	as	supporting	the	civil	rights	of	blacks,	socialists	

or	communists.	So	although	people	are	generally	willing	to	support	the	principles	of	

tolerance,	when	facing	its	practical	implications	many	react	intolerantly.	Tolerance	is	not	the	

only	attitude	that	shows	a	discrepancy	between	beliefs	and	behavioural	intentions	(Fishbein	

&	Ajzen,	1975).	Social	psychological	processes	such	as	self-efficacy,	subjective	norms	and	

perceived	behavioural	control	are	all	found	to	account	for	variance	in	actual	behaviour	

(Ajzen	&	Fishbein,	1980).	In	general,	a	stronger	connection	has	been	found	between	

intolerant	beliefs	and	behavioural	intentions	than	between	tolerant	beliefs	and	behavioural	

intentions	(Gibson	&	Bingham,	1982;	Marcus	et	al.,	1995,	p.	191).	Discrepancies	between	

principles	and	practices	of	tolerance	are	commonly	discussed	in	the	political	tolerance	

literature,	but	the	psychological	or	social	processes	that	may	account	for	such	discrepancies	

have	received	little	attention	in	the	political	sciences.	

Recent	studies	have	confirmed	this	discrepancy	between	supporting	the	principle	and	the	

willingness	to	practise	tolerance	(Coenders,	Lubbers,	&	Scheepers,	2004).	In	particular,	self-

reported	intolerant	attitudes	can	coincide	with	more	tolerant	behaviour	(Iyengar	et	al.,	

2013;	Keuzenkamp,	2011;	Keuzenkamp	&	Kuyper,	2013;	La	Piere,	1934)	–for	instance,	when	

parents	who	generally	reject	homosexuality	respond	to	the	coming-out	of	their	own	son	or	

daughter	with	acceptance	and	support.	Similarly,	Iyengar	and	colleagues	(2013)	found	that	

opposition	towards	open	immigration	policies	was	paired	with	a	willingness	to	admit	

individual	immigrants.	Such	findings	indicate	that	variance	in	tolerance	should	be	attributed	

in	part	to	the	level	of	abstraction	at	which	tolerance	is	measured.	
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In	the	present	research,	both	general	and	applied	measures	of	tolerance	will	be	assessed	in	

order	to	explore	discrepancies	between	these	types	of	tolerance.	Moreover,	an	alternative	

measure	will	be	developed	and	validated,	assessing	tolerance	in	concrete	cases	rather	than	

support	for	the	more	abstract	principles	of	tolerance.	Such	a	specified	and	concrete	

measure	may	diminish	the	common	discrepancy	between	beliefs	and	behavioural	

intentions,	thus	increasing	its	predictive	validity	with	regard	to	actual	tolerant	behaviour.		

The	predictors	of	tolerance:	education,	perceived	threat,	support	for	democratic	values,	

personality	factors	and	demographic	variables	

In	their	review	of	twentieth-century	tolerance	research,	Sullivan	and	Transue	(1999)	identify	

four	primary	predictors	of	tolerance:	education,	perceived	threat,	democratic	values	and	

personality	factors.	Below	I	discuss	each	of	these	in	turn,	together	with	recent	evidence	and	

contradictory	findings.	

First,	education	plays	a	central	–	and	much-researched	–	role.	So-called	political	elites,	or	

“the	educated	and	the	politically	active”	(Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999,	p.	629),	are	more	

supportive	of	civil	liberties	and	generally	more	–	politically	–	tolerant	(McClosky	&	Brill,	

1983;	Nunn	et	al.,	1978;	but	see	also	Sniderman,	Fletcher,	Russell,	&	Tetlock,	1996).	Second,	

perceptions	of	threat	are	strong	predictors	of	intolerance.	The	more	one	feels	threatened	by	

a	group,	the	less	tolerantly	one	responds	towards	it	(e.g.	Sullivan	et	al.,	1982).	Third,	the	

more	strongly	people	hold	internalized	beliefs	in	the	abstract	values	of	democracy,	the	more	

consistent	they	are	in	their	–tolerant	–	judgements	(Lawrence,	1976;	McClosky	&	Brill,	1983;	

Prothro	&	Grigg,	1960;	Sullivan	et	al.,	1982;	Vogt,	1997).	Moreover,	internalized	democratic	

values	have	a	‘dampening	effect’	on	the	negative	effect	of	threat	perceptions.	Fourth,	

certain	personality	dispositions	seem	to	be	associated	with	political	tolerance.	Sullivan	and	

Transue	(1999)	conclude	from	international	comparative	research	that	the	effect	of	specific	

personality	characteristics	on	tolerance	is	undeniable,	very	much	in	line	with	classic	research	

on	‘the	authoritarian	personality’	(Adorno,	Frenkel-Brunswik,	Levinson,	&	Sanford,	1950).	

Finally,	demographic	variables,	such	as	gender,	age	and	religion,	were	found	to	influence	

tolerance.	Each	of	these	factors	is	discussed	in	more	detail	below.		
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Education	

Educational	level	is	the	most	consistently	encountered	predictor	of	tolerance,	spanning	

decades	of	research	on	the	subject	(Bobo	&	Licari,	1989;	Federico,	2005;	Gibson,	Duch,	&	

Tedin,	1992;	Golebiowska,	1995;	Jackman,	1978;	Moore	&	Ovadia,	2006;	Nunn	et	al.,	1978;	

Prothro	&	Grigg,	1960;	Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999;	Vogt,	1997;	Wilson,	1994).	From	the	

earliest	studies	of	tolerance	onwards,	it	has	been	associated	clearly	and	positively	with	

education.	The	well-educated	display	more	adherence	to	civil	liberties	and	tolerance	in	

general,	and	are	less	inclined	than	the	poorly	educated	to	defect	from	tolerant	principles	

when	applying	them	to	a	disliked	group	(but	see	Jackman,	1978;	Lawrence,	1976).	Under	

what	circumstances	these	educational	effects	hold	true,	and	how	and	why	education	

advances	tolerance,	remain	pivotal	questions	in	tolerance	research	to	this	day.	In	his	book	

Tolerance	&	Education,	Vogt	(1997)	presents	the	most	elaborate	review	of	the	relationship	

between	tolerance	and	education	to	date	and	concludes:	“Education	not	only	gives	students	

new	information,	it	can	change	how	they	think,	alter	their	personalities,	and	provide	them	

with	new	social	experiences.	These	are	sweeping	claims,	but	they	are	supported	by	

extensive	research”	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	246).	Vogt	shows	convincingly	how	“Education	increases	

tolerance	and	reduces	prejudice	and	stereotyping	of	political,	social,	and	moral	groups.”	

(Vogt,	1997,	p.	102).	So	how	education	advances	tolerance	is	more	of	a	question	than	

whether	it	does.	Vogt	points	to	four	common	explanations	of	educational	effects:	(a)	

personality	development,	(b)	cognitive	development,	(c)	intergroup	contact	and	(d)	civic,	

moral	and	multicultural	instruction	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	103).	The	present	research,	in	particular	

the	study	in	Chapter	3,	may	advance	our	knowledge	of	how	the	way	teachers	deal	with	

dilemmas	inherent	to	tolerance	affect	its	practice	at	schools.	This	study	thus	provides	an	

insight	into	how	educational	processes	promote	–	and	prevent	-	the	emergence	of	

tolerance.	The	results	show	that	teachers	transfer	norms	relevant	to	the	group	(religious,	

cultural	or	other)	the	school	affiliates	with,	communicating	to	pupils	their	perception	of	

what	is	tolerable	and	intolerable.		

Threat	

Threat,	too,	has	been	identified	as	a	pivotal	source	of	intolerance.	Gibson	(2006):	“[T]hose	

who	feel	threatened	by	their	political	enemies	are	less	likely	to	tolerate	them”	(p.	24).	
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Although	threat	is	a	factor	consistently	explaining	variance	in	tolerance,	it	is	unknown	why	

threat	perceptions	vary:	“[a]	few	projects	have	been	able	to	link	threat	perceptions	to	

factors	such	as	social	identities	(Gibson	&	Gouws,	2003;	Sniderman,	Hagendoorn,	&	Prior,	

2003),	personality	structures	(Feldman	&	Stenner,	1997;	Marcus,	1985;	Marcus	et	al.,	1995),	

and	perceptions	of	social	stress	(Gibson,	2002),	but	no	existing	research	provides	anything	

remotely	resembling	a	comprehensive	explanation	of	variation	in	perceived	group	threat”	

(Gibson,	2006,	p.	24).	Paradoxically,	perceived	group	power	(as	an	indicator	of	how	

threatening	a	minority	group	really	could	be	to	a	majority’s	way	of	life)	seems	to	have	no	

particular	impact	on	threat	perceptions	(Gibson	&	Gouws,	2003;	Marcus	et	al.,	1995).	

Interaction	effects,	between	personality	dispositions	like	neuroticism	and	anxiety	on	the	

one	hand	and	threat	perceptions	on	the	other,	have	been	reported	(Marcus	et	al.,	1995,	pp.	

168-172):	people	who	are	more	neurotic	tend	to	feel	more	easily	threatened,	and	respond	

more	intolerantly	than	the	less	neurotic	towards	groups	they	perceive	as	threatening	them.	

Interestingly,	the	impact	of	perceived	value	conflict	between	groups	(‘symbolic’	threat)	on	

intolerance	is	greater	than	the	influence	of	economic	or	safety	threat	(Sniderman	&	

Hagendoorn,	2007).	In	Gibson’s	(2006)	words,	“[T]hose	who	see	threat	to	their	‘way	of	life’	–	

not	their	personal	safety	–	often	tend	to	be	the	most	intolerant”	(Gibson,	2006,	p.	22).		

Democratic	values	and	norms	

Democratic	values	entail	support	for	general	democratic	principles	such	as	minority	rights,	

majority	rule,	equality	under	the	law,	free	speech	and	freedom	of	religion	(Sullivan	et	al.,	

1982).	Hagendoorn	and	Poppe	(2011)	found	that	a	considerable	proportion	of	the	Dutch	

population	is	invariably	tolerant	towards	disliked	political	groups	–	such	as	right-wing	

extremists	–	this	apparently	being	rooted	in	their	respect	for	individual	freedom,	a	value	

widely	propagated	in	the	Netherlands,	as	the	authors	argue.	International	comparative	

research	shows	that	the	kind	of	democratic	values	emphasized	within	nations	vary	(Roberts,	

Walsh,	&	Sullivan,	1985),	and	that	this	leads	to	differential	tolerance	judgements.	For	

example,	individual	freedom	and	minority	rights	are	core	values	in	US	democracy,	whereas	

majority	rule	and	equality	are	emphasized	as	Israeli	democratic	values	(Sullivan	&	Transue,	

1999).	This	results	in	differences	in	the	groups,	practices	and	ideas	tolerance	is	extended	to.	

The	institutionalization	of	certain	democratic	values	may	thus	lead	to	certain	‘dominant’	
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values	overruling	others	in	individual	tolerance	judgements	(Peffley	et	al.,	2001;	Peffley	&	

Rohrschneider,	2003;	Roberts	et	al.,	1985;	Smeekes	et	al.,	2012).	

Interestingly,	democratic	values	also	appear	to	be	an	intermediate	variable	between	

education	and	political	tolerance	(Sullivan	et	al.,	1982,	p.	221),	indicating	that	one	of	the	

effects	of	education	is	stronger	adherence	to	democratic	values,	which	in	turn	are	

associated	positively	with	tolerance	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	127).	

Values	are	different	from	norms	in	the	sense	that	they	focus	on	‘desirability’	and	ideals	

(Kluckhohn,	1951;	Schwartz	&	Bilsky,	1987),	whereas	norms	focus	on	preferred	behaviour	in	

concrete	situations	(Marini,	2001).	Values	“transcend	particular	types	of	action	and	

situations	[whereas	norms	are]	linked	directly	to	particular	types	of	action	and	situations”	

(Marini,	2001).	So	norms	can	be	seen	as	concrete,	practical	and	behavioural	guidelines	

derived,	at	least	in	part,	from	more	abstract	and	general	values.	Both	norms	and	values	have	

an	important	regulating	function	for	group	welfare	and	survival	(Schwartz,	1992).	Normative	

behaviour	is	typically	behaviour	that	is	socially	approved	of	(Hitlin	&	Piliavin,	2004).	The	

social	function	of	norms	is	also	underscored	by	Cialdini	and	Trost	(1998,	p.	152),	who	note	

that	“sanctions	for	deviating	from	[norms]	come	from	social	networks,	not	the	legal	

system”.	

So	adherence	to	the	value	of	tolerance	(embedded	in	a	broader	system	of	democratic	

values)	is	reflected	in	the	maintenance	of	tolerant	norms	within	groups,	which	guide	the	

concrete	attitudes	and	behaviours	that	are	approved	and	disapproved	of	within	the	group.	

Values	can	be	seen	as	the	building	blocks	of	the	‘philosophy	of	life’	a	group	adheres	to,	

while	norms	reinforce	the	particular	attitudes	and	behaviours	that	preserve	that	philosophy	

among	group	members.	How	values	translate	into	group	norms	and	play	a	pivotal	role	in	the	

promotion	and	restriction	of	tolerance	will	become	apparent	in	the	study	reported	in	

Chapter	3.	That	concerns	the	promotion	of	tolerance	at	Dutch	secondary	schools,	each	of	

which	adheres	to	a	distinct	philosophy.	Clearly,	the	values	teachers	adhere	to	guide	what	

they	are	willing	to	tolerate	at	school	and	the	extent	to	which	they	promote	tolerance	among	

pupils.		
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Personality	

Adorno	and	colleagues’	(1950)	classic	work	on	the	‘Authoritarian	personality’	paved	the	way	

for	studies	on	personality	characteristics	that	enhance	prejudice.	Adorno	et	al.	(1950)	

developed	the	so-called	F-scale,	consisting	of	such	items	as	‘Obedience	and	respect	for	

authority	are	the	most	important	virtues	children	should	learn’,	which	appeared	to	have	

great	predictive	value	for	expression	of	prejudice.	Allport	(1954/1992,	p.	395),	like	Adorno,	

also	referred	to	psychodynamic	theories	to	explain	prejudice	and	intolerance	(Duckitt,	

2001).	Political	tolerance	is	indeed	frequently	found	to	correlate	with	certain	personality	

characteristics	(Marcus	et	al.,	1995;	McClosky	&	Brill,	1983;	Stouffer,	1955;	Sullivan	et	al.,	

1982).	Dogmatism,	misanthropy,	favouring	strict	child-rearing	techniques,	pessimism	and	

neuroticism	are	all	found	to	correlate	positively	with	intolerance,	whereas	flexibility,	high	

self-esteem,	openness	to	experience	and	trust	correlate	negatively	(Sullivan	&	Transue,	

1999,	pp.	634-635).	Openness	to	experience	seems	to	be	the	most	powerful	personality	

predictor	of	political	tolerance	(Marcus	et	al.,	1995;	in	Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999,	p.	634)	

while	‘psychological	insecurity’	(measured	using	Rokeach’s	dogmatism	scale)	showed	the	

strongest	relationship	with	intolerance	(Sullivan	et	al.,	1982).	

Strikingly,	the	relationship	between	personality	characteristics	and	political	tolerance	seems	

to	be	confounded	by	education	(Vogt,	1997,	pp.	124-128),	indicating	that	this	can	alter	

personality	‘traits’,	which	are	not	necessarily	stable	personal	characteristics.	Marcus	et	al.	

(1995)	note	that	personality	characteristics	influence	the	search	for	valid	information,	

suggesting	that	the	relationship	between	education	and	personality	development	is	

reciprocal.		

Demographic	variables:	socioeconomic	status,	age,	regional	differences,	religion	and	

gender	

Determinants	of	tolerance	include	socioeconomic	status	(Filsinger,	1976;	Karpov,	1999;	

Katnik,	2002),	age	(Helwig,	1997;	Karpov,	1999;	Keuzenkamp,	2011;	Wilson,	1994),	regional	

differences	(Ellison	&	Musick,	1993;	Fletcher	&	Sergeyev,	2002;	Moore	&	Ovadia,	2006),	

religion/religiosity	(Kathleen	Murphy	Beatty	&	Oliver	Walter,	1984;	Eisenstein,	2006;	Ellison	

&	Musick,	1993;	Filsinger,	1976;	Froese,	Bader,	&	Smith,	2008;	B.A	Yeşilada	&	P.	Noordijk,	

2010)	and	gender	(Golebiowska,	1999;	Sotelo,	1999).	
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Generally,	people	with	a	higher	socioeconomic	status	(partially	coinciding	with	education),	

people	who	are	older	and	people	living	in	cities	are	found	to	be	more	tolerant	than	the	

socioeconomically	disadvantaged,	adolescents	and	rural	residents.	As	far	as	I	am	aware,	

however,	systematic	meta-analyses	of	the	effects	of	demographic	variables	are	unavailable.	

In	the	Netherlands,	Van	der	Waal	and	colleagues	(Waal	&	Houtman,	2010;	Waal,	Koster,	&	

Achterberg,	2011)	found	the	‘cultural	climate’	of	a	city	to	be	more	predictive	of	tolerance	

than	economic	threat	and	interethnic	contact.	Measuring	this	‘cultural	climate’	using	a	

‘bohemianism	scale’	that	assessed	the	number	of	artists	living	in	a	city	and	level	of	gay	

activism,	they	found	that	inhabitants	of	more	‘bohemian’	cities	were	more	tolerant	of	ethnic	

diversity,	suggesting	that	local	norms	impact	upon	tolerance.	But	other	studies	have	found	

such	regional	differences	to	be	rooted	in	confounding	variables,	such	as	religion	(Moore	&	

Ovadia,	2006).	Both	religious	affiliation	and	religiosity	(church	attendance)	are	consistently	

shown	to	be	associated	with	political	intolerance,	in	particular,	and	also	account	for	regional	

differences:	rural	and	industrial	areas	differ	in	terms	of	religiosity	(K.M.	Beatty	&	O.	Walter,	

1984;	but	see	Eisenstein,	2006;	Ellison	&	Musick,	1993;	Filsinger,	1976;	Froese	et	al.,	2008;	

Katnik,	2002;	Stouffer,	1955;	B.A.	Yeşilada	&	P.			Noordijk,	2010).	Froese	and	colleagues	

(2008,	p.	33):	“[P]revious	research	has	found	a	consistent	relationship	between	political	

tolerance	and	religiosity,	as	measured	by	affiliation,	attendance,	belief,	or	some	

combination	thereof.”	This	effect	has	been	ascribed	to	‘closed-mindedness’	on	the	part	of	

believers.	Scriptural	literalism,	conservatism,	fundamentalism	and	a	specific	image	of	God	as	

punishing	rather	forgiving	all	coincide	with	intolerant	opinions	(Froese	et	al.,	2008,	p.	30).	

Women	have	generally	proven	more	politically	intolerant	than	men	(Bobo	&	Licari,	1989;	

Golebiowska,	1999;	Marcus	et	al.,	1995;	Nunn	et	al.,	1978;	but	see	also	Sotelo,	1999).	

However,	as	Golebiowska	(1999,	p.	43)	notes:	“women	also	seem	to	differ	from	men	in	their	

choice	of	intolerance	targets”.	This	was	demonstrated	by	Verkuyten	and	colleagues	

(Verkuyten	&	Slooter,	2007,	2008),	too,	who	found	that	women	were	less	tolerant	towards	

practices	(religious	or	secular)	that	are	disadvantageous	to	women.	Such	‘gender’	effects	

may	be	associated	with	differences	in	threat	perceptions	(the	extent	to	which	an	alternative	

way	of	life	is	perceived	as	threatening	to	one’s	own)	rather	than	with	gender	as	such.	In	

similar	vein,	Keuzenkamp	(2011)	found	men	to	be	more	intolerant	than	women	towards	gay	

men.	Golebiowska	(1999)	examined	the	sources	of	intolerance	in	American	women	and	

found	that	a	lower	commitment	to	democratic	norms,	less	political	expertise,	higher	threat	
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perceptions,	less	tolerance	of	general	uncertainty	and	more	moral	traditionalism	were	

responsible	for	the	‘gender	gap’;	that	is,	women	being	more	intolerant	than	men.	Witenberg	

(2007)	points	to	gender	differences	in	motives	for	tolerating	various	practices;	she	found	

adolescent	girls	to	be	motivated	primarily	by	a	combination	of	justice	and	empathy,	while	

boys	tend	to	judge	on	the	basis	of	justice	and	reasonability	(similar	to	Gilligan	&	Attanucci,	

1988).		

A	social	psychological	perspective	on	tolerance	

The	above	review	of	political	tolerance	research	clearly	shows	the	disciplinary	division	

between	the	political	sciences	on	the	one	hand	and	social	psychology	on	the	other.	Political	

sciences	focus	on	support	for	civil	liberties	as	a	precondition	for	democratically	functioning	

societies,	while	social	psychology	is	concerned	with	the	intergroup	dynamics	which	define	

tolerant	and	intolerant	attitudes	towards	others.	In	the	latter	field,	over	the	past	sixty	years	

knowledge	has	accumulated	specifically	around	intergroup	processes	and	prejudice	

reduction,	the	idea	being	that	social	categorization	processes	enhance	in-group	favouritism	

and	out-group	derogation	(Tajfel,	1982;	Tajfel	&	Turner,	1979;	Turner,	1987).	If	we	look	at	

political	tolerance	studies,	it	seems	only	too	obvious	that	judgements	made	about	the	civil	

liberties	of	others	automatically	involve	such	common	intergroup	processes	enhancing	

negative	evaluations	of	out-group	members.	However,	as	(Gibson,	2006,	p.	25)	observes,	

“To	a	truly	remarkable	degree,	those	who	study	intergroup	prejudice	and	those	who	work	

on	political	tolerance	rarely	intersect.”	

A	more	integrated	perspective	on	tolerance,	taking	into	account	the	intergroup	processes	

involved	in	tolerance	judgements,	may	improve	our	understanding	of	tolerance	and	the	

factors	helping	and	hindering	its	emergence.	The	fact	that	political	tolerance	levels	differ	

depending	on	the	particular	group	being	evaluated	suggests	that	tolerance	is	indeed	an	

intergroup	phenomenon,	affected	by	intergroup	dynamics	as	we	know	them	from	the	social	

psychological	literature.	This	has	been	argued	by	scholars	from	both	disciplines	

(Mummendey	&	Wenzel,	1999;	Sullivan	et	al.,	1982;	Vogt,	1997),	but	so	far	little	actual	

cross-fertilization	between	them	seems	to	have	occurred.	
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In	this	dissertation	I	apply	social	psychological	notions	to	the	emergence	of	intergroup	

tolerance,	considering	how	intragroup	and	intergroup	processes	affect	out-group	attitudes.	

This	may	lead	to	better	understanding	of	the	social	circumstances	in	which	tolerance	is	likely	

–	or	unlikely	–	to	emerge.	The	propositions	formulated	at	the	beginning	of	the	dissertation	

draw	on	social	psychological	knowledge	of	intergroup	relations,	emphasizing	that	‘others’	in	

the	definition	of	tolerance	–	accepting	others	whom	one	dislikes,	disapproves	of	or	

disagrees	with	–	implicitly	refers	to	‘out-group	members’.	By	adopting	a	social	psychological	

perspective	on	tolerance,	processes	of	intergroup	differentiation	and	out-group	derogation,	

implicit	underlying	political	tolerance	judgements	become	an	explicit	research	topic.		

Tolerance	as	an	intergroup	attitude	

Social	psychological	theory	on	intergroup	relations	departs	from	the	notion	that	social	

identification	and	social	categorization	processes	define	the	way	people	evaluate	others,	or	

‘out-group’	members	(Tajfel	&	Turner,	1979;	Turner,	1987).	Social	categorization	entails	the	

perception	that	one	belongs	–	temporarily	or	permanently	–	to	a	particular	group,	which	can	

be	distinguished	from	another	group	on	the	basis	of	one	particular	dimension	(such	as	

gender,	religion,	skin	colour,	sexual	preference,	occupation	and	so	on).	This	central	notion	

of	intergroup	relationship	research	has	so	far	dominated	the	research	on	intergroup	

attitudes	and	prejudice	towards	out-groups	(e.g.	Brewer	&	Pierce,	2005;	González	&	Brown,	

2003;	Hornsey	&	Hogg,	2000).	In	recent	decades,	some	scholars	have	placed	an	emphasis	on	

the	societal	order	in	which	such	intergroup	attitudes	emerge,	underlining	the	‘social	

distance’	between	groups	or	the	‘social	hierarchy’	that	exists	between	groups	in	society	

(Hraba,	Hagendoorn,	&	Hagendoorn,	1989);	or	emphasizing	the	–	unequal	–	power	

relationships	between	groups	and	the	individual	motivation	of	dominant-group	members	to	

maintain	power	over	underprivileged	groups	(Sidanius	&	Pratto,	1999).	

A	few	scholars	have	studied	tolerance	from	a	social	psychological	angle	and	intergroup	

perspective	(Gieling,	Thijs,	&	Verkuyten,	2014;	Mummendey	&	Wenzel,	1999;	van	der	Noll	et	

al.,	2010;	Verkuyten	&	Slooter,	2007,	2008),	showing	that	social	categorization	processes	are	

indeed	relevant	to	tolerance	judgements.	For	instance,	Gieling	et	al.	(2014)	showed	that	

Dutch	adolescents	who	identified	strongly	as	Dutch	were	less	tolerant	towards	a	number	of	
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Muslim	practices	than	those	identifying	less	strongly	as	Dutch.	So	in-group	identification	and	

social	categorization	affect	tolerance	of	an	‘out-group’	and	its	religious	practices.	

Strikingly,	Gieling	and	colleagues	(2010)	also	demonstrated	that	tolerance	differed	from	one	

practice	to	another	(i.e.	there	was	greater	tolerance	of	pupils	wearing	headscarves	at	school	

than	there	was	towards	an	imam	expressing	negative	views	about	homosexuality).	This	

further	suggests	that	perceived	or	actual	value	conflicts	are	often	at	the	root	of	intolerance.		

Norms	and	tolerance	

Norms	are	“rules	and	standards	that	are	understood	by	members	of	a	group,	and	that	guide	

and	or	constrain	social	behavior	without	the	force	of	laws.”	(Cialdini	&	Trost,	1998,	p.	152).	

As	such,	norms	have	a	function	in	the	coordination	and	organization	of	social	behaviour	

within	groups.	Importantly	for	the	present	research,	norms	regulate	both	intragroup	as	well	

as	intergroup	relations	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005;	Dovidio	et	al.,	2004;	Stangor,	Sechrist,	&	

Jost,	2001b).	

The	association	between	norms,	shared	and	learned	within	groups,	and	the	emergence	of	

derogatory	attitudes	towards	out-groups	was	suggested	by	early	social	psychologists	

(Allport,	1954/1992;	Lewin,	1952;	Sherif,	1936/1966,	1966).	I	will	first	discuss	the	classic	

notions	developed	by	these	early	scholars,	and	then	recent	findings	regarding	the	effect	of	

in-group	norms	on	tolerant	or	intolerant	attitudes	and	behaviour	that	support	those	

notions.	

Allport	(1954/1992),	although	he	became	famous	for	his	intergroup	contact	hypothesis,	was	

among	the	first	to	recognize	the	power	of	intragroup	processes	in	shaping	prejudice	and	

out-group	hostility.	The	following	quote	reflects	his	stance	on	the	importance	of	intragroup	

phenomena:	“About	half	of	all	prejudiced	attitudes	are	based	only	on	the	need	to	conform”	

(Allport,	1954/1992,	p.	286).	Allport	hereby	“deemed	[social	conformity]	the	single	most	

important	factor	in	the	acquisition	of	prejudice”	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005,	p.	306).	Allport’s	

contact	hypothesis	–	in	short:	contact	between	groups	will,	under	the	right	conditions,	

promote	harmonious	relations	between	those	groups	–	is	renowned	as	a	means	of	

diminishing	intolerance	of	out-groups.	Indeed,	the	evidence	is	overwhelming	that	contact	

between	groups	reduces	prejudice	(see	Dovidio	et	al.,	2005;	Pettigrew	&	Tropp,	2005).	Due	
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to	the	success	of	the	intergroup	contact	hypothesis,	however,	less	scholarly	attention	has	

been	paid	to	intragroup	processes	promoting	or	restricting	tolerance	(Duckitt,	2001).	

The	Sherifs,	also	referred	to	by	Allport,	underlined	the	importance	of	contact	within	groups	

as	a	central	factor	in	the	learning	of	intergroup	attitudes:	

“Attitudes	towards	members	of	other	groups,	as	well	as	towards	members	of	one’s	own	

group,	are	learned.	But	attitudes	towards	members	of	other	groups	are	not	determined	so	

much	by	experiences	while	in	contact	with	the	groups	in	question	as	by	contact	with	the	

attitudes	toward	these	groups	prevailing	among	the	older	members	of	the	groups	in	which	

they	develop”	(Sherif	et	al.,	1953,	pp.	94-95).	

Another	noteworthy	social	psychologist	–	referred	to	as	the	founding	father	of	modern	

social	psychology	(Marrow,	1977)	–	is	Kurt	Lewin,	who	dedicated	most	of	his	life	and	work	to	

the	study	of	intergroup	relations	and,	in	particular,	to	the	reduction	of	prejudice	and	

discrimination.	Lewin	identified	conformity	to	group	norms	as	the	primary	mechanism	in	

promoting	individual	attitude	and	behaviour	change	(Lewin,	1945/1997,	1952).	The	studies	

he	and	his	team	conducted	commonly	took	the	form	of	simultaneous	social	experiments	

and	social	change	programmes,	providing	the	opportunity	to	study	small-group	dynamics	as	

an	‘instrument’	of	social	change.	Lewin	and	his	colleagues	demonstrated	how	group	

discussion	facilitated	individual	attitude	change	–	as	well	as	behavioural	change	–	towards	a	

range	of	topics,	including	prejudice	(Lewin,	1945/1997).	Lewin	noted	that	“one	of	the	

reasons	why	‘group-carried	change’	[i.e.	change	in	individual	attitudes	following	group	

discussion]	is	readily	brought	about	seems	to	be	the	unwillingness	of	the	individual	to	

depart	too	far	from	group	standards”	(Lewin,	1952,	p.	273).	At	the	same	time,	Lewin	noted	

how	difficult	it	is	to	change	individual	attitudes	that	are	rooted	in	intragroup	norms,	such	as	

prejudice	and	intolerance	of	out-groups,	because	“the	acceptance	of	a	new	[value]	system	is	

linked	with	the	acceptance	of	a	specific	group,	a	particular	role,	a	definite	source	of	

authority	as	new	points	of	reference”	(Lewin,	1945/1997,	p.	273).	Lewin	thus	argued	that	

changing	individual	attitudes	can	be	successful	only	when	this	entails	‘group-carried’	

change;	that	is,	the	changing	of	group	norms	and	attitudes.	

At	around	the	same	time	as	Lewin	was	conducting	his	experiments	on	social	change	in	the	

‘real	world’,	in	the	laboratory	another	pioneer	of	social	psychology,	Solomon	Asch,	was	
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performing	a	series	of	ground-breaking	experiments	demonstrating	the	effects	of	group	

pressure	(Asch,	1951).	Asch	(1951)	presented	his	participants	with	a	simple	visual	

judgement	task.	A	card	depicting	one	black	line	was	handed	out	to	them,	and	after	that	they	

were	presented	with	three	black	lines	on	a	card.	The	participants	had	to	judge	–	and	state	

publicly	–	which	of	the	three	lines	they	considered	to	be	of	equal	length	as	the	one	first	

presented	to	them.	When	asked	privately,	without	others	being	present	in	the	room,	

participants	made	no	mistake	in	judging	the	length	of	lines	accurately.	Subsequently,	a	

confederate	was	instructed	to	give	the	wrong	answer	in	the	public	condition	of	the	

experiment.	Hence,	one	(or	more,	in	varying	conditions	of	peer	pressure)	of	the	people	in	

the	room	deviated	from	the	‘objective’	truth.	Up	to	three	quarters	of	the	participants	

publicly	conformed	to	the	wrong	‘consensus’	when	more	than	one	accomplice	deviated	

(Asch,	1951).	Even	those	who	did	not	change	their	judgement	during	the	experiment	

reported	afterwards	that	they	had	felt	strong	pressure	to	conform.	Asch’s	experiments	

demonstrated	unambiguously	that	participants	rely	on	group	norms	to	interpret	ambiguous	

situations.	If	even	unambiguous	stimuli	such	as	black	lines	on	a	piece	of	paper	are	misjudged	

due	to	the	effect	of	group	norms,	what	effect	will	they	have	on	the	complex,	dilemmatic	and	

affectively	charged	situations	inherent	to	tolerance	judgements?	This	question	is	of	central	

interest	to	this	dissertation.	

Pettigrew	and	Tropp	(2005)	substantiate	a	revived	academic	interest	in	intragroup	

processes	leading	to	tolerance	or	intolerance	towards	out-groups.	In	their	meta-analysis	of	

empirical	studies	testing	Allport’s	intergroup	contact	hypothesis	(Pettigrew	&	Tropp,	2005),	

they	note	that,	instead	of	formulating	more	and	more	preconditions	for	the	hypothesis	to	

‘work’,	scholars	should	concentrate	on	how	to	reduce	factors	(individual,	intergroup	and	

societal)	inhibiting	the	positive	effects	of	intergroup	contact.		

Norm	communication	and	the	promotion	of	tolerance	

Recent	research	into	norms	and	prejudice	reduction	largely	confirms	and	extends	the	early	

insights	of	Sherif,	Lewin	and	Asch	(see	Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005;	Duckitt,	2001).	Norms	

shape	the	expression	of	prejudice,	even	without	overt	pressure	to	conform	to	a	group	norm	

(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005,	pp.	302-303).	A	growing	body	of	empirical	research	demonstrates	

that	the	communication	and	discussion	of	norms	within	groups	shape	tolerant	or	intolerant	
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attitudes	as	well	as	behaviour	towards	disliked	out-groups	(Blanchard	et	al.,	1994;	Crandall	

&	Eshleman,	2003;	Hagendoorn	&	Sniderman,	2004;	Marques	et	al.,	1998;	Paluck,	2011;	

Sechrist	&	Stangor,	2001;	Smith	&	Louis,	2008;	Smith	&	Postmes,	2011a;	Stangor	et	al.,	

2001a,	2001b;	Terry	&	Hogg,	2001;	Terry	et	al.,	2001).	As	Crandall	and	Stangor	conclude,	

norms	both	enhance	and	reduce	prejudice,	and	can	make	prejudices	more	resistant	to	

change	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005,	p.	303;	Duckitt,	2001;	Paluck	&	Green,	2009).	

Norms	are	communicated	primarily	through	actual	contact	with	‘nearby	others’,	but	can	

also	be	derived	from	the	mass	media,	induced	group	discussions,	consensus	feedback	(data	

provided	about	the	actual	attitudes	or	behaviour	of	peers)	or	exposure	to	behavioural	

models	(Smith	&	Postmes,	2009),	who	can	be	friends	and	family	but	also	role	models	like	

politicians	or	soccer	players.	The	communication	of	norms	in	empirical	studies	has	taken	

various	and	very	different	forms,	all	leading	to	quite	similar	results,	which	suggests	that	

norms	have	a	strong	effect	on	tolerance,	regardless	of	the	way	they	are	communicated	or	

operationalized.	In	a	series	of	experiments,	Smith	and	Postmes	(Smith	&	Postmes,	2011a,	

2011b)	showed	that	the	development	of	norms	during	small-group	discussions	among	

students	mediated	the	relationship	between	in-group	interaction	and	out-group	prejudice	

and	stereotyping	of	immigrants.	Paluck	(2009),	in	her	fieldwork	in	Rwanda,	showed	that	it	

was	specifically	the	discussion	of	norms	within	monoethnic	groups	of	listeners	to	a	radio	

soap	opera	that	reduced	prejudice	towards	the	ethnic	out-group.	Terry	and	Hogg	(2001)	

demonstrated	that	consensus	feedback	(data	provided	by	the	researchers	about	the	

percentage	of	peers	supporting	or	rejecting	the	attitude	of	the	respondent)	strengthened	

the	relationship	between	prejudiced	attitudes	and	discriminatory	behaviour	towards	African	

Americans.	The	way	norms	were	communicated	and	operationalized	in	these	studies	varied,	

ranging	from	the	small-group	discussion	of	stereotypes	(Smith	&	Postmes,	2011b)	to	

computer-mediated	feedback	to	respondents	stating	the	percentage	of	peers	agreeing	with	

the	prejudice	initially	reported	by	the	respondent	(Stangor	et	al.,	2001a;	Terry	&	Hogg,	

2001).	Regardless	of	the	source	of	norm	information	or	the	way	it	was	provided,	an	

association	has	been	found	consistently	between	a	communicated	norm	and	the	

respondent’s	subsequent	attitudes	and	behavioural	inclinations	towards	a	stigmatized	

group	or	member	of	a	group.	
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Based	on	these	findings,	it	may	be	concluded	that	there	is	a	consistent	relationship	between	

group	norms	and	the	expression	of	tolerance	or	intolerance	towards	out-group	members	

(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005).	Norms	have	proven	influential	over	both	attitudes	and	

behaviour	towards	a	range	of	groups,	such	as	blacks,	immigrants,	gay	men	or	obese	people	

(Blanchard	et	al.,	1994;	Crandall	et	al.,	2002;	Monteith,	Deneen,	&	Tooman,	1996;	Sechrist	&	

Stangor,	2001;	Stangor	et	al.,	2001a).	Norms	strengthen	the	relationship	between	beliefs	

(whether	prejudiced	or	not)	and	behaviour	(whether	discriminatory	or	tolerant)	(Stangor	et	

al.,	2001b;	Terry	&	Hogg,	2001).	Addressing	norms	has	been	identified	as	an	effective	

strategy	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance	towards	disliked	groups	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005;	

Dovidio	et	al.,	2004;	Duckitt,	2001;	Paluck	&	Green,	2009;	Stephan	&	Stephan,	2005;	

Stephan	&	Vogt,	2004).	

	

In	conclusion,	the	literature	largely	supports	the	notion	that	the	communication	of	norms	

influences	tolerance	of	disliked	others.	
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CHAPTER	3.	THE	PROMOTION	OF	TOLERANCE	–	WHEN	VALUES	COLLIDE	

	

How	can	tolerance	be	promoted?	To	explore	this	question,	the	practice	and	promotion	of	

tolerance	were	studied	at	three	Dutch	secondary	schools,	each	with	a	different	identity	and	

adhering	to	a	distinct	value	system:	one	orthodox	Protestant,2	one	ecumenical	with	a	

primarily	Muslim	pupil	population	and	one	a	Waldorf	school3	that	endorses	the	world	view	

of	Rudolf	Steiner.	This	selection	provided	a	field	to	study	the	practice	and	promotion	of	

tolerance,	specifically	when	values	collide.	Of	specific	interest	for	this	study	were	the	

dilemmas	teachers	may	encounter	when	they	aim	to	promote	tolerance.	These	are	likely	to	

be	rooted	in	value	conflicts	that	may	occur	when	broad	and	abstract	values	are	applied	to	

specific	situations	at	school.	While	most	Dutch	schools	and	teachers	can	be	expected	to	

support	the	broad	value	of	tolerance,	when	put	into	practice	it	may	collide	with	other	values	

central	to	the	school’s	philosophy	(Klaassen,	1996;	Lettinga,	2011;	Veugelers	&	De	Kat,	

1998).	In	the	Netherlands,	we	have	indeed	witnessed	instances	of	value	conflicts	at	school;	

as,	for	example,	when	a	Catholic	school	forbade	a	Muslim	pupil	from	wearing	a	headscarf	at	

school	(see	Van	der	Ploeg,	2011).	Such	incidents	uncover	a	discrepancy	between	support	for	

broad	values,	such	as	tolerance,	and	their	application	to	specific	cases	in	which	they	are	at	

odds	with	other	values,	particularly	religious	ones,	schools	also	adhere	to	(Lettinga	&	

Saharso,	2014;	Veugelers	&	De	Kat,	1998).	

How	do	teachers	deal	with	the	promotion	of	tolerance	towards	persons,	groups	or	ideas	

that	oppose	other	values	imparted	at	school?	For	instance,	how	does	an	orthodox	

Protestant	school	deal	with	the	promotion	of	tolerance	towards	homosexuality?	Or	how	

does	a	teacher	respond	to	Muslim	pupils’	intolerance	towards	criticism	of	Islam?	In	other	

words,	where	do	teachers	draw	“the	line	between	the	tolerable	and	the	intolerable”?	

(Oberdiek,	2001,	p.	10).	This	is	the	intrinsic	dilemma	of	tolerance,	which	comes	into	play	

precisely	when	tolerant	values	are	put	into	practice.	

																																																													
2 The	school	states	explicitly	which	churches	staff	should	belong	to:	“Medewerkers	van	onze	school	zijn	in	
ieder	geval	actief	lid	van	één	van	de	kerken	binnen	het	kerkverband	van	de	Gereformeerde	Kerken	
vrijgemaakt,	de	Christelijke	Gereformeerde	kerken,	de	Nederlands	Gereformeerde	Kerken,	of	één	van	de	
gemeenten	die	zich	recentelijk	hebben	losgemaakt	van	de	GKv”	[Employees	of	our	school	shall	be	active	
members	of	one	of	the	churches	in	the	communion	of	the	Reformed	Churches	(Liberated),	the	Christian	
Reformed	Churches,	the	Netherlands	Reformed	Churches	or	one	of	the	congregations	recently	to	have	broken	
with	the	Reformed	Churches	(Liberated)”].	
3	In	Dutch,	“Vrije	school”	or	“Free	School”.	
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In	the	Netherlands,	the	promotion	of	tolerance	is	not	regarded	as	a	mere	‘by-product’	of	

cognitive	education	(see	Vogt,	1997,	pp.	105-106);	it	is	an	explicit	demand	placed	on	schools	

by	the	government	(Onderwijserfgoed,	2011).	In	2006	the	Active	Citizenship	and	Social	

Integration	Act	was	passed,	obliging	all	Dutch	schools	to	“promote	tolerance	and	prevent	

social	discrimination”4	among	their	pupils.	At	the	same	time,	schools	socialize	pupils	

according	to	the	world	view	or	philosophy	they	adhere	to,	transferring	the	values	central	to	

that	philosophy	to	pupils	(Biesta,	2006;	Veugelers	&	De	Kat,	1998).	Yet	precisely	those	

values	a	school	aims	to	propagate	may	conflict	with	tolerance	towards	ideas,	groups	or	

persons	that	oppose	these	values.	If	values	do	collide	in	this	way,	it	is	most	informative	to	

see	what	teachers	actually	do.	According	to	Oberdiek,	the	central	dilemma	of	tolerance	lies	

in	the	decision	where	to	draw	“the	line	between	the	tolerable	and	the	intolerable”	

(Oberdiek,	2001,	p.	19).	In	the	present	study,	this	will	be	the	focus	of	the	analysis.	On	which	

standards	do	schools	–	or,	more	specifically,	teachers	–	rely	when	they	determine	what	

should	be	tolerated,	from	whom	and	under	what	circumstances	(Robinson	et	al.,	2001)?	The	

choices	teachers	make	in	cases	of	value	conflict	are	also	likely	to	affect	pupils’	tolerance	or	

intolerance	towards	ideas,	groups	and	persons	they	dislike,	disagree	with	or	disapprove	of.	

In-group	identification	defines	both	‘who	we	are’	and	‘what	we	do’	through	the	adoption	of	

in-group	norms	(Livingstone,	Postmes,	Haslam,	&	Jetten,	2011).	Norms	that	guide	the	

attitudes	and	behaviours	of	pupils	within	the	school	community	are	derived	from	the	values	

a	school	considers	central	to	its	philosophy.	Teachers	are	likely	to	communicate	norms	to	

pupils,	making	it	clear	what	is	tolerable	and	intolerable	within	the	social	and	societal	group	

pupils	are	socialized	into.	Schools	function	as	social	groups,	in	the	sense	that	they	provide	a	

basis	for	in-group	identification	and	social	categorization	to	teachers	and	pupils	(Tajfel	&	

Turner,	1979;	Turner,	1987).	In-group	identification	in	turn	enhances	intergroup	

differentiation	(e.g.	Brewer	&	Pierce,	2005;	Hornsey	&	Hogg,	2000).	Dutch	schools	were	

historically	associated	with	distinct	societal	groups,	traditionally	based	on	religious	fault	

lines	in	society	(Rietveld-van	Wingerden,	Sturm,	&	Miedema,	2003).	In	recent	decades,	

however,	segregation	in	the	educational	system	has	become	based	more	and	more	on	

																																																													
4 See:	
http://www.onderwijsinspectie.nl/actueel/nieuwsbrieven/details/Actief+burgerschap+en+sociale+integratie.h
tml	
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parents’	educational	attainment	and	socioeconomic	status	(Paulle,	2007)	–	a	development	

that	has	further	demarcated	ethnic,	religious	and	socioeconomic	cleavages	in	society.	This	

implies	that	the	promotion	of	tolerance	at	school	is	increasingly	taking	place	‘within	one’s	

own	group’,	intergroup	contact	being	limited.	

Within	schools,	the	task	of	‘teaching	tolerance’	is	likely	to	be	delegated	primarily	to	

teachers,	as	they	are	the	ones	who	engage	in	teaching	activities	and	they	are	most	

frequently	in	contact	with	pupils.	Past	research	indicates	that	teachers	contribute	to	the	

emergence	of	prejudiced	attitudes	among	pupils	(Donnelly,	2004;	Zembylas,	2013),	but	they	

have	also	been	found	to	promote	tolerance	–	for	instance,	by	condemning	ethnic	

harassment	among	pupils	(Kinket	&	Verkuyten,	1999).	These	studies	suggest	that	teachers	

do	indeed	have	influence	over	tolerance	and	intolerance	among	pupils.		

Approach:	the	selection	of	schools	

The	three	schools	examined	in	this	study	were	selected	on	the	basis	of	the	societal	group	

they	represent,	the	idea	being	that	different	societal	groups	affiliate	with	different	value	

systems,	providing	the	basis	for	values	to	collide.	This	selection	would	allow	for	study	of	the	

teaching	of	tolerance	in	the	face	of	colliding	values.	What	happens	to	the	teaching	of	

tolerance	when	the	‘moral	limits’	(Robinson	et	al.,	2001)	of	a	value	system	are	reached?	

Furthermore,	examining	schools	as	social	groups,	in	which	group	members	intensively	

interact,	allows	for	the	observation	of	how	intragroup	interactions	and	the	communication	

of	norms	may	shape	tolerance.	Before	turning	to	the	analyses,	the	three	schools	will	be	

introduced.	

1. The	orthodox	Protestant	school	

The	first	school	investigated	is	an	orthodox	Protestant	secondary	school.	This	school	

represents	a	religious	minority	in	the	Netherlands,	being	one	of	the	just	four	of	its	kind	out	

of	a	total	of	658	Dutch	secondary	schools5.	The	school	is	located	in	a	provincial	town,	part	of	

the	Dutch	so-called	Bible	Belt,	known	for	its	strong	adherence	to	orthodox	Protestantism.	It	

																																																													
5 See	http://www.stamos.nl/index.rfx?verb=showitem&item=5.24.4&view=table	for	an	overview	of	Dutch	
secondary	schools	and	http://www.stamos.nl/index.rfx?verb=showitem&item=5.24.5&view=table	for	a	
categorization	by	religious	affiliation	(in	2013).	Data	provided	by	STAMOS	for	the	Netherlands	Ministry	of	
Education,	Culture	and	Science	(OCW).  
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offers	secondary	education	from	lower	vocational	level	(vmbo,	a	four-year	programme)	to	

pre-university	level	(vwo,	a	six-year	programme).	Pupils	are	exclusively	from	orthodox	

Protestant	families.	Some	travel	for	over	an	hour	from	home	in	order	to	attend	a	school	of	

their	own	religious	character,	which	suggests	a	strong	engagement	with	religion	(given	the	

size	of	the	country,	travelling	for	more	than	an	hour	is	quite	a	long	journey).	The	school	

presents	itself	on	its	home	page	as	follows:	“God’s	love	and	His	word	are	the	unique	basis	

for	all	we	do	and	do	not	do,	our	learning	and	our	living”	(retrieved	July	2012,	translation	by	

the	author)6.	The	fact	that	the	school	has	both	an	‘identity	coordinator’	and	an	‘identity	

document’	that	guide	the	teaching	of	Christian	values	in	the	curriculum	demonstrates	the	

centrality	of	its	religious	identity.	Given	this	central	role	of	religion,	teachers	and	pupils	are	

expected	to	be	committed	to	orthodox	Protestant	values.	The	orthodox	Protestant	

community	is	a	religious	minority	in	the	Dutch	context	and	its	values	frequently	collide	with	

those	adhered	to	by	a	majority	of	the	population.	This	clash	is	epitomized	by	the	recent	

political	and	public	debate	about	the	so-called	‘weigerambtenaar’	–	that	is,	a	civil	registrar	

who,	on	religious	grounds,	refuses	to	perform	marriage	services	for	same-sex	couples.	A	law	

passed	in	2011	obliges	local	authorities	to	provide	weddings	services	for	same-sex	couples	

and	prohibits	the	hiring	of	new	registrars	who	refuse	to	marry	them	(Binnenlands	Bestuur,	

2011).	This	statute	conflicts	with	orthodox	Protestant	values,	as	was	frequently	argued	in	

Parliament	at	the	time	by	the	Reformed	Political	Party	(Staatkundig	Gereformeerde	Partij,	

SGP),	the	only	party	in	the	Netherlands	that	aims	to	operate	following	‘the	norms	of	the	

Bible’,	which	argued	that	“tolerance	should	work	both	ways”	(de	Wever,	2013).	This	SGP	

response	shows	how	orthodox	Protestant	minorities	feel	they	are	the	subject	of	intolerance.	

Homosexual	relationships	are	also	an	issue	in	the	school	we	looked	at.	In	the	past,	it	would	

not	hire	teachers	who	cohabit	with	a	same-sex	partner	because	cohabitation	is	not	

acceptable	without	marriage;	but	now	that	gay	couples	can	officially	marry,	it	can	no	longer	

exclude	gay	teachers7	on	this	basis.	In	practice,	same-sex	relationships	are	disapproved	of	at	

this	school,	as	became	clear	during	the	interviews.	Both	teachers	and	the	principal	appeared	

to	be	well	aware	of	the	religious	minority	position	they	hold	in	Dutch	society,	with	teachers	

frequently	remarking	that	orthodox	Protestant	values	are	rejected	by	the	majority	in	Dutch	

																																																													
6 In	order	to	safeguard	participant	anonymity,	the	school’s	name	and	the	web	address	will	not	be	revealed.	
7	Note	that	this	is	not	official	school	policy,	since	it	would	be	against	Dutch	law	to	discriminate	against	gay	
teachers.	However,	the	churches	the	school	is	affiliated	with	traditionally	reject	same-sex	relationships.		
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society.	The	school	therefore	aims	to	strengthen	the	religious	identity	of	its	pupils	and	

wants	to	prepare	them	to	“act	assertively”	(as	one	of	the	interviewed	teachers	put	it)	and	

preserve	Christian	values	in	a	society	that	is	increasingly	secular.	It	can	be	expected	that	

tolerance	of	practices	and	ideas	that	go	against	the	orthodox	Christian	values	embraced	by	

this	school	will	cause	dilemmas	to	at	least	some	of	the	teachers	whose	task	is	to	promote	

tolerance	at	this	school.	It	will	be	of	interest	to	observe	if	and	how	value	conflicts	appear,	

how	teachers	respond	to	such	conflicts	and	how	this	affects	the	practice	–	and	promotion	–	

of	tolerance	in	the	classroom.	

2. The	ecumenical	school	with	a	predominantly	Muslim	pupil	population	

The	second	school	we	investigated	is	located	in	Amsterdam,	the	capital	of	the	Netherlands,	

which	is	believed	to	be	the	most	multicultural	city	in	the	world8.	The	school	offers	the	two	

highest	streams	in	Dutch	secondary	education,	the	five-year	havo	and	the	six-year	vwo.	It	is	

situated	in	a	neighbourhood	where	62%	of	the	population	is	of	non-Dutch	origin,9	and	most	

of	the	pupils	live	in	the	immediate	vicinity.	The	majority	have	parents	or	grandparents	who	

immigrated	to	the	Netherlands,	predominantly	from	Morocco	and	Turkey,	although	most	of	

the	pupils	themselves	were	born	in	Amsterdam.10	The	school’s	website	reads:	“The	[school]	

is	an	ecumenical	(In	Dutch:	inter-confessionele)	school	where	mutual	respect	for	one	

another’s	cultural	background,	philosophy	and	lifestyle	is	key.	The	development	of	each	

pupil’s	abilities	counts	for	us.	Integration	and	emancipation	are	central	in	that	respect.	Apart	

from	the	goal	that	every	pupil	obtain	a	qualification,	our	school’s	aim	is	to	train	every	pupil	

to	become	an	autonomous	and	responsible	person	who	uses	their	capacities	and	talents	to	

become	a	full	member	of	our	society”	(Retrieved	from	the	website	in	June	2012,	translated	

by	the	author).	The	ecumenical	description	of	the	school	suggests	religious	diversity.	In	fact,	

however,	the	majority	of	the	pupils	are	Muslim	–	according	to	the	principal,	95%.	The	staff	

are	predominantly	non-Muslim	and	most	teachers	are	of	native	Dutch	origin.	The	school	

principal	has	frequently	made	it	clear	in	past	media	interviews	that	he	considers	his	school	

																																																													
8 In	2014,	49.3	per	cent	of	the	Amsterdam	population	was	born	in	the	Netherlands	
(http://www.os.amsterdam.nl/feiten-en-cijfers)	and	the	city	has	residents	of	178	nationalities	
(http://www.iamsterdam.com/nl-NL/experience/over-amsterdam/feiten-en-cijfers)	
9	Gemeente	Amsterdam,	Bureau	Onderzoek	en	Statistiek,	2012	(City	of	Amsterdam,	Research	and	Statistics	
Department).	
10	Rapport	Periodiek	Kwaliteitsonderzoek,	Onderwijsinspectie,	2006	(regular	quality	report	of	the	Dutch	
Education	Inspectorate). 
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to	be	‘the	most	Islam-friendly	school	in	Amsterdam’,	but	religious	expression	at	school	is	

explicitly	restricted	(Besselink,	2011).	Girls	are	allowed	to	wear	a	headscarf,	but	Muslim	girls	

who	dress	‘too	orthodox’	are	‘talked	to’	by	teachers;	physical	education	lessons	are	mixed,	

not	separate	for	boys	and	girls	(as	some	pupils,	who	previously	attended	an	Islamic	

secondary	school,	were	used	to);	and	there	is	no	prayer	facility	at	school	(Besselink,	2011).	

Interestingly,	although	Muslims	are	a	religious	minority	in	Dutch	society,	at	this	school	

Muslims	form	a	majority.	The	pluralistic	worldview	propagated	at	this	school	may	be	at	odds	

with	the	fact	that	the	majority	of	the	pupils	share	one	religion.		

3. The	Waldorf	school	

The	third	school	is	a	so-called	Waldorf	school	(in	Dutch,	“Vrije	school”	or	“Free	School”).	Its	

world	view	and	pedagogical	climate	are	based	on	the	anthroposophical	philosophy	of	Rudolf	

Steiner	(1861-1925),	in	which	free	development	of	the	spiritual	and	cultural	lives	of	children	

is	central.11	The	school	is	located	in	a	provincial	town	not	far	from	Amsterdam.	It	offers	four	

to	six-year	programmes	of	secondary	education,	ranging	from	lower	vocational	to	pre-

university	level	(mavo,	havo	and	vwo).	Although	situated	in	a	neighbourhood	where	many	

immigrants	live,	according	to	the	principal	its	pupils	come	primarily	from	white	middle	and	

upper-class	families.	According	to	the	school	website,	“Every	human	being	is	considered	to	

be	a	completely	unique	individual.	In	school	we	can	and	should	cooperate	to	make	sure	that	

the	uniqueness	of	each	person	is	brought	to	the	surface	and	flourishes”	(retrieved	May	

2012,	translated	by	the	author).	According	to	the	school	plan,	“Starting	with	the	

anthroposophical	portrayal	of	mankind…	the	aim	of	our	school	is	to	guide	our	pupils	into	

adulthood	in	a	way	that	they	can	shape	their	own	society	as	free	thinking,	feeling	and	

striving	human	beings,	on	the	basis	of	their	own	ideals.	In	summary:	becoming	who	you	

are.”	(school	website,	2012;	translation	by	the	author).	Most	pupils	who	attend	this	school	

also	attended	a	Waldorf	primary	school,	indicating	that	families	have	made	a	deliberate	

choice	for	this	philosophical	approach.	The	central	values	at	this	school	encompass	self-

actualization	and	maximum	development	of	pupils’	uniqueness	and	originality.	Tolerance	of	

diversity	(social,	rather	than	religious	or	ethnic)	is	expected	to	be	a	central	value	at	this	

																																																													
11 Sources:	http://www.antroposofie.nl,		
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antroposofie,	
http://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vrijeschoolonderwijs 
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school,	and	intolerance	of	others	thought	likely	to	be	rejected.	At	the	same	time,	though,	

tolerance	may	be	limited	towards	others	who	may	oppose	the	social-liberal	values	

represented	by	this	school.	How	affiliation	to	a	value	system	in	which	tolerance	appears	to	

be	a	central	value	shapes	the	teaching	of	tolerance	at	this	school	will	be	of	particular	

interest	in	the	analyses.		

Method	

The	cases	were	selected	for	the	purpose	of	providing	insights	into	the	issue	and	processes	of	

promoting	tolerance	at	school,	following	an	exploratory	rather	than	an	explanatory	research	

design	(Swanborn,	1994).	The	schools	were	selected	purposively,	based	on	their	

associations	with	societal	groups	and	value	systems.		

Research	activities	

Between	January	and	June	2010,	a	qualitative	study	was	carried	out	at	the	three	secondary	

schools	presented	above.12	The	data	consists	of	interviews	with	school	principals	and	

teachers,	focus	groups	of	pupils	and	classroom	observations	(see	Table	3.1).	The	orthodox	

Protestant	and	ecumenical	schools	were	initially	approached	through	a	Dutch	non-profit	

organization	called	the	Intercultural	Alliance	(Interculturele	Alliantie,	ICA),	which	offers	

‘Dealing	with	Diversity’	programmes	to	primary	and	secondary	schools.13	Their	principals	

allowed	the	researcher	to	contact	teachers	and	pupils	for	interviews,	and	also	consented	to	

provide	an	interview	themselves.	At	these	two	schools,	initially	only	teachers	and	pupils	

who	had	taken	part	in	the	programme	offered	by	ICA	were	approached.	At	the	orthodox	

Protestant	school,	the	research	was	later	extended	to	teachers	and	pupils	who	had	not	

taken	part.	The	third	school,	the	Waldorf	school,	was	approached	in	a	later	stage	of	the	

study	and	had	no	connection	to	ICA.	Not	only	were	interviews	conducted	with	the	principal,	

teachers	and	pupils	at	this	school,	but	classroom	observations	were	also	made	to	

complement	the	interview	data.	In	total,	thirty	interviews	were	conducted	with	school	

principals,	teachers	and	pupil	focus	groups,	complemented	with	two	classroom	observations	

at	the	Waldorf	school.	

																																																													
12 Six	postgraduate	students	from	the	Department	of	Sociology	at	VU	University	Amsterdam	contributed	to	
data	collection,	conducting	interviews	with	pupils,	classroom	observations	and	writing	transcripts	as	part	of	
the	MSc	thesis	programme	offered	to	students	in	2009-2010.	
13	See	http://www.interculturele-alliantie.nl/.	
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Table	3.1.	Overview	of	research	activities	per	school	

	

Data	collection	

Interviews	with	teachers	and	school	principals.	The	majority	of	the	interviews	were	

conducted	either	in	the	teacher’s	own	classroom	or	in	the	principal’s	office,	during	a	coffee	

break	or	after	school.	They	lasted	between	36	and	85	minutes,	with	a	mean	of	nearly	one	

hour.	The	interviews	were	semi-open,	meaning	that	the	topics	and	main	questions	were	

prepared	beforehand	(see	Appendix	I).	I	personally	conducted	the	majority	of	these	

interviews,	often	accompanied	by	a	postgraduate	student	who	would	take	notes.	At	a	later	

stage,	some	interviews	were	conducted	by	postgraduate	students.	Each	interview	began	

with	a	short	introduction	–	the	interviewer(s)	introducing	themselves	and	explaining	the	

purpose	and	general	subject	of	the	interview.	It	was	clear	from	the	outset	that	the	study	

was	about	the	tolerance	and	its	promotion	at	school,	which	often	led	to	a	spontaneous	

conversation	with	the	teacher	about	this	topic.	After	the	introduction,	the	teacher	was	

invited	to	introduce	him	or	herself,	stating	his	or	her	age,	position	at	the	school,	how	many	

Research	activities:	 Interview	with	

school	principal	

Interview	

with	

teacher	

Focus	group	

with	3-12	

pupils	

Classroom	

observation	

Total	per	

school	

School	1.	

Orthodox	Protestant	school	

1	 11	 8	 -	 20	

School	2.	

Ecumenical	school	with	Muslim	pupil	

population		

1	 1	 4	 -	 6	

School	3.	

Waldorf	school	

1	 2	 1	 2	 6	

Total	number	of	

interviews/observations	

3	 14	 13	 2	 32	
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years	he	or	she	has	worked	as	a	teacher	and	so	on.	The	actual	interview	began	with	the	

following	questions:	‘Can	you	tell	me	what	kind	of	school	this	is?’,	‘What	characterizes	this	

school?’	and	‘How	do	you	like	working	at	this	school?’	Only	later	on	was	the	topic	of	

tolerance	raised	explicitly.	The	aim	of	the	interviews	was	to	examine	the	kind	of	values	

teachers	propagate	at	school,	or	aim	to,	the	actual	practice	and	promotion	of	tolerance	in	

the	classroom,	dilemmas	of	tolerance	that	teachers	might	experience	and	instances	of	value	

conflict	at	school	or	in	the	classroom.	In	the	interviews	with	school	principals,	additional	

questions	were	asked	to	gauge	if	and	how	the	school	management	implements	educational	

policies	related	to	the	Active	Citizenship	and	Social	Integration	Act.	

Focus	groups	with	pupils.	A	total	of	13	focus	group	interviews	were	conducted	with	

groups	of	pupils	–	usually	three	at	a	time,	but	up	to	twelve	(in	one	case).	Group	members	

were	always	classmates	and	were	in	the	fourth	year	of	the	top	educational	streams	(havo	

and	vwo),	making	them	15	and	16	years	of	age.	In	addition,	but	only	at	the	orthodox	

Protestant	school,	interviews	were	conducted	with	pupils	in	the	lower	vocational	stream	

(vmbo)	who	had	not	taken	part	in	the	ICA	programme.	

Teachers	selected	the	pupils	put	forward	for	interview.	This	implies	that	the	researchers	

could	not	select	pupils,	but	teachers	were	requested	to	select	them	as	randomly	as	possible.	

Interview	questions	were	prepared	beforehand	(see	Appendix	I)	and	were	similar	to	those	

asked	to	teachers.	Postgraduate	students,	being	closer	in	age	to	the	pupils,	conducted	the	

majority	of	the	focus	group	interviews,	which	lasted	between	10	and	35	minutes	and	were	

audio	recorded,	then	transcribed	afterwards.	Originally,	the	focus	of	the	interviews	was	

pupils’	experiences	with	the	‘Dealing	with	Diversity’	programme	offered	by	ICA.	Later,	

though,	the	scope	was	extended	to	the	practice	and	promotion	of	tolerance	more	in	

general.	Data	from	pupils	served	to	cross-validate	the	accounts	of	teachers	with	regard	to	

the	values	propagated	at	school.	

Classroom	observations.	At	the	Waldorf	school,	in	addition	to	the	interviews,	two	

classroom	observations	were	conducted.	These	lasted	45	minutes	each	and	covered	two	

lessons	taught	by	two	different	teachers.	Notes	were	taken	manually	by	two	observers	

(postgraduate	students)	simultaneously,	without	audio	recording.	The	observers	wrote	

down	as	literally	as	possible	what	the	teacher	and	the	pupils	said	and	did,	without	
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interpreting	the	data.	Afterwards,	the	two	observers	compared	their	notes,	discussed	their	

observations	and	added	comments	with	regard	to	the	atmosphere	in	the	classroom	or	any	

non-verbal	communication	observed.	The	two	students	would	then	complete	their	

transcripts	of	the	classroom	observation.	This	data	provided	first-hand	observations	of	

intragroup	interactions	(in	particular	teacher-pupil	interactions)	and	the	practice	of	

tolerance	in	the	classroom,	which	was	also	the	focus	of	the	analysis	of	interview	data.		

Data	analysis	

The	aim	of	the	analyses	was	to	provide	insights	into	the	processes	of	teaching	tolerance,	

with	a	focus	on	intragroup	interactions.	Of	particular	interest	were	instances	of	value	

conflict,	since	these	were	considered	central	to	the	dilemmas	teachers	might	experience	in	

the	teaching	of	tolerance.	

All	interviews	and	observational	data	were	transcribed	literally.	First,	notes	were	made	in	

the	margins	of	all	printed	transcripts,	both	summarizing	the	topic	of	the	conversation	and	

underlining	text	fragments	that	seemed	important	to	the	analyses	from	a	conceptual	point	

of	view.	After	this	first	reading	and	labelling,	computer	software	(Atlas-TI)	was	used	to	add	

‘codes’	to	interview	fragments.	In	a	first	round	of	coding,	an	inductive	approach	was	used.	

‘Free	codes’	–	labels	reflecting	the	content,	staying	as	close	to	the	original	text	as	possible	–	

were	attached	to	text	fragments.	Examples	of	codes	used	were:	homosexual	pupil;	teasing	

and	bullying	at	school;	how	girls	do	and	should	dress;	sports	tournament;	the	meaning	of	

Christian	values;	contact	with	colleagues;	ICA	project;	atmosphere	at	school;	parents,	et	

cetera.	This	kind	of	coding	allowed	for	the	detection	of	themes	within	schools	or	within	

groups	of	actors	(pupils,	teachers,	school	principals).	For	instance,	homosexuality	was	

discussed	frequently	at	the	orthodox	Protestant	school,	whereas	it	was	not	mentioned	once	

at	the	Waldorf	school.	

This	inductive	round	of	coding	was	followed	by	a	round	of	deductive	coding,	meaning	that	

concepts	derived	from	the	theory	were	attached	to	larger	text	fragments.	This	resulted	in	

codes	such	as:	definition	of	tolerance;	intolerable/tolerable;	issue	(referring	to	social,	

religious,	ethnic	or	political	differences	mentioned	as	a	subject	of	tolerance	or	intolerance);	

values;	the	practice	of	tolerance;	the	promotion	of	tolerance;	norm	communication;	dilemma	

(if	experienced	by	teachers	in	the	practice	or	promotion	of	tolerance).	Accounts	of	teacher-
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pupil	interactions	were	highlighted,	because	they	were	considered	illustrative	for	intragroup	

interactions	related	to	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	This	more	deductive	approach	to	the	

data	allowed	for	a	better	understanding	of	the	social	processes	at	school	that	appeared	to	

guide	the	promotion	–	or	restriction	-	of	tolerance	(i.e.	the	acceptance	of	persons,	groups,	or	

ideas	one	dislikes,	disagrees	with	or	disapproves	of).		

Results	

The	data	is	presented	below	in	terms	of	dilemmas	teachers	experience	in	the	practice	–	and	

promotion	–	of	tolerance,	and	how	they	respond	to	such	dilemmas.	We	particularly	focus	on	

instances	of	value	conflict,	since	they	were	considered	most	informative	of	how	teachers	

promote	tolerance	of	groups	or	ideas	they	reject	on	the	basis	of	the	school’s	central	value	

system.	Also	presented	are	pupils’	perspectives	with	regard	to	the	values	transferred	at	

school	and	the	possible	value	conflicts	they	experience.	

1. The	orthodox	Protestant	school:	“Here	we	have	something	bigger	than	‘I	find’;	that	

is	God,	and	he	says	so.”	

The	Christian	identity	of	the	school	was	a	recurrent	theme	in	all	the	interviews	conducted	

here.	When	asked	to	give	a	description	of	the	school,	both	pupils	and	teachers	referred	

promptly	to	the	fact	that	the	school	is	an	orthodox	Protestant	school	and	how	this	matters	

to	them.	The	Christian	world	view	explicitly	informs	the	teaching	and	the	pedagogical	

approach,	as	emphasized	frequently	by	teachers	and	the	school	principal.	For	pupils	it	

seemed	self-evident	that	they	attend	a	school	of	their	religious	denomination.	The	following	

excerpt	is	taken	from	the	interview	with	an	English	language	teacher	who	also	is	the	identity	

coordinator	at	the	school,	which	means	that	he	is	assigned	–	in	his	words	–	with	ensuring	

that	its	orthodox	Protestant	values	are	actively	disseminated	in	the	classroom	and	are	a	

permanent	topic	on	the	school’s	agenda.	He	explains	the	role	of	Christianity	at	the	school	as	

follows:	
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“…14For	instance,	if	you	just	go	to	any	other	school,	you...	what	do	you	appeal	to?	Human	rights?	

That’s	also	just	a	matter	of	‘I	find’.	Here	we	have	something	bigger	than	‘I	find’;	that	is	God,	and	he	

says	so.”		

English	teacher	and	identity	coordinator	

This	statement	illustrates	well	how	religion	is	considered	the	principal	moral	guideline	at	

this	school:	“that	is	God,	and	he	says	so”.	Clearly,	what	is	considered	acceptable	and	

unacceptable	here	is	shaped	by	the	orthodox	Protestant	identity	of	the	school.	It	is	likely	

that	that	faith	also	informs	teachers	and	pupils	as	to	what	is	tolerable	and	what	is	not,	as	

the	excerpts	from	teacher	interviews	below	seem	to	confirm.	

The	following	statement	shows	how	teachers	can	be	held	accountable	by	pupils,	correcting	

their	behaviour	or	opinions,	by	referring	to	God:	

“A	pupil	could	address	a	teacher	about	certain	things	and	say,	‘Well,	sir,	that’s	not	allowed.’	

‘Why	not?’	‘That’s	not	how	God	wants	to	have	it’.”	

	

English	teacher	and	identity	coordinator.	

	

When	asked	about	promoting	tolerance,	another	teacher	referred	immediately	to	the	

‘Christian	values’	adhered	to	by	the	school.	Clearly,	to	her	Christian	values	imply	the	

obligation	to	accept	other	people	as	they	are.	Hence,	promoting	tolerance	towards	others	is	

an	integral	part	of	the	orthodox	Christian	value	system:	

“Yes,	we	haven’t	put	it	in	writing	or	anything,	because	that’s	very	difficult	of	course,	because	

what	is	accepted	by	one	person…	But	on	the	whole,	yes,	here	we	stand	for	Christian	

education,	and	to	me	that	is	well,	yes…	Well,	in	general,	one	should	love	one’s	fellow	man.	

That‘s	a	broad	term,	of	course,	but	it	does	mean	that	you	accept	people	the	way	they	are	

and	do	not	put	them	down,	and	respect	one	another.”		

Teacher	and	student	counsellor,	lower	vocational	level.	

The	Social	Sciences	teacher	also	explicitly	relates	Christianity	to	the	value	of	non-

discrimination:	

																																																													
14 Ellipsis	marks	[…]	indicate	words	omitted	or	summarized	by	the	author	in	order	to	improve	the	readability	of	
the	interview	excerpt.	
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“And	as	a	Christian	school	I	think	we	should	pay	special	attention	to	[harassment	and	

exclusion	of	pupils].	Not	because	we	are	better	or	anything,	but	just	because	we	have	this	

commandment,	‘Love	your	neighbour	as	yourself’.	And	that	is	the	essence	of	not	

discriminating:	do	not	exclude...	You	see?	So	that	is	the	reason	why.”	

	

Social	Sciences	teacher.	

	

Pupils’	accounts	also	show	that	teachers	aim	to	communicate	Christian	values.	In	the	next	

excerpt,	a	pupil	explains	what	being	a	Christian	school	entails	and	immediately	mentions	

values	of	mutual	respect	and	equality.	

“This	is	a	Christian	school	and	so	it	is	also	very	important	for	us	to	respect	everyone,	that	

everyone	is	equal.	I	think	that’s	also	kind	of	what	they	want	to	have	amongst	the	pupils,	that	

the	school	communicates	that.”	

	

Fourth-year	pupil.	

In	many	interviews,	then,	teachers	and	pupils	alike	referred	to	tolerance	as	a	core	value	in	

Christianity.	To	teachers	it	is	obvious	that	they	should	promote	tolerance,	since	it	is	part	of	

being	a	‘good’	Christian.	The	relationship	between	the	school’s	identity	and	the	promotion	

of	tolerance	is	obvious	to	them.	However,	endorsement	of	tolerant	principles	does	not	

automatically	imply	that	tolerance	is	practised.	Interestingly,	in	some	of	the	interviews	

colliding	values	came	up	as	a	theme	as	soon	as	the	conversations	shifted	from	the	principles	

of	tolerance	to	its	practice	in	the	classroom.	When	the	value	of	tolerance	is	put	to	practice,	

in	some	instances	dilemmas	arise.	

In	the	next	excerpt	a	teacher	describes	a	discussion	in	the	classroom	about	upcoming	local	

elections.	His	account	of	the	interaction	with	his	pupils	provides	an	insight	into	the	

dilemmas	of	tolerance	he	was	confronted	with	when	‘deviant’	opinions	were	aired.	Note	

that	deviancy	in	the	context	of	this	school	means	deviancy	from	Christian	values.	

“In	Social	Studies	classes,	I	often	have	discussions.	I	notice	in	these	that	deviant	opinions	

from	pupils	are	just	fine.	Take	the	local	elections,	for	example.	I	once	asked	pupils	in	the	

senior	year	who	they	would	vote	for.	There	was	one	voting	PvdA	[Labour],	one	VVD	[Liberal]	
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and,	of	course,	there	was	the	ChristenUnie	[Christian	Union].	Then	it’s	really	not	like,	

‘Ridiculous,	you’re	voting	PvdA’.	But,	of	course,	I	did	ask	the	boy	who	was	voting	VVD	how	

he	feels	about	the	fact	that	it	wants	to	allow	shops	to	open	on	Sundays.”		

Teacher	of	Social	Studies	and	class	tutor.	

This	teacher	underscores	right	from	the	start	that	“deviant	opinions	are	just	fine”,	in	line	

with	the	value	of	tolerance.	Nevertheless,	what	appears	from	this	excerpt	is	that	one	pupil’s	

political	preference,	the	VVD,	clearly	implies	a	deviation	from	Christian	values.	It	is	

interesting	to	see	how	the	teacher	deals	with	this	collision	of	values.	He	responds	in	a	way	

that	confirms	those	values	and	questions	the	deviancy	from	them	–	that	is,	not	respecting	

Sunday	as	the	‘day	of	rest’.	Through	his	reaction,	the	teacher	makes	it	clear	that	shops	

opening	on	Sundays	is	intolerable	for	Christians.	He	thus	reinforces	the	orthodox	values	he	

affiliates	to,	based	on	the	school’s	identity.	Interestingly,	the	way	this	teacher	refers	to	

Christian	values	may	in	fact	restrict	tolerance	towards	the	one	pupil	who	expressed	an	

opinion	he	disagreed	with.	To	the	classroom	he	appears	to	communicate	the	norm	of	

Christianity	rather	than	the	norm	of	tolerance.	Nevertheless,	with	his	account	of	the	

interaction	he	apparently	wants	to	confirm	his	tolerance:	“deviant	opinions	of	pupils	are	just	

fine”.	

In	the	next	excerpt,	a	teacher	evidently	experiences	a	dilemma	raised	by	the	promotion	of	

tolerance	towards	opinions	that	oppose	his	own	religious	values.	Here,	he	recounts	an	

incident	in	the	classroom	in	which	a	pupil	openly	questioned	the	orthodox	Protestant	

rejection	of	homosexual	relationships.	

“Last	year	there	was	a	pupil	in	the	sixth	form	who	said,	‘Well,	the	framework	you	draw	here	

is	 just	 too	 limited,	 too	narrow.	When	you’re	gay,	 then	sexuality	and	 intercourse	are	 just	a	

normal	part	of	that.	And	well,	the	fact	that	the	Bible	in	that	respect…’	That’s	quite	shocking.	

It	makes	it	clear	that	such	a	person	has	problems	with	the	authority	of	the	Bible	in	a	way…	

But	 such	 a	 pupil,	 on	 the	 one	 hand	 I	 do	 try	 to	 be	 clear	 about	 what	 the	 Bible	 says,	 to	my	

conviction,	but	on	the	other	I	try	to…	respect	the	opinion	of	a	pupil.”		

Teacher	of	Religious	Studies.	

The	fact	that	a	pupil	questioned	orthodox	Christian	values	(the	rejection	of	homosexual	

practices)	is	“shocking”	to	this	teacher.	It	poses	a	dilemma	for	him,	because	he	wants	to	
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“respect	the	opinion	of	a	pupil”,	and	he	does	try	to	respond	tolerantly.	At	the	same	time,	

though,	his	orthodox	values	are	essential	to	him	and	so	he	refers	to	them	in	his	reaction	to	

the	pupil:	“I	try…	to	be	clear	about	what	the	Bible	says”.	Evidently,	the	value	of	tolerance	

here	collides	with	his	orthodox	Protestant	values.	The	limits	of	the	school’s	value	system	

seem	to	be	at	stake,	and	Christian	values	are	prioritized	above	the	value	of	tolerance.	This	

excerpt	makes	it	very	clear	where	this	teacher	draws	the	boundary	as	to	what	is	tolerable	

(Oberdiek,	2001),	and	also	what	norm	he	emphasizes	in	the	classroom	to	substantiate	his	

opinion:	we	are	Christians,	and	therefore	we	do	not	tolerate	homosexual	relationships.	

It	should	be	noted	that	not	every	teacher	at	this	school	adheres	to	orthodox	Protestant	

values	(or	interprets	them)	in	the	same	way	as	the	those	quoted	above.	The	teacher	

presented	in	the	next	excerpt,	for	instance,	questions	the	school’s	stance	on	homosexuality.	

But	he	believes	his	opinion	is	probably	intolerable	to	most	of	his	colleagues.	Here	he	reflects	

on	how	this	puts	him	in	a	difficult	position	at	school,	thus	illustrating	the	social	impact	of	

holding	a	minority	opinion.	

“…Colleagues	of	mine	left	this	school	because	there	is	this	ridiculous	thing	that,	for	a	

heterosexual,	it	is	acceptable	that	he	indulges	in	his	lusts	–	then	it	is	allowed	because	he	is	a	

heterosexual.	But	when	you’re	gay,	apparently	that’s	not	allowed.	And	to	me	that’s	such	a	

funny	rule.”	

Interviewer:	“What	is	the	rule?”	

“Well,	the	rule	is,	you’re	allowed	to	be	gay	but	you	cannot	practise	it.	But	you	really	

couldn’t,	no,	I	couldn’t	do	that…	But	for	me	that’s	also	a	bit	of	a	difficult	position.	You	get	

that,	don’t	you?”	

Interviewer:	“Why	is	that?”	

“Well,	I	am	in	such	a	school.	And	maybe,	a	little,	they	don’t	really	talk	to	you	about	that,	but	

maybe	you	are	given	a	bit	of	the	cold	shoulder	because	you’re	different	in	the	end.”	

Mathematics	teacher.	

Obviously,	this	teacher	disagrees	with	the	orthodox	Protestant	position	on	homosexuality.	

By	speaking	of	a	“rule”	he	makes	perfectly	clear	the	nature	of	norms:	values	are	not	carved	

in	stone,	yet	the	social	consequences	of	deviancy	from	them	are	clear:	“You	are	given	a	bit	
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of	the	cold	shoulder”.	This	teacher	understands	perfectly	where	the	boundaries	between	

the	tolerable	and	the	intolerable	should	be	drawn,	according	to	the	value	system	of	the	

school.	

He	also	notes	how	this	puts	him	in	“a	difficult	position”	because	“I	am	in	such	a	school”.	This	

illuminates	the	connection	between	in-group	identification	and	the	adherence	to	in-group	

norms	and	values.	This	teacher	experiences	social	pressure	to	conform	to	orthodox	

Protestant	values	since	“I	am	in	such	a	school”.	Interestingly,	his	stance	towards	

homosexuality	seems	unaffected	by	the	normative	orthodox	Protestant	values.	This	is	in	line	

with	an	observation	made	by	Crandall	and	Stangor	(2005),	who	note	that	people	tend	to	

adopt	the	norms	of	groups	they	belong	to	or	aspire	to	belong	to.	Possibly	this	teacher	no	

longer	aspires	to	be	part	of	this	group,	because	he	disagrees	with	the	value	system	it	

adheres	to.	The	fact	that	he	starts	this	story	with	“colleagues	of	mine	left	this	school”	

underlines	that	the	acceptance	of	membership	of	a	group	and	the	adoption	of	its	norms	and	

values	go	hand	in	hand.	Importantly,	with	respect	to	the	practice	of	tolerance,	this	teacher’s	

account	makes	it	clear	that	strong	adherence	to	orthodox	Protestant	values	seems	

irreconcilable	with	the	practice	of	tolerance	towards	ideas	and	practices	that	are	

disapproved	of	based	on	those	values.	

In	conclusion,	both	teachers	and	pupils	at	this	school	seem	to	acknowledge	that	they	are	

part	of	‘the’	orthodox	Protestant	community,	which	provides	a	shared	basis	for	in-group	

identification	and	adoption	of	in-group	norms	and	values.	Even	the	teacher	who	distances	

himself	from	normative	orthodox	Protestant	views	on	homosexuality	acknowledges	that	

this	deviancy	puts	him	in	a	difficult	position,	because	“I	am	in	such	a	school”.	This	quote	

reveals	how,	through	in-group	interaction,	norms	as	to	what	is	tolerable	and	intolerable	are	

established	subtly.	When	a	perceived	group	member	deviates	too	far	from	this	norm,	he	or	

she	experiences	social	sanctions	(Cialdini	&	Trost,	1998;	Kallgren,	Reno,	&	Cialdini,	2000)	

causing	pressure	to	conform.	

Importantly,	tolerance	within	this	school	means	specifically	in-group	tolerance;	that	is,	

tolerance	revolves	around	the	question	what	is	tolerable	from	an	in-group	member?	How	

much	deviancy	from	in-group	norms	and	values	can	be	allowed	at	school?	Dilemmas	in	the	

promotion	of	tolerance,	as	experienced	by	some	of	the	teachers,	concerned	the	reluctance	

to	tolerate	opinions	from	pupils	that	deviate	from	in-group	values.	By	referring	to	the	
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shared	group	identity,	teachers	justify	the	promotion	of	orthodox	Protestant	values,	

restricting	the	practice	of	tolerance	in	the	classroom.	Arguably,	the	fact	that	teachers	and	

pupils	are	drawn	from	a	religious	minority	in	Dutch	society	enhances	the	focus	on	deviancy	

from	in-group	values	at	this	school.	According	to	some	interviews,	this	particularly	

motivates	teachers	to	preserve	their	‘threatened’	orthodox	Protestant	values	in	an	

increasingly	secular	society.		

2. The	ecumenical	school	with	a	Muslim	pupil	population:	“It’s	also	a	very	Islamic	

school…,	although	there	is	a	Western	culture	present	here”	

At	this	school,	the	interviewed	teachers	and	principal	frequently	contrasted	the	values	

propagated	by	the	school	(“Western	values”,	in	the	word	of	the	principal)	with	the	Muslim	

religious	identity	of	the	great	majority	of	its	pupils.	According	to	the	staff,	then,	value	

conflict	is	an	issue	here.	From	their	point	of	view,	acceptance	of	Western	values	is	key	to	

“becoming	a	full	member	of	society”	(as	written	on	the	website),	emphasizing	“integration	

and	emancipation”.	Interestingly,	though,	whereas	the	staff	seem	to	perceive	the	pupil	

population	as	representing	a	religious	minority	in	Dutch	society,	the	pupils	refer	to	their	

school	and	themselves	as	“diverse”	and	“multicultural”.	So	pupils	do	not	perceive	a	conflict	

between	the	values	they	adhere	to	and	values	dominant	in	Dutch	society,	rather	they	feel	

that	their	school	reflects	perfectly		the	Dutch	“multicultural	society”.		

Right	from	the	beginning	of	the	interview,	the	school	principal	underlines	the	contrast	

between	the	background	of	the	pupils	and	the	value	system	at	the	school:	

“Going	back	and	forth	–	this	is	a	Western	school	after	all	–	let’s	say	from	little	Morocco	(you	

shouldn’t	write	this	down),	but	from	little	Morocco	to	the	Netherlands	day	after	day	can	

bring	with	it	a	certain	schizophrenia”	

School	principal.	

He	argues	that	the	values	conveyed	at	school	should	be	“Western”.	He	frequently	contrasts	

these	“Western”	values	with	the	religious	and	ethnic	background	of	the	pupils:	

“It’s	also	a	very	Islamic	school	as	I	sometimes	say.	You	have	to	be	careful	with	that,	but	85	

per	cent	of	the	pupils	are	Moroccan,	Turkish,	and	they	are	all	Muslim.	So…	in	other	words,	

one’s	horizon	is	restricted	to	actually,	ehm,	although	there	is	a	Western	culture	present	
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here,	still…	their	own	friends	and	social	environment	become	more	and	more	dominant	

when	it’s	about	norms	and	values	and	that	kind	of	things”	

Interviewer:	“And	in	what	sense	is	that	disadvantageous?”	

“Well,	it	means	you	aren’t	confronted	with	Dutch.	I	always	have	to	be	careful	that	I	don’t	

talk	like	Wilders,15	because	it’s	about	the	Dutch	culture	and	those	things	obviously	have	a	

questionable	undertone.”	

School	principal.	

In	the	next	excerpt	it	becomes	clear	why	he	thinks	“Western	values”	should	be	propagated	

among	pupils:	

	“You	know,	I	really	want	them	[pupils]	to...	as	far	as	I’m	concerned	they’re	allowed	to	

preserve	their	own	identity,	but	I	really	want	them	to…	In	the	end	I	just	want	my	kids	to	

obtain	a	good	qualification	and	I	want	them	to	know	very	well	what	society	looks	like,	in	

order	to	obtain	a	good	position	in	society”	

School	principal.	

The	principal	appears	to	be	very	aware	of	the	fact	that	the	pupils,	although	a	religious	

majority	inside	the	school,	are	part	of	a	religious	(and	ethnic)	minority	in	society	at	large.	

This	perception	explains	his	emphasis	on	their	socialization	into	“Western	values”,	which	he	

considers	a	prerequisite	to	be	able	to	function	in	Dutch	society.	So	he	perceives	that	

adaptation	to	Western	values	is	a	precondition	for	the	Muslim	pupils	to	succeed	later	in	life.	

His	earlier	use	of	the	word	schizophrenia	makes	it	clear	that	he	does	perceive	a	divide	in	

norms	and	values	between	pupils’	social	or	home	environment	and	the	school	environment.	

How	such	an	apparent	contrast	of	values,	as	reported	by	the	principal,	takes	shape	in	

everyday	practice	at	the	school,	can	be	judged	from	the	following	account	by	its	History	

teacher.	This	illustrates	how	the	promotion	of	tolerance	is	closely	connected	to	the	

conveyance	of	‘Western’	values:	

“Well,	yes	I	think	95	per	cent16	[of	the	pupils]	are	Muslim	in	our	school,	and	eh,	I’m	not	sure	

exactly	what	the	proportions	of	pupils	of	Moroccan	and	Turkish	descent	are,	but	let’s	say	it’s	

																																																													
15 Geert	Wilders,	leader	of	the	Party	for	Freedom	(Partij	voor	de	Vrijheid,	PVV;	see	also	4.1)	a	Dutch	politician	
who	vigorously	criticizes	Islam	and	Muslims.	
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50-50,	and	especially	during	the	month	of	Ramadan	it	shows	that	this	school	is,	well,	very	

Islamic	indeed…	and	that’s	what	I	noticed	when	I	first	came	to	work	here…”	

Interviewer:	“Is	school	considerate	of	that?”	

“Yes,	sure,	partly.	It’s	not	like	we	close	up	the	canteen	or	anything,	or	don’t	eat	in	front	of	

pupils.	We	do	eat	in	the	presence	of	children,	we	just	do	that...	It’s	even	said	they	should	

appreciate	–	no,	not	appreciate,	respect	–	that.”	

History	teacher.	

It	seems	obvious	to	this	teacher	that	religious	pupils’	practices	(fasting	during	Ramadan)	are	

accepted	by	the	staff	–	“Yes,	sure,	partly”	–	but	it	is	just	as	obvious	to	him	that	tolerance	is	

required	from	pupils	with	regard	to	non-Muslims:	“We	do	eat	in	the	presence	of	children”	

and	“they	should…	respect	that”.	Hence,	tolerance	is	being	practised	and	is	also	promoted	

among	the	pupils.	Tolerance	(or	acceptance)	of	secular	practices	goes	hand	in	hand	with	

tolerance	(or	acceptance)	of	pupils’	religious	practices.	

In	the	above	excerpt,	the	value	of	tolerance	seems	to	be	incorporated	into	daily	practice;	

pupils	practice	aspects	of	their	religion	at	school,	teachers	do	not.	In	the	next	excerpt,	the	

school	principal	recounts	how	he	intervened	when	some	pupils	reacted	intolerantly	towards	

non-Muslim	pupils	and	towards	Muslim	pupils	who	did	not	participate	in	the	Ramadan	fast:	

“I	once	wrote	a	letter	to	my	pupils	because	I	thought	they	were	making	a	mess	of	Ramadan,	

a	real	mess,	because	I	thought	they	were	more	busy	with	social	pressure	and	with	one	

another...	and	that	the	few	non-Muslims	who	were	here	were	given	cold	stares	and	bottles	

were	thrown	at	them	when	they	were	having	a	sandwich…	So	it’s	not	always	a	very	tolerant	

context	I’m	in	here.	That’s	when	I	wrote	a	letter	to	the	pupils	saying,	‘I	don’t	want	that’.“		

School	principal.	

So	the	value	of	tolerance	is	promoted	not	only	in	everyday	practice,	but	also	by	intervening	

when	intolerance	occurs.	The	principal	considers	the	promotion	of	tolerance	among	pupils	

essential,	because	“It’s	not	always	a	very	tolerant	context”.	The	fact	that	values	collide	at	

this	school	thus	also	offers	opportunities	to	practise	tolerance.	In	the	above	interview	

																																																																																																																																																																																														
16 An	earlier	quote	defines	85	per	cent	of	the	pupils	as	Muslim.	In	both	cases	these	figures	are	estimates	by	the	
interviewees.	Exact	data	on	the	pupils’	religious	affiliations	is	not	available.	
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excerpts,	the	promotion	of	tolerance	does	not	seem	to	raise	dilemmas.	But	those	inherent	

to	the	practice	of	tolerance	are	reflected	more	strongly	in	another	account	by	the	History	

teacher:	

Teacher	[talking	about	pupils]:	“…Well,	like	[they	have]	opinions	about	what	is	acceptable	

and	what	is	not,	like	homophobia…,	Islamophobia,	and	of	course	they	talk	a	lot	about	the	

media	coverage	of	Islam	or	people	of	Moroccan	descent,	which	can	be	oversimplified.	At	the	

same	time,	they	themselves	tend	to	oversimplify	things	as	well.	

Interviewer:	“What?	What	kind	of	things	do	they	oversimplify?”	

Teacher:	“Well,	we	once	had	this	discussion	about	the	murder	of	Theo	van	Gogh	and,	well,	I	

formulated	some	propositions	they	could	agree	or	disagree	with.	And,	eh,	[one	of	those	

propositions	was]	whether	the	death	penalty	should	be	introduced	and	the	larger	part	of	

that	third-year	[HAVO	3]	class,	the	majority	were	against	the	introduction	of	the	death	

penalty,	but	like	seven	of	them	were	in	favour	of	introducing	death	penalty…”	

“So	we	continued	the	discussion,	like	on	what	occasions	should	someone	be	given	the	death	

penalty?	…	And,	eh,	when	we	got	to	hurting	someone’s	religious	feelings,	then	indeed…	two	

girls	claimed	they	thought	it	was	right	what	Mohammed	B17	had	done	[murdering	Van	

Gogh].	

Interviewer:	“That	it	was	well-deserved?”	

Teacher:	“Yes,	it	was	well-deserved,	and	to	me	that	was…	Well,	I	didn’t	want	to	leave	it	at	

that.	I	wanted	to	go	on	about	that,	and	so	I	did.	Because	in	the	video	[they	had	watched	a	

video	in	class]	there	appears	a	boy	of	Moroccan	descent	who	claims	that,	‘I	can	understand	

why	he	did	it	[murdering	Van	Gogh],	or	I	can	explain	why	he	would	do	such	a	thing,	but	still	I	

disagree	with	him	doing	it.’	And	to	me	that’s	a	whole	different	thing	than	saying	that	it’s	OK	

to	shoot	somebody	just	because	he	says	something	like	that	[Van	Gogh	criticizing	Islam	and	

offending	Muslims].”	

History	teacher.	

Obviously,	this	teacher	does	not	agree	with	pupils	who	are	in	favour	of	death	penalty.	He	

understands	that	pupils	feel	offended	when	Islam	is	being	criticized	or	when	Muslims	are	
																																																													
17 Mohammed	B.	(Bouyeri)	is	the	murderer	of	Theo	van	Gogh,	a	Dutch	journalist	and	filmmaker	who	was	
assassinated	in	2004.	Bouyeri,	a	Dutch	Muslim	of	Moroccan	descent,	took	offence	at	Van	Gogh’s	continuous	
critique	of	Islam.	See:	http://static.nos.nl/nosjournaal/artikelen/2005/7/11/110705_procesbuitspraken.html	
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being	discriminated	against,	but	he	disagrees	strongly	with	the	point	of	view	of	some	pupils	

–	“It’s	OK	to	shoot	somebody	just	because	he	says	something	like	that”	–	which	clearly	is	at	

odds	with	the	very	idea	of	tolerance.	Nevertheless,	he	aims	to	invite	pupils	to	put	forward	

their	ideas,	including	those	he	disapproves	of	and	disagrees	with.	Having	pupils	discuss	their	

diverging	opinions	can	in	itself	be	seen	as	the	very	practice	of	tolerance.	

This	teacher’s	preference	for	discussing	diverging	opinions,	rather	than	silencing	pupils	he	

disagrees	with,	becomes	even	more	clear	in	the	next	excerpt:	

Teacher:	“Last	year	they	[pupils]	had	to	write	an	essay	for	Dutch	class.	They	had	to	write	

something	about	their	heroes:	‘Who	is	your	hero?’	And	now	this	one	boy	told	me…	last	year	

he	had	written	in	his	essay	that	Mohammed	B.	was	his	hero.	And	he	[the	pupil]	had	had	to	

offer	his	apologies	for	that,	for	choosing	Mohammed	B.”	

Interviewer:	“To	whom	did	he	have	to	offer	his	apologies?”	

Teacher:	“To	the	teacher,	or	in	front	of	the	class,	I’m	not	sure.	But	he	told	me	he	had	had	to	

apologize	for	that,	for	the	fact	that	he	choose	Mohammed	B.	Well,	to	me	that’s	a	bit	weird;	I	

wouldn’t	do	that	[as	a	teacher].	You	have	to	engage	in	conversation	with	them,	you	

shouldn’t…”	

Interviewer:	“Why	did	this	boy	do	that?”	

Teacher:	‘Well,	I	think	he’s	the	kind	of	boy	who	would	do	that	to	act	tough.”	

History	teacher.	

In	recounting	this	incident,	the	teacher	makes	it	clear	how	he	thinks	teachers	should	deal	

with	pupil	opinions	they	disapprove	of.	Instead	of	making	the	pupil	apologize	for	having	

such	an	opinion,	“You	have	to	engage	in	conversation	with	them”.	

This	reveals	how	this	teacher	goes	about	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	He	not	only	tells	pupils	

it	is	important	that	they	should	tolerate	opinions	of	others	they	disapprove	of	(for	instance,	

when	they	feel	offended	by	criticism	of	Muslims),	he	also	stimulates	discussion	among	

pupils	and	encourages	them	to	express	their	opinions,	including	ones	he	disagrees	with	or	

disapproves	of.	Not	only	does	he	promote	the	value	of	tolerance,	then,	but	he	also	seems	to	

practise	it	in	the	classroom	when	values	collide.	
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Importantly,	at	this	school	value	conflict	is	perceived	by	the	staff	along	the	lines	of	in	and	

out-groups	who	are	both	present	at	school.	The	significance	they	attach	to	pupils’	group	

membership	as	an	ethnic	and	religious	minority	in	society	motivates	them	to	promote	the	

value	of	tolerance.	However,	the	pupils	themselves	did	not	report	any	contrast	between	

‘Western’	and	Islamic	values.	While,	for	the	staff,	the	religious	values	of	their	pupils	seem	to	

inherently	collide	with	“Western	values”	calling	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance,	for	pupils	

such	value	conflict	seems	absent,	as	is	the	necessity	to	learn	to	tolerate	others:	

[Pupils	are	discussing	a	‘Dealing	with	Diversity’	project	they	have	participated	in,	and	in	

which	they	cooperated	with	pupils	from	another	school,	in	Nijmegen.]	

Pupil:	“Amsterdam	is	more	multicultural	[than	Nijmegen].	Here	we	have	all	these	different	

cultures	in	one	place	and	that	makes	it	easier	to	learn	to	understand	one	another	[…]”	

Interviewer:	“And	in	Nijmegen,	at	the	other	school?”	

Pupil:	Yes,	well,	there	were	hardly	any	non-Dutch	[pupils],	I	believe.”	

Interviewer:	“And	you	say	that	it’s	especially	important	for	them	[pupils	from	Nijmegen]	to	

learn	about	it,	because	there	they		don’t	have	that?”	

Pupil:	“Yes,	it’s	not	so	common.	I	think	they	need	it	much	more	in	Nijmegen.”	

Focus	group	of	fourth-year	pupils,	pre-university	education	(vwo).	

Pupils’	identification	with	the	multicultural	society	seems	an	adequate	way	for	them	to	

evade	potential	value	conflict.	When	both	the	identity	of	the	school	and	the	identity	of	the	

pupils	is	defined	as	“multicultural”,	value	conflict	is	not	dominant.	The	pupils	do	not	

distinguish	between	values	adhered	to	in	society	at	large	and	those	they	adhere	to	

themselves.	Rather,	‘we’	(pupils	of	this	school)	value	multiculturalism,	which	is	consistent	

with	the	values	of	Dutch	multicultural	society.	So	whereas	the	staff	perceive	the	pupil	

population	as	consisting	of	a	religious	minority,	the	pupils	consider	their	school	and	

themselves	as	‘multicultural’	and	thus	feel	their	values	are	in	congress	with	those	of	the	

larger	society.	While	the	staff	delineate	boundaries	between	minority	and	majority	groups	

and	the	distinct	values	they	adhere	to,	pupils	use	inclusive	terms	such	as	“multicultural”,	

playing	down	boundaries	between	groups	and	potential	value	conflict.	
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The	way	group	membership	is	defined	has	consequences	for	the	kind	of	intergroup	

differentiations	that	are	made,	enhancing	or	restricting	tolerance	of	out-groups.	This	is	in	

line	with	the	literature	on	social	identity	complexity,	which	holds	that	when	people	perceive	

that	both	their	in	and	their	out-group	belong	to	a	shared	superordinate	category	(for	

instance,	both	religious	and	non-religious	Dutch	people	belong	to	the	superordinate	

category	of	Dutch	people),	tolerance	of	the	out-group	increases	(Brewer	&	Pierce,	2005).	So,	

while	pupils	at	this	school	seem	to	underline	their	superordinate	identity	as	Dutch,	valuing	

the	same	things	as	all	Dutch	people,	the	teachers	point	out	how	pupils’	religious	values	at	

times	collide	with	those	dominant	in	Dutch	society.	Especially	if	this	results	in	intolerance	by	

pupils,	the	staff	interfere	to	maintain	a	norm	of	tolerance	at	the	school.	

From	the	interviews,	dilemmas	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance	did	not	appear	as	strong	here	

as	at	the	orthodox	Protestant	school.	The	only	indication	of	a	possibly	dilemmatic	value	

conflict	may	be	the	observation	by	the	principal	that,	“I	always	have	to	be	careful	that	I	

don’t	talk	like	Wilders”.	The	principal	evidently	does	not	share	Wilders’	criticism	of	Islam,	

but	he	seems	worried	that	others	may	judge	his	efforts	to	preserve	tolerance	between	

Muslims	and	non-Muslims	as	intolerance	of	Muslims.	The	History	teacher	did	touch	upon	an	

important	dilemma	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	On	the	one	hand,	respect	for	pupils’	

divergent	points	of	view	is	essential	to	involve	them	in	the	practice	of	tolerance	(“making	a	

pupil	apologize	for	his	opinion	does	not	make	sense”),	but	at	the	same	time	he	wants	pupils	

to	give	up	some	of	their	intolerant	ideas.	Finding	a	way	to	deal	with	this	paradox	between	

respecting	pupils’	freedom	of	expression	on	the	one	hand	and,	on	the	other,	making	pupils	

accept	tolerant	norms	is	one	of	the	challenges	teachers	experience	in	the	promotion	of	

tolerance.	And	this	is	a	paradox	inherent	to	the	promotion	of	any	‘new’	value,	as	Lewin	

noted	(Lewin,	1945/1997).	To	achieve	attitudinal	and	behavioural	change,	an	educator	

needs	to	simultaneously	respect	the	expression	of	opinions	he	disagrees	with	and	promote	

change.	

In	conclusion,	at	the	ecumenical	school	it	appears	that	the	promotion	of	tolerance	is	

motivated	primarily	by	colliding	values	within	the	school	itself	–	as	experienced	by	teachers,	

but	less	so	by	pupils.	Apparent	value	conflict	was	seen	by	the	staff	as	an	opportunity	–	and	a	

necessity	–	to	promote	tolerance	among	pupils.	The	promotion	of	tolerance	at	this	school	

entails	the	socialization	of	a	religious	minority	pupil	population	into	the	values	of	the	
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societal	‘majority’.	The	aim	of	the	school	is	that	pupils	“become	a	full	member	of	society”.	

So	conveying	the	value	of	tolerance	explicitly	connects	with	the	value	system	the	school	

aims	to	propagate	among	pupils.	The	value	of	tolerance	appears	to	be	consistently	

prioritized	above	other	values,	such	as	religious	ones,	by	the	staff.	This	choice	is	motivated	

by	instrumental	rather	than	moral	arguments:	“Pupils	need	to	learn	what	society	looks	like,	

in	order	for	them	to	succeed”.		

3. The	Waldorf	school	-	“I	do	think	the	[Waldorf	school]	has	that	tolerant	approach”	

	

The	world	view	of	the	Waldorf	school,	according	to	its	teachers,	emphasizes	individual	

growth	and	respect	for	individual	diversity	in	talents,	ambitions	and	development.	When	

recounting	what	a	Waldorf	school	(Vrije	school)	is,	one	teacher	calls	its	worldview	“a	

tolerant	approach”,	delineating	the	centrality	of	the	value	of	tolerance	at	this	school:	

“I	do	think	the	[Waldorf	school]	has	that	tolerant	approach.	Because	they	look	at	the	

individual	so	much,	they	accept	a	lot.	So	they	tend	to	look	at	the	person	and	the	process	and	

the	development	around	that	person.	Less	at	the	negative	side	of	that	person.	Of	course	

there	are	boundaries	drawn,	but	there	really	is	much	more	taking	into	account	of	the	

perspective	of	the	individual	and	his	motives	for	displaying	certain	behaviour.”		

School	principal.	

“It	has	to	do	with	the	kind	of	contact	you	have	[with	the	pupils].	I	think	you	do	stand	close	to	

each	other.	And	then	you’re	respected	by	the	pupils.	There’s	some	kind	of	mutual	respect.	

Teachers	aren’t	enemies	to	the	pupils	here,	you	see…	that	process	is	just	not	there.	Teachers	

and	pupils	respect	one	another	and	there	isn’t	really	a	thing	like	hierarchy.	And	that’s	very	

pleasant.”	

Mathematics	teacher.	

Strikingly,	according	to	these	teachers	tolerance	is	about	respect	for	individual	uniqueness	

rather	than	the	acceptance	of	groups,	ideas	or	persons	you	disagree	with,	disapprove	of	or	

dislike.	Given	the	pupil	population	at	this	school,	consisting	of	children	who	have	been	

socialized	with	antroposophical	values	since	early	childhood,	not	much	value	conflict	is	likely	

to	occur.	Neither	pupils	nor	teachers	are	likely	to	be	confronted	by	persons,	groups	or	ideas	

they	disagree	with,	dislike	or	disapprove	of	while	at	school.	So	it	can	be	expected	that,	in	
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this	context,	the	promotion	of	tolerance	entails	promoting	the	value	of	tolerance	rather	

than	the	actual	practice	of	tolerance,	simply	because	few	occasions	occur	in	which	tolerance	

is	required.	

In	the	next	excerpt,	taken	from	a	classroom	observation,	we	see	how	the	value	of	tolerance	

(or	acceptance	of	differences,	as	it	was	defined	by	the	teachers	above)	is	promoted	by	a	

teacher	during	the	lesson.	

[The	lesson	is	about	‘sense	of	humour’.	The	class	has	been	drawing	cartoons.	The	teacher	is	

inviting	pupils	to	show	their	cartoons	in	front	of	the	class.]	

Teacher:	“All	right	now,	it	can	be	scary	to	stand	in	front	of	the	class.”	

Pupil:	“I	don’t	find	that	scary.”	

Teacher:	“Very	good!	Then	you	can	feel	safe	and	that’s	exactly	how	I	want	it.	That’s	the	kind	

of	atmosphere	I	want,	everybody	needs	to	feel	alright.	Nobody	is	allowed	to	make	fun	of	

anybody	else.	“	

Classroom	observation,	Dutch	lesson.	

Here,	a	norm	of	respect	and	acceptance	is	being	propagated	by	the	teacher:	“Nobody	is	

allowed	to	make	fun	of	anybody	else”.	This	seems	to	entail	the	kind	of	tolerance	teachers	

value	at	this	school,	promoting	social	diversity	among	pupils.	

Interestingly,	in	a	setting	where	both	teachers	and	pupils	seem	to	share	the	same	world	

view,	not	allowing	for	much	value	conflict,	the	values	disseminated	by	teachers	at	the	

Waldorf	school	did	elicit	some	irritation	among	pupils.	

In	the	excerpt	below,	pupils	recount	an	incident	which	took	place	a	year	earlier:	

[Pupils	are	talking	about	what	happened	in	their	class	the	year	before,	when	two	girls	were	

apparently	‘excluded’	by	classmates]	

Pupil	1:	“…And	then	all	of	a	sudden	they	[teachers]	gave	us	this	magazine	about	forming	

groups,	what	was	it	called?	…One	of	the	mothers	of	one	of	the	girls	who	felt	a	bit	on	the	

outside,	outside	of	the	group,	had	given	that	[magazine]	to	the	tutors	and	then	they	

[teachers	and	the	tutor]	had	a	meeting	about	it.	And	after	a	conference	of	two	hours	they	

decided	to	make	a	two-year	project	out	of	it.	Well,	they	did	put	a	lot	of	effort	into	it…	
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Pupil	2:	“Our	tutors	last	year	were	really	strict	and	forcing	us	like,	well,	you	should	be	a	very	

closely-knit	group	and	you	have	to	be,	because	if	you’re	not	good	friends	it	destroys	your	life	

and	all	that,	and	now	we	have	a	tutor	who	is	much	more	relaxed…”	

Pupil	3:	“Yes,	he	gives	us	more	freedom,	like,	you’ll	be	alright.”	

Focus	group	of	fourth-year	pupils,	pre-university	education	(vwo).	

It	seems	as	if	the	way	the	staff	aim	to	propagate	a	value	of	acceptance	among	pupils	has	

reached	its	limits	here.	According	to	one	teacher	who	was	involved	in	the	project	the	pupils	

are	referring	to	here,	this	was	an	example	of	how	tolerance	is	promoted	at	school.	Ironically,	

though,	these	pupils	experienced	the	interference	by	the	teachers	as	coercive	–	restricting	

rather	than	promoting	individual	freedom	(“You	should	be	a	very	close-knit	group”).	It	thus	

seems	that	the	approach	adopted	by	the	tutors	missed	its	goal.	Promoting	the	value	of	

acceptance	backfired	here,	causing	irritation	among	pupils,	who	feel	more	comfortable	now	

that	their	new	tutor	“gives	us	more	freedom”.	

This	example	is	informative	with	regard	to	dilemmas	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance,	as	were	

also	touched	upon	in	our	discussion	of	the	interdenominational	school.	Freedom	of	choice	is	

essential	for	pupils	to	accept	the	value	of	tolerance,	or	any	other	value	they	are	socialized	

into	at	school.	Once	pupils	feel	they	have	no	choice	in	accepting	the	values	teachers	aim	to	

promote,	the	promotion	of	tolerance	does	not	seem	very	effective.	

At	this	school,	not	unlike	the	interdenominational	one,	the	promotion	of	tolerance	seems	

part	and	parcel	of	the	values	of	the	societal	group	the	school	affiliates	with	and	aims	to	

socialize	its	pupils	into.	And,	like	at	the	orthodox	Protestant	school,	both	the	pupil	

population	and	the	teachers	appear	to	identify	strongly	with	the	same	group,	sharing	similar	

values.	Again,	the	composition	of	the	teacher	and	pupil	populations	appears	to	enhance	the	

reinforcement	of	in-group	values,	with	tolerance	evolving	around	‘how	to	be	a	good	in-

group	member’	–	in	this	case	referring	to	antroposophical	values.	Teachers	interfere	when	

pupils	deviate	too	far	from	in-group	values,	such	as	the	acceptance	that	all	individuals	are	

‘unique	and	talented’,	in	line	with	the	text	on	the	website.	Strikingly,	tolerance	of	diversity	

was	not	a	salient	theme	at	this	school.	This	may	have	to	do	with	the	lack	of	diversity	there,	

in	terms	of	group	membership	and	values.	Value	conflict	emerged	around	anthroposophical	

values,	not	so	much	around	the	value	of	tolerance.	Nevertheless,	the	classroom	
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observations	and	interviews	provide	information	about	the	link	between	intragroup	

interaction	at	school	and	the	promotion	of	the	school’s	central	values;	for	instance,	when	

the	teacher	aims	to	promote	respect	for	others	by	saying	that	“nobody	is	allowed	to	make	

fun	of	anybody	else”.		

Conclusion	and	discussion	

In	the	introduction	I	argued	that	intragroup	processes	within	schools	shape	tolerance	of	out-

groups.	Firstly	through	the	association	of	schools	with	societal	groups	from	which	values	are	

derived	that	teachers	use	as	a	moral	guideline	for	the	socialization	of	pupils.	And	secondly	

through	the	reinforcement	of	group	norms	about	what	constitute	tolerable	and	intolerable	

attitudes	and	behaviours	by	group	members	(i.e.	processes	of	social	influence).	Of	special	

interest	in	the	analyses	was	what	happens	when	values	collide;	for	instance,	religious	values	

with	the	value	of	tolerance.	How	do	teachers	deal	with	dilemmas	they	may	encounter	when	

promoting	tolerance	towards	persons,	groups	or	ideas	they	disapprove	of,	dislike	or	

disagree	with,	because	these	ideas	oppose	other	values	they	consider	essential	to	the	

school’s	identity?	

	

The	study	does	indeed	demonstrate	the	importance	of	intragroup	communication	and	the	

role	of	teachers	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	Teachers	convey	values	and	socialize	pupils	

into	the	value	system	they	adhere	to,	associated	with	the	societal	group	a	school	

represents.	Importantly,	though,	the	subjects	of	tolerance	and	the	questions	around	which	

the	promotion	of	tolerance	evolves	differ	depending	upon	the	specific	intergroup	context.	

In	the	orthodox	Protestant	and	the	Waldorf	school,	where	teachers	and	pupils	identify	with	

the	same	societal	group	and	with	the	values	associated	with	a	shared	group	membership,	

tolerance	is	regarded	primarily	as	an	acceptance	of	deviancy	from	in-group	norms	and	

values.	Teachers	appear	to	function	as	‘guardians’	of	in-group	norms,	socializing	pupils	into	

the	values	of	the	group	they	belong	to.	At	the	interdenominational	school	with	the	

predominantly	Muslim	pupil	population,	the	fact	that	group	boundaries	run	right	through	

the	school	brought	potential	value	conflict	right	to	the	surface.	Here,	the	promotion	of	

tolerance	has	to	do	with	the	socialization	of	pupils	perceived	to	be	part	of	a	societal	

minority	into	the	mores,	norms	and	values	of	the	majority.	So	the	practice	of	tolerance	

functions	as	a	way	to	deal	with	diversity	inside	the	school,	and	at	the	same	time	also	seems	
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to	function	as	a	ticket	to	“become	a	full	member	of	society”.	In	conclusion,	the	significance	

attributed	by	the	staff	to	pupils’	perceived	or	aspired	group	membership	defines	where	the	

boundaries	between	the	tolerable	and	the	intolerable	are	drawn.	Group	membership	and	

the	acceptance	of	in-group	values	thus	serve	as	a	moral	guideline	for	teachers	to	position	

themselves	in	respect	of	potential	dilemmas	intrinsic	to	tolerance.	

	

Schools	propagate	the	values	of	the	social	group	they	are	part	of	or	wish	their	pupils	to	be	

part	of.	At	the	orthodox	Protestant	school,	religious	values	are	central	and	include,	but	also	

compete	with,	the	value	of	tolerance.	In	the	interdenominational	school	with	the	

predominantly	Muslim	pupil	population,	the	promotion	of	tolerance	is	considered	essential	

for	completely	different	reasons.	This	school	aims	to	socialize	its	pupils	into	the	core	values	

of	Dutch	society,	and	this	entails	the	promotion	of	tolerance	towards	others,	especially	non-

Muslim	others.	At	the	Waldorf	school,	the	promotion	of	tolerance	towards	each	unique	

individual	is	highlighted	as	an	aspect	of	the	anthroposophical	values	the	school	adheres	to.	

Notably,	in	none	of	the	three	schools	was	the	relevance	of	tolerance	questioned.	

Nevertheless,	discrepancies	were	found	between	adherence	to	tolerance	as	a	value	and	the	

actual	practice	in	respect	of	opinions	teachers	disapprove	of.	The	importance	of	tolerance	as	

a	value	compared	with	other,	concurrent,	values,	is	weighed	up	by	teachers,	who	may	

prioritize	the	practice	of	tolerance	above	those	concurrent	values,	or	vice	versa.	Decisions	

about	which	value	to	prioritize	in	specific	cases	–	or	where	to	draw	the	boundary	between	

the	tolerable	and	the	intolerable	(Oberdiek,	2001)	–	may	lead	to	dilemmas	for	teachers	who	

aim	to	promote	tolerance	whilst	simultaneously	aiming	to	socialize	pupils	into	the	values	a	

school	adheres	to.	

Obviously,	both	the	timeframe	of	this	study	and	the	number	of	interviews	and	classroom	

observations	was	limited.	A	longitudinal	approach	would	allow	for	the	collection	of	more	

and	possibly	richer	data.	Especially	at	the	interdenominational	and	the	Waldorf	school,	

where	only	a	limited	amount	of	data	was	collected,	the	interviewed	staff	may	not	be	

representative	of	the	whole	school.	Nevertheless,	the	data	gathered	provide	an	insight	into	

processes	essential	to	the	promotion	of	tolerance,	such	as	the	relevance	of	group	

membership,	the	conveyance	of	group	norms	and	values	at	school	and	the	dilemmas	

intrinsically	bound	up	with	the	practice	and	promotion	of	tolerance.	
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This	study	also	revealed	issues	to	be	considered	in	the	next	phase	of	research.	For	example,	

it	appeared	that	the	subjects	of	tolerance	relevant	at	the	different	schools	co-varied	with	

the	societal	group	the	school	represented.	While	homosexuality	was	a	relevant	subject	for	

the	orthodox	Christian	school,	at	the	interdenominational	one	tolerance	of	those	who	

criticize	Islam	was	a	relevant	issue.	And	both	of	these	seemed	largely	irrelevant	at	the	

Waldorf	school.	To	allow	for	a	meaningful	study	of	the	effects	of	norm	communication	on	

tolerance,	the	subject	of	the	next	phase	of	research,	it	would	be	wise	to	keep	the	subject	of	

tolerance	constant	in	order	to	avoid	the	pitfall	of	comparing	apples	with	oranges.	At	the	

same	time,	the	chosen	subject(s)	of	tolerance	or	intolerance	should	be	meaningful	and	

important	to	a	large	group	of	Dutch	respondents	and	should	elicit	enough	variance	in	

tolerance	between	them.	As	a	result	of	this	qualitative	study,	the	development	of	a	valid	

quantitative	measure	of	tolerance	in	respect	of	a	broadly	relevant	subject	will	receive	

particular	methodological	attention.	
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CHAPTER	4.	MEASURING	TOLERANCE:	THE	DEVELOPMENT	AND	VALIDATION	OF	A	

PRACTISED	TOLERANCE	SCALE	

In	relation	to	the	research	question	addressed	in	this	dissertation	–	‘How	can	tolerance	be	

promoted?’	–	it	is	the	practice	of	tolerance	that	is	of	primary	interest.	Just	as	the	proof	of	

the	pudding	is	in	the	eating,	so	the	proof	of	tolerant	attitudes	is	in	actual	tolerant	behaviour.	

In	this	chapter	I	report	the	development	and	validation	of	a	tolerance	scale	designed	to	

assess	specifically	the	practice	of	tolerance.	Below	I	discuss	three	methodological	questions,	

already	touched	upon	theoretically	in	Chapter	2,	which	come	into	play	when	a	practice-

oriented	tolerance	scale	is	to	be	developed.	Then	I	report	three	studies	that	were	

conducted,	leading	to	the	construction	of	a	practised	tolerance	scale,	consisting	of	five	

vignettes	depicting	Muslim	practices	towards	which	tolerance	is	assessed.	This	scale	was	

then	used	in	a	quantitative	study	on	the	effect	of	norms	on	tolerance,	which	is	reported	in	

Chapter	5.	

The	development	and	validation	of	a	practised	tolerance	scale	

Assessing	the	practice	of	tolerance	

Existing	measures	of	tolerance	appear	to	fall	short	in	addressing	the	practice	of	tolerance.	

Studies	of	political	tolerance	commonly	assess	support	for	civil	rights	in	general,	or	for	the	

civil	rights	of	unpopular	or	stigmatized	groups	(see	Chapter	2);	but	expressing	support	for	

the	rights	of	various	disliked	groups	does	not	automatically	imply	acceptance	of	those	

groups	and	their	practices	in	concrete	social	situations	with	real	consequences	in	everyday	

life.	In	the	previous	chapter,	empirical	support	was	found	for	the	notion	that	endorsing	

tolerant	principles	and	practising	tolerance	are	not	the	same	thing.	As	Robinson	and	

colleagues	(2001)	argue,	“What	is	tolerated,	in	which	circumstances	and	from	whom,	affects	

the	tolerance	judgements	people	make”.	It	appears	that	tolerance	declines	when	tolerant	

principles	are	applied	to	concrete	and	practical	situations	(Coenders	et	al.,	2004;	Peffley	et	

al.,	2001;	Sniderman	&	Hagendoorn,	2007).	Assessing	support	for	tolerant	principles	and	

assessing	the	practice	of	tolerance	in	practical	cases	are	not	the	same	thing.	
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Measuring	tolerance:	accepting	the	disliked	

Typically,	tolerance	is	an	attitude	that	incorporates	inconsistencies	between	its	cognitive,	

affective	and	behavioural	component	(Bromgard	&	Stephan,	2006;	Iyengar	et	al.,	2013;	

Sullivan	et	al.,	1982).	While	the	subject	of	tolerance	is	evaluated	negatively	cognitively	

and/or	affectively,	tolerance	requires	an	accepting	response	towards	the	subject.	I	have	

defined	tolerance	as	‘accepting	ideas,	groups,	or	practices	one	dislikes,	disapproves	of	or	

disagrees	with’	(following	Vogt,	1997).	Therefore,	it	seems	logical	to	use	a	measure	of	

tolerance	that	assesses	affective	evaluation	of	the	group	or	practice	that	is	tolerated	as	well	

as	acceptance	of	this	group	or	practice.	Only	a	combination	of	affective	dislike	and	

acceptance	would	entail	real	tolerance,	in	line	with	the	chosen	definition	(Sullivan	et	al.,	

1982;	see	Chapter	2	of	this	dissertation).	There	has	been	some	academic	debate	about	the	

usefulness	of	assessing	‘dislike’	of	a	group	as	well	as	acceptance	of	a	group	(Gibson,	1992;	

Gibson	&	Bingham,	1982;	Sullivan	et	al.,	1982;	Sullivan	et	al.,	1979).	Gibson	and	colleagues	

(Gibson,	2006;	Gibson	&	Bingham,	1982)	argue	that	the	underpinnings	of	intolerance	remain	

largely	the	same	regardless	of	the	measurement	technique.	Sullivan	and	colleagues	(Sullivan	

et	al.,	1982;	Sullivan	et	al.,	1979),	on	the	other	hand,	argue	that	the	affective	evaluation	of	a	

group	must	be	taken	into	account	when	tolerance	towards	a	group	is	to	be	assessed	

properly.	For	now,	we	may	conclude	that	systematic	development	and	validation	of	a	scale	

is	required	to	ensure	that	a	measure	of	tolerance	truly	assesses	tolerance,	in	line	with	the	

definition	of	‘accepting	the	disliked’.	

Selecting	a	relevant	subject	of	tolerance	

From	existing	research	we	know	that	tolerance	varies	over	time	and	place,	and	hence	is	

context-dependent	(for	empirical	evidence	see	Jaspers,	2008;	as	argued	by	Robinson	et	al.,	

2001;	Rubin,	Taylor,	Pollitt,	Krapels,	&	Pardal,	2014).	Therefore,	a	measure	of	tolerance	

should	tap	tolerance	towards	a	subject	of	tolerance	that	is	meaningful	and	relevant	in	the	

time	and	place	of	research.	This	should	ideally	be	tested,	rather	than	decided	upon	

intuitively	by	the	researcher.	As	an	example,	in	the	1960s	it	may	have	been	relevant	to	

assess	tolerance	towards	women	wearing	bikinis,	with	bikinis	being	officially	prohibited	in	

the	United	States	until	the	late	‘60s,	but	today	this	would	hardly	be	a	relevant	test	of	

tolerance	of	women’s	civil	liberties.	Similarly,	the	wearing	of	headscarves	by	Dutch	women	
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in	the	1950s	had	a	completely	different	social	and	political	meaning	than	it	does	nowadays	

(Lettinga,	2011;	Lettinga	&	Saharso,	2014).	So	a	measure	of	tolerance	should	consider	

tolerance	of	groups,	ideas	or	practices	that	are	deemed	relevant	and	meaningful	and	are	

‘contested’	by	a	substantial	section	of	the	population.	According	to	(Vogt,	1997)	tolerance	is	

about	those	characteristics	people	use	to	differentiate	themselves	from	others,	and	those	

characteristics	should	be	considered	important	and	the	perceived	differences	should	be	

evaluated	negatively.	Hence,	for	the	development	of	a	tolerance	scale	in	the	present	

research	project,	I	tested	which	groups,	ideas	and	practices	engender	negatively	evaluated	

intergroup	differences	and	thus	make	relevant	subjects	of	tolerance	in	the	Dutch	context.	

To	summarize,	for	the	present	research	a	measure	of	tolerance	was	required	that:	first,	

addresses	the	practice	rather	than	the	principles	of	tolerance;	second,	takes	into	account	

the	internal	contradiction	of	tolerant	attitudes;	and	third,	considers	tolerance	towards	a	

relevant	and	meaningful	subject	of	tolerance	in	the	Dutch	context.	A	measure	of	tolerance	

that	meets	the	above	criteria	was	not	readily	available	from	the	literature.	But	some	

researchers	have	used	measures	of	tolerance	that	do	seem	fit	to	address	the	practice	of	

tolerance	(Gieling	et	al.,	2010;	van	der	Noll	et	al.,	2010;	Verkuyten	&	Slooter,	2007,	2008).	

Drawing	on	their	work,	I	decided	to	address	the	practice	of	tolerance	with	the	use	of	

vignettes.		

Vignettes	

Various	scholars	recommend	the	use	of	so-called	vignettes	to	address	the	social	

circumstances	that	potentially	affect	tolerance	judgements	(Gibson,	2006,	p.	32;	Verkuyten	

&	Slooter,	2007,	2008).	Vignettes	are	“short	stories	about	hypothetical	characters	in	

specified	circumstances,	to	whose	situation	the	[respondent]	is	invited	to	respond”	(Finch,	

1987,	p.	105).	The	use	of	vignettes	is	considered	particularly	useful	when	a	respondent	is	

asked	“to	make	normative	statements	about	a	set	of	social	circumstances,	rather	than	to	

express	his	or	her	‘beliefs’	or	‘values’	in	a	vacuum”	(Finch,	1987,	pp.	105-106).	Hence,	

vignettes	seem	to	be	well	suited	to	assessing	the	practice	of	tolerance	in	concrete	social	

situations	(as	also	argued	by	Verkuyten	&	Slooter,	2007).	

In	the	few	studies	that	have	used	vignettes	in	the	study	of	tolerance	(Gieling	et	al.,	2010;	

van	der	Noll	et	al.,	2010;	Verkuyten	&	Slooter,	2007,	2008),	it	appeared	that	respondents	do	
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indeed	differentiate	in	their	tolerance	of	various	groups	and	practices,	taking	into	account	

the	social	circumstances	and	consequences	depicted	in	the	vignette.	Gieling	and	colleagues	

(2010)	found	that	participants	were	more	tolerant	of	practices	considered	to	be	a	personal	

issue	than	of	practices	that	pertained	to	moral	values.	For	instance,	the	circumcision	of	boys	

for	hygienic	reasons	was	considered	more	acceptable	than	circumcision	with	a	religious	

motivation.	However,	the	willingness	to	act	upon	such	attitudes	(politically	or	socially)	was	

not	assessed.		

Approach	

A	total	of	three	studies	were	conducted	for	the	purpose	of	developing	and	validating	a	

measure	of	tolerance	that	meets	the	abovementioned	criteria.	In	the	first,	cognitive	

interviews	with	experts	(social	scientists)	and	novices	(sociology	students)	were	conducted,	

in	which	a	number	of	vignettes	(short	storylines	depicting	day-to-day	situations	towards	

which	tolerance	was	assessed)	and	their	capacity	to	address	tolerance	and	its	practice	were	

considered.	In	this	first	study,	the	content	validity	of	vignettes	was	examined.	In	the	second	

study,	a	written	survey	of	a	convenience	sample	of	Dutch	respondents	(n=80),	variance	in	

tolerance	of	different	groups,	practices	and	social	settings	was	assessed	and	a	relevant	

subject	of	tolerance	was	selected.	This	second	study	resulted	in	the	construction	of	a	

practised	tolerance	scale	consisting	of	five	vignettes	assessing	tolerance	of	Muslim	

practices.	In	the	third	study,	based	on	a	sample	(n=100)	drawn	from	an	online	survey,	the	

predictive,	concurrent,	discriminant	and	convergent	validity	of	this	newly	developed	

practised	tolerance	scale	was	tested.	

Validation	study	1	–	Examining	the	content	validity	of	vignettes	

In	this	first	study,	sixteen	vignettes	were	tested	for	their	capacity	to	address	tolerance	and	

its	practice.	The	operationalization	of	tolerance	as	‘accepting	the	disliked’	was	also	tested	

and	discussed	with	experts.	This	produced	an	investigation	of	the	content	validity	of	

vignettes.		
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Method	of	validation	study	1		

To	generate	relevant	and	useful	vignettes,	in	this	study	‘cognitive	interviews’	(Beatty,	1984)	

were	conducted	with	three	sociology	scholars	(experts)	and	three	working	groups	of	

sociology	undergraduates	(informed	lay	persons)	at	VU	University	Amsterdam.	Interviewees	

filled	out	a	draft	version	of	a	written	questionnaire,	with	the	request	that	they	make	notes	

while	doing	so.	Afterwards,	a	‘cognitive	interview’	was	conducted,	with	the	researcher	

inviting	respondents	to	reflect	upon	the	survey	and	the	process	of	responding	to	the	

questions,	loosely	following	‘thinking	aloud’	techniques	(Presser	et	al.,	2004;	Willis,	1999).	

Cognitive	interviews	seek	to	gain	an	insight	into	respondents’	decision-making	processes	

when	filling	out	a	survey	(Willis,	1999),	such	as	what	they	think	is	being	asked	(content	

validity),	what	specific	words	and	phrases	used	mean	to	them,	are	they	inclined	to	tell	the	

truth	in	response	to	the	questions	(social	desirability)	and	can	they	match	their	internally	

generated	answers	to	the	response	categories	given	in	the	survey	(Willis,	1999,	p.	2).	The	

‘look	and	feel’	of	the	survey	are	also	discussed.	

The	questionnaire	contained	twenty	vignettes,	in	various	formats,	depicting	very	diverse	

situations	ranging	from	the	admittance	of	refugees	to	the	Netherlands	to	the	construction	

of	a	mosque	in	one’s	own	neighbourhood.	The	complete	questionnaire	can	be	found	in	

Appendix	I.	Box	4.1	shows	one	of	the	tested	vignettes.	
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Box	4.1.	Vignette	presented	in	written	survey	in	Study	1.	

	

Initiatives	by	your	employer	
	

3aTC.	The	management	at	your	workplace	is	proposing	a	change.	What	would	you	think	if	your	employer	
suggested	each	of	the	following	changes?	(Select	one	answer	on	each	line.)	
	

I	would	find	this…	 Absolutely	
unacceptable	

Quite	
unacceptable	

Neither	
acceptable	

nor	
unacceptable	

Quite	
acceptable	

Absolutely	
acceptable	 	

a.	 Establish	a	prayer	room	for	
Muslim	employees	 □1	 □2	 □3	 □4	 □5	 	

b.	
As	a	company,	take	part	in	
Gay	Pride.	 □1	 □2	 □3	 □4	 □5	 	

c.		
Ban	employees	who	have	
contact	with	customers	from	
wearing	headscarves.	

□1	 □2	 □3	 □4	 □5	 	

d.	
Adopt	an	affirmative	action	
policy	for	women	in	senior	
positions.		

□1	 □2	 □3	 □4	 □5	 	

e.	 Offer	internships	to	asylum	
seekers.	 □1	 □2	 □3	 □4	 □5	 	

	
	
3bTC.	To	what	extent	do	you	think	your	company	should	do	these	things?	(Select	one	answer	on	each	line.)	

My	company	should…	 Definitely	
not	do	this	 Not	do	this	

Maybe	do	
this,	maybe	

not	
Do	this	 Definitely	

do	this	 	

a.	
Establish	a	prayer	room	for	
Muslim	employees	 □1	 □2	 □3	 □4	 □5	 	

b.	
As	a	company,	take	part	in	
Gay	Pride.	 □1	 □2	 □3	 □4	 □5	 	

c.		
Ban	employees	who	have	
contact	with	customers	from	
wearing	headscarves.	

□1	 □2	 □3	 □4	 □5	 	

d.	
Adopt	an	affirmative	action	
policy	for	women	in	senior	
positions.		

□1	 □2	 □3	 □4	 □5	 	

e.	
Offer	internships	to	asylum	
seekers.	 □1	 □2	 □3	 □4	 □5	 	
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Outcome	of	validation	study	1	–	content	validity	

	

The	most	important	finding	of	this	study	was	that	vignettes	appear	to	be	a	useful	instrument	

for	assessing	tolerance.	Strikingly,	the	word	tolerance	was	put	forward	spontaneously	by	

some	interviewees	even	though	it	was	used	neither	in	the	survey	nor	by	the	researcher.	

Interviewees	indicated	that	the	situations	described	in	vignettes	were	‘food	for	thought’	and	

not	always	easy	to	respond	to.	Those	with	implications	for	one’s	own	life,	in	particular,	such	

as	the	allocation	of	housing	to	a	convicted	paedophile,	were	described	as	‘hard	to	decide	

upon’	and	dilemmatic.	Even	when	such	practices	were	supported	in	general,	the	fact	that	

they	might	have	implications	for	the	safety	of	one’s	own	children	made	the	vignettes	

dilemmatic.	Most	respondents	felt	that	the	issues	presented	in	the	storylines	were	‘inviting’,	

‘interesting’	and	‘make	you	eager	to	continue	reading	and	think	thoroughly	about	[the	

issue]’.	The	feedback	that	those	vignettes	situated	‘close	to	home’,	such	as	the	opening	of	

an	Islamic	prayer	room	at	your	own	workplace,	rather	than	in	the	public	arena	were	posing	

particular	personal	dilemmas	supported	the	later	decision	to	use	primarily	‘close-to-home’	

settings	(such	as	‘at	work’	or	‘in	your	neighbourhood’)	in	subsequent	vignettes,	rather	than	

more	distant	ones	(such	as	the	admittance	of	refugees	to	the	Netherlands)	–	the	idea	being	

that	physical	and	psychological	proximity	addresses	the	actual	practice	of	tolerance	more	

adequately.	

Two	items	were	tested	to	assess	tolerance,	the	first	addressing	the	affective	evaluation	of	

the	practice	(how	do	you	feel	about	the	depicted	situation?)	–	from	now	on	called	the	

‘affect-related	item’	–	and	the	second	the	acceptance	or	rejection	of	the	situation	(what	

should	be	done	about	it?)	–	henceforth	the	‘effect-related	item’.	Together,	these	were	

intended	to	reflect	the	internal	inconsistency	of	tolerance	as	‘accepting	the	disliked’.	This	

format	was	discussed	with	interviewees,	most	of	whom	understood	the	differentiation	

between	affect-related	and	effect-related	items.	As	one	student	put	it,	“the	first	question	

asks	how	you	feel	about	it,	and	that	does	not	have	to	be	the	same	as	what	you	think	should	

be	done	about	it”.	Another	interviewee	said,	‘You	don’t	really	want	it	to	happen,	but	in	

some	way	you	think	you	should	support	it”	–	spontaneously	reflecting	the	definition	of	

tolerance.	Other	interviewees,	however,	especially	the	sociology	scholars,	noted	that	

measuring	different	aspects	of	one	concept	in	two	subsequent	items	decreases	the	validity,	

since	such	a	format	generates	response	tendencies.	As	one	scholar	observed,	‘Respondents	
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want	to	appear	consistent;	they	want	to	make	sense.	So	they	will	hesitate	to	tick	a	different	

answer	on	the	second	item	than	on	the	first.’	Notwithstanding	this	potential	methodological	

problem,	it	was	decided	to	maintain	the	original	technique	of	including	both	an	affect-

related	and	an	effect-related	item	to	assess	tolerance	and	address	behavioural	inclinations	

separately.	At	a	later	stage,	using	a	larger	sample,	it	would	be	possible	to	detect	‘response	

tendencies’	among	respondents.	If	the	items	were	to	be	reduced	to	a	single	tolerance	item	

at	this	stage,	such	information	would	be	‘go	missing’.	It	was	also	decided	to	include	a	

prejudice	scale	in	the	survey	to	assess	(at	a	different	point	in	the	questionnaire)	global	out-

group	evaluations,	which	could	be	used	to	cross-validate	affective	evaluations	of	various	

subjects	of	tolerance.	

	

Finally,	cognitive	interviews	revealed	that	some	item	response	labels	did	not	adequately	

reflect	what	respondents	wanted	to	answer	spontaneously.	As	a	consequence,	response	

item	labels	were	adjusted,	with	the	help	of	interviewees,	in	order	to	reflect	adequately	the	

their	feelings	towards	and	intuitive	responses	to	the	vignettes.	For	instance,	in	an	early	

version	of	the	questionnaire	respondents	would	rate	how	‘unacceptable’	or	‘acceptable’	a	

practice	appeared	to	them.	In	a	later	version	these	labels	were	replaced	with	more	neutral,	

or	less	suggestive,	labels	ranging	from	‘negative’	to	‘positive’,	allowing	also	for	the	

expression	of	positive	feelings	towards	a	group	or	practice.	In	this	way,	all	combinations	of	

affective	like	and	dislike	and	behavioural	acceptance	and	non-acceptance	of	a	tolerated	

subject	should	be	covered.	
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Validation	study	2	–	Selecting	a	relevant	subject	of	tolerance	

The	aim	of	the	second	study	was	to	select	a	subject	of	tolerance	that	would	be	meaningful	

and	relevant	in	the	Dutch	research	context.	In	addition,	it	tested	whether	the	contradictory	

nature	of	tolerance	could	be	captured	adequately	with	a	combination	of	two	response	

items,	one	affect-related	(assessing	dislike	of	the	given	practice)	and	one	effect-related	

(assessing	acceptance	of	it).		

Method	of	validation	study	2	

Sixteen	vignettes	were	tested	in	a	survey	of	a	convenience	sample	of	Dutch	participants	

(n=80).	These	depicted	practical	situations	in	which	principles	of	tolerance	(such	as	freedom	

of	religion,	freedom	of	expression	and	the	right	to	political	participation)	were	at	issue.	For	

instance,	the	tolerant	principle	of	freedom	of	religion	was	reflected	in	a	vignette	that	

considered	‘the	opening	of	an	Islamic	prayer	room	at	your	workplace’.	All	the	vignettes	

included	a	specified	group	to	be	tolerated	(such	as	Muslims),	a	particular	practice	(such	as	

the	opening	of	an	Islamic	prayer	room)	and	a	social	setting	(such	as	at	work).	This	allowed	

for	a	comparison	of	tolerance	of	different	groups	and	practices	in	different	social	settings,	

and	was	to	make	possible	the	selection	of	a	relevant	subject	of	tolerance	in	the	Dutch	

research	context.		

Five	of	the	vignettes	(#1-5)	were	designed	to	assess	tolerance	of	different	groups,	keeping	

constant	the	practice	in	question.	Nine	(#6-14)	were	designed	to	assess	tolerance	of	

different	practices,	keeping	constant	the	groups.	And	two	(#15	and	16)	were	designed	to	

assess	tolerance	in	different	social	settings	(proximal	vs	distanced),	keeping	constant	both	

the	group	and	the	practice.	This	design	made	it	possible	to	examine	the	influence	of	the	

specific	subject	of	tolerance	on	tolerance	levels,	and	to	select	a	relevant	subject	of	

tolerance.	One	of	the	vignettes	is	presented	in	Box	4.2,	this	one	assessing	tolerance	of	

various	groups	and	keeping	constant	the	practice	(teaching).	
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Box	4.2	Vignette	assessing	tolerance	of	various	groups	in	respect	of	the	same	practice,	Study	

2	

	
2bTC.	Do	you	think	the	school	should	keep	or	dismiss	this	teacher	in	each	of	these	cases?	(Select	one	answer	on	each	
line)	

Meeting	the	new	Social	Science	teacher	
	
2aTC.	The	secondary	school	your	children	attend	has	just	recruited	a	new	Social	Science	teacher.	You	meet	her	
at	the	next	PTA	meeting.	What	would	you	think	if	you	were	to	find	out	one	of	the	following	things	about	this	
teacher?	(Select	one	answer	on	each	line)	
If	I	were	to	find	
out	this,	I	would	
think	it…	

Totally	
unacceptable	 	

Neither	
unacceptable,	

nor	
acceptable	

	 Totally	
acceptable	 I	feel	indifferent	

a. 	She	wears	a	
headscarf	
	

o 	 o 		 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

b. 	She	lives	with	
a	woman	
	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

c. 	She	voted	PVV	
at	the	last	
general	
election	
	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

d. 	She	is	in	
favour	of	the	
death	penalty	
	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

e. 	She	takes	
cannabis	in	
her	free	time	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

The	school	should	 Definitely	
keep	her	 	

Possibly	keep	
her,	possibly	
dismiss	her	

	 Definitely	
dismiss	her	 I	feel	indifferent	

a. 	She	wears	a	
headscarf	
	

o 	 o 		 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

b. 	She	lives	with	
a	woman	
	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

c. 	She	voted	PVV	
at	the	last	
general	
election	
	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

d. 	She	is	in	
favour	of	the	
death	penalty	
	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

e. 	
	

She	takes	canna 	 	 	 	 	o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	
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She	takes	canna 	 	 	 	 	o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	
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Sample.	The	sample	consisted	of	a	total	of	80	respondents:	57	undergraduates	at	VU	

University	Amsterdam’s	Faculty	of	Social	Sciences	and	23	members	of	an	amateur	wind	

ensemble	based	in	the	small	provincial	town	of	Heemskerk	(respectively,	71%	and	29%	of	

the	sample).	Some	52.5%	of	the	sample	was	male,	45%	female	(two	respondents	did	not	

specify	their	gender).	Ages	ranged	from	20	to	76	years	(M=29.74;	SD=13.2).	The	majority	of	

the	respondents	were	well-educated,	with	88%	having	completed	at	least	pre-university	

education	(vwo).		

Procedure	and	materials.	Three	different	subsets	of	a	written	questionnaire	were	

distributed,	each	containing	a	series	of	four	or	five	vignettes	(see	Appendix	II).	This	

procedure	was	used	to	test	a	total	of	sixteen	vignettes,	while	keeping	the	length	of	a	single	

questionnaire	reasonable.	On	average,	it	took	10-15	minutes	to	complete	the	survey.	

A	short	written	instruction	preceded	the	survey	questions	(see	Appendix	II).	The	vignettes	

were	introduced	with	the	text,	“Try	to	immerse	yourself	in	the	situation	described	before	

responding,	and	try	to	tick	an	answer	to	each	question	even	if	the	situation	is	not	fully	

applicable	to	your	own	life”.	As	a	reward	for	completing	the	questionnaire,	two	gift	

vouchers	worth	€50	were	handed	out	to	two	randomly	selected	respondents.		

Measures.	The	following	measures	were	included.		

Tolerance.	Tolerance	was	assessed	using	two	items.	Box	4.3	presents	one	of	the	

vignettes	used,	with	the	first	two	Likert	scale	items	here	assessing	tolerance.	

These	two	items	assessing	tolerance	consisted	of	an	affect-related	item	and	an	effect-

related	item.	This	allowed	for	an	interpretation	of	tolerance	in	line	with	its	definition	as	

‘putting	up	with	things	one	does	not	like’,	as	discussed	above.	

The	affect-related	tolerance	item	assessed	the	affective	evaluation	of	the	situation	depicted	

in	the	vignette	(“What	is	your	opinion	on	[this	practice]?”)	on	a	five-point	Likert	scale,	

ranging	from	(1)	absolutely	unacceptable	to	(5)	absolutely	acceptable18.	

The	effect-related	tolerance	item	assessed	actual	support	for	the	situation	depicted	in	the	

vignette	(“What	is	your	opinion,	what	should	[the	actor	deciding	upon	the	practice]	do?”)	on	

a	five-point	Likert	scale	ranging	from	(1)	absolutely	do	not	allow	to	(5)	absolutely	allow	for	

																																																													
18	In	Study	3,	these	item	response	labels	were	changed	to	(1)	very	negatively	to	(5)	very	positively.	
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[the	practice].19	In	the	analyses,	the	remaining	item	response	category	(6)	‘I	feel	indifferent’	

was	recoded	into	a	score	of	(3).20	

	

Box	4.3.	Vignette	with	affect-related	and	effect-related	tolerance	items,	and	items	assessing	

intolerant	and	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations,	Study	2.	

	
	
A	paedophile	in	the	neighbourhood	
	
Your	local	housing	association	has	decided	to	grant	a	home	to	a	convicted	paedophile	who	has	
already	served	his	sentence.	It	turns	out	that	this	paedophile	will	be	coming	to	live	in	your	street.	
What	is	your	opinion	on	him	living	on	your	street?	

Absolutely	
unacceptable	

	 	 	 Absolutely	
acceptable	

I	feel	
indifferent	

1. 	 2. 	 3. 	 4. 	 5. 	 6. 	
o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

	
What	is	your	opinion	on	what	the	housing	association	should	do?		

Absolutely	
not	grant	him	
housing	in	my	

street	

	 	 	 Absolutely	
grant	him	

housing	in	my	
street	

I	feel	
indifferent	

1. 	 2. 	 3. 	 4. 	 5. 	 6. 	
o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

If	one	of	your	neighbours	were	to	ask	you	to	sign	a	petition	either	for	or	against	assigning	housing	in	
your	street	to	this	man,	would	you	be	willing	to	sign?	(Select	one	answer	on	each	line)	

If	a	neighbour	were	to	ask	
me	to	sign,	I	would…	

Definitely	
not	sign	

Probably	
not	sign	

Either	sign,	
or	not	sign	

Probably	
sign	

Definitely	
sign	

a. 	Against	granting	
housing	in	my	street	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

b. 	For	granting	housing	
in	my	street	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

	

	

Tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations.	As	can	be	seen	in	Box	4.3,	two	

items	(5c)	assessed	behavioural	inclinations	towards	the	situation	depicted	in	the	vignette.	

Both	are	rated	on	a	five-point	Likert	scale,	ranging	from	(1)	definitely	not	sign	to	(5)	

definitely	sign.	

The	first	item	assessed	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	and	rated	the	willingness	to	sign	a	

petition	to	object	against	the	situation	depicted	in	the	vignette:	“If	you	were	asked	to	sign	a	

																																																													
19	In	Study	3,	these	item	response	labels	were	changed	to	(1)	absolutely	do	not	support	to	(5)	
absolutely	do	support	[the	practice].	
20	In	Study	3,	this	item	response	category	was	removed. 
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petition	to	object	against	[this	practice],	would	you	be	willing	to	sign?”21.	The	second	

assessed	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations	and	rated	the	willingness	to	sign	a	petition	to	

support	the	situation	depicted	in	the	vignette:	“If	you	were	asked	to	sign	a	petition	to	

support	[this	practice],	would	you	be	willing	to	sign?”.	

	

In	order	to	assess	the	relevance	of	various	subjects	of	tolerance	in	Dutch	society,	a	prejudice	

scale	as	well	as	two	political	tolerance	measures	were	included	in	the	questionnaire,	as	

concurrent	scales	indicating	‘dislike’	of	and	tolerance	of	particular	groups.	

	

Prejudice.	A	feeling	thermometer	(Abelson,	Kinder,	Peters,	&	Fiske,	1982;	van	der	

Noll	et	al.,	2010)	was	included	as	a	measure	of	prejudice.	This	measure	consisted	of	a	listing	

of	twenty-two	groups	(such	as	feminists,	homosexuals,	Muslims,	Christians	and	PVV	voters),	

to	be	rated	on	an	attitude	scale	from	0	(very	cold)	to	10	(very	warm).	Respondents	select	a	

number	from	0	to	10	that	represents	their	general	feelings	towards	the	given	group.	The	

absolute	score,	ranging	from	0	to	10,	was	used	to	calculate	prejudice	towards	a	specific	

group,	with	lower	scores	indicating	stronger	prejudice.	

	

Political	tolerance.	Political	tolerance	was	assessed	using	six	items,	reflecting	

support	for	civil	rights	that	are	constitutionally	guaranteed	in	the	Netherlands	as	applied	to	

three	groups.	Items	were	rated	on	five-point	Likert	scales,	ranging	from	(1)	strongly	disagree	

to	(5)	strongly	agree.	Two	items	assessed	political	tolerance	of	homosexuals,	two	political	

tolerance	of	Muslims	and	two	political	tolerance	of	Party	for	Freedom	(Partij	voor	de	

Vrijheid,	PVV;	a	radical	right-wing	populist	party)	voters.	Items	included	“Muslims	should	be	

free	to	practise	their	religion”	and	“PVV	voters	should	be	free	to	express	their	opinion	in	

public”.	The	mean	score	of	the	two	items	reflected	political	tolerance	of	each	group,	with	

lower	scores	indicating	less	political	tolerance.	

	 	

																																																													
21 The	question	was	adapted	to	each	particular	vignette,	so	that	it	was	either	a	neighbour,	a	colleague	or	
another	relevant	person	who	asked	for	a	signature	on	the	petition.	
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Outcome	of	Validation	study	2	

	

Selecting	a	relevant	subject	of	tolerance	

Table	4.1	shows	the	effect-related	tolerance	means	for	all	the	vignettes	tested.	For	#1-5,	the	

left-hand	column	shows	the	component	that	was	kept	constant	(the	tolerated	practice)	and	

the	second	column	the	component	that	varied	(the	tolerated	group).	For	#6-16	the	left-hand	

column	shows	the	social	setting	concerned	and	the	second	column	the	tolerated	practice	

and	group.	This	allowed	for	an	assessment	of	the	influence	on	tolerance	scores	of	various	

components	of	the	subject	of	tolerance.	The	tolerance	scores	demonstrate	how	tolerance	

varied,	due	to	the	group	to	be	tolerated,	the	practice	to	be	tolerated	and	the	social	setting	

in	which	it	occurred.	

For	example,	vignette	#1	shows	that,	on	average,	the	respondents	felt	that	the	local	council	

should	provide	office	space	to	a	political	party	that	supports	gay	rights,	but	not	to	one	that	

supports	the	rights	of	paedophiles	(same	practice,	different	group).	Vignettes	#12	and	#13	

show	that,	on	average,	respondents	reject	a	ban	on	local	council	staff	wearing	headscarves	

but	do	not	tolerate	the	serving	of	halal	food	to	children	in	a	day-care	centre	(same	group,	

Muslims,	but	a	different	practice	and	social	setting).	And	vignettes	#15	and	#16	reveal	that	

Islamic	prayer	rooms	are	more	tolerated	in	public	places	in	the	Netherlands	than	at	one’s	

own	workplace,	showing	the	influence	of	social	setting.	
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Table	4.1.	Means,	standard	deviations	and	skewedness	of	the	distribution	of	effect-related	

tolerance	in	each	vignette,	Study	2.	

	

Vignette	 	 	 	 Mean	 SD	 Skewness	
1.	 Local	council	 	 Anti-immigration	 	 3.04	 1.26	 	-0.201	

offers	office	space		 Supporting	gay	interests	 	 4.48	 0.80	 -1.62	
to	a	political	party		 Supporting	interests	of	

Muslims		 	 3.78	 1.01	 	-0.24	

Supporting	interests	of	
paedophiles	 	 1.52	 1.12	 2.51	

Fighting	child	abuse	 	 4.70	 	0.61	 -1.98	
2.	 Local	council	favours	

various	groups	in	
housing	

	 Artists	 	 2.33	 1.07	 0.47	
Refugees	 	 3.37	 1.18	 -0.35	
Bullied	gay	couples	 	 3.67	 	0.96	 -0.66	
Paedophile	ex-offenders	 	 1.74	 1.16	 1.50	
Occupation	shortage	 	 3.26	 1.26	 -0.41	

3.	 Teacher	at	secondary	
school		

	 Headscarf	 	 3.97	 1.37	 -1.19	
Lesbian	 	 4.52	 	0.71	 -1.20	
Voted	PVV	 	 4.37	 	0.70	 -0.64	
Pro	death	penalty	 	 4.16	 	0.90	 -0.71	
Takes	cannabis	 	 3.08	 1.35	 0.06	

4.	 Local	council	subsidizes	
a	museum	for…	

	 Signs	in	Turkish	and	Arabic	 	 2.40	 1.19	 0.42	
Gay	emancipation	exhibition	 	 3.28	 1.49	 -0.36	
Sunday	opening	 	 3.68	 1.18	 -0.80	
Signs	in	French,	English	and	
German	 	 3.40	 1.19	 -0.71	

5.	 Your	employer	
considers	supporting…	

	 Prayer	room	at	work	 	 2.50	 1.14	 0.32	
Gay	Pride	 	 2.75	 1.01	 0.07	
Ban	on	headscarves	 	 2.00	 1.25	 0.86	
Affirmative	action	for	
women	 	 2.39	 1.29	 0.65	

Internships	for	asylum	
seekers	 	 2.79	 1.40	 0.32	

6.	 Local	council	 	 Permits	mosque	
construction	 	 2.81	 	0.88	 0.02	

7.	 Your	employer	 	 Prioritizes	immigrant	
candidates	 	 2.52	 1.12	 0.39	

8.	 Local	council	 	 Assigning	paedophiles	
housing		 	 1.89	 1.05	 1.31	

9.	 Dutch	government	 	 Should	the	Netherlands	
admit	refugees?	 	 3.30	 1.27	 -0.24	

10.	 Dutch	government	 	 Should	public	employees	be	
allowed	to	wear/show	
religious	symbols?	

	 2.33	 1.33	 0.60	

11.	 Secondary	school	 	 Should	the	school	have	
separate	or	mixed	PE	
classes?	

	 1.84	 0.99	 1.48	

12.	 Local	council	 	 Should	headscarves	be	
banned	for	public	
employees?	[Reverse	coded]	

	 3.69	 1.18	 -0.80	

13.	 Day	care	 	 Should	day-care	centres	
serve	halal	meals	to	all	
children?	

	 2.07	 	1.00	 0.09	
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14.	 Secondary	school	 	 Should	the	school	allow	a	
teacher	to	come	out	as	gay?	 	 4.74	 0.59	 -2.25	

15.	 In	public	places	in	the	
Netherlands	

	 Should	Islamic	prayer	rooms	
be	permitted?	 	 3.70	 1.11	 -0.29	

16.	 In	your	department	at	
work	

	 How	should	your	employer	
respond	to	a	proposal	to	
open	an	Islamic	prayer	
room?	

	 2.89	 1.28	 -0.12	

Note:	Vignettes	#1-14,	n	=	25-28;	vignette	#16,	n	=	79;	vignette	#15,	n	=	80.	

	

So	variation	in	tolerance	did	occur,	due	not	only	to	the	tolerated	group	(the	only	factor	that	

is	usually	varied	in	so-called	applied	political	tolerance	studies;	(Gibson	&	Bingham,	1982;	

see	Sullivan	et	al.,	1979)	but	also	to	the	specific	practice	and	the	social	setting	in	which	it	is	

situated.	But	how,	based	on	this	data,	do	we	select	a	relevant	subject	of	tolerance	to	include	

in	the	tolerance	scale	to	be	developed?	Not	only	should	a	relevant	group	be	selected,	but	

the	practices	and	the	social	settings	also	appear	to	be	of	importance.	Following	Vogt’s	

(1997)	criteria,	to	speak	of	tolerance	as	discussed	above,	an	important	difference	should	be	

perceived	–	one	which	is	evaluated	negatively.	Moreover,	unanimous	rejection	of	a	group	

would	imply	that	the	group	may	qualify	as	a	relevant	subject	of	intolerance,	but	not	as	a	

subject	of	tolerance.	An	adequate	tolerance	scale	should	be	able	to	assess	both	tolerance	

and	intolerance,	and	thus	reveal	sufficient	variance.	

Some	subjects	of	tolerance	were	rejected	based	on	these	criteria.	First,	homosexuals	were	

disregarded	as	a	relevant	subject	of	tolerance	in	the	Dutch	research	context.	For	

homosexuality,	negative	evaluation	appeared	to	be	almost	absent	given	the	generally	high	

tolerance	scores.	The	dislike	required	to	speak	of	tolerance	seems	very	low.	Note	that	this	

does	not	mean	that	homosexuals	are	never	discriminated	against;	it	just	does	not	make	

homosexuality	an	apt	subject	to	include	in	a	tolerance	scale.	

For	paedophiles,	on	the	other	hand,	the	dislike	appeared	to	be	unanimous.	Rejection	of	

paedophiles	in	both	social	and	political	settings	(vignettes	1	and	2)	indicated	that	tolerance	

hardly	occurs.	Paedophiles	may	be	a	relevant	subject	of	intolerance	in	the	Netherlands,	but	

not	of	tolerance.	

Furthermore,	some	vignettes	were	rejected	because,	judging	by	the	written	remarks	from	

respondents,	they	did	not	assess	tolerance	adequately.	For	instance,	vignette	#5,	assessing	

tolerance	towards	practices	to	be	supported	financially	by	one’s	employer,	suffered	from	a	

double-bound	formulation.	Due	to	this,	it	was	not	clear	whether	respondents	rejected	
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financial	support	given	by	their	employer	altogether	or	simply	did	not	tolerate	the	specific	

recipient	of	such	support.	In	the	vignettes	used	for	the	final	tolerance	scale,	such	double-

bound	formulations	were	avoided.		

One	group	which	did	seem	eligible	as	a	relevant	subject	of	tolerance	were	Muslims.	A	

number	of	vignettes	assessed	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices,	and	these	varied	in	the	

tolerance	scores	they	elicited.	Muslims	seem	to	be	neither	a	unanimously	disliked	group	nor	

a	unanimously	accepted	one,	making	them	an	apt	subject	of	a	tolerance	scale.	Respondents	

differed	in	their	tolerance	depending	on	the	specific	Muslim	practice	and	the	social	settings.	

Based	on	these	findings,	it	was	decided	to	select	a	number	of	vignettes	depicting	various	

Muslim	practices	that	differed	in	average	‘tolerability’.	The	depicted	subject	of	tolerance	

thus	considered	one	single	group,	but	the	regarded	practices	and	social	settings	varied.	The	

aim	was	to	compose	a	scale	capable	of	assessing	both	tolerance	and	intolerance,	using	a	

subject	of	tolerance	that	appeared	to	be	relevant	in	the	Dutch	context.		

To	gain	additional	support	for	the	selection	of	Muslims	as	the	primary	subject	of	tolerance	

in	the	practised	tolerance	scale,	levels	of	prejudice	and	political	tolerance	of	this	group	were	

examined.	The	ratings	on	these	scales,	given	in	Tables	4.2	and	4.3,	provided	additional	

information	on	the	affective	evaluation	of	Muslims	in	the	Dutch	context.	
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Table	4.2.	Prejudice	towards	22	listed	groups,	in	descending	order.	

	

n=79	 M	 SD	

Homosexuals	 7.25	 1.86	

Dutch	people	 7.00	 1.63	

Americans	 6.49	 1.85	

Christians	 6.43	 1.84	

GroenLinks	(Green)	voters	 6.38	 1.93	

PvdA	(Labour)	voters		 6.24	 1.90	

GroenLinks	Party	politicians	 6.15	 1.96	

PvdA	party	politicians	 5.99	 1.82	

Feminists	 5.94	 2.31	

Ethnic	minorities	22	 5.71	 1.81	

Turks	 5.71	 1.92	

Muslims	 5.59	 1.96	

Immigrants	 5.46	 1.65	

Asylum	seekers	 5.43	 2.04	

Orthodox	Protestants		 5.33	 2.34	

Soft-drug	users	 5.30	 2.33	

Poles	 5.29	 2.18	

Moroccans	 4.94	 2.11	

People	who	support	death	penalty	 4.57	 2.27	

PVV	(Party	for	Freedom)	voters	 4.51	 1.97	

PVV	politicians	 4.39	 2.08	

Paedophiles	 0.85	 1.58	

Note:	Prejudice	scores	ranged	from	1	to	10,	with	higher	scores	reflecting	less	prejudice.	

	

In	line	with	the	idea	that	tolerated	groups	should	be	evaluated	neither	unanimously	

positively	nor	unanimously	negatively,	Muslims	should	be	in	the	middle	range	of	the	

prejudice	and	political	tolerance	scales	rather	than	at	either	extreme.	Moreover,	the	items	

should	generate	sufficient	variance.	As	can	be	seen	in	Table	4.2,	Muslims	received	a	

‘lukewarm’	evaluation	on	the	prejudice	scale,	and	the	scores	have	a	large	standard	variation	

(M=	5.59,	SD=1.96).	This	suggests	that	Muslims	are	not	unanimously	disliked,	but	nor	are	

																																																													
22 In	Dutch:	“allochtonen”.	Officially,	as	defined	by	Statistics	Netherlands	(Centraal	Bureau	voor	de	Stastistiek,	
CBS;	see	http://www.cbs.nl/nl-NL/menu/methoden/begrippen/default.htm?ConceptID=37),	this	term	refers	to	
persons	born	outside	the	Netherlands	and/or	with	at	least	one	parent	born	outside	the	Netherlands.	In	
everyday	usage,	however,	it	refers	to	persons	of	non-Western	immigrant	origin.	
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they	unanimously	rejected,	and	there	is	sufficient	variation	between	respondents	in	their	

evaluation.	

As	Table	4.3	shows,	average	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	is	above	the	midpoint	of	the	

scale,	again	with	a	considerable	standard	deviation	(M=3.52,	SD=0.91).	Compared	to	

homosexuals	(M=4.35,	SD=.82)	and	PVV	supporters	(M=3.12,	SD=.88),	Muslims	ranked	in	

the	middle	on	the	political	tolerance	scale	(M=3.52,	SD=.91).	These	findings	confirm	the	

impression	gained	from	the	tolerance	scores	for	the	vignettes,	that	Muslims	appear	to	be	a	

relevant	subject	of	tolerance	in	the	Dutch	context.	

	

Table	4.3.	Political	tolerance	of	homosexuals,	Muslims	and	PVV	supporters	

Target	group,	item:	 n	 M	 SD	

Homosexuals	

	

79	 4.35	 0.82	

Gay	marriage		 	 4.36	 0.92	

Gay	prime	minister	 	 4.32	 0.86	

Muslims	

	

79	 3.52	 0.91	

Free	to	confess	Islam	 	 3.92	 0.94	

Muslim	prime	minister	 	 3.11	 1.17	

PVV	supporters	 78	 3.12	 0.88	

	

Freedom	Party	prime	minister	 	 2.34	 1.24	

Free	to	express	their	opinion	in	public	 	 3.90	 0.97	

NB.	Political	tolerance	scores	ranged	from	1	to	5,	with	higher	scores	reflecting	greater	tolerance.	

	

Note	that,	on	average,	support	for	Muslims’	civil	rights	(political	tolerance)	is	greater	than	

tolerance	of	Muslim	practices,	as	assessed	in	the	vignettes.	This	suggests	that	tolerance	

does	indeed	decline	when	applied	to	specific,	everyday	situations,	as	was	suggested	in	the	

introduction	to	this	chapter.	I	shall	return	to	the	implications	of	this	finding	in	the	discussion	

section	of	this	chapter.		

Tolerance	as	accepting	the	disliked?	

As	argued	in	the	introduction,	an	adequate	operationalization	of	tolerance	should	reflect	

the	contradictory	nature	of	tolerant	attitudes.	Tolerance	is	defined	as	‘accepting	the	
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disliked’.	So,	to	accurately	reflect	tolerance,	a	negative	evaluation	of	the	situation	depicted	

in	a	vignette	(a	low	score	on	the	affect-related	item)	should	be	accompanied	by	acceptance	

of	the	situation	(a	higher	score	on	the	effect-related	item).	However,	such	a	pattern	of	low	

and	high	scores	was	not	found	in	the	data.	In	fact,	affect	and	effect-related	tolerance	items	

correlated	positively	and	strongly	for	all	the	vignettes.	Correlations	between	affect-related	

and	effect-related	tolerance	items	were,	without	exception,	positive,	ranging	from	r=0.45	to	

r=0.90,	with	the	majority	of	items	correlating	significantly	at	the	0.01	level.	

This	implies	that	the	measurement	of	tolerance	as	‘accepting	the	disliked’	was	not	feasible.	

Rather	than	discarding	data	or	simplifying	the	scale	at	this	stage	of	its	development,	I	

decided	to	further	test	the	items	in	a	third	study,	this	time	paying	special	attention	to	the	

assumed	contradiction	between	affect-related	and	effect-related	tolerance	items.		

A	practised	tolerance	scale	

To	conclude	this	second	study,	a	practised	tolerance	scale	was	constructed;	this	

incorporated	five	Muslim	practices,	as	shown	in	Table	4.4.	Given	the	variation	in	tolerance	

depending	on	group,	practice	and	setting,	it	was	decided	to	keep	at	least	one	of	the	factors	

constant:	the	group	depicted	as	the	subject	of	tolerance.	Moreover,	five	vignettes	were	

selected	that	together	covered	a	‘range	of	tolerability’	from	relatively	tolerable	practices	

(such	as	Muslim	women	wearing	a	headscarf)	to	relatively	intolerable	ones	(such	as	

separate	physical	education	classes	for	boys	and	girls	at	secondary	school),	in	order	to	

construct	a	scale	that	reveals	differentiation	in	tolerance	within	and	between	respondents	

due	to	the	judged	practices	and	social	settings.	In	a	third	study,	the	practised	tolerance	scale	

designed	here	was	further	validated	with	the	use	of	data	from	an	online	survey	of	non-

Muslim	Dutch	respondents.	
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Table	4.4.	Means	and	standard	deviations	of	effect-related	tolerance	of	the	five	vignettes	

eventually	selected	for	the	construction	of	a	practised	tolerance	scale.	

Vignette:	 M	 SD	

1.	 There	are	plans	to	build	a	mosque	in	
your	neighbourhood.	A	planning	
application	has	been	submitted.	If	
construction	goes	ahead,	the	mosque	
will	be	built	not	far	from	where	you	live.	

2.81	 0.88	

2	 After	remarks	from	customers,	the	
management	at	your	workplace	is	
considering	prohibiting	the	wearing	of	
headscarves	by	employees	who	have	
regular	contact	with	customers.	

4.04	 1.26	

3.	 At	the	day-care	centre	attended	by	your	
son	or	daughter,	all	the	children	eat	a	
hot	meal	in	the	afternoon.	Because	
some	of	them	are	Muslim,	the	centre	is	
considering	serving	only	halal	food	(no	
pork,	from	a	halal	butcher).	

2.07	 1.00	

4.	 A	Muslim	colleague	at	your	workplace	
proposes	setting	up	a	prayer	room	
there	(this	is	not	provided	at	the	
moment).	

2.50	 1.14	

5.	 At	your	children’s	secondary	school,	
Muslim	parents	have	requested	
separate	PE	classes	for	boys	and	girls.	

1.84	 0.99	

Note:	Tolerance	here	refers	to	scores	for	the	effect-related	tolerance	item,	ranging	from	1	to	5,	with	higher	

scores	reflecting	greater	tolerance.	

Validation	study	3	–	Validating	the	practised	tolerance	scale	

A	third	study	was	conducted	to	test	the	validity	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale	designed	in	

Study	2.	Of	primary	importance	to	this	study	was	the	predictive	validity	of	that	scale.	After	

all,	the	main	reason	for	developing	a	tolerance	scale	was	to	measure	the	practice	of	

tolerance	rather	than	support	for	tolerant	principles.	

The	predictive	validity	of	the	scale	is	reported	below,	to	check	whether	it	adequately	taps	

the	practice	of	tolerance.	The	concurrent,	discriminant	and	convergent	validities	are	also	

reported,	each	by	comparison	with	two	existing	political	tolerance	scales.	This	approach	
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reveals	the	scale	characteristics	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale,	along	with	implications	for	

the	interpretation	of	data	on	tolerance	to	be	gathered	using	it.	Box	4.4	lists	the	different	

types	of	validity	reported	in	this	section,	and	states	how	each	type	of	validity	will	be	

established.	

	

Box	4.4.	Overview	of	types	of	scale	validity	

Type	of	validity:	 Definition:	

Content	validity	 The	degree	to	which	a	measure	

covers	the	content	of	the	domain	it	

is	theoretically	predicted	to	measure	

(non-statistical	test).	

Predictive	validity	 The	degree	to	which	a	measure	is	

able	to	predict	future	behaviour;	or	

the	relationship	between	a	scale	and	

constructs	measured	in	the	future.	

Convergent	validity	 The	degree	to	which	a	measure	is	

correlated	with	other	measures	that	

it	is	theoretically	predicted	to	

correlate	with.		

Discriminant	validity	 The	degree	to	which	a	measure	is	

unrelated	to	measures	and/or	

concepts	it	is	theoretically	predicted	

to	be	unrelated	to.		

Concurrent	validity	 The	degree	to	which	a	measure	

accurately	distinguishes	respondents	

based	on	the	characteristic	it	is	

theoretically	predicted	to	measure	
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Method	of	validation	study	3	

This	validation	study	was	conducted	using	a	sample	(n=100)	drawn	randomly	from	a	larger	

sample23	used	in	the	online	survey	presented	in	Chapter	5.	Respondents	were	recruited	by	a	

commercial	panel	agency24	that	hosts	a	panel	of	Dutch	respondents.	A	stratified	sample	was	

drawn	by	the	agency,	following	the	researcher’s	instructions,	to	be	representative	of	the	

Dutch	population	in	terms	of	gender,	age,	educational	attainment	and	residential	area	

(using	postal	codes).	Muslims	were	excluded	from	participation	to	prevent	in-group	

affiliation	with	the	religious	group	to	be	judged	in	the	survey.	The	complete	online	

questionnaire	is	presented	in	Appendix	III.	

	

This	questionnaire	contains	the	five	vignettes	selected	to	assess	practised	tolerance	(see	

Table	4.4).	Box	4.5	shows	one	of	the	five	as	it	was	presented	in	the	online	survey.	

	 	

																																																													
23	The	100	non-Muslim	Dutch	respondents	used	for	the	present	validation	study	were	randomly	drawn	from	
the	control	group	of	the	larger	sample,	so	that	the	data	used	for	scale	validation	in	the	present	study	were	not	
influenced	by	experimental	manipulations	tested	in	Chapter	5.	
24	For	a	detailed	account	of	the	agency’s	modus	operandi	see	http://panelclix.nl/expertise-in-online-
veldwerk/images/PanelClix%20Panel%20Book%202012.pdf.	An	interlocked	stratification	method	was	used.	
This	means	that	segment	quotas	were	set	with	regard	to	age,	gender,	residential	area	and	educational	
attainment,	so	that	the	sample	was	representative	of	the	Dutch	population	with	regard	to	these	four	variables.		
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Box	4.5.	Example	of	a	vignette	as	presented	in	the	online	survey,	Study	3.	

	

A	mosque	in	your	neighbourhood	
	
There	are	plans	to	build	a	mosque	in	your	neighbourhood.	A	planning	application	has	been	submitted.	
If	construction	goes	ahead,	the	mosque	will	be	built	not	far	from	where	you	live.	
	

What	do	you	think	about	the	construction	of	a	mosque	in	your	neighbourhood?	[affect-related	
tolerance]	
	

Very	negative	
	

Slightly	negative	 Neither	negative	
nor	positive	

Slightly	positive	 Very	positive	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	
	
What	do	you	think	the	local	council	should	do?	
[effect-related	tolerance]	
	

Definitely	not	
grant	planning	
permission	

Preferably	not	
grant	planning	
permission	

Possibly	grant	
planning	

permission,	
possibly	not	

Preferably	grant	
planning	

permission	

Definitely	grant	
planning	

permission	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	
	
Suppose	a	neighbour	were	to	ask	you	to	sign	a	petition	either	for	or	against	the	construction	of	a	
mosque	in	your	neighbourhood.	Would	you	be	willing	to	sign?	
[intolerant	and	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations]	
	
	 	

	
Definitely	
not	sign	

Probably	not	
sign	

Possibly	sign,	
possibly	not	

Probably	sign	 Definitely	
sign	

AGAINST	
construction	of	a	
mosque	

 	o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

FOR	construction	of	
a	mosque	

 	o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

	

	

Measures.	All	the	measures	that	were	used	for	the	validation	of	the	practised	

tolerance	scale	are	described	below.	They	are	identical	to	those	reported	in	Chapter	6,	

where	the	survey	was	used	in	an	experimental	survey	study.		

Tolerance.	Two	items	in	each	vignette	assessed	tolerance,	to	be	rated	on	five-point	

Likert	scales.	The	first	assessed	affect-related	tolerance,	ranging	from	(1)	very	negatively	to	

(5)	very	positively,	the	second	effect-related	tolerance	from	(1)	absolutely	do	not	support	to	

(5)	absolutely	do	support.	As	can	be	seen	in	Box	4.5,	the	first	two	items	immediately	

following	the	storyline	of	the	vignette	assess	affect-	and	effect-related	tolerance.	The	
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practised	tolerance	scale	to	be	constructed	as	a	result	of	the	present	validation	study	will	be	

calculated	as	the	mean	of	the	five	affect-related	and	the	five	effect-related	tolerance	items.	

Tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations.	Behavioural	inclinations	were	

assessed	using	two	items,	respectively	evaluating	tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	

inclinations.	Tolerant	behavioural	inclinations	were	assessed	as	the	willingness	to	sign	a	

petition	to	support	a	practice,	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	as	the	willingness	to	sign	a	

petition	to	object	against	a	practice.	Both	items	were	rated	on	five-point	Likert	scales,	

ranging	from	(1)	absolutely	will	not	sign	to	(5)	absolutely	will	sign.	As	can	be	seen	in	Box	4.5,	

the	two	items	following	the	two	tolerance	items	assess	intolerant	and	tolerant	behavioural	

inclinations.	The	mean	score	of	five	items	(one	for	each	vignette)	was	used	to	calculate	

overall	tolerant	or	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations,	with	higher	scores	reflecting	stronger	

behavioural	inclinations.	Cronbach’s	alpha	of	the	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	scale	

was	α=0.79.	Cronbach’s	alpha	of	the	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations	scale	was	α=0.72.	

Prejudice.	A	feeling	thermometer	was	used	to	assess	prejudice	towards	Muslims	

(Abelson	et	al.,	1982;	van	der	Noll	et	al.,	2010).	The	instruction	read,	“Use	the	feeling	

thermometer	to	indicate	your	feelings	towards	each	of	the	named	groups.	A	value	of	0	

indicates	cold	feelings,	a	value	of	100	indicates	warm	feelings.”.25	The	absolute	score	for	the	

group	‘Muslims’	was	used	as	the	measure	of	prejudice,	with	lower	scores	reflecting	greater	

prejudice	towards	Muslims.	

Threat.	Four	items	assessed	threat,	each	rated	on	a	four-point	Likert	scale	ranging	

from	(1)	strongly	disagree	to	(4)	strongly	agree.	These	items	were,	‘Dutch	norms	and	values	

are	threatened	by	the	presence	of	Muslims’,	‘The	Dutch	identity	is	threatened	by	the	

presence	of	Muslims’,	‘I	am	afraid	of	increasing	criminality	in	The	Netherlands,	committed	by	

Muslims’	and	‘I	am	afraid	of	attacks	in	the	Netherlands,	committed	by	extremist	Muslims’.	

Threat	was	calculated	as	the	mean	of	the	four	items,	with	higher	scores	reflecting	greater	

perceived	threat.	Cronbach’s	Alpha	of	the	four-item	threat	scale	was	α=0.89.	

Contact.	Three	items	assessed	contact	with	Muslims,	rated	on	three-point	Likert	

scales	ranging	from	(1)	not	at	all	to	(3)	a	lot.	These	items	were:	‘Muslims	live	in	my	

																																																													
25 Note	that	this	scale	differs	from	the	prejudice	scale	used	in	Study	2,	which	ranged	from	0	to	10.	
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community’,	‘I	have	Muslims	as	friends	or	family’	and	‘I	have	contact	with	Muslims	at	work	

or	during	sports	or	leisure	activities’.	The	mean	of	the	three	items	was	used	to	assess	

contact	with	Muslims,	with	higher	scores	reflecting	more	contact.	On	average,	contact	was	

limited	(M=1.69,	SD=0.50)	and	that	reported	consisted	predominantly	of	Muslims	living	in	

one’s	community.	

General	political	tolerance.	Two	items	assessed	general	political	tolerance,	rated	on	

five-point	Likert	scales	ranging	from	(1)	strongly	disagree	to	(5)	strongly	agree.	These	items	

were:	‘The	government	should	stand	up	for	the	rights	of	minorities’	and	‘Discrimination	on	

the	basis	of	religion	should	remain	prohibited’.	The	statements	are	derived	from	the	first	

article	of	the	Dutch	constitution,	reflecting	political	tolerance	in	a	way	that	it	is	relevant	to	

the	Dutch	context.	The	two	items	correlated	significantly	at	the	0.01	level,	two-sided	(n=225	

,	r=0.40).		

Political	tolerance	of	Muslims.	Two	items	were	used	to	assess	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims,	each	rated	on	five-point	Likert	scale	ranging	from	(1)	strongly	disagree	to	(5)	

strongly	agree.	These	items	were:	‘A	Muslim	should	be	allowed	to	teach	in	college’	and	

‘Muslims	should	be	allowed	to	publicly	express	their	opinion’.	Both	statements	are	

commonly	used	to	assess	political	tolerance	applied	to	specified	groups	(van	der	Noll	et	al.,	

2010).	The	two	items	correlated	significantly	at	the	0.01	level	(n=225,	r=0.67).	

Education.	Educational	attainment	was	assessed	using	the	question,	“What	is	the	

highest	level	of	education	you	have	completed?”,	ranging	from	primary	school	(basisschool	

or	speciaal	onderwijs)	to	higher	vocational/university	level	(HBO,	WO).		

Voting	behaviour.	Voting	behaviour	was	assessed	with	the	question:	“Which	party	

did	you	vote	for	in	the	last	(2012)	general	election?”.	The	nine	biggest	political	parties	that	

took	part	in	the	that	election	were	listed.	The	largest	group,	23%	of	respondents,	had	voted	

PvdA	(Labour),	followed	by	‘Did	not	vote’	(15%),	PVV	(Party	for	Freedom;	13%)	and	SP	

(Socialist;	also	13%),	then	VVD	(Liberal;	11%).	In	the	actual	2012	general	election,	the	VVD	

gained	the	most	votes	and	formed	a	governing	coalition	with	the	PvdA.	
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Outcome	of	validation	study	3	–	scale	construction	and	scale	validity	

Scale	construction		

Assessing	the	practice	of	tolerance?	Table	4.5	presents	the	means,	standard	

deviations	and	correlations	between	the	measures	used	for	the	validation	of	the	newly	

developed	tolerance	scale.	As	in	Study	2,	the	correlation	between	affect-related	and	effect-

related	tolerance	items	was	strong,	r=0.91.	Note	that	the	characteristics	of	the	‘practised	

tolerance’	scale	(calculated	as	the	mean	of	both	affect-related	and	effect-related	tolerance)	

are	also	provided	here;	the	construction	of	this	scale	is	discussed	in	detail	below.		

	

Furthermore,	Table	4.5	shows	that	affect-related	tolerance	and	effect-related	tolerance	

items	correlate	more	strongly	with	prejudice	(respectively	with	r=	0.65	and	r=	0.55)	than	

does	the	general	political	tolerance	scale	(r=0.34).	This	suggests	that	tolerance,	when	

assessed	using	vignettes,	has	a	greater	convergent	validity	with	prejudice	than	does	general	

political	tolerance.	This	means	that	the	concepts	of	prejudice	and	‘practised	tolerance’	

(tolerance	as	assessed	using	vignettes)	appear	to	tap	into	a	psychological	construct	similar	

to	prejudice,	while	general	political	tolerance	(assessing	support	for	overall	civil	liberties)	

taps	into	a	construct	which	is	different	from	prejudice	(i.e.	general	political	tolerance	has	

discriminant	validity	in	relation	to	prejudice).	The	correlations	with	threat	show	a	similar	

pattern;	its	correlation	with	affect-related	tolerance	(r=-0.74)	and	effect-related	tolerance	

(r=-0.71)	is	higher	than	with	general	political	tolerance	(r=-0.49).	The	reverse	pattern	is	

found	for	educational	attainment,	which	correlates	more	with	general	political	tolerance	as	

well	as	with	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	(r=	0.28	and	r=0.29,	respectively)	than	with	

affect-related	and	effect-related	tolerance	(r=0.12	and	r=0.08,	respectively).	
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Table	4.5.	Means,	standard	deviations	and	correlations	of	the	variables	used	for	validation,	

Study	3.	

	

	 M	 SD	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10	 	 	

	Affect-related	

lerance		

2.29	 0.76	 --	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	Effect-related	

lerance		

2.37	

	

0.62	 0.91**	 --	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	Practised	

lerance		

2.33	 0.71	 0.98**	 0.97**	 --	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	Intolerant	

ehavioural	

clinations	

3.23	 1.07	 -0.66***	 -0.67***	 -

0.68***	

--	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Tolerant	

ehavioural	

clinations	

2.15	 0.84	 0.79***	 0.76***	 0.79***	 -0.42***	 --	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	General	

olitical	tolerance		

3.81	 0.82	 0.32**	 0.33**	 0.33**	 -0.42***	 0.28**	 --	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	Political	

lerance	of	

uslims	

3.68	 0.94	 0.36***	 0.29**	 0.33**	 -0.31**	 0.30**	 0.62***	 --	 	 	 	 	 	

	Prejudice	

wards	Muslims	

36.94	 28.16	 0.65**	 0.55**	 0.61**	 -0.53***	 .47***	 0.34**	 0.53**	 --	 	 	 	 	

	Threat	 2.68	 0.80	 -0.74**	 -0.71**	 -0.74**	 0.61***	 -0.67***	 -0.49**	 -0.63**	 -0.60**	 --	 	 	 	

0.	Education	 5.15	 2.14	 0.12	 0.08	 0.10	 -0.13	 -0.05	 0.28**	 0.29**	 0.29**	 -0.21*	 -

-	

	 	

Note:	*	p	<0	.05,	**	p	<	0.01,	***	p<	0.001	 	

Educational	attainment	ranges	from	(1)	primary	school	(lagere	school)	to	(9)	degree	(HBO,	WO)	level.	
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Overall,	these	patterns	of	correlations	suggest	that,	as	far	as	the	practice	of	tolerance	is	

concerned	(assessed	with	the	use	of	vignettes),	the	affective	evaluation	of	the	tolerated	

group	(Muslims),	indicated	by	threat	perceptions	and	prejudice,	plays	more	of	a	role	than	

when	support	for	general	civil	liberties	is	concerned.	Apparently,	when	the	principle	of	

tolerance	is	put	into	practice,	such	affective	evaluations	of	the	tolerated	group	come	into	

play.	In	later	analyses	I	will	assess	whether	threat	and	prejudice,	as	well	as	contact	with	

Muslims,	do	indeed	have	a	stronger	dampening	effect	on	practised	tolerance	than	on	

general	political	tolerance	or	on	political	tolerance	of	Muslims.	If	this	is	the	case,	it	

diminishes	the	discriminant	validity	of	the	developed	tolerance	scale	but	also	reveals	in	

what	respect	the	practice	of	tolerance	differs	from	supporting	the	principles	of	tolerance.	

	

For	now,	it	is	important	to	note	that	high	correlations	between	affect-related	and	effect-

related	tolerance	on	the	one	hand	and	prejudice	and	threat	on	the	other	indicate	that	the	

developed	tolerance	scale	captures	the	practice	of	tolerance,	as	was	intended.	It	seems	

plausible	that,	when	tolerance	is	required	towards	specific	and	concrete	cases,	the	social	

implications	of	the	tolerated	practice	are	taken	into	account	more	carefully	then	when	

tolerance	is	regarded	in	a	social	vacuum	(as	is	the	case	for	general	political	tolerance).	

Affective	evaluations	of	the	tolerated	group,	i.e.	prejudice	and	threat	perceptions,	are	likely	

to	have	a	stronger	effect	when	tolerance	is	assessed	towards	concrete	and	specific	cases.	So	

the	correlational	pattern	does	indicate	that	the	aim	of	the	tolerance	scale,	assessing	the	

practice	of	tolerance,	is	being	served.	Furthermore,	it	seems	as	if	educational	attainment,	

commonly	identified	as	a	pivotal	predictor	of	tolerance,	has	less	influence	on	practised	

tolerance	than	on	the	more	abstract	tolerance	measures	(general	political	tolerance	and	

political	tolerance	of	Muslims).	So	it	may	be	that	education	does	not	necessarily	increase	

the	practice	of	tolerance	in	the	same	way	as	it	increases	support	for	the	principles	of	

tolerance.	This	will	also	be	analysed	in	more	detail	later.		

Vignettes.	Table	4.6	shows	the	ratings	for	the	affect-related	and	the	effect-related	tolerance	

items,	per	vignette,	in	descending	order	of	effect-related	tolerance.	The	‘headscarves’	

vignette	described	the	most	tolerated	practice	(effect-related	tolerance,	M=	3.16,	SD=1.26),	

the	‘physical	education’	vignette	the	least	tolerated	one	(M=1.51,	SD=0.77).	Both	the	‘halal’	

vignette	and	the	‘mosque’	vignette	generated	a	relatively	large	number	of	mid-range	scores,	
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indicating	moderate	tolerance	of	these	practices,	with	a	peak	of	scores	around	the	midpoint	

of	the	scale.	The	‘prayer	room’	vignette	(M=2.21,	SD=1.19)	described	the	second-least	

tolerated	practice,	but	this	was	still	tolerated	considerably	more	than	the	‘physical	

education’	vignette.		

Table	4.6.	Correlations,	means	and	standard	deviations	of	effect-related	and	affect-related	tolerance	

items	per	vignette	.	

	

	 	 Affect-
related	
tolerance	

	 Effect-
related	
tolerance	

	 	

Vignette:	 n	 M		 SD	 M		 SD	 r	
	

Headscarves	 	 2.66	 1.16	 3.16	 1.26	 0.44**	
	

Halal	 	 2.67	 1.00	 2.55	 1.01	 0.80**	
	

Mosque	 	 2.31	 1.03	 2.41	 	0.98	 0.84**	
	

Prayer	room	 	 2.26	 1.26	 2.21	 1.19	 0.92**	
	

Physical	
education	

	 1.56	 	0.82	 1.51	 	0.77	 0.91**	

Mean	of	five	
vignettes	

94	 2.29	 0.76	 2.37	 0.62	 0.91**	

Note:	Tolerance	scores	ranged	from	1	to	5,	with	higher	scores	reflecting	greater	tolerance.	

	

It	appears	that,	as	was	intended	with	the	design	of	the	tolerance	scale,	these	vignettes	do	

indeed	cover	a	‘range	of	tolerability’	.	On	average,	all	elicited	rather	large	standard	

deviations,	indicating	substantial	disagreement	between	respondents.	However,	all	also	

generated	more	answers	below	the	midpoint	of	the	scale	than	above	it.	So	it	may	be	

concluded	that	tolerance	of	the	five	Muslim	practices	described	is	not	particularly	great	

(M=2.37,	SD=0.62).		

Tolerance	as	accepting	the	disliked?	The	aim	of	including	two	types	of	items	to	

assess	tolerance	of	vignettes	was	to	allow	for	an	operationalization	of	tolerance	in	line	with	

the	definition	of	‘accepting	the	disliked’.	To	be	able	to	speak	of	tolerance,	a	contradiction	

should	occur	between	affect-related	items	(dislike)	and	effect-related	items	(acceptance).	As	

can	be	seen	in	Table	4.6,	however,	and	similar	to	the	findings	in	Study	2,	affect-related	and	

effect-related	tolerance	items	correlated	positively	and	consistently,	ranging	from	r=0.44	to	

r=0.91.	When	calculated,	the	incidence	of	an	affect-related	tolerance	score	below	3	
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(indicating	dislike	of	the	practice)	combined	with	an	effect-related	tolerance	score	above	3	

(indicating	acceptance	of	the	practice)	turned	out	to	be	extremely	low.26	This	specific	

combination	of	scores	was	found	in	only	one	respondent	for	the	‘mosque’	vignette,	in	nine	

for	‘headscarves’,	in	one	for	‘prayer	room’	and	not	at	all	for	either	‘halal’	or	‘physical	

education’.	So	actual	acceptance	of	a	disliked	practice	was	hardly	ever	found	in	the	data.	

Moreover,	not	one	single	respondent	was	found	who	rated	more	than	one	vignette	in	this	

truly	‘tolerant’	pattern.	Following	this	definition,	then,	none	of	the	respondents	can	be	

considered	consistently	tolerant.	This	may	have	consequences	for	the	way	tolerance	should	

be	understood	conceptually,	especially	where	the	practice	of	tolerance	is	concerned.	I	shall	

return	to	this	issue	in	the	discussion	section	of	this	chapter.	

For	the	time	being,	the	methodological	question	is	how	a	tolerance	scale	should	be	

constructed	now	that	the	expected	contradiction	between	affect	and	effect	has	not	been	

found.	In	response,	to	be	able	to	construct	a	meaningful	tolerance	scale,	a	factor	analysis	

was	conducted	to	examine	the	characteristics	of	the	ten	practised	tolerance	items.		

Factor	analysis.	A	principal	component	analysis	(PCA)	was	conducted.	including	all	

ten	tolerance	items	(five	affect-related	and	five	effect-related).	An	initial	analysis	showed	

that	three	components	had	an	eigenvalue	above	Kaiser’s	criterion	of	1	and	together	

explained	74.6%	of	the	variance.	The	first	component	explained	46%	of	the	variance.	The	

scree	plot	nevertheless	indicated	that	only	one	factor	should	be	extracted.	Given	the	

significant	positive	correlations	between	all	ten	items,	a	factor	analysis	with	an	oblique	

rotation	was	conducted	–	specifically,	a	PCA.27	The	pattern	matrix	indicated	that	all	ten	

items,	except	those	in	respect	of	the	‘physical	education’	and	‘halal’	vignettes,	contributed	

to	the	first	component	with	factor	loadings	above	0.50	(see	Table	4.7).	Both	items	in	the	

‘physical	education’	vignette	loaded	onto	a	second	component	with	factor	loadings	greater	

than	0.97;	all	other	items	had	factor	loadings	smaller	than	0.28	on	this	second	component.	

Both	items	in	the	‘halal’	vignette	loaded	onto	a	third	component	with	factor	loadings	of	

0.93;	all	other	items	had	factor	loadings	smaller	than	0.53	on	this	third	component.	So	the	

																																																													
26 Cross-tabs	of	scores	of	(1)	very	negatively	and	(2)	negatively	to	the	affect-related	item	and	scores	of	(4)	
support	and	(5)	absolutely	support	to	the	effect-related	item.	
27	The	KMO	measure	of	KMO	=	0.742	indicates	that	the	sample	size	was	good	for	factor	analysis	(Field,	2009,	p.	
659).	All	KMO	values	of	individual	items	were	>	0.751,	which	is	well	above	the	acceptable	limit	of	0.5	(Field,	
2009,	p.	671)	for	PCA.	Bartlett’s	test	of	sphericity	χ²(45)=	758.19,	p<0.001	also	indicated	that	PCA	was	
appropriate	because	items	correlated	sufficiently.  
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factor	analysis	confirmed	that	a	conceptual	distinction	between	affect-related	and	effect-

related	tolerance	items	would	not	make	sense,	given	the	data.	Factors	related	primarily	to	

the	content	of	vignettes,	with	both	affect-related	and	effect-related	items	clustering	within	

factors.	It	was	therefore	decided	to	calculate	‘practised	tolerance’	as	the	mean	of	ten	items	

(both	affect-related	and	effect-related).	A	reliability	analysis	indicated	that	the	internal	

consistency	of	this	scale	was	good,	with	Cronbach’s	alpha	α=0.88.		

Table	4.7.	Pattern	matrix	with	factor	loadings	of	the	ten	affect-related	and	effect-related	

tolerance	items.		

Item:		 Vignette:	 Component:	

	 	 1	 2	 3	

Effect-related	 	Mosque	 0.80	 -0.06	 0.12	

	 	Headscarf	 0.55	 0.06	 -0.16	

	 	Halal	 0.06	 0.11	 0.90	

	 	Prayer	room	 0.71	 0.07	 0.19	

	 	Physical	education	 -0.03	 0.98	 0.00	

Affect-related	 	Mosque	 0.74	 -0.06	 0.26	

	 	Headscarf	 0.82	 -0.05	 -0.09	

	 Halal	 0.04	 -0.04	 0.92	

	 Prayer	room	 0.80	 0.07	 0.15	

	 Physical	education	 0.03	 0.96	 0.03	

	

It	should	be	noted	that	the	decision	to	construct	this	one-dimensional	tolerance	scale,	

rather	than	the	two-dimensional	one	initially	intended,	was	data-driven.	The	implication	is	

that	tolerance	is	now	operationalized	one-directionally,	as	‘acceptance	of	Muslim	practices’,	

instead	of	as	‘accepting	the	disliked’.	The	implications	of	this	operationalization,	including	

those	for	the	conceptual	understanding	of	tolerance,	are	discussed	in	more	detail	in	Chapter	

6.	
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Scale	validity		

In	this	section,	the	predictive	validity,	convergent	and	discriminant	validity	and	concurrent	

validity	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale	are	tested	in	turn.	

	

Predictive	validity.	The	predictive	validity	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale	was	

determined	in	comparison	with	two	existing	tolerance	scales:	general	political	tolerance	and	

political	tolerance	of	Muslims.	The	central	question	was:	does	the	practised	tolerance	scale	

predict	behavioural	inclinations	adequately	–	and	possibly	better	than	existing	tolerance	

measures?	Remember	that	behavioural	inclinations	towards	the	Muslim	practices	depicted	

in	the	vignettes	were	assessed	using	two	items,	respectively	the	willingness	to	sign	a	

petition	in	support	of	the	practice	(tolerant	behavioural	inclinations)	and	the	willingness	to	

sign	a	petition	to	protest	against	it	(intolerant	behavioural	inclinations).	

The	relationship	between	practised	tolerance	and	tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	

inclinations	was	tested	using	hierarchical	regression	analyses,	as	was	that	between	the	two	

existing	political	tolerance	measures	and	behavioural	inclinations.	As	shown	in	Table	4.8,	

practised	tolerance	significantly	explained	variance	in	behavioural	inclinations,	both	tolerant	

(β=0.78,	R²=0.63)	and	intolerant	(β=-0.61,	R²=0.51).	So	practised	tolerance	adequately	

predicts	behavioural	inclinations,	explaining	63%	of	the	variance	in	tolerant	ones	and	51%	of	

the	variance	in	intolerant	ones.	As	can	be	seen	in	Table	4.8,	although	general	political	

tolerance	predicts	both	tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	adequately,	

practised	tolerance	explains	an	extra	62%	of	the	variance	(R²	change=0.62)	in	tolerant	

inclinations	and	almost	half	of	the	variance	in	intolerant	ones	(R²change=0.49),	over	and	

above	general	political	tolerance	and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims.	So	it	is	the	practised	

tolerance	scale	that	explains	most	of	the	variance	in	both	tolerant	and	intolerant	

behavioural	inclinations.	The	predictive	validity	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale	is	thus	

good.28	This	finding	also	supports	the	aim	that	the	developed	tolerance	scale	should	

specifically	capture	the	practice	of	tolerance,	since	that	is	strongly	associated	with	

behavioural	inclinations.	

	

																																																													
28	Interestingly,	regressions	testing	the	effect	of	the	affect-related	scale	and	the	effect-related	scale	on	
behavioural	inclinations	separately	suggest	that	it	is	predominantly	the	affect-related	items	that	are	
responsible	for	significant	effects.	This	supports	the	idea	that,	in	respect	of	the	practice	of	tolerance,	it	is	
primarily	the	affective	evaluation	of	a	practice	that	drives	behavioural	inclinations.		
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Table	4.8.	Hierarchical	regressions	of	general	political	tolerance,	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims	and	practised	tolerance	on	tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations.	

	

Tolerant	behavioural	inclinations		
	

	

	 Model	1	 Model	2	 Model	3	
	 	 	 	
General	political	tolerance		 0.28**	 	 0.15	 -0.01	

Political	tolerance	towards	Muslims	
	

	 0.21	 0.05	

Practised	tolerance	 	 	 0.78***	
	 	 	 	
Model	F	 7.61**	 5.20**	 51.20***	
df	 (1,	92)	 (2,	91)	 (3,	90)	
R2	 0.08	 0.10	 0.63	
R2	change	 0.07	 0.08	 0.62	

	
	
	

	

Intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	
	

	

	 Model	1	 Model	2	 Model	3	
General	political	tolerance		 -0.42***	 -0.37**	 -0.25*	

Political	tolerance	of	Muslims	
	

	 -0.08	 0.04	

Practised	tolerance		 	 	 -.61***	
	 	 	 	
Model	F	 20.07***	 10.21***	 31.04***	
df	 (1,	92)	 (2,	91)	 (3,	90)	
R2	 0.18	 0.18	 0.51	
R2	change	 0.17	 0.17	 0.49	
Note:	Coefficients	are	standardized	regression	weights	(betas);*	p	<	0.05,	**	p	<0.01,	***	p	<0.001.	
	

Strikingly,	in	previous	research	the	relationship	found	between	tolerance	and	behavioural	

inclinations	has	commonly	been	weaker	than	that	between	intolerance	and	behavioural	

inclinations	(Gibson,	2006;	Gibson	&	Bingham,	1982).	The	practised	tolerance	scale	

developed	here	has	the	benefit	of	adequately	predicting	intolerant	as	well	as	tolerant	

behavioural	inclinations.		

Convergent	and	discriminant	validity.	The	convergent	and	discriminant	validity	of	

the	practised	tolerance	scale	was	tested	by	comparing	its	characteristics	with	those	of	

existing	tolerance	scales.	The	practised	tolerance	scale	can	be	expected	in	part	to	measure	

the	same	thing	as	existing	tolerance	scales,	namely	tolerance.	Such	similarity	adds	to	its	
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convergent	validity.	At	the	same	time,	though,	the	new	scale	should	differ	from	existing	

ones,	thus	adding	to	its	discriminant	validity;	that	is,	its	ability	to	address	a	concept	different	

from	political	tolerance,	namely	the	practice	of	tolerance	rather	than	support	for	the	

principles	of	tolerance.		

The	two	existing	tolerance	measures,	general	political	tolerance	and	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims,	both	correlated	positively	and	significantly	with	the	practised	tolerance	scale,	with	

r=0.33	to	r=0.58	respectively,	suggesting	an	overlap	between	what	the	practised	tolerance	

scale	assesses	and	what	political	tolerance	measures	assess.	This	supports	the	convergent	

validity	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale;	it	appears	to	capture	the	concept	of	tolerance,	just	

as	existing	scales	do.	However,	regression	analyses	showed	that	general	political	tolerance	

and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	each	explain	no	more	than	11%	(F	general	political	

tolerance	(1,	90)=11.56,	p<0.01,	R²=0.11;	F	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	(1,	90)	=11.41,	

p<0.01,	R²=0.11)	of	the	variance	in	practised	tolerance.	So	existing	scales	of	political	

tolerance	to	some	extent	explain	variance	in	practised	tolerance.	But	it	seems	that	practised	

tolerance	represents	a	concept	not	fully	covered	by	existing	scales.	Of	course,	I	argue	that	

this	is	because,	unlike	those	existing	scales,	the	practised	tolerance	scale	addresses	the	

practice	of	tolerance.	In	what	sense	the	practised	tolerance	scale	differs	from	existing	

tolerance	measures	is	further	examined	below.		

Validity	in	terms	of	known	predictors	of	tolerance	(threat,	education)	and	the	

related	concept	of	prejudice.	To	substantiate	the	discriminant	and	convergent	validity	of	

the	practised	tolerance	scale	–	that	is,	to	establish	what	differences	and	commonalities	exist	

between	existing	tolerance	measures	and	the	scale	developed	here	–	regression	analyses	

were	performed,	testing	the	effect	of	two	known	predictors	of	tolerance	(education,	threat)	

and	a	related,	but	not	identical,	concept	(prejudice)	on	the	three	measures	of	tolerance.	The	

results	of	these	analyses	are	presented	in	Table	4.9.	
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Table	4.9.	Regression	analyses	of	threat,	prejudice	and	education	on	practised	tolerance,	

general	political	tolerance	and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	

Practised	tolerance	 General	political	tolerance	 Political	tolerance	towards	
Muslims	

β	 F	(1,	92)	 R²	 β	 F	(1,	92)	 R²	 β	 F	(1,	92)	 R²	
Threat	 -0.74***	 112.953***	 0.55	 -0.49***	 29.69***	 0.24	 -0.44***	 22.25***	 0.20

Prejudice	 0.61***	 55.75***	 0.38	 0.34**	 11.71**	 0.11	 0.33**	 11.47**	 0.11	

β	 F	(2,91)	 R²	 β	 F	(2,91)	 R²	 Β	 F	(2,91)	 R²	
Education	 1.29	 0.03	 5.83**	 0.11	 7.78**	 0.15	
Further	education	 -0.05 0.16	 0.18	

Higher	education	 0.13	 0.40**	 0.45***	

Note:	Coefficients	are	standardized	regression	weights	(betas);*	p	<	0.05,	**	p	<	0.01,	***	p	<	0.001.	

Reference	category:	Basic	education	includes	primary	school	(basisschool)	and	the	vmbo-b	and	vmbo-t	
secondary-level	qualifications.	

Further	education	includes	the	mbo,	havo	and	vwo	qualifications;	higher	education	includes	hbo	and	wo	
degrees.	

Threat	scores	ranged	from	1	to	5,	with	lower	scores	indicating	less	perceived	threat.	

Prejudice	scores	towards	Muslims	ranged	from	0	to100,	with	lower	scores	indicating	greater	prejudice.	

Threat.	As	can	be	seen	in	Table	4.9,	all	tolerance	measures	were	significantly	and	

strongly	affected	by	threat	perceived	from	the	presence	of	Muslims	in	The	Netherlands.	And	

the	greater	the	perceived	threat,	the	less	tolerance	was	measured,	regardless	of	the	scale	

used.	Nevertheless,	the	extent	to	which	the	three	scales	are	affected	by	threat	perceptions	

varies.	Threat	perceptions	explained	more	than	half	of	the	variance	in	practised	tolerance	

(R²=0.55),	but	less	than	a	quarter	of	that	in	general	political	tolerance	(R²=0.24)	and	only	a	

fifth	of	the	variance	in	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	(R²=0.20).	So	variance	in	threat	

perceptions	relates	strongest	to	variance	in	tolerance	when	assessed	with	the	practised	

tolerance	scale.	Apparently,	then,	practised	tolerance	–	tolerance	in	practical	and	specific	

cases	–	is	more	sensitive	to	threat	perceptions	than	is	support	for	tolerant	principles.		

Prejudice.	In	a	similar	vein,	prejudice	towards	Muslims	had	strong	effects	on	

tolerance,	regardless	of	the	measure	used.	Table	4.9	shows	that	practised	tolerance,	general	

political	tolerance	and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	all	decreased	significantly	with	

increasing	levels	of	prejudice.	However,	prejudice	explained	much	–	more	than	a	third	–	of	

the	variance	in	practised	tolerance	(β=0.61,	F=55.75,	R²=0.38).	By	comparison,	prejudice	
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explained	only	11%	of	the	variance	in	general	political	tolerance	(β=0.34,	F=11.71,	R²=0.11)	

and	11%	of	the	variance	in	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	(β=0.33,	F=11.47,	R²=0.11).	

Apparently,	where	the	practice	of	tolerance	is	concerned,	negative	out-group	evaluations	

(prejudices)	have	a	particularly	strong	dampening	effect	on	tolerance,	while	support	for	

tolerant	principles	is	less	affected	by	prejudice.	So,	with	regard	to	prejudice,	the	

discriminant	validity	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale	is	low	when	compared	to	existing	

tolerance	scales.	Apparently,	practised	tolerance	has	more	in	common	with	prejudice	and	

threat	than	political	tolerance.	The	practised	scale	has	convergent	validity	with	scales	that	

tap	into	particular	dislike	of	a	tolerated	group.	This	is	in	line	with	the	earlier	finding	that,	for	

practised	tolerance,	dislike	and	non-acceptance	go	hand	in	hand	rather	than	contradicting	

one	another.	In	turn,	as	previously	suggested	in	the	literature	(e.g.	van	der	Noll	et	al.,	2010),	

prejudice	and	existing	political	tolerance	scales	have	less	in	common.		

Education.	The	effects	of	educational	attainment	on	all	three	measures	of	tolerance	

were	tested	using	regression	analyses.	Practised	tolerance	was	not	affected	by	education,	

even	at	a	high	level.	Table	4.9	shows	the	results	of	a	regression	analysis	using	three	

categories	of	educational	attainment:	basic,	further	and	higher.	Compared	with	basic	

attainment	(primary	school	or	a	lower	secondary	qualification),	only	a	higher	education	

(HBO	or	WO	degree)	explained	significant	variance	in	general	political	tolerance	(β=0.40,	

F=5.83,	R²=0.11)	and	in	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	(β=0.45,	F=7.78,	R²=0.15).	Educational	

attainment	did	not	contribute	significantly	to	practised	tolerance.		

The	fact	that	both	of	the	existing	measures	of	political	tolerance	were	affected	by	

educational	attainment,	while	practised	tolerance	was	not,	suggests	that	the	more	concrete	

and	specific	a	measure	of	tolerance	is,	the	less	it	is	affected	by	education.	It	appears	that,	

where	the	practice	of	tolerance	is	concerned,	respondents	react	largely	the	same,	regardless	

of	their	educational	attainment.	So	the	practised	tolerance	scale	appears	less	sensitive	to	

educational	effects	than	are	measures	that	assess	support	for	tolerant	principles.	The	higher	

educated	appear	as	intolerant	as	the	lower	educated	when	it	comes	to	accepting	specific	

and	concrete	(disliked)	Muslim	practices.		

	

In	conclusion,	the	results	with	regard	to	threat	perceptions	and	prejudice	indicate	that	the	

practised	tolerance	scale	does	indeed	tap	into	the	practice	of	tolerance,	which	appears	to	
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be	especially	affected	by	dislike	of	a	tolerated	group.	Practised	tolerance	can	be	clearly	

distinguished	from	existing	tolerance	scales,	which	are	affected	by	threat	and	prejudice	to	a	

lesser	extent	and	by	educational	attainment	to	a	greater	extent.	

With	regard	to	educational	attainment,	it	appears	that	practised	tolerance	is	less	sensitive	

to	effects	in	this	domain.	While	a	strong	positive	relationship	between	education	and	

tolerance	is	generally	accepted	in	the	literature,	when	it	comes	to	the	practice	of	tolerance	

not	even	the	best	educated	respond	more	tolerantly	than	the	less	well-educated.		

Concurrent	validity.	As	a	final	test	of	the	validity	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale,	its	

concurrent	validity	was	determined.	Concurrent	validity	means	the	extent	to	which	a	

measure	is	able	to	discriminate	between	groups	that	are	expected	to	differ	on	the	variable	

the	scale	is	supposed	to	assess.	A	valid	tolerance	scale	should	be	able	to	discriminate	‘the	

tolerant’	from	‘the	intolerant’.	The	concurrent	validity	of	the	practised	tolerance	was	tested	

with	an	Anova,	using	voting	behaviour	as	the	dependent	variable.	

Voting	behaviour	was	considered	a	relevant	variable	to	assess	tolerance	or	intolerance	of	

Muslims.	Specifically,	voting	for	the	Party	for	Freedom	(Partij	voor	de	Vrijheid,	PVV)	was	

compared	with	voting	for	the	Labour	Party	(Partij	van	de	Arbeid,	PvdA)	as	these	are	

generally	accepted	as	representing	an	‘anti-Islam’	political	orientation	(PVV)	versus	a	

‘multicultural’	one	(PvdA),	emphasizing	exclusion	of	Muslims	from	Dutch	society	versus	their	

inclusion	(see	Righton,	2014;	van	Heelsum	&	Tillie,	2006;	van	Spanje	&	De	Vreese,	2013).	I	

therefore	assumed	that	voting	PVV/PvdA	would	be	reflected	in,	respectively,	intolerance	or	

tolerance	of	Muslim	practices	as	assessed	by	the	practised	tolerance	scale.	T-tests	were	

conducted	to	assess	differences	between	PVV	and	PvdA	voters	in	terms	of	tolerance.	
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Table	4.10.	Independent	samples	t-test	comparing	Labour	(PvdA)	and	Party	for	Freedom	

(PVV)	voters	for	practised	tolerance,	general	political	tolerance	and	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims.	

	 	 Practised	tolerance		 General	political	
tolerance		

Political	tolerance	towards	
Muslims	

	 n	 M	(SD)	 	 M	(SD)	 	 M	(SD)	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
Labour		
(PvdA)	
	

22	 2.56	(.92)	 	 3.52	(.92)	 	 3.57	(.98)	 	

Party	for	
Freedom	
(PVV)	

13	 1.87	(.67)	 	 3.62	(1.08)	 	 3.73	(1.11)	 	

t	(33)	 	 2.37*	 	 -.27	 	 .45	 	

	

	
PvdA	voters	did	indeed	differ	from	PVV	voters	(t(33)=2.37,	p<0.05)	in	practised	tolerance,	as	

shown	in	Table	4.10.	But	they	did	not	differ	in	general	political	tolerance,	nor	in	political	

tolerance	of	Muslims.	So	only	the	practised	tolerance	scale,	not	the	existing	scales,	appears	

able	to	distinguish	the	tolerant	from	the	intolerant	when	tested	against	voting	behaviour.	

This	finding	enhances	the	concurrent	validity	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale.		

Conclusion	and	discussion	

In	this	chapter	we	have	developed	a	valid	and	reliable	measure	of	tolerance;	one	capable	in	

particular	of	assessing	the	practice	of	tolerance	in	relevant	specific	situations.	This	measure	

was	used	to	assess	tolerance	as	acceptance	of	Muslim	practices	in	proximate	social	

situations.	The	scale	was	found	to	have	good	predictive	validity	for	both	intolerant	and	

tolerant	behavioural	inclinations,	which	makes	it	more	accurate	than	existing	measures	in	

the	prediction	of	tolerant	behaviour,	especially.	Moreover,	the	scale	has	good	concurrent	

validity,	predicting	tolerance	or	intolerance	of	Muslims	better	than	existing	ones	when	

considering	voting	for	an	anti-Islamic	political	party.	So	the	new	practised	tolerance	scale	

measures	what	it	is	designed	to	measure,	and	does	so	better	than	existing	tolerance	scales.	

Furthermore,	it	appears	less	sensitive	to	educational	effects	but	more	sensitive	to	negative	

out-group	evaluations.	The	practice	of	tolerance	appears	to	be	especially	influenced	by	
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prejudice	and	threat	perceptions,	more	strongly	than	with	existing	scales.	This	finding	not	

only	has	methodological	value,	but	also	implications	for	the	way	tolerance	is	conceptualized.	

	

This	validation	study	had	consequences	for	the	conceptual	understanding	of	tolerance	as	

‘accepting	the	disliked’.	Based	on	the	tolerance	responses	found,	it	was	decided	to	abandon	

the	expected	conceptual	contradiction	between	affective	evaluations	and	acceptance	of	a	

situation.	When	the	practice	of	tolerance	was	assessed,	no	such	distinction	between	affect-

related	and	effect-related	tolerance	was	found.	The	fact	that	prejudice	and	threat	were	

more	strongly	associated	with	practised	tolerance	than	with	measures	of	political	tolerance	

further	contributed	to	the	decision	to	make	this	shift	in	conceptualization.	Apparently,	when	

applied	to	realistic	and	concrete	situations,	dislike	of	a	practice	goes	hand	in	hand	with	

rejection	of	a	practice,	while	a	positive	affective	evaluation	of	a	practice	goes	hand	in	hand	

with	acceptance.	Importantly,	the	claim	frequently	made	in	political	tolerance	literature	(see	

Chapter	2)	that	tolerance	should	be	viewed	as	an	internally	contradicting	attitude	was	not	

supported	by	the	data.	

	

Another	interesting	finding,	accompanying	scale	validation,	was	that	not	everyone	defects	

from	the	principles	of	tolerance	to	the	same	extent.	When	Party	for	Freedom	(PVV)	and	

Labour	(PvdA)	voters	were	compared,	discrepancies	between	political	and	practised	

tolerance	appeared	amongst	the	former	but	not	the	latter.	Not	even	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims	set	these	two	groups	apart,	although	PVV	voters	were	considerably	less	tolerant	

when	concrete	Muslim	practices	were	looked	at.	So	discrepancies	between	support	for	the	

principles	of	tolerance	and	the	practice	of	tolerance	do	occur,	but	not	in	the	same	way	for	

everyone.	Similarly,	educational	attainment	–	a	commonly	found	and	strong	predictor	of	

tolerance	–	did	not	accurately	predict	the	practice	of	tolerance;	there	was	a	relationship	

only	with	support	for	the	principles	of	tolerance.	When	it	comes	to	the	practice	of	tolerance,	

the	well-educated	and	the	poorly	educated	respond	in	very	much	the	same	way.		

	

These	findings	make	a	plea	for	the	inclusion	of	both	types	of	tolerance	measure	in	future	

research,	certainly	if	we	are	to	comprehend	discrepancies	between	support	for	the	civil	

rights	of	disliked	groups	(political	tolerance)	and	the	practice	of	tolerance	in	concrete	and	

specific	cases.	Those	respondents	characteristics	which	may	lead	to	discrepancies	or	
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consistencies	between	tolerant	principles	and	practices	might	also	be	the	subject	of	future	

study.	With	regard	to	the	promotion	of	tolerance,	this	finding	is	also	important.	It	should	be	

noted	that	the	promotion	of	tolerant	principles,	although	influential	in	the	practice	of	

tolerance,	does	not	automatically	lead	to	the	practice	of	tolerance	in	situations	we	dislike.	

The	validation	studies	demonstrate	how	different	operationalizations	of	tolerance	lead	to	

different	conclusions	about	the	extent	of	tolerance	found.	As	we	saw,	general	political	

tolerance	and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	were,	on	average,	greater	than	tolerance	of	

specific	Muslim	practices.	So	respondents	appear	less	tolerant	in	practice	than	they	are	

politically;	what	is	measured	when	we	speak	of	tolerance	thus	affects	the	conclusions	we	

draw	about	how	tolerant	people	are.	This	is	an	important	finding,	which	should	be	taken	

into	consideration	in	future	comparative	studies	intended	to	assess	‘tolerance’	in	a	

quantitative	way.	

In	conclusion,	the	development	and	validation	of	a	practised	tolerance	scale	not	only	has	

methodological	relevance,	it	also	provides	a	better	understanding	of	the	nature	of	tolerance	

– casting	light	on	what	exactly	we	mean	when	we	speak	of	tolerance.
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CHAPTER	5.	COMMUNICATING	SOCIAL	NORMS	–	A	PATHWAY	FOR	THE	PROMOTION	OF	

TOLERANCE?	

The	main	research	question	addressed	in	this	dissertation	is:	how	to	promote	tolerance?	

This	chapter	examines	the	promotion	of	tolerance	through	the	communication	of	norms.	As	

I	argued	in	Chapter	1,	social	norms	play	a	key	role	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	Norms	

shared	within	groups	shape	their	members’	tolerance	and	intolerance	of	out-groups.	

Chapter	3	showed	that	intragroup	communication	appears	to	affect	the	emergence	of	

tolerance,	with	norms	communicated	by	teachers	playing	a	central	role	in	its	promotion	and	

restriction.	However,	the	causal	effect	of	norms	on	tolerance	could	not	be	tested	in	that	

qualitative	study.	In	this	chapter,	then,	a	survey	study	will	test	the	effect	of	norm	

communication	on	tolerance	experimentally.	If	group	norms	do	indeed	play	a	pivotal	role	in	

the	emergence	of	tolerance	or	intolerance,	their	experimental	manipulation	should	lead	to	

differences	in	tolerance	between	respondents	exposed	to	different	norms.	

Furthermore,	I	have	proposed	that	intolerance	is	easier	to	mobilize	than	tolerance.	This	

leads	to	the	expectation	that	an	intolerant	norm	will	have	a	stronger	effect	on	tolerant	or	

intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	than	a	tolerant	one.	I	expect	that	the	communication	of	

an	intolerant	norm	will	increase	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	–	that	is,	the	willingness	

to	participate	in	collective	action	to	express	intolerance	–	but	the	communication	of	a	

tolerant	norm	to	have	less	impact	on	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations.	The	practised	

tolerance	scale	developed	in	Chapter	4,	assessing	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices,	will	be	

applied	in	this	quantitative	study,	which	addresses	the	practice	of	tolerance	in	concrete	and	

specific	cases.	

Norm	communication	and	tolerance	

Norms	are	“rules	and	standards	that	are	understood	by	members	of	a	group,	and	that	guide	

and	or	constrain	social	behaviour	without	the	force	of	laws.”	(Cialdini	&	Trost,	1998,	p.	152).	

As	such,	norms	have	a	function	in	the	coordination	and	organization	of	social	behaviour	

within	groups.	Norms	regulate	both	intragroup	and	intergroup	relations	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	

2005;	Stangor	et	al.,	2001b).	Indeed,	the	effect	of	norms	on	various	forms	of	intergroup	

attitudes	and	behaviour	has	been	demonstrated	empirically	in	a	growing	body	of	research	

(e.g.	Blanchard	et	al.,	1994;	Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005;	Duckitt,	2001;	Greenberg	&	
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Pyszczynski,	1985;	Hogg	&	Reid,	2006;	Monteith	et	al.,	1996;	Shapiro	&	Neuberg,	2008;	

Sherif,	1936/1966;	Smith	&	Postmes,	2009,	2011a,	2011b;	Stangor	et	al.,	2001a,	2001b;	

Terry	&	Hogg,	2001;	Terry	et	al.,	2001).	

Crandall	and	Stangor	(2005,	p.	300),	in	their	review	of	the	effects	of	norm	communication	

on	prejudice,	note	“how	easily	consensus	[norms]	can	be	manipulated	to	create	strong	

conformity	effects”.	Even	incidental	exposure	to	the	attitudes	(prejudiced	or	non-

prejudiced)	of	others	can	either	enhance	or	reduce	discriminatory	attitudes	and	behaviour	

(e.g.	Blanchard	et	al.,	1994;	Greenberg	&	Pyszczynski,	1985;	Monteith	et	al.,	1996;	Stangor	

et	al.,	2001a,	2001b).	Perceived	consensus	–	that	is,	the	suggestion	that	close	associates	

approve	or	disapprove	of	one’s	negative	evaluations	of	an	out-group	–	not	only	induces	

public	expression	or	suppression	of	negative	out-group	attitudes	(public	conformity),	but	

can	also	change	privately	held	attitudes,	suggesting	the	internalization	of	norms	and	longer-

lasting	attitude	change	(e.g.	Stangor	et	al.,	2001b).	For	this	reason,	social	influence	

processes	(specifically,	the	communication	of	non-discriminative	in-group	norms)	have	been	

identified	as	a	potential	pathway	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005;	

Duckitt,	2001;	Paluck	&	Green,	2009).	

Why	are	norms	influential	over	the	attitudes	we	hold	towards	others?	Three	approaches,	

each	starting	from	a	different	angle	but	overlapping	in	their	explanations,	aim	to	explain	the	

effect	of	norms	on	out-group	attitudes:	the	informational,	identification	and	cultural	

approaches	(Stangor	et	al.,	2001b).	An	informational	approach	to	norms	suggests	that	“an	

opinion,	a	belief,	an	attitude	is	‘correct’,	‘valid’	and	‘proper’	to	the	extent	that	it	is	anchored	

in	a	group	of	people	with	similar	beliefs,	opinions	and	attitudes”	(Festinger,	1950,	pp.	272-

273,	in		Stangor	et	al.,	2001b,	p.	237).	Festinger	(1950)	calls	this	process	‘consensual	

validation’;	something	is	‘true’	to	the	extent	that	most	others	around	us	think	it	is	true.	

People	acquire	knowledge	about	their	social	world	and	reduce	uncertainty	as	to	how	to	

interpret	and	behave	in	social	situations	through	the	norms	they	perceive	around	them.	

Stangor	et	al.	(2001b,	p.	238)	note	that,	“when	objective	or	physical	means	of	evaluation	are	

unavailable,	people	turn	to	similar	others…	to	have	their	opinions	validated”.	Clearly,	no	

objective	information	can	be	gained	from	others	about	what	should	be	tolerated	(Oberdiek,	

2001),	which	makes	it	likely	that	we	turn	to	them	for	information	and	validation.	So	what	is	

considered	or	perceived	as	tolerable	and	intolerable	is	typically	the	product	of	norms.	A	
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second	approach	is	the	identification	approach	to	norms,	rooted	in	social	identity	and	self-

categorization	theories	(Tajfel	&	Turner,	1979;	Turner,	1987),	as	discussed	in	Chapter	2.	This	

approach	underlines	the	prerequisite	of	social	identification	for	effects	of	norms	to	occur;	

people	are	not	influenced	by	just	any	norm,	they	adopt	those	of	the	groups	they	affiliate	

with.	Only	when	people	feel	part	of	a	group	are	they	motivated	to	share	its	norms	(Turner,	

1987).	In	a	way,	this	approach	extends	the	informational	approach	to	norms,	since	people	

validate	their	beliefs	through	others	because	of	a	need	to	identify	and	affiliate	with	other	

people	(Stangor	et	al.,	2001b,	p.	238).	Likewise,	processes	of	identification	and	

categorization	are	proposed	as	the	explanatory	mechanism	in	prejudice	reduction	studies	

(Reynolds,	Subašić,	&	Tindall,	2014).	Empirical	research	does	indeed	indicate	that	in-group	

identification	enhances	out-group	prejudices	and	stereotyping,	while	more	inclusive	

identification	patterns	reduce	prejudice	(e.g.	Brewer,	1999;	Brewer	&	Pierce,	2005;	González	

&	Brown,	2003;	Hogg	&	Smith,	2007;	Hornsey	&	Hogg,	2000).	However,	some	scholars	doubt	

the	necessity	of	identification	in	prejudice	reduction.	For	instance,	Stangor	et	al.	(2001b)	did	

not	find	evidence	of	group	identification	as	a	necessary	condition	for	norms	to	affect	out-

group	stereotyping:	“in	none	of	our	studies	has	the	manipulation	or	measurement	of	

identification	been	found	to	influence	the	extent	of	stereotype	change”	(Stangor	et	al.,	

2001b,	p.	248).	In	a	similar	vein,	Gibson	and	Gouws	(Gibson	&	Gouws,	2003)	found	that	in-

group	identification	did	not	affect	levels	of	political	tolerance	of	ethnic	out-groups	in	South	

Africa.	So	it	seems	as	if	in-group	identification	may	enhance	prejudice	or	intolerance	

towards	out-groups,	but	is	not	a	necessary	condition	for	norm	communication	to	promote	

tolerance.	The	third	approach	discussed	by	Stangor	et	al.	(2001b)	is	the	cultural.	Bar-Tal	

(2000),	drawing	on	Festinger’s	work	(Festinger,	1950),	states	that	the	awareness	that	beliefs	

are	shared	validates	these	beliefs	and	increases	the	confidence	with	which	they	are	held.	

Bar-Tal	suggests	that	“the	awareness	of	sharing	beliefs	produces	increased	liking	for,	

identification	with,	perceived	homogeneity	of,	and	cohesiveness	of	group	members	who	

share	the	beliefs”	(Stangor	et	al.,	2001b,	p.	239).	This	approach	suggests	that	the	

relationship	between	identification	and	norms	is	mutual;	not	only	does	identification	lead	to	

the	adoption	of	group	norms,	but	the	awareness	that	one’s	beliefs	are	shared	also	enhances	

identification	with	the	group.	
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Clearly,	these	three	approaches	do	not	mutually	exclude	one	another;	informational,	

motivational	and	cultural	principles	can	simultaneously	add	to	the	power	of	norm	

communication	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	Importantly,	all	three	provide	support	for	the	

notion	that	norm	communication	influences	tolerance	or	intolerance.	

The	potential	influence	of	norms	over	out-group	attitudes	is	affected	by	how	persuasively	

they	are	communicated,	the	physical	and	psychological	proximity	of	others	who	share	them	

and	the	number	of	others	in	the	environment	who	hold	the	same	belief	(Crandall	and	

Stangor,	2005).	A	primary	source	of	information	as	to	which	norms	are	appropriate	to	follow	

is	actual	interaction	with	similar	and	proximate	others	(Lewin,	1952;	Smith	&	Postmes,	2009,	

2011b).	But	even	without	actual	interaction,	consensualization	(the	adoption	of	

communicated	norms)	may	occur	(Smith	&	Postmes,	2009,	p.	131).	For	instance,	mass	

media,	exposure	to	behavioural	models	and	consensus	feedback	all	have	demonstrable	

effects	on	out-group	attitudes	(Smith	&	Postmes,	2009).	Consensus	feedback	–	that	is,	

providing	a	respondent	with	information	about	the	percentage	of	‘similar	others’	who	agree	

with	the	attitudes	they	express	–	is	an	effective	way	to	produce	changes	in	the	expression	of	

racial	and	other	prejudice,	stereotypes	and	support	for	discriminatory	policies	(e.g.	

Blanchard	et	al.,	1994;	Stangor	et	al.,	2001a,	2001b).	Even	when	participants	are	surprised	

about	the	non-prejudiced	norm	they	are	presented	with,	it	still	produces	a	reduction	in	

prejudice,	as	an	experiment	conducted	by	Stangor	and	colleagues	(Stangor	et	al.,	2001a)	

found.	Although	respondents	expected	a	prejudiced	consensus	among	peers,	they	were	still	

influenced	by	the	non-prejudiced	norm	information	provided	in	the	experiment.	In	the	

present	study,	norms	will	be	operationalized	through	the	provision	of	written	information	

about	how	‘the	majority’	of	proximate	others	who	experience	the	same	situation	judge	it,	

an	approach	similar	to	the	consensus	feedback	provided	in	previous	research	(e.g.	Sechrist	

&	Stangor,	2001).	This	operationalization	follows	the	idea	that	norms	provide	information	

about	how	socially	accepted	one’s	tolerant	or	intolerant	response	is,	in	the	eyes	of	

proximate	and	relevant	others.	
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The	mobilization	of	tolerance	

The	second	proposition	(see	Chapter	1)	tested	in	this	chapter,	alongside	the	effect	of	norm	

communication	on	tolerance,	is	that	it	is	easier	to	mobilize	intolerance	than	tolerance.	If	the	

willingness	to	take	political	action	does	increase	when	intolerant	norms	are	communicated,	

but	does	not	–	or	only	to	a	lesser	extent	–	when	tolerant	norms	are	communicated,	this	

proposition	will	be	upheld.	Such	differential	effects	of	tolerant	and	intolerant	norm	

communication	are	of	importance	when	norm	communication	is	considered	a	potential	

pathway	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	Previous	research	suggests	that	intolerant	

attitudes	may	lead	to	discriminatory	behaviour,	but	that	this	is	not	a	one-to-one	

relationship.	As	we	know	from	extensive	past	research,	beliefs	and	behaviours	usually	

correlate	only	moderately	(Ajzen,	1985)	–	and	intolerant	attitudes	and	actual	behaviour	are	

no	exception	(Bromgard	&	Stephan,	2006;	Six	&	Eckes,	1996).	Furthermore,	self-reported	

intolerance	may	coincide	with	tolerant	behaviour	in	specific	cases,	and	vice	versa	(e.g.	

Iyengar	et	al.,	2013;	Keuzenkamp,	2011;	La	Piere,	1934).	As	Gibson	observed,	“the	tolerant	

can	be	more	readily	persuaded	to	abandon	their	tolerance	than	can	the	intolerant	be	

convinced	to	become	tolerant”	(see	Gibson,	1998;	2006,	p.	29;	Gibson	&	Gouws,	2003;	

Kuklinski	et	al.,	1991;	Peffley	et	al.,	2001;	Sniderman	et	al.,	1996).	Moreover,	intolerance	has	

a	stronger	behavioural	potential	than	tolerance	(Gibson,	2006,	p.	29).	Marcus	et	al.	(1995),	

for	instance,	found	that	the	tolerant	were	less	willing	to	sign	a	petition	to	express	their	

tolerant	opinions	than	the	intolerant	were	to	express	the	opposite.	The	willingness	to	sign	a	

petition	in	favour	of	or	against	Muslim	practices	will	be	assessed	in	the	present	study,	with	

the	effects	of	norm	communication	on	tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	

assessed	to	test	whether	intolerance	is	easier	to	mobilize	than	tolerance.		

Method	–	An	experimental	survey	study	

Procedure	

An	experimental	survey	was	conducted	to	test	the	effect	of	manipulated	norms	on	

tolerance	of	five	Muslim	practices.	The	online	experimental	survey	was	conducted	in	June	

2013,	among	a	sample	of	680	non-Muslim	Dutch	respondents	recruited	by	a	commercial	
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panel	agency29	that	hosts	a	panel	of	Dutch	respondents.	A	stratified	sample	was	drawn	by	

the	agency,	following	the	researcher’s	instructions,	to	be	representative	of	the	Dutch	

population	in	terms	of	gender,	age,	educational	attainment	and	residential	area	(using	

postal	codes).	Muslims	were	excluded	from	participation	to	prevent	in-group	affiliation	with	

the	religious	group	to	be	judged	in	the	survey.	

	After	an	invitation	from	the	panel	agency,	respondents	logged	on	to	a	website	to	fill	out	the	

questionnaire	online.	After	completion,	they	were	redirected	to	the	website	of	the	panel	

agency	and	received	the	equivalent	of	€2.25	in	gift	vouchers.	Completion	of	the	

questionnaire	took	an	average	of	20	minutes.		

Sample.	The	questionnaire	was	completed	by	680	respondents,	of	whom	49.4%	

were	male	and	50.6%	female.	Their	ages	ranged	between	15	and	80	(M=44.74,	SD=15.43)30	

and	the	majority	(92.4%)	were	born	in	the	Netherlands.	The	largest	group	of	respondents	

indicated	that	they	were	not	religious	(46.8%),	with	the	rest	either	Roman	Catholic	(24.4%	of	

the	total	sample),	Protestant	(19.1%),	Jewish,	Buddhist,	Hindu	or	‘religious,	not	otherwise	

specified’	(together	7.3%).	Two	respondents	who	indicated	that	they	were	Muslim	were	

excluded	from	the	analyses.	Educational	attainment	was	stratified	in	line	with	that	of	the	

general	Dutch	population;31	24%	of	the	sample	had	completed	a	basic	education	(ranging	

from	primary	school	to	a	vmbo	secondary	qualification),	49%	an	intermediate	education	and	

22%	further	or	higher	education	(ranging	from	vwo	pre-university	qualification	to	at	least	

one	degree).		

Materials	and	experimental	design.	The	survey	consisted	of	a	total	of	38	items,	

starting	with	five	vignettes	assessing	tolerance	or	intolerance	of	Muslim	practices	(see	Box	

5.1,	and	see	Appendix	III	for	the	complete	questionnaire).	The	norm	manipulation	was	

presented	as	part	of	the	storyline	of	a	vignette	(see	Box	5.2).	Each	respondent	was	
																																																													
29 For	a	detailed	account	of	the	agency’s	modus	operandi	see	http://panelclix.nl/expertise-in-online-
veldwerk/images/PanelClix%20Panel%20Book%202012.pdf.	An	interlocked	stratification	method	was	used.	
This	means	that	segment	quotas	were	set	with	regard	to	age,	gender,	residential	area	and	educational	
attainment,	so	that	the	sample	was	representative	of	the	Dutch	population	with	regard	to	these	four	variables.		

30	Only	two	respondents	were	under	18;	they	were	included	in	the	analyses.	
	
31	In	2012	Statistics	Netherlands	(Centraal	Bureau	voor	de	Stastistiek,	CBS)	reported	that	30%	of	the	Dutch	had	
been	educated	to	basic	level,	40%	to	intermediate	(middelbaar)	level	and	28%	to	further	or	higher	level.	See	
http://www.cbs.nl/nl-NL/menu/themas/onderwijs/publicaties/artikelen/archief/2013/2013-3905-wm.htm.	
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presented	with	either	a	tolerant	norm,	an	intolerant	norm	or	(in	the	control	condition)	no	

norm	at	all.	The	norm	information	was	kept	consistent	across	the	vignettes	presented	to	

individual	respondents,	so	that	they	encountered	the	same	norm	

(tolerant/intolerant/control)	five	times.	The	five	vignettes	were	followed	by	a	manipulation	

check	to	examine	the	adequacy	of	the	norm	manipulation.	

The	following	measures	were	included	to	cross-validate	the	results:	contact	with	Muslims,	

threat	perceived	from	the	presence	of	Muslims	in	the	Netherlands,	prejudice	towards	

Muslims,	general	political	tolerance	and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims.	The	survey	ended	

with	a	section	on	demographics,	to	assess	the	possible	differential	effects	of	norms	on	

tolerance	due	to	such	factors	as	age,	religiosity	or	educational	attainment.	In	Box	5.2	

presents	one	of	the	vignettes,	including	the	norm	manipulation.	

The	five	vignettes,	as	well	as	all	the	measures,	were	identical	to	those	used	in	the	scale	

validation	study	reported	previously	(see	Chapter	4,	Study	3).	
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Box	5.1.	The	storylines	of	vignettes	depicting	the	Muslim	practices	to	be	judged	in	the	
experimental	survey.	

	

	

1. There	are	plans	to	build	a	mosque	in	your	neighbourhood.	A	planning	application	has	been	submitted.	If	

construction	goes	ahead,	the	mosque	will	be	built	not	far	from	where	you	live.	

2. After	remarks	from	customers,	the	management	at	your	workplace	is	considering	prohibiting	the	wearing	

of	headscarves	by	employees	who	have	regular	contact	with	customers.	

3. At	the	day-care	centre	attended	by	your	son	or	daughter,	all	the	children	eat	a	hot	meal	in	the	afternoon.	

Because	some	of	them	are	Muslim,	the	centre	is	considering	serving	only	halal	food	(no	pork,	from	a	halal	

butcher).	

4. 	A	Muslim	colleague	at	your	workplace	proposes	setting	up	a	prayer	room	there	(this	is	not	provided	at	

the	moment).	

5. At	your	children’s	secondary	school,	Muslim	parents	have	requested	separate	physical	education	classes	

for	boys	and	girls.		
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3. At	the	day-care	centre	attended	by	your	son	or	daughter,	all	the	children	eat	a	hot	meal	in	the	afternoon.	

Because	some	of	them	are	Muslim,	the	centre	is	considering	serving	only	halal	food	(no	pork,	from	a	halal	

butcher).	

4. 	A	Muslim	colleague	at	your	workplace	proposes	setting	up	a	prayer	room	there	(this	is	not	provided	at	

the	moment).	

5. At	your	children’s	secondary	school,	Muslim	parents	have	requested	separate	physical	education	classes	

for	boys	and	girls.		
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Box	5.2.	One	of	the	vignettes	used,	including	the	norm	manipulation,	two	items	assessing	

tolerance	and	two	assessing	behavioural	inclinations.	

A	Mosque	in	your	neighbourhood	
	
There	are	plans	to	build	a	mosque	in	your	neighbourhood.	A	planning	application	has	been	submitted.	If	
construction	goes	ahead,	the	mosque	will	be	built	not	far	from	where	you	live.	Most	of	your	neighbours	are	(for	
/against	[norm	manipulation])	its	construction.	
	

What	do	you	think	about	the	construction	of	a	mosque	in	your	neighbourhood?	[affect-related	tolerance]	
	

Very	negative	
	

Slightly	negative	 Neither	
negative	nor	

positive	

Slightly	positive	 Very	positive	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	
	
What	do	you	think	the	local	council	should	do?	
[effect-related	tolerance]	
	

Definitely	not	grant	
planning	permission	

Preferably	not	grant	
planning	permission	

Possibly	grant	
planning	

permission,	
possibly	not	

Preferably	grant	
planning	permission	

Definitely	grant	
planning	permission	

o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	
	
Suppose	a	neighbour	were	to	ask	you	to	sign	a	petition	either	for	or	against	the	construction	of	a	mosque	in	
your	neighbourhood.	Would	you	be	willing	to	sign?	
[intolerant	and	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations]	
	
	 	

	
Definitely	not	

sign	
Probably	
not	sign	

Possibly	sign,	
possibly	not	

Probably	
sign	

Definitely	sign	

AGAINST	construction	of	
a	mosque	

 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

FOR	construction	of	a	
mosque	

 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	 o 	

	

	

Measures.	The	following	measures	were	assessed.	

Norm	manipulation.	Respondents	were	randomly	assigned	to	one	of	the	two	

experimental	conditions	(tolerant	versus	intolerant	norm)	or	the	control	condition.	The	

norm	information	was	provided	immediately	following	the	storyline	of	the	vignette	(see	Box	

5.2),	stating	the	attitude	of	most	‘others’	towards	the	Muslim	practice.	The	vignettes	as	well	

as	the	norm	manipulations	were	identical	to	those	used	in	Study	3	of	the	validation	studies	
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(see	Appendix	III	for	the	complete	questionnaire).	The	norm	manipulation	was	adapted	to	

the	specific	vignette.	For	instance,	the	‘mosque’	vignette	contained	the	following	norm	

manipulation	in	the	tolerant	condition:	‘Most	of	your	neighbours	are	for	its	construction’.	In	

the	intolerant	condition	the	norm	information	read,	‘Most	of	your	neighbours	are	against	its	

construction’.	

In	the	control	condition,	no	norm	information	was	provided.	Instead,	the	following	item	was	

rated	after	respondents	had	completed	the	tolerance	items:	‘How	do	you	think	the	majority	

of	your	neighbours	judge	the	construction	of	a	mosque	in	the	neighbourhood?’	(rated	on	a	

five-point	Likert	scale	ranging	from	‘very	negative’	to	‘very	positive’).	This	item	was	included	

to	judge	existing	tolerant	or	intolerant	norms	among	the	non-manipulated	respondents,	

which	might	interfere	with	the	effects	of	the	manipulated	norms.	For	example,	if	most	

respondents	were	to	perceive	a	tolerant	norm	in	the	control	condition,	this	pre-existing	

norm	would	arguably	strengthen	the	tolerant	norm	perception	in	the	tolerant	norm	

condition	as	well.		

Tolerance.	Two	items	in	each	vignette	assessed	tolerance,	to	be	rated	on	five-point	

Likert	scales.	The	first	assessed	affect-related	tolerance,	ranging	from	(1)	very	negatively	to	

(5)	very	positively,	the	second	effect-related	tolerance	from	(1)	absolutely	do	not	support	to	

(5)	absolutely	do	support.	Tolerance	was	calculated	as	the	mean	of	ten	items,32	with	higher	

scores	reflecting	greater	tolerance.	Cronbach’s	Alpha	of	the	ten-item	tolerance	scale	was	

α=0.86.		

Tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations.	Behavioural	inclinations	were	

assessed	using	two	items,	respectively	evaluating	tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	

inclinations.	Tolerant	behavioural	inclinations	were	assessed	as	the	willingness	to	sign	a	

petition	to	support	a	practice,	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	as	the	willingness	to	sign	a	

petition	to	object	against	a	practice.	Both	items	were	rated	on	five-point	Likert	scales,	

ranging	from	(1)	absolutely	will	not	sign	to	(5)	absolutely	will	sign.	The	mean	score	of	five	

items	was	used	to	calculate	tolerant	or	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations,	with	higher	

scores	reflecting	stronger	inclinations.	Cronbach’s	alpha	of	the	intolerant	behavioural	

																																																													
32 For	particularities	of	scale	construction,	see	Chapter	4	
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inclinations	scale	was	α=0.79	Cronbach’s	alpha	of	the	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations	scale	

was	α=0.72.		

Prejudice.	A	feeling	thermometer	was	used	to	assess	prejudice	towards	Muslims	

(Abelson	et	al.,	1982;	van	der	Noll	et	al.,	2010).	The	instruction	read,	“Use	the	feeling	

thermometer	to	indicate	your	feelings	towards	each	of	the	named	groups.	A	value	of	0	

indicates	cold	feelings,	a	value	of	100	indicates	warm	feelings”.33	Twelve	ethnic,	political	and	

religious	groups	were	presented	in	a	random	order.	The	absolute	score	for	‘Muslims’	was	

used	as	the	measure	of	prejudice,	with	lower	scores	reflecting	greater	prejudice	towards	

Muslims.		

Threat.	Four	items	assessed	threat,	each	rated	on	a	four-point	Likert	scale	ranging	

from	(1)	strongly	disagree	to	(4)	strongly	agree.	Items	included,	‘Dutch	norms	and	values	are	

threatened	by	the	presence	of	Muslims’	and	‘I	am	afraid	of	attacks	in	the	Netherlands,	

committed	by	extremist	Muslims’.	Threat	was	calculated	as	the	mean	of	the	four	items,	with	

higher	scores	reflecting	greater	perceived	threat.	Cronbach’s	Alpha	of	the	four-item	threat	

scale	was	α=0.89.		

Contact.	Three	items	assessed	contact	with	Muslims,	rated	on	three-point	Likert	

scales	ranging	from	(1)	not	at	all	to	(3)	a	lot.	These	items	were:	‘Muslims	live	in	my	

community’,	‘I	have	Muslims	as	friends	or	family’	and	‘I	have	contact	with	Muslims	at	work	

or	during	sports	or	leisure	activities’.	The	mean	of	three	items	was	used	to	assess	contact	

with	Muslims,	with	higher	scores	reflecting	more	contact.	On	average	contact	was	limited	

(M=1.69,	SD=0.50)	and	that	reported	consisted	predominantly	of	Muslims	living	in	one’s	

community.		

General	political	tolerance.	Two	items	assessed	general	political	tolerance,	rated	on	

five-point	Likert	scales	ranging	from	(1)	strongly	disagree	to	(5)	strongly	agree.	These	items	

were:	‘The	government	should	stand	up	for	the	rights	of	minorities’	and	‘Discrimination	on	

the	basis	of	religion	should	stay	prohibited’.	The	statements	are	derived	from	the	first	article	

of	the	Dutch	constitution,	reflecting	political	tolerance	in	a	way	that	it	is	relevant	to	the	

																																																													
33 Note	that	this	scale	differs	from	the	prejudice	scale	used	in	validation	Study	2,	reported	in	Chapter	4,	which	
ranged	from	0	to	10.	
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Dutch	context.	The	two	items	correlated	significantly	at	the	0.001	level,	two-sided,	with	

r=0.49.		

Political	tolerance	of	Muslims.	Two	items	were	used	to	assess	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims,	each	rated	on	five-point	Likert	scale	ranging	from	(1)	strongly	disagree	to	(5)	

strongly	agree.	Items	were:	‘A	Muslim	should	be	allowed	to	teach	in	college’	and	‘Muslims	

should	be	allowed	to	publicly	express	their	opinion’.	Both	statements	are	commonly	used	to	

assess	political	tolerance	applied	to	specified	groups	(van	der	Noll	et	al.,	2010).	The	two	

items	correlated	significantly	at	the	0.001	level,	two-sided,	with	r=0.66.		

Demographics.	The	following	demographics	were	used	to	examine	whether	

experimental	groups	differed	from	one	another	in	terms	of	characteristics	known	to	predict	

tolerance:	gender,	age	(in	years),	educational	attainment	(completed	education,	ranging	

from	(1)	primary	school	to	(9)	degree	level),	income	(net	monthly	income	after	taxes,	

ranging	from	(1)	no	income	to	(8)	more	than	€3500)	and	religion	(specified,	or	‘not	

religious’);	religiosity	(recent	participation	in	a	religious	service	or	celebration,	ranging	from	

(1)	several	times	a	week	to	(7)	never).		
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Preliminary	results	

Below	I	present	the	preliminary	results,	using	the	data	from	the	control	group	only	and	with	

the	descriptions	of	the	variables	thus	unaffected	by	the	norm	manipulations.	After	that	I	

present	the	demographic	characteristics	of	the	respondents	in	each	of	the	experimental	

conditions,	to	show	that	the	variables	of	importance	to	tolerance	(such	as	educational	

attainment,	religiosity	and	income)	were	distributed	randomly	in	each	of	the	norm	

conditions.	This	is	to	ensure	that	demographic	differences	between	respondents	are	not	

mistakenly	attributed	to	the	experimental	effects	of	norm	communication.		

Tolerance		

Table	5.1	presents	the	means	and	standard	deviations	of	tolerance	per	vignette,	including	

the	skewness	of	the	distribution	of	ratings.	On	average,	the	wearing	of	headscarves	by	

colleagues	was	the	most	tolerated	practice	(M=2.90,	SD=1.01)	and	separate	PE	classes	for	

boys	and	girls	the	least	tolerated	(M=1.56,	SD=1.21).	A	negative	figure	in	the	last	column	

indicates	that	tolerance	was	skewed	to	the	right	and	so	was	more	frequently	rated	above	

the	midpoint	of	the	scale	than	below	it,	while	a	positive	figure	indicates	that	tolerance	was	

more	frequently	rated	below	the	midpoint	than	above	it.	Strikingly,	four	out	of	the	five	

vignettes	have	a	mean	below	the	midpoint	of	the	scale	and	a	distribution	skewed	to	the	

intolerant	side	of	the	scale.	So	the	Muslim	practices	described	appear	rather	intolerable	to	

most	of	the	non-Muslim	Dutch	respondents	–	a	finding	that	should	be	kept	in	mind	

throughout	the	rest	of	this	chapter.	Higher	tolerance	scores	reflect	greater	tolerance	by	

comparison	with	others	in	the	sample,	but	do	not	necessarily	imply	a	very	tolerant	attitude	

towards	the	Muslim	practices	presented.	I	shall	return	to	this	in	the	discussion,	where	I	

consider	the	implications	of	the	generally	low	tolerability	of	Muslim	practices	for	the	

potential	effects	of	norm	communication.	
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Table	5.1.	Tolerance	of	five	Muslim	practices.	

Vignette:	 n	 M	(SD)	 Skewness	
headscarf	 227	 2.90	(1.01)	 -0.09	

halal	 225	 2.48	(1.00)	 0.06	

prayer	room	 225	 2.27	(1.15)	 0.51	

mosque	 230	 2.32	(0.97)	 0.22	
physical	education	 225	 1.56	(0.82)	 1.21	
All	five	vignettes	 225	(valid	n,	

listwise)	 2.30	(0.69)	 	

Note:	Tolerance	scores	range	from	1	to	5,	with	higher	scores	reflecting	greater	tolerance.	

	

Descriptives	

Table	5.2	presents	means	and	standard	deviations	of	all	variables	and	the	correlations	

between	them.	The	correlations	resemble	those	found	in	Chapter	4,	on	the	basis	of	which	

the	practised	tolerance	scale	was	validated.	On	average,	general	political	tolerance	(M=3.77,	

SD=0.81)	and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	(3.70,	SD=0.95)	were	higher	than	practised	

tolerance	(M=2.30,	SD=0.69),	suggesting	that	tolerance	declines	when	applied	to	specific	

and	practical	cases.	Respectively,	the	correlations	between	the	practised	tolerance	scale,	

tolerance	as	assessed	with	vignettes	and	political	tolerance	scales	were	r=0.32	(general	

political	tolerance)	and	r=0.36	(political	tolerance	of	Muslims).	Intolerant	behavioural	

inclinations	(M=3.26,	SD=1.07)	were	stronger	on	average	than	tolerant	ones	(M=2.10,	

SD=0.80),	which	makes	sense	because	behavioural	inclinations	relate	strongly	to	practised	

tolerance	(r=-0.70	for	intolerant	and	r=0.80	for	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations).	Practised	

tolerance	was	skewed	to	the	intolerant	side	of	the	scale,	so	it	seems	logical	that	greater	

willingness	to	sign	a	petition	expressing	intolerance	than	one	expressing	tolerance	was	

found.	The	correlations	between	behavioural	inclinations	and	practised	tolerance	were	

stronger	than	those	between	behavioural	inclinations	and	general	political	tolerance	(r=-

0.36	for	intolerant	and	r=0.25	for	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations)	and	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims	(r=-0.36	for	intolerant	and	r=0.27	for	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations).	This	
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found.	The	correlations	between	behavioural	inclinations	and	practised	tolerance	were	

stronger	than	those	between	behavioural	inclinations	and	general	political	tolerance	(r=-

0.36	for	intolerant	and	r=0.25	for	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations)	and	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims	(r=-0.36	for	intolerant	and	r=0.27	for	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations).	This	
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suggests	that	practised	tolerance	is	more	predictive	of	behavioural	inclinations	than	political	

tolerance,	in	line	with	what	was	found	in	the	scale	validation	study	in	Chapter	4.	

Furthermore,	practised	tolerance	correlated	strongly	with	prejudice	and	threat,	with	r=0.54	

and	r=-0.60,	respectively,	indicating	that	tolerance	declines	when	prejudice	and	threat	

increase.	Contact	with	Muslims	correlated	positively	with	tolerance	(r=0.27),	indicating	that	

tolerance	increases	when	contact	is	more	frequent.	This,	too,	is	similar	to	what	was	found	in	

the	practised	tolerance	scale	validation	study	in	Chapter	4.	

Characteristics	of	the	respondents	in	each	experimental	condition	

The	respondents	were	allocated	randomly	to	three	experimental	conditions	(tolerant	norm;	

intolerant	norm;	control	group).	As	can	be	seen	in	Table	5.3,	respondents	in	the	three	

conditions	were	highly	similar	in	terms	of	age,	gender,	educational	attainment,	income	and	

religiosity	–	characteristics	known	to	be	influential	with	regard	to	tolerance.	This	means	that	

hypothesized	differences	between	experimental	groups	cannot	be	attributed	to	

demographic	differences	between	them.	In	further	analyses,	demographic	characteristics	

will	not	be	controlled	for	since	the	three	groups	are	considered	similar	in	terms	of	predictors	

of	tolerance.	
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Table	5.2.	Means,	standard	deviations	and	correlations	between	tolerance,	prejudice,	threat,	

contact,	general	political	tolerance,	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	and	intolerant	and	

tolerant	behavioural	inclinations.	

	 M	 SD	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 	 	

1.	Practised	tolerance	

	

2.30	

	

0.69	 --	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

2.	Prejudice		 36.87	 27.56	 0.54**	 --	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

3.	Threat	 2.63	 0.85	 -0.60**	 -0.57**	 --	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

4.	Contact	 1.72	 0.50	 0.27**	 0.26**	 -0.22*	 --	 	 	 	 	 	 	

5.	General	political	

tolerance		

3.77	 0.81	 0.32**	 0.33**	 -0.44**	 0.14*	 --	 	 	 	 	 	

6.	Political	tolerance	

of	Muslims	

3.70	 0.95	 .036**	 0.42**	 -0.54**	 0.22**	 0.61**	 --	 	 	 	 	

7.	Intolerant	

behavioural	

inclinations	

3.26	 1.07	 -0.70**	 -0.51**	 0.61**	 -0.17*	 -0.36**	 -0.36**	 --	 	 	 	

8.	Tolerant	

behavioural	

inclinations	

2.10	 0.80	 0.80**	 0.43**	 -0.45**	 0.22**	 0.25**	 0.27**	 -0.51**	 --	 	 	

Note:	*	p<0.01,	**p<0.001.	

Prejudice	scores	ranged	from	1-100,	with	lower	scores	indicating	greater	prejudice.	

	Threat	scores	ranged	from	1	to	4,	with	higher	scores	indicating	greater	perceived	threat.	

Contact	scores	ranged	from	1	to	3,	with	higher	scores	indicating	more	contact.	

Tolerance	measures	ranged	from	1	to	5,	with	higher	scores	reflecting	higher	levels	of	tolerance.	

Behavioural	inclination	scores	ranged	from	1	to	5,	with	higher	scores	indicating	greater	willingness	to	sign	a	

petition.	
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Contact	scores	ranged	from	1	to	3,	with	higher	scores	indicating	more	contact.	

Tolerance	measures	ranged	from	1	to	5,	with	higher	scores	reflecting	higher	levels	of	tolerance.	

Behavioural	inclination	scores	ranged	from	1	to	5,	with	higher	scores	indicating	greater	willingness	to	sign	a	

petition.	
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Table	5.2.	Means,	standard	deviations	and	correlations	between	tolerance,	prejudice,	threat,	
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tolerant	behavioural	inclinations.	
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Table	5.3.	Characteristics	of	respondents	in	the	three	experimental	norm	conditions.	

Experimental	condition:	
	

Control	
condition	

Intolerant	norm	
condition		

Tolerant	norm	
condition	

N	(Valid	n	listwise)	 225	 226	 227	
Age	(mean)	 45	years	

	
44	years	
	

46	years	
	

Gender	(%	male)	 54%	 51%	 45%	
Educational	attainment	

- Basic	
- Intermediate	
- Further/higher	

	
26%	
41%	
32%	

	
25%	
37%	
37%	

	
26%	
37%	
36%	

Income	
- Below	average	
- Average	
- Above	average	

	
31%	
16%	
28%	

	
38%	
15%	
24%	

	
32%	
16%	
31%	

Religion	
(%	non-religious)	

48%	 47%	 47%	

Religiosity	(%	attending	a	
religious	service	at	least	
once	a	month)	
	

13%	 13%	 13%	

Note:	Basic	educational	attainment	ranges	from	primary	school	to	lower	vocational	level	
secondary	education	(vmbo-t).	
Further/higher	educational	attainment	ranges	from	pre-university	(vwo)	to	degree	(hbo,	wo)	
level	education.	
	Average	income	is	€1500-2000	per	month,	after	taxes,	in	line	with	the	Dutch	average	in	2014.	
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Results	-	The	effect	of	norms	on	tolerance	

I	will	now	consider	the	effect	of	norm	communication	on	tolerance,	the	primary	aim	of	this	

study.	It	should	be	recalled	that	the	communication	of	a	tolerant	norm	was	expected	to	

have	an	effect	on	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices;	that	was	expected	to	be	higher	in	the	

tolerant	norm	communication	group	and	lower	in	the	intolerant	norm	communication	

group,	compared	to	the	control	group.	

Table	5.4	presents	the	mean	tolerance	for	each	experimental	norm	condition	and	the	

control	group.	As	can	be	seen,	tolerance	is	very	similar	across	the	norm	conditions;	no	

differences	due	to	norm	communication	appear	to	be	found.	This	was	confirmed	with	an	

Anova,	using	a	Bonferroni	correction,	comparing	the	mean	of	each	experimental	condition	

with	the	mean	of	the	control	group	(Table	5.4).	Indeed,	the	effect	of	norm	condition	on	

tolerance	was	non-significant,	F(2,	678)=0.797,	p=0.45.	This	means	that	the	three	norm	

conditions	did	not	affect	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices.	Hence,	no	causal	relationship	can	be	

claimed	between	norm	communication	and	tolerance.	Contrary	to	the	hypothesis,	norm	

communication	did	not	affect	tolerance.		

Table	5.4.	Anova	of	the	effect	of	norm	communication	on	tolerance,	comparing	both	

experimental	norm	conditions	with	the	control	group.	

Norm	condition	 n	 M	(SD)	 F	(2,675)	
Control	group	
	

225	 2.30	(.69)	 	

Intolerant	norm	condition	
	

225	 2.25	(.73)	 0.797	n.s	

Tolerant	norm	condition	 228	 2.34	(.72)	 0.797	n.s.	
Note:	n.s.	=	non-significant	at	the	0.05	level	

	

In	addition	to	this	first	analysis,	I	also	checked	whether	norms	had	affected	tolerance	of	

some	practices	but	not	others.	With	a	Manova,	using	a	Bonferroni	correction,	norms	were	

found	to	affect	tolerance	only	for	the	‘halal’	vignette,	F(2,	675)=4,37,	p<0.05.	In	the	

intolerant	social	norm	condition	(M=	2.21,	SD=	.26),	respondents	were	intolerant	of	this	

practice	than	in	the	tolerant	norm	condition	(M=2.40,	SD=0.26).	Norms	did	not	affect	

tolerance	of	any	of	the	other	four	practices.	Since	a	norm	effect	occurred	for	only	one	out	of	

five	practices,	this	was	not	considered	enough	proof	to	claim	an	overall	effect	of	norms	on	
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tolerance.	In	conclusion,	the	results	give	no	reason	to	confirm	the	hypothesis	that	social	

norms	affect	tolerance.34	

Checking	the	norm	manipulation	

The	fact	that	the	hypothesized	effect	of	norms	on	tolerance	was	not	confirmed	calls	for	an	

investigation	of	the	experimental	manipulation.	Perhaps	methodological	flaws	in	the	

manipulation	of	norms	were	responsible	for	the	hypothesized	effect	failing	to	materialize.	

The	manipulation	check	provided	information	about	the	effectiveness	of	the	norm	

manipulation.	In	the	survey,	the	manipulation	check	was	rated	by	respondents	immediately	

after	completion	of	the	five	vignettes.35	Notably,	by	that	time	respondents	had	been	

presented	with	the	norm	manipulation	five	times,	once	in	each	vignette.	Remember	that	

the	manipulated	norm	was	kept	constant	within	the	experimental	condition,	so	that	

respondents	were	presented	consistently	with	either	a	tolerant	or	an	intolerant	norm.	

Respondents	rated	which	norm	they	had	been	presented	with	in	the	previous	vignettes	(see	

Box	5.3):	‘majority	was	against’,	‘majority	was	in	favour’	or	‘I	do	not	know’.	

	

Box	5.3.	Manipulation	check.	

	
In	the	situations	described	previously,	we	mentioned	whether	others	were	for	or	against	building	a	mosque,	
halal	meals	at	the	day-care	centre,	single-sex	PE	lessons,	the	wearing	of	headscarves	and	establishing	a	prayer	
room	at	work.		
	
In	your	opinion,	were	the	majority	of	other	people	(your	colleagues,	neighbours	or	fellow	parents)	for	or	
against	these	changes?	
	
	(1)	The	majority	were	for.	
	(2)	The	majority	were	against.	
	(3)	I	don’t	know.	
	
	
	

	 	

																																																													
34	Also	analyzed	were	the	effects	of	the	experimental	norm	manipulation	on	general	political	tolerance,	
political	tolerance	towards	Muslims	and	prejudice.	Norms	had	no	significant	effect	on	any	of	these	measures.		
35	Participants	could	not	review	the	vignettes	or	correct	their	ratings	after	completing	them,	so	they	did	not	
have	the	opportunity	to	check	back	when	answering	the	manipulation	check.	
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Table	5.5	presents	the	results	of	the	manipulation	check.	The	percentages	of	respondents	

who	perceived	the	norm	in	line	with	the	norm	they	had	been	presented	with	(bold	in	Table	

5.8)	reveal	a	strong	asymmetry	between	the	norm	conditions.	While	the	majority	of	the	

respondents	(72.4%)	in	the	intolerant	norm	condition	perceived	the	norm	congruent	with	

that	condition,	fewer	than	a	third	(29,4%)	did	so	in	the	tolerant	norm	condition.	In	both	

cases	roughly	20%	of	the	respondents	stated	that	they	did	not	know	which	norm	they	had	

been	presented	with.	And,	surprisingly,	more	than	half	of	the	respondents	(51,8%)	in	the	

tolerant	norm	condition	reported	an	intolerant	norm.	A	norm	perception	opposite	to	the	

norm	manipulation	appeared	less	frequently	in	the	intolerant	norm	condition	(where	7.1%	

reported	a	tolerant	norm).	In	conclusion,	a	majority	of	respondents	in	both	the	intolerant	

and	the	tolerant	norm	condition	reported	an	intolerant	norm.	So	if	the	norm	manipulation	

was	ineffective,	this	applied	primarily	to	the	tolerant	norm	condition.	Clearly,	the	intolerant	

norm	condition	was	been	perceived	more	‘accurately’	by	respondents	than	the	tolerant	

one.	However,	the	asymmetry	found	between	the	experimental	norm	conditions	called	for	a	

more	substantial	explanation	than	only	possible	methodological	issues.	Interestingly,	not	

only	did	the	two	norm	conditions	differ	in	the	way	they	had	been	perceived,	but	norm	

perceptions	(the	reported	norm)	also	seems	predictive	of	tolerance	levels.	As	can	be	seen	in	

Table	5.5,	tolerance	levels	were	considerably	lower	among	respondents	who	reported	an	

intolerant	norm	than	among	those	who	reported	a	tolerant	one.	
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Table	5.5.	Results	of	the	manipulation	check.	Norm	perception	of	respondents	(in	italics)	by	

norm	condition,	with	means	and	standard	deviations	of	tolerance	for	each	group.	

Social	norm	

condition	

Social	norm	

perception	

n	 %	of	n	in	norm	

condition		

M	(SD)	

Control	condition	

(n=225)	

-	 225	 100%	 2.30	(0.69)	

Intolerant	norm	

condition	(n=225)	

Intolerant	 163	 72,4%	 2.14	(0.73)	

	 Tolerant		 16	 7,1%	 2.76	(0.75)	

	 I	do	not	know		 46	 20,4%	 2.47	(0.65)	

Tolerant	norm	

condition	(n=228)	

Tolerant	 67	 29.4%	 2.76	(0.67)	

	 Intolerant	 118	 51.8%	 2.02	(0.59)	

	 I	do	not	know	 43	 18.9%	 2.57	(0.70)	

	

Lastly,	it	should	also	be	noted	that	norm	communication	seems	to	affect	the	frequency	of	a	

reported	norm.	While	7.1%	of	the	respondents	in	the	intolerant	norm	condition	report	a	

tolerant	norm	–	the	opposite	of	the	norm	communication	–	in	the	tolerant	norm	condition	

almost	a	third	of	the	respondents	(29.4%)	report	a	tolerant	norm.	If	tolerant	norm	

communication	does	not	promote	tolerance	directly,	it	does	still	seem	to	affect	tolerant	

norm	perceptions,	which	in	turn	are	associated	to	higher	levels	of	tolerance.	This	suggests	a	

mediating	effect	of	norm	perceptions	on	the	relationship	between	norm	communication	

and	tolerance.	These	findings	call	for	a	further	exploration	of	the	association	between	norm	

perceptions	and	tolerance.	

Norm	perceptions	and	tolerance	

To	explore	the	association	between	tolerance	and	norm	perceptions,	three	further	analyses	

were	conducted.	First,	I	tested	whether	norm	communication	had	affected	tolerance	as	

hypothesized	for	only	those	respondents	for	whom	the	norm	manipulation	had	been	

successful.	Second,	the	direct	effect	of	norm	perceptions	on	tolerance	was	tested,	

regardless	of	the	norm	manipulation.	Finally,	possible	interaction	effects	between	norm	

communication	and	norm	perception	were	examined	to	see	if	norm	communication	
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affected	norm	perceptions,	as	suggested	above	when	the	manipulation	check	was	

discussed.	

First,	then,	an	Anova	was	conducted	to	assess	the	main	effect	of	the	norm	manipulation	on	

tolerance.	However,	this	time	I	considered	only	those	respondents	who	perceived	the	norm	

in	congruence	with	the	manipulated	norm.	So	I	tested	the	effect	of	norm	communication	on	

tolerance	separately	for	the	72.4%	of	the	respondents	in	the	intolerant	norm	condition	and	

the	29.4%	of	the	respondents	in	the	tolerant	norm	condition	who	reported	a	norm	

congruent	to	the	manipulated	norm.	The	results	indicated	that	tolerance	did	differ	between	

these	groups	and	the	control	group,	F(6,	671)=12.82,	p<0.001.	In	the	intolerant	norm	

condition	(n=163,	M=2.14,	SD=0.73),	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices	was	lower	than	in	the	

control	group	(n=225,	M=2.30,	SD=0.69),	p<0.05.	In	the	tolerant	norm	condition	(n=67,	

M=2.76,	SD=0.67),	tolerance	was	higher	than	in	the	norm	condition,	p<.001.	So	norm	

communication	did	turn	out	to	have	an	effect	on	tolerance,	after	all,	although	this	effect	

depended	upon	norm	perceptions.	Only	when	norm	perceptions	were	in	line	with	the	

communicated	norm	(either	tolerant	or	intolerant)	was	the	hypothesized	effect	of	norm	

communication	on	tolerance	found,	with	intolerant	norm	communication	decreasing	

tolerance	and	tolerant	norm	communication	increasing	it.	

Second,	an	Anova	was	conducted	to	test	the	main	effect	of	norm	perceptions	on	tolerance,	

regardless	of	norm	communication.	This	was	done	to	check	whether	differences	in	tolerance	

should	be	ascribed	to	norm	perceptions	as	such,	rather	than	to	norm	communication.	Norm	

perceptions	were	operationalized	as	the	norm	reported	in	the	manipulation	check.	If	

respondents	reported	that	(1)	‘most	others	were	in	favour’,	this	was	labelled	‘tolerant	norm	

perception’;	(2)	‘most	others	were	against’	was	labelled	‘Intolerant	norm	perception’,	and	

(3)	‘I	don’t	know’	was	labelled	as	‘unknown	norm	perception’.	The	results	demonstrated	

that	norm	perceptions	were	indeed	related	to	tolerance,	regardless	of	the	norm	

communication,	F(3,	674)=24.68,	p<0.001.	Those	who	perceived	an	intolerant	norm	(n=281,	

M=2.09,	SD=0.67)	responded	more	intolerantly	than	the	control	group	(n=225,	M=2.30,	

SD=0.69),	p<0.001).	Those	who	perceived	a	tolerant	norm	(n=83,	M=2.76,	SD=0.68)	

responded	more	tolerantly	than	the	control	group,	p<0.001.	Furthermore,	those	

respondents	who	did	not	know	which	norm	they	had	been	presented	with	(n=89,	M=2.52,	

SD=0.67)	also	responded	more	tolerantly	than	the	control	group,	p<0.05.	These	findings	
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suggest	that	it	was	norm	perception	that	affected	tolerance,	rather	than	norm	

communication.	Tolerance	was	thus	associated	not	with	the	experimental	manipulation	of	

norms,	but	with	the	norm	respondents	perceived,	regardless	of	the	communicated	norm.	

Lastly,	I	examined	whether	an	interaction	effect	may	have	occurred	between	norm	

conditions	and	norm	perceptions	of	tolerance.	After	all,	it	could	be	that	a	combination	of	

norm	communication	and	norm	perception	had	affected	tolerance	positively	or	negatively.	

A	graph	of	the	tolerance	levels	found	in	the	various	norm	perceptions	by	the	norm	

communication	groups	may	clarify	this.	In	Box	5.4,	tolerance	levels	are	presented	for	the	

control	group	and	the	three	norm	perception	groups	(on	the	x-axis).	The	two	bars	within	

each	norm	perception	group	represent	the	experimental	norm	communication	(in	black	the	

intolerant	norm	condition;	in	grey	the	tolerant	norm	condition).	This	graph	shows	clearly	

that	differences	in	tolerance	should	not	be	attributed	to	norm	communication,	but	to	norm	

perceptions.	No	differences	occur	between	the	norm	perception	groups:	the	black	and	the	

grey	bars	are	of	similar	height	in	each	norm	perception	group.	An	Anova	confirmed	this	

impression,	showing	that	the	interaction	between	norm	condition	and	norm	perception	of	

tolerance	was	non-significant,	F(2,	671)=.999,	p=.37.	But	differences	did	occur	between	the	

norm	perception	groups.	An	Anova	indicated	that	both	differed	from	the	control	group,	with	

those	perceiving	a	tolerant	norm	(the	black	and	grey	bars	on	the	right	of	Box	5.4;	n=83,	

M=2,76,	SD=.08)	responding	more	tolerantly	and	those	who	perceive	an	intolerant	norm	

(the	black	and	grey	bars	in	the	middle	of	Box	5.4;	n=281,	M=2,76,	SD=.08)	responding	more	

intolerantly	than	the	control	group	(n=225,	M=2.30,	SD=.05),	with	F(3,	674)=24,68,	p<.001.	

Interestingly,	the	difference	between	the	unknown	norm	perception	group	(n=	89,	M=2.52,	

SD=.07)	and	the	control	group	(n=225,	M=2.30,	SD=.05)	was	also	significant	(F(3,674)=24,68,	

p<.05),	with	the	former	responding	more	tolerantly	than	the	latter.	
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Box	5.4.	Mean	tolerance	in	the	control	group,	the	intolerant	norm	perception	group,	the	

tolerant	norm	perception	group	and	the	unknown	norm	perception	group	(on	the	x-axis),	

with	separate	bars	for	the	intolerant	(black)	and	the	tolerant	(grey	)norm	conditions.	

	

	

In	conclusion,	these	findings	suggest	a	main	effect	of	norm	perception	on	tolerance	rather	

than	an	effect	of	norm	communication	on	tolerance,	and	that	this	effect	is	independent	of	

norm	communication.	Interestingly,	although	no	statistical	interaction	between	norm	

manipulation	and	norm	perception	was	found,	norm	communication	does	seem	to	have	an	

effect	on	the	frequency	with	which	a	tolerant	or	an	intolerant	norm	is	perceived.	In	the	

tolerant	norm	condition,	arguably	due	to	tolerant	norm	communication,	a	tolerant	norm	

was	perceived	more	frequently	than	in	the	intolerant	norm	condition.	So	norm	

communication	may	have	affected	the	perception	of	norms.	With	norm	perceptions	being	

directly	associated	with	tolerance,	this	suggests	that	tolerance	was	affected	by	norm	

communication	after	all.	Possibly,	norm	communication	‘steers’	norm	perceptions,	which	in	

turn	correspond	with	higher	(when	a	tolerant	norm	is	perceived)	or	lower	(when	an	

intolerant	norm	is	perceived)	levels	of	tolerance.	So,	although	norm	communication	does	

not	affect	tolerance	directly,	it	may	affect	norm	perceptions,	which	in	turn	are	associated	
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with	tolerance.	I	address	this	assumed	connection	between	norm	communication,	norm	

perception	and	tolerance	in	more	detail	below.	

The	antecedents	of	norm	perceptions	

Given	their	apparent	effect	on	tolerance,	I	examined	the	relationship	between	norm	

perceptions	and	other	variables	known	to	relate	to	tolerance.	First,	the	demographic	

characteristics	of	respondents	in	each	norm	perception	group	were	examined.	Second,	the	

relationship	between	norm	perceptions	and	alternative	variables	known	to	be	associated	to	

tolerance,	such	as	prejudice	and	threat	perceptions,	were	examined.	

Table	5.6	shows	the	demographic	characteristics	of	respondents	in	each	norm	perception	

group,	in	order	to	assess	demographic	differences	that	may	account	for	either	norm	

perceptions	and/or	tolerance	levels.	Age,	gender,	religion,	religiosity	and	income	are	factors	

discussed	in	the	literature	as	possibly	affect	tolerance	judgements	(see	Chapter	2).	As	can	be	

seen	in	Table	5.6,	norm	perception	groups	were	largely	similar	with	regard	to	these	five	

factors,	so	they	do	not	seem	to	explain	either	different	norm	perceptions	or	different	levels	

of	tolerance	within	these	groups.	However,	educational	attainment	did	differ	substantially	

between	the	groups.	The	percentage	of	well-educated	respondents	is	higher	in	the	tolerant	

norm	perception	group	(52%)	than	in	both	the	intolerant	norm	perception	group	(36%)	and	

the	control	group	(32%).	A	regression	analysis	of	educational	attainment	on	tolerance,	using	

dummies	for	each	educational	level	and	lower	vocational	education	(vmbo-b)	as	the	

reference	category,	revealed	that	the	general	effect	of	education	on	tolerance	was	

significant,	F(8,669)=2.14,	p<0.05,	R²=0.03.	This	effect	is	caused	exclusively	by	a	significant	

effect	of	degree-level	education	(hbo,	wo),	which	increased	tolerance	by	β=0.12,	t=1.99,	

p<0.05	(HBO)	and	β=0.13,	t=2.63,	p<0.001	(wo).	Higher	educational	attainment	affected	

tolerance	positively,	and	the	well-educated	were	overrepresented	in	the	tolerant	norm	

perception	group.	So	higher	educational	attainment	could	be	responsible	for	both	more	

frequent	tolerant	norm	perceptions	and	higher	levels	of	tolerance.	
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Table	5.6.	Demographic	characteristics	of	intolerant,	tolerant	and	unknown	norm	perception	

groups.	

	 Control	
condition	
(valid	n=219)	

Intolerant	norm	
perception	
(valid	n=268)	

Tolerant	norm	
perception	
(valid	n=79)	

Unknown	norm	
perception	
(valid	n=86)	

Age,	M(SD)	 45	(14)		 44	(16)		 43	(16)		 47	(15)		
Gender	(%	male)	 52%	 50%	 43%	 41%	
Educational	attainment	

- Basic	
- Intermediate	
- Further/higher	

	
25%	
40%	
32%	

	
23%	
40%	
36%	

	
23%	
24%	
52%	

	
34%	
39%	
26%	

Income	
- Below	average	
- Average	
- Above	average	

	
31%	
16%	
28%	

	
34%	
16%	
31%	

	
40%	
15%	
25%	

	
34%	
18%	
22%	

Religion	
(%	non-religious)	

	
48%	

	
47%	

	
54%	

	
43%	

Religiosity	(attending	a	
religious	service	more	than	
once	a	month)	

	
13%	

	
14%	

	
13%	

	
9%	

Note:	Basic	educational	attainment	ranges	from	primary	school	to	lower	vocational	level	secondary	education	
(vmbo-t).	Further/higher	educational	attainment	ranges	from	pre-university	(vwo)	to	degree	(hbo,	wo)	level	
education.		

Average	income	is	€1500-2000	per	month,	after	taxes,	in	line	with	the	Dutch	average	in	2014.	

	

Second,	the	effect	of	norm	perceptions	on	a	number	of	variables	known	to	relate	to	

tolerance	was	assessed.	A	Manova	analysis	was	conducted	to	assess	differences	between	

norm	perception	groups	with	regard	to	prejudice,	threat,	contact,	general	political	tolerance	

and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims.	In	general,	prejudice,	threat	and	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims	differed	significantly	between	these	groups.	So	respondents’	norm	perceptions	

may	have	been	influenced	by	their	attitudes	towards	Muslims	as	assessed	using	these	three	

scales.	Indeed,	subsequent	tests	revealed	that	prejudice	towards	Muslims	and	perceived	

threat	were	higher,	and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	lower,	among	those	who	perceived	

an	intolerant	norm	than	in	the	control	group.	Among	those	who	perceived	a	tolerant	norm,	

by	contrast,	prejudice	and	threat	were	lower	than	in	the	control	group,	and	political	

tolerance	of	Muslims	was	higher	(see	Table	5.7).	

In	a	subsequent	regression	analysis	(see	Table	5.8),	prejudice,	threat	and	political	tolerance	

of	Muslims	were	all	found	to	contribute	significantly	to	practised	tolerance,	

F(3,671)=169,71,	p<0.001.	Together,	these	three	variables	explained	almost	half	of	the	
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variance	in	practised	tolerance,	R²=0.43.	So	attitudes	towards	Muslims,	as	judged	by	the	

levels	of	prejudice,	threat	and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims,	differed	substantially	between	

those	who	perceived	a	tolerant	or	an	intolerant	norm.	These	factors	are	also	predictive	of	

practised	tolerance.	So	perceptions	of	norms	towards	Muslim	practices	coincide	with	

attitudes	towards	Muslims	as	assessed	by	other	variables	and	with	tolerance	of	Muslims	

practices.	

Table	5.7.	Means	and	standard	deviations	and	results	of	a	Manova	of	norm	perceptions	on	

prejudice,	threat,	contact,	general	political	tolerance	and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims.	

	 Prejudice	

	

Threat	

	

Contact	

	

General	

political	

tolerance		

Political	

tolerance	of	

Muslims	

	 M	(SD)	 M	(SD)	 M	(SD)	 M	(SD)	 M	(SD)	

Control	group	

	

36.87	(1.77)	 2.63	(0.05)	 1.72	(0.03)	
	

3.77	(0.06)	 3.70	(0.06)	

Intolerant	

norm	

perception	

	

31.94	(1.59)*	 2.83	(0.05)**	 1.65	(0.05)	 3.66	(0.05)	 3.49	(0.05)**	

Tolerant	norm	

perception	

	

46.59	(2.92)**	 2.21	(0.09)***	 1.66	(0.05)	 3.93	(0.09)	 4.05	(0.10)**	

Unknown	

norm	

perception	

43.30	(2.80)	 2.52	(0.08)	 1.74	(0.05)	 3.78	(0.09)	 3.64	(0.10)	

Model	 F(3,675)=1143.41***	 F(3,675)=13.90***	 F(3,675)=1.27	 F(3,675)=2.32	 F(3,675)=8.64***	

Note:	*p<0.05,	**	p<0.01,	***	p<0.001	

Prejudice	ranged	from	1-100,	with	higher	scores	indicating	less	prejudice.	

Threat	ranged	from	1	to	4,	with	higher	scores	indicating	greater	perceived	threat.	

Contact	ranged	from	1	to	3,	with	higher	scores	indicating	more	contact.	

Both	tolerance	measures	ranged	from	1	to	5,	with	higher	scores	indicating	higher	levels	of	tolerance.	
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Table	5.8.	Hierarchical	regression	analyses	of	threat,	prejudice	and	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims	on	practised	tolerance	

Practised	tolerance	 	
	 Model	1	 Model	2	 Model	3	
	 	 	 	
Threat		 -0.60***	 -0.44***	 -0.41***	

Prejudice	towards	Muslims	
	

	 0.30***	 0.28***	

Political	tolerance	of	Muslims	 	 	 0.10**	
	 	 	 	
Model	F	 373,95	 246,97	 169,71	
df	 1,673	 2,672	 3,671	
R2	 0.36	 0.42	 0.43	
R2	change	 -	 0.07	 0.01	
Note:	Coefficients	are	standardized	regression	weights	(betas);*	p	<	0.05,	**	p	<	0.01,	***	p	<	0.001	

	

Counter-attitudinal	and	attitude-congruent	norm	communication	

These	findings	suggest	that	pre-existing	attitudes	towards	Muslims	are	closely	associated	

with	norm	perceptions.	If	one	holds	a	generally	negative	attitude	towards	Muslims,	in	terms	

of	prejudice,	threat	and	political	tolerance,	the	chances	are	that	one	also	perceives	an	

intolerant	norm	accompanied	by	low	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices.	Similarly,	if	one	holds	a	

relatively	positive	attitude	towards	Muslims,	the	chances	are	that	one	perceives	a	tolerant	

norm	and	responds	more	tolerantly	towards	Muslim	practices.	In	other	words,	one’s	own	

initial	attitude	towards	Muslims	steers	both	the	perception	of	a	norm	as	well	as	tolerance	of	

Muslim	practices.	If	this	explanation	holds,	it	makes	it	clear	why	norm	communication	had	

only	an	indirect	effect,	if	any	at	all,	on	tolerance:	respondents	predominantly	perceive	a	

norm	in	line	with	their	own	attitudes	towards	Muslims,	regardless	of	the	norm	actually	

being	communicated	to	them.	The	communication	of	a	norm	that	opposes	their	own	

attitudes	towards	Muslims	is	largely	ignored.	To	see	if	this	explanation	holds	at	an	empirical	

level,	levels	of	prejudice,	threat	and	political	tolerance	of	Muslims	were	examined	for	each	

group	of	respondents,	this	time	including	those	who	reported	a	norm	in	line	with	the	

communicated	norm	as	well	as	those	who	reported	one	opposed	to	that	communicated.	

The	assumption	is	that	those	who	are	presented	with	a	norm	that	opposes	their	pre-existing	

attitudes	towards	Muslims	will	ignore	such	‘counter-attitudinal’	norm	information,	and	

hence	will	not	be	influenced	by	it,	while	those	presented	with	a	norm	that	is	‘attitude-136	
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congruent’	will	be	affected	by	norm	communication.	If	this	is	true,	then	pre-existing	

attitudes	towards	Muslims	should	be	congruent	with	the	norm	for	those	who	reported	the	

norm	accurately	but	incongruent	among	those	who	‘misperceived’	it.	

Table	5.9.	Pre-existing	attitudes	towards	Muslims	(prejudice,	threat	and	political	tolerance	of	

Muslims)	and	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices,	in	cases	of	attitude-congruent	and	counter-

attitudinal	norm-communication.	

Norm	

communication	

Norm	

perception	

Prejudice	 Threat	 Political	

tolerance	of	

Muslims	

Practised	

tolerance	

M	(SD)	 M	(SD)	 M	(SD)	 M	(SD)	

Control	

group	

-	 -	 36.87	(27.56)	 2.63	(0.85)	 3.70	(0.95)	 2.30	(0.69)	

Attitude-	

congruent	

Intolerant	 Intolerant	 31.82	(26.57)	 2.77	(0.80)	 3.52	(0.91)	 2.14	(0.73)	

Tolerant	 Tolerant	 46.42	(23.95)	 2.25	(0.63)	 4.08	(0.65)	 2.76	(0.67)	

Counter-

attitudinal	

Intolerant	 Tolerant	 47.31	(34.25)	 2.05	(0.97)	 3.91	(0.78)	 2.76	(0.75)	

Tolerant	 Intolerant	 32.09	(23.57)	 2.90	(0.76)	 3.44	(0.98)	 2.02	(0.59)	

Note:	Prejudice	ranged	from	1-100,	with	higher	scores	indicating	less	prejudice.	

Threat	ranged	from	1	to	4,	with	higher	scores	indicating	greater	perceived	threat.	

Both	tolerance	measures	ranged	from	1	to	5,	with	higher	scores	indicating	higher	levels	of	tolerance.	

When	respondents	reported	an	intolerant	norm	where	that	had	indeed	been	

communicated,	the	assumption	was	that	this	communicated	norm	should	be	attitude-

congruent	and	attitudes	towards	Muslims	relatively	negative.	As	can	be	seen	in	Table	5.9,	

prejudice	towards	Muslims	and	threat	perceptions	were	indeed	higher	in	this	group,	and	its	

political	tolerance	of	Muslims	was	lower	than	in	the	control	group.	So	it	seems	that	pre-

existing	attitudes	towards	Muslims	did	indeed	align	with	the	communicated	norm,	and	that	

was	reported	accurately.	Likewise,	when	a	tolerant	norm	was	communicated	and	reported	

accurately,	pre-existing	attitudes	towards	Muslims	should	have	been	relatively	positive	if	137	
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the	communicated	norm	was	attitude-congruent.	And	this	was	indeed	the	case,	too:	

prejudice	and	threat	were	lower	than	in	the	control	condition,	and	political	tolerance	

higher.	The	opposite	was	found	for	the	norms	assumed	to	be	counter-attitudinal,	as	shown	

in	the	lower	panel	of	Table	5.9.	When	a	norm	was	reported	that	opposed	the	communicated	

norm,	this	communicated	norm	did	indeed	oppose	the	pre-existing	attitudes	towards	

Muslims.	Pre-existing	attitudes	towards	Muslims	were	now	relatively	positive	when	an	

intolerant	norm	was	communicated,	and	relatively	negative	when	a	tolerant	norm	was	

communicated;	the	perceived	norm	was	in	line	with	pre-existing	attitudes.	The	

communicated	norm	was	counter-attitudinal	and	was	not	reported	accurately.	

These	findings	suggest	that	respondents	do	indeed	tend	to	perceive	a	communicated	norm	

accurately	only	when	the	it	is	in	line	with	their	pre-existing	attitudes,	and	tend	to	ignore	or	

‘misperceive’	a	communicated	norm	when	it	runs	counter	to	those	pre-existing	attitudes.	In	

other	words,	it	appears	that	norm	communication	will	only	be	effective	–	that	is,	will	only	be	

noticed	–	when	the	communicated	norm	is	attitude-congruent.	

Box	5.5	presents	this	idea	of	the	conditional	effectiveness	of	norm	communication	in	

graphic	form,	showing	the	proposed	relationships	between	pre-existing	attitudes	towards	

Muslims,	norm	communication,	norm	perceptions	and	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices.	

Box	5.5.	The	conditional	effect	of	norm	communication	on	tolerance.	
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In	this	model,	the	extent	to	which	norm	communication	affect	norm	perceptions	depends	

upon	the	pre-existing	attitudes	of	respondents.	If	these	are	congruent	with	the	

communicated	norm,	norm	perceptions	may	be	altered.	For	instance,	those	with	relatively	

positive	pre-existing	attitudes	towards	Muslims	may	be	convinced	by	tolerant	norm	

communication	that	others	agree	with	them	(possibly	contrary	to	what	they	expected),	

which	offers	support	for	their	tolerant	response.	They	are	then	more	likely	to	respond	

tolerantly	towards	the	Muslim	practices	than	they	would	have	been	had	an	intolerant	norm	

been	communicated.	This	is	plausible,	since	a	tolerant	norm	was	perceived	less	often	in	the	

intolerant	norm	condition.	Although	the	causality	of	this	process	cannot	be	claimed	based	

on	the	present	data,	this	line	of	reasoning	seems	accurate.	Interestingly,	those	holding	

relatively	negative	attitudes	towards	Muslims	who	were	presented	with	a	tolerant	norm	(a	

counter-attitudinal	norm)	were	apparently	not	convinced	by	the	norm	communication	(or	

simply	ignored	it);	they	perceived	an	intolerant	norm	and	responded	just	as	intolerantly	as	

their	counterparts	in	the	intolerant	norm	condition.	This	raises	the	question	of	why,	in	

previous	research,	consensus	or	norms	seemed	to	be	so	easy	to	manipulate	(as	observed	by	

Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005).	Possibly,	the	failure	to	manipulate	norms	effectively	in	the	

present	study	has	to	do	with	the	specific	subject	of	tolerance,	Muslim	practices,	which,	on	

average,	were	not	greatly	tolerated.	I	go	further	into	this	question	and	possible	explanations	

in	the	discussion	section	of	this	dissertation	(Chapter	6).	

Following	the	proposed	model	of	conditional	effectiveness	of	norm	communication,	

tolerant	norm	communication	can	only	be	effective	among	those	holding	relatively	positive	

(or	neutral)	attitudes	towards	the	tolerated	group.	It	will	not	be	effective	for	those	holding	

relatively	negative	attitudes	towards	that	group.	This	casts	a	shadow	over	the	expectation	

that	tolerant	norm	communication	can	be	an	effective	strategy	to	promote	tolerance.	

The	mobilization	of	tolerance	

I	have	argued	previously	that	intolerance	should	be	easier	to	mobilize	than	tolerance.	

Mobilization	entails	attempts	to	persuade	people	to	act,	politically	or	otherwise,	upon	their	

attitudes	and/or	to	engage	in	collective	action	to	express	their	convictions	(Klandermans,	

1984;	McCarthy	&	Zald,	1977).	In	the	present	study	I	assessed	the	willingness	to	act,	

individually	or	collectively	in	support	of	(tolerant	behavioural	inclinations)	and	against	
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(intolerant	behavioural	inclinations)	the	Muslim	practices	depicted	in	vignettes.	Just	as	the	

proof	of	the	pudding	is	in	the	eating,	so	the	ultimate	test	of	tolerance	lies	in	behavioural	

inclinations	towards	tolerated	practices.	Although	it	is	relevant	how	people	feel	about	

Muslims	and	how	they	cognitively	judge	these	practices,	it	is	of	pivotal	importance	how	they	

actually	act	towards	Muslims	and	Muslim	practices.	The	present	study	tested	whether	

people	could	be	motivated	(by	norm	communication)	to	act	upon	their	tolerant	and	

intolerant	attitudes.	

Based	on	previous	research,	it	was	expected	intolerance	would	be	easier	to	mobilize	than	

tolerance	(Gibson,	2006;	Marcus	et	al.,	1995).	Regression	analyses	confirmed	that	tolerance	

predicted	both	intolerant	(F(1,	676)=754.85,	p<0.001,	R²=0.53)	and	tolerant	behavioural	

inclinations	(F(1,	676)=1259.24,	p<0.001,	R²=0.65)	well.	However,	norm	communication	was	

found	to	have	to	have	no	effect	on	tolerance.	The	effect	of	norm	communication	on	

behavioural	inclinations	was	also	tested,	using	a	Manova,	and	found	to	have	no	effect	on	

either	tolerant	(F(2,679)=1.072,	n.s.)	or	intolerant	inclinations	(F(2,679)=0.07,	n.s.).	

Intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	were	higher	on	average	(M=3.29,	SD=1.05)	than	tolerant	

ones	(M=2.11,	SD=0.81),	but	this	merely	reflects	the	relatively	low	levels	of	tolerance	in	the	

sample	and	does	not	imply	that	intolerance	was	mobilized	more	easily	than	tolerance.	Since	

no	norm	communication	(mobilization	attempts)	effects	on	behavioural	inclinations	were	

found,	I	will	discuss	the	other	findings	in	this	chapter	that	help	to	interpret	whether	

intolerance	is	easier	to	mobilize	than	tolerance.	

Norm	perceptions	were	identified	as	pivotal	for	the	potential	effect	of	norm	communication	

on	tolerance.	So	tolerant	norm	perceptions	may	also	contribute	to	tolerant	behavioural	

inclinations,	and	intolerant	norm	perceptions	to	intolerant	inclinations.	This	was	tested	

using	a	Manova,	comparing	behavioural	inclinations	within	the	three	norm	perception	

groups	with	those	of	the	control	group.	Overall,	norm	perceptions	had	a	significant	effect	on	

both	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations,	with	F(3,678)=	21.29,	p<0.001,	and	tolerant	ones,	

with	F(3,678)=14,29,	p<0.001,	suggesting	that	there	is	indeed	an	association	between	norm	

perceptions	and	behavioural	inclinations.	Follow-up	analysis,	comparing	the	three	norm	

perception	groups	with	the	control	group,	showed	that	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations	

(n=83,	M=	2.48,	SD=0.88)	were	higher	in	the	tolerant	norm	perception	group	than	in	the	

control	group	(n=225,	M=2.10,	SD=0.80),	and	that	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	(n=83,	

M=2.70,	SD=0.97)	were	lower	than	in	the	control	group	(n=225,	M=3.26,	SD=1.07).	The	
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opposite	was	found	for	the	intolerant	norm	perception	group,	where	the	intolerant	

behavioural	inclinations	(n=283,	M=3.60,	SD=0.97)	were	higher	and	the	tolerant	ones	(n=	

283,	M=1.93,	SD=0.74)	lower	than	in	the	control	group.	

Apparently,	norm	perceptions	steer	not	only	tolerance	but	also	tolerant	or	intolerant	

behavioural	inclinations.	As	we	have	seen	above,	norm	communication	has	only	a	

conditional	effect	on	tolerance,	and	it	would	seem	that	this	effect	is	the	same	for	

behavioural	inclinations.	Only	among	those	already	holding	relatively	positive	attitudes	

towards	Muslims	might	norm	communication	promote	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations.	

	

Strikingly,	the	group	that	did	not	know	which	norm	they	had	been	presented	with	(unknown	

norm	perception	group)	differed	significantly	from	the	control	group	in	their	willingness	to	

act	upon	their	attitudes;	they	had	higher	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations	(n=91,	M=2.37,	

SD=0.78)	and	lower	intolerant	ones	(n=91,	M=2.97,	SD=	1.00)	than	the	control	group.	So	the	

unknown	norm	perceptors	were	less	willing	than	the	control	group	to	behave	intolerantly,	

but	more	willing	to	behave	tolerantly.	An	additional	analysis	showed	that,	in	the	tolerant	

norm	condition,	the	unknown	norm	perception	group	was	more	willing	to	act	tolerantly	

(n=43,	M=2.39,	SD=	.12,	with	F=(6,	671)=7.51,	p<0.001),	and	less	willingness	to	act	

intolerantly	(n=43,	M=2.82,	SD=0.15,	with	F(6,671)=11.09,	p<0.001)	than	the	control	group.	

For	this	group,	then,	tolerant	norm	communication	seems	effective	in	diminishing	intolerant	

behavioural	inclinations	and	increasing	tolerant	ones,	even	though	the	respondents	

reported	not	having	been	aware	of	the	norm	manipulation.	This	is	an	intriguing	finding,	

since	it	suggests	that	tolerant	norm	communication	can	be	effective	among	respondents	

who	do	not	differ	from	the	control	group	in	their	pre-existing	attitudes	towards	Muslims	(as	

shown	in	Table	5.10).	This	provides	additional	support	for	the	framework,	which	suggests	

that	pre-existing	attitudes	define	the	potential	effect	of	norm	communication.	If	pre-existing	

attitudes	are	not	outspokenly	negative	or	relatively	positive	(they	are	‘normal’	by	

comparison	with	the	control	group),	then	tolerant	norm	communication	is	apparently	

effective	in	the	promotion	of	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations.	
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Table	5.10.	Manova,	comparing	the	three	norm	perception	groups	to	the	control	group	in	

terms	of	tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations.	

	

Norm	perception	group:		 	 Tolerant	behavioural	

inclination	

	

Intolerant	

behavioural	

inclinations	

	

	 n	 M	(SD)	 M	(SD)	

Control	group	

	

225	 2.10	(0.80)	 3.26	(1.07)	

Tolerant	norm	perception	

group	

	

83	 2.48	(0.88)***	 2.70	(0.97)***	

Intolerant	norm	

perception	group	

	

283	 1.93	(0.74)*	 3.60	(0.97)***	

Unknown	norm	

perception	group	

91	 2.37	(0.78)*	 2.97	(1.00)**	

	 	 F	(3,	678)=14.29***	 F	(3,	678)=	21.29***	

Note:	*p<0.05,	**	p<0.01,	***p<0.001	

	

One	finding	I	want	to	underscore	here	is	that	those	who	perceived	a	tolerant	norm	were,	on	

average,	more	strongly	inclined	to	behave	intolerantly	(M=2.70,	SD=0.97)	than	tolerantly	

(M=2.48,	SD=0.88).	This	indicates	that	even	those	who	perceived	a	tolerant	norm	–	and	held	

relatively	positive	pre-existing	attitudes	towards	Muslims	–	were	still	inclined	to	sign	a	

petition	against	at	least	some	of	the	Muslims	practices,	while	they	were	less	inclined	to	sign	

a	petition	to	support	the	Muslims	practices	they	did	tolerate.	Compared	with	the	other	

groups,	the	tolerant	norm	perception	group	was	the	most	willing	to	sign	a	petition	in	favour	

of	Muslim	practices	and	the	least	willing	to	sign	a	petition	objecting	against	them,	but	even	

these	respondents	were	generally	more	inclined	to	intolerant	than	to	tolerant	behaviour.	

This	indicates	that	even	the	relatively	tolerant	can	be	mobilized	for	intolerant	action,	even	

when	they	perceive	generally	tolerant	norms.	This	finding	provides	support	for	the	

proposition	that	intolerance	is	easier	to	mobilize	than	tolerance;	it	reveals	how	difficult	it	is	
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to	promote	tolerant	behaviour	through	the	communication	of	tolerant	norms.	Even	the	

relatively	tolerant	seem	reluctant	to	act	upon	their	tolerant	attitudes.	

Conclusion	and	discussion	

First	and	foremost,	contrary	to	what	was	hypothesized,	no	effect	of	norm	communication	

on	tolerance	was	found.	When	the	manipulation	check	was	examined,	however,	it	turned	

out	that	norm	conditions	did	have	an	effect	on	tolerance	provided	that	the	perceived	norm	

and	the	communicated	norm	were	identical.	Further	investigation	of	this	interference	of	

norm	perceptions	revealed	that	norm	communication	was	effective	when	the	

communicated	norm	was	attitude-congruent	–	that	is,	in	line	with	pre-existing	attitudes	

towards	Muslims	–	but	less	so	when	the	communicated	norm	was	counter-attitudinal,	i.e.	

opposed	to	initial	attitudes.	In	the	latter	case,	tolerance	was	unaffected	by	counter-

attitudinal	norm	communication	but	was	in	line	with	the	norm	perceptions.	These	findings	

produced	a	framework	in	which	pre-existing	attitudes	mediate	the	relationship	between	

norm	communication	and	norm	perceptions,	with	the	former	only	affecting	the	latter	when	

the	communicated	norm	is	attitude-congruent.	

The	phenomenon	that	people	perceive	norms	selectively,	‘choosing’	those	congruent	with	

their	own	attitudes	and	behaviour,	has	been	demonstrated	in	previous	research.	Ross	and	

colleagues	coined	the	term	‘false	consensus	effect’	to	describe	this	phenomenon	(Mullen	et	

al.,	1985;	Ross,	Greene,	&	House,	1977).	False	consensus	theory	states	that	people	tend	to	

overestimate	the	‘commonness’	of	their	own	responses	and	behaviours	(Ross	et	al.,	1977)	–	

that	is,	the	number	of	others	who	share	their	attitudes	–	and	underestimate	how	many	

other	people	disagree	with	them.	This	effect	has	also	been	found	in	prejudice	research.	For	

instance,	Sigelman	(1991)	found	that	prejudiced	respondents	perceived	high	consensus	for	

their	prejudiced	views	–	although,	surprisingly,	the	non-prejudiced	also	perceived	a	

prejudiced	consensus	among	their	peers.	The	latter	phenomenon	is	called	a	‘false	

uniqueness’	effect;	that	is,	the	non-prejudiced	assume	that	their	attitudes	are	unique	

among	their	peers,	rather	than	normative.	Hence	the	asymmetrical	perception	of	tolerant	

and	intolerant	norm	communication.	Sigelman	(1991,	p.	139)	notes	that	‘such	norm	

perception	effects	may	jeopardize	efforts	to	gauge	social	acceptability	of	stigmatized	

groups’.	
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The	framework	being	proposed	here,	suggesting	that	only	attitude-congruent	norm	

communication	will	affect	tolerance,	is	further	supported	by	previous	research.	Terry	and	

Hogg	(2001)	found	that	the	communication	of	a	prejudiced	norm	strengthened	the	

relationship	between	prejudiced	attitudes	and	discriminatory	behaviour,	while	the	

communication	of	a	non-prejudiced	norm	weakened	the	association	between	attitudes	and	

behaviour.	But	this	was	only	the	case	when	the	communicated	norm	was	attitude-

congruent;	that	is,	in	line	with	the	initial	attitudes	of	the	respondent.	These	findings	are	in	

concert	with	the	observations	made	in	the	current	study.	

What	do	these	findings	imply	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance	via	norm	communication?	

Stangor	and	colleagues	(2001b,	p.	249)	argued	that,	“Providing	people	with	information	

about	the	actual	beliefs	of	other	people	or	the	actual	reality	of	the	social	norms	could	be	

effective	[to	reduce	prejudice]”.	They	also	suggested	that	a	norm	or	a	norm	consensus	is	

relatively	easy	to	manipulate	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005).	The	present	findings,	however,	

suggest	that	this	type	of	norm	intervention	–	that	is,	the	communication	of	a	tolerant	norm	

–	will	only	be	effective	among	those	holding	relatively	positive	beliefs	about	the	tolerated	

group.	It	is	not	norm	communication	as	such	that	alters	attitudes,	it	is	the	way	people	

perceive	norm	information	that	may	influence	their	attitudes	and	subsequent	behaviour.	As	

we	have	seen	in	this	chapter,	tolerant	norm	perceptions,	in	particular,	are	hard	to	promote	

by	simply	providing	people	with	tolerant	norm	information.	

The	present	study	has	led	to	the	identification	of	processes	that	may	help	the	promotion	of	

tolerance.	It	was	found	that	those	with	relatively	positive	attitudes	towards	Muslims	were	

more	likely	to	perceive	tolerant	norm	communication,	which	in	turn	fostered	tolerant	

responses	and	behavioural	inclinations.	Furthermore,	I	have	found	that,	among	those	

reporting	that	they	‘do	not	know’	which	norm	is	being	communicated	to	them,	tolerant	

norm	communication	nevertheless	increases	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations	and	

decreases	intolerant	ones.	Interestingly,	some	respondents	thus	appear	to	be	influenced	by	

the	norm	manipulation	without	being	aware	of	the	manipulation.	This	phenomenon	was	

also	observed	by	McDonald	and	Crandall	(McDonald	&	Crandall,	2015).	They	even	claim	that	

“normative	influence	is	generally	not	detected”	(McDonald	&	Crandall,	2015,	p.	3).	Notably,	

the	group	of	respondents	who	did	not	detect	the	norm	information	in	the	present	study	did	

not	differ	from	the	control	group	in	terms	of	their	pre-existing	attitudes	towards	Muslims.	
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Their	not	detecting	the	norm	information	may	be	explained	by	‘ego	involvement’	or	‘issue	

involvement’	(Petty	&	Cacioppo,	1990;	Sherif,	Sherif,	&	Nebergall,	1965)	–	that	is,	their	

personal	interest	in	Muslim	practices	or	the	relevance	those	practices	have	to	them	may	be	

limited.	This	could	explain	why	these	respondents	were	more	susceptible	to	norm	

communication	than	their	more	ego-involved	counterparts,	who	either	rejected	or	

embraced	the	communicated	norm	in	line	with	their	more	strongly-held	initial	attitudes.	

This	line	of	reasoning	was	proposed	previously	by	Sherif	and	colleagues	(Sherif	et	al.,	1965),	

who	argued	that	potential	attitude	change	is	restricted	by	the	strength	with	which	original	

attitudes	are	held.	Regrettably,	no	measure	of	how	relevant	or	important	the	issue	is	to	an	

individual	respondent	was	included	in	the	present	survey,	nor	of	how	strongly	held	his	or	

her	attitudes	towards	Muslims	are.	In	future	research,	involvement	with	the	specific	subject	

of	tolerance	should	be	assessed	to	better	address	possible	effects	of	ego	involvement.	

With	regard	to	the	mobilization	of	tolerance,	the	findings	suggest	that	asymmetrical	

perceptions	of	norm	communication	limit	the	potential	effectiveness	of	tolerant	norm	

communication	in	achieving	this.	Furthermore,	it	was	noted	that,	even	among	the	relatively	

tolerant	respondents,	tolerant	behavioural	inclinations	were	weaker	than	intolerant	ones,	

providing	additional	support	for	the	proposition	formulated	in	Chapter	1:	that	intolerance	is	

more	easily	mobilized	than	tolerance.	

Some	authors	suggest	that	the	asymmetrical	effects	of	norm	communication	should	be	

attributed	to	the	broader	social	desirability	of	prejudiced	or	non-prejudiced	attitudes	

(Monteith	et	al.,	1996;	Sechrist	&	Stangor,	2001).	But	contrary	to	what	was	found	in	the	

present	study,	they	found	that	it	was	generally	harder	to	promote	prejudice	than	to	

promote	tolerance.	Stangor	and	colleagues	(Sechrist	&	Stangor,	2001;	Stangor	et	al.,	2001a)	

found	that	it	was	harder	to	promote	stereotyping	and	discrimination	of	African	Americans	

than	to	decrease	it	through	the	provision	of	norm	information.	Monteith	(Monteith	et	al.,	

1996)	reports	similar	results:	promoting	non-prejudiced	attitudes	towards	both	African	

Americans	and	gay	men	through	norm	communication	was	easier	than	promoting	

intolerance.	The	latter	authors	suggest	that	a	non-prejudiced	norm	on	the	student	

campuses	where	they	conducted	their	research	may	have	interfered	with	the	effects	of	

norm	communication	in	the	study	(Monteith	et	al.,	1996).	In	similar	vein,	Watt	and	Larkin	

(2010)	note	that	a	desire	to	appear	non-prejudiced	relative	to	others	motivated	people	in	
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their	study	to	respond	in	a	non-prejudiced	manner	when	confronted	with	non-prejudiced	

norm	information.	In	the	present	study,	this	motivation	to	appear	non-prejudiced	or	

tolerant	in	comparison	to	others	clearly	seemed	low.	This	may	indicate	that,	in	the	Dutch	

research	setting,	intolerance	of	Muslims	is	not	strongly	disapproved	of,	which	may	justify	

prejudiced	and	intolerant	responses	towards	Muslim	practices.	I	shall	return	to	the	possible	

role	of	broader	societal	norms	concerning	Muslims	and	Islam	in	the	concluding	chapter	of	

this	dissertation.	

Limitations	of	the	study	and	implications	for	future	research	

The	framework	presented	here	contributes	to	a	better	understanding	of	norm	

communication	as	a	potential	pathway	to	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	This	study	has	made	

it	clear	how	perceptions	of	norm	communication	are	steered	by	pre-existing	attitudes	

towards	the	tolerated	group	in	question.	Norm	communication	only	has	a	limited	capacity	

to	counter	intolerant	attitudes.	These	findings	have	implications	for	future	research	on	

norms	and	tolerance	and	are	of	immediate	societal	relevance.	However,	some	limitations	of	

the	study	also	need	to	be	noted.	

The	framework	presents	a	model	derived	from	empirical	data,	but	no	causality	between	the	

presented	variables	can	be	claimed.	The	study	was	designed	to	experimentally	test	the	

effect	of	norm	communication	on	tolerance,	not	to	assess	the	effect	of	norm	perceptions,	or	

that	of	pre-existing	attitudes	on	tolerance.	The	assumed	relationships	hold	at	a	correlational	

level,	but	require	further	testing.	Future	research	should	unravel	the	precise	relationships	

between	existing	attitudes,	norm	perceptions	and	tolerance,	and	should	test	differential	

effects	of	norm	communication	for	respondents	with	differing	pre-existing	attitudes	(as	in	

Sechrist	&	Stangor,	2001;	Stangor	et	al.,	2001a).	Variations	in	tolerance	due	to	demographic	

characteristics	should	also	be	taken	into	account.	Although	the	practised	tolerance	scale	

was	not	as	sensitive	to	educational	effects	as	existing	tolerance	scales,	the	educational	

levels	of	the	norm	perception	groups	did	differ,	suggesting	that	education	does,	after	all,	

affect	eventual	tolerance.	This	study,	in	line	with	existing	tolerance	research,	confirmed	that	

educational	effects	should	be	taken	into	account	in	future	research.		

People	tend	to	adopt	the	norms	of	groups	they	belong	to	or	aspire	to	belong	to	(Crandall	&	

Stangor,	2005,	p.	303).	Identification	with	a	group	has	been	identified	as	a	precondition	for	
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the	adoption	of	tolerant	group	norms	(Gieling	et	al.,	2014;	Livingstone	et	al.,	2011;	Smeekes	

&	Verkuyten,	2013).	However,	previous	research	also	provides	evidence	that	identification	is	

not	the	mediating	variable	or	explanatory	mechanism	for	effects	of	norm	communication	to	

occur	(Smith	&	Postmes,	2011a;	Stangor	et	al.,	2001b).	Mere	exposure	to	the	opinions	of	

others	often	suffices	to	promote	or	restrict	expressed	tolerance	or	intolerance	(Crandall	&	

Stangor,	2005).	The	present	study	did	not	measure	identification	or	affiliation	with	the	

group	whose	norms	were	being	communicated	(neighbours,	colleagues);	it	was	assumed	

that	the	consensus	among	a	proximate	peer	group	would	be	a	relevant	norm	for	

respondents.	I	attributed	the	relative	ineffectiveness	of	the	norm	manipulation	to	pre-

existing	attitudes	and	the	correspondence	–	or	lack	of	it	–	between	existing	attitudes	and	

the	communicated	norm.	However,	the	presence	of	identification	effects	cannot	be	ruled	

out.	Future	research	should	therefore	measure	identification	with	the	group	whose	norms	

are	being	communicated.	

The	measure	of	tolerance	used	in	the	present	research	was	tested	and	validated	elaborately	

(see	Chapter	4).	The	scale	was	designed	with	the	purpose	of	assessing	the	practice	of	

tolerance.	Designing	a	scale	that	assesses	tolerance	in	concrete	and	specific	cases	made	this	

measure	valid	and	relevant	to	the	Dutch	research	context.	The	decision	to	use	a	scale	that	

assesses	tolerance	of	one	specific	group,	however,	may	have	been	made	at	the	expense	of	

generalizability	of	the	findings	to	other	subjects	of	tolerance.	I	have	observed	that,	on	

average,	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices	appears	to	be	low;	but	it	can	only	be	guessed	what	

the	results	of	the	present	study	would	have	been	had	another	subject	of	tolerance	been	

considered.	So	future	research	should	retest	the	effects	of	norm	communication	towards	a	

variety	of	subjects	with	varying	tolerability	in	the	given	research	context.	Nevertheless,	the	

proposed	explanatory	framework,	in	which	norm	communication	has	an	effect	on	tolerance	

that	depends	on	pre-existing	attitudes,	is	worth	examining	in	more	detail.	The	mechanism	of	

selective	norm	perception	may	be	at	work	in	other	cases,	independent	of	the	presented	

subject	of	tolerance.	In	their	early	work,	Sherif	and	colleagues	(Sherif	et	al.,	1965)	described	

a	mechanism	–	an	attitude	change	–	that	fits	the	present	data	well.	They	(Sherif	et	al.,	1965)	

found	that	political	opinions	of	others,	presented	to	respondents	whose	initial	attitude	was	

assessed	prior	to	the	study,	were	perceived	differently	depending	on	the	initial	attitude	of	

the	respondent.	When	a	respondent	was	presented	with	an	opinion	that	resembled	his	own	
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political	attitude,	although	it	was	not	completely	identical,	a	respondent	would	not	notice	

differences	between	his	own	opinion	and	the	presented	alternative	one.	Hence,	information	

was	perceived	selectively	and	evaluated	differently	depending	upon	the	respondent’s	pre-

existing	attitudes.	Not	only	did	the	pre-existing	political	attitude	itself	matter,	but	so	did	the	

respondent’s	commitment	to	this	attitude	(ego-involvement).	When	attitudes	were	strongly	

held	(high	ego-involvement),	alternative	opinions	were	more	frequently	perceived	as	

different	from	rather	than	similar	to	one’s	own	attitude.	Future	research	should	further	

explore	the	precise	workings	of	ego-involvement	in	the	selective	perception	of	norm	

information.		
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CHAPTER	6.	CONCLUSION	AND	DISCUSSION	

How	to	promote	tolerance?	That	has	been	the	central	research	question	addressed	in	this	

dissertation.	It	is	now	time	to	draw	conclusions	and	discuss	the	findings.	First,	an	overview	

of	the	empirical	results	will	be	presented.	Second,	I	will	discuss	their	scientific	contributions	

to	existing	research	as	well	as	their	societal	relevance.	Third,	the	potential	limitations	of	the	

research	will	be	considered,	leading	to	recommendations	for	future	study.	And	lastly,	from	

an	interventionist	perspective	on	the	promotion	of	tolerance,	I	provide	practical	

recommendations.		

Overview	of	results	

Four	propositions	guided	and	informed	the	central	research	question	of	this	dissertation.	

First,	the	occurrence	of	intolerance	is	a	universal	phenomenon,	part	and	parcel	of	social	

categorization	and	intergroup	differentiation	processes	that	take	place	naturally	within	and	

between	groups.	Second,	the	mobilization	of	intolerance	is	easier	than	the	mobilization	of	

tolerance,	precisely	because	of	this	‘natural’	occurrence	of	intolerance	towards	out-groups.	

Third,	since	it	is	not	self-evident	to	respond	tolerantly	towards	things	one	dislikes,	disagrees	

with	or	disapproves	of,	tolerance	is	to	be	learned.	And	such	learning	takes	place	through	

intragroup	interaction	rather	than	intergroup	contact.	Fourth,	social	norms	play	a	pivotal	

role	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	It	is	through	the	diffusion	of	tolerant	norms	within	

groups	that	tolerant	attitudes	and	behaviour	on	the	part	of	their	members	is	promoted.	

The	central	research	question	was	addressed	from	various	angles.	First,	a	qualitative	study	

examined	the	promotion	of	tolerance	at	three	Dutch	secondary	schools.	Schools	were	

selected	on	the	basis	of	the	different	philosophies	of	life	they	endorse,	assuming	that	this	

would	lead	to	value	conflicts	to	emerge	at	school.	The	focus	of	the	analyses	was	such	

instances	of	value	conflict,	between	values	connected	with	the	philosophy	a	school	

socializes	its	pupils	into	and	the	value	of	tolerance.	I	assumed	and	found	that	when	

tolerance	is	put	to	practice,	such	value	conflicts	are	likely	to	occur	and	interfere	with	the	

promotion	of	tolerance.	For	example,	how	do	teachers	deal	with	the	promotion	of	tolerance	

towards	homosexuality	when	that	is	intolerable	according	to	their	own	religious	values?	Or	

how	do	teachers	deal	with	intolerance	among	Muslim	pupils	towards	those	criticizing	Islam?	

The	study	showed	that	the	philosophy	of	life	a	school	endorses	determines	where	the	line	
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between	the	tolerable	and	the	intolerable	is	drawn.	So	social	categorization	and	intergroup	

differentiation	appear	to	go	hand	in	hand,	resulting	in	intolerance	towards	deviation	from	

group	values.	Teachers	experience	dilemmas	when	they	need	to	promote	tolerance	towards	

things	they	reject	on	the	basis	of	the	school’s	world	view.	Teachers	without	exception	aimed	

to	promote	tolerance	at	school.	In	practice,	however,	they	frequently	communicated	group	

norms	about	what	is	tolerable	and	what	is	not,	thereby	restricting	the	practice	of	tolerance	

in	the	classroom.	By	contrast,	when	teachers	do	encourage	pupils	to	discuss	diverging	

opinions,	including	those	opinions	a	teacher	considers	intolerable,	they	stimulate	the	

practice	of	tolerance	in	the	classroom.	Intragroup	norm	communication	thus	appeared	

essential	to	the	learning	of	tolerance	at	school.								

This	first	study	also	provided	an	insight	into	the	conceptually	complex	nature	of	tolerance,	

calling	for	its	concise	operationalization	in	the	subsequent	research.	The	study	showed	that	

support	for	the	principles	of	tolerance	does	not	automatically	imply	its	practice	in	specific	

cases.	Since	the	practice	of	tolerance	had	my	primary	interest,	not	support	for	global	

tolerant	values,	a	measure	of	practised	tolerance	was	required	for	the	subsequent	research.	

Therefore	I	conducted	three	studies	in	order	to	develop	and	validate	a	quantitative	measure	

of	the	practice	of	tolerance	in	specified	and	concrete	cases	relevant	to	the	Dutch	research	

context.	As	a	result	of	these	studies,	I	constructed	a	practised	tolerance	scale	based	on	

vignettes,	assessing	the	practice	of	tolerance	of	five	Muslim	practices	–	a	specific	subject	of	

tolerance	and	intolerance	that	appeared	particularly	relevant	to	the	Dutch	research	context.	

Practised	tolerance	varied	considerably	between	respondents,	but	also	within	respondents	

depending	on	the	specific	Muslim	practice	at	issue.	Some	practices	appeared	more	tolerable	

than	others,	although,	on	average,	tolerance	was	skewed	to	the	intolerable	side	of	the	

scale.	The	practised	tolerance	scale	proved	to	be	a	valid	and	reliable	measure	of	practised	

tolerance,	predicting	tolerant	and	intolerant	behavioural	inclinations	of	Dutch	non-Muslims	

more	adequately	than	existing	political	tolerance	scales.	In	addition,	the	research	indicated	

that,	on	average,	support	for	the	principles	of	tolerance	is	stronger	than	tolerance	in	

concrete	and	specific	cases.	Furthermore,	prejudice	towards	a	tolerated	group	has	a	

stronger	effect	on	practised	tolerance	than	it	has	on	political	tolerance.	And	lastly,	the	well-

educated	are	more	politically	tolerant	than	the	less	well-educated	–	although,		when	it	
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comes	to	practised	tolerance,	these	two	groups	respond	in	largely	the	same	way.	Hence,	the	

newly	developed	measure	seems	to	be	less	sensitive	to	effects	of	educational	attainment.		

In	the	third	and	final	part	of	the	research,	the	newly	developed	tolerance	scale	was	used	in	

an	experimental	survey	study	testing	the	effects	of	norms	on	tolerance.	The	hypothesis	was	

that	respondents	presented	with	tolerant	norm	communication	would	respond	more	

tolerantly	towards	Muslim	practices	than	those	subjected	to	intolerant	norm	

communication.	This	study	demonstrated	the	complexities	of	promoting	tolerance	through	

norm	communication,	showing	that	this	is	not	as	easy	as	has	been	assumed	in	previous	

research,	and	also	revealed	that	pre-existing	attitudes	towards	Muslims	both	hinder	and	

help	the	promotion	of	tolerance	through	norm	communication.	Among	those	holding	

relatively	positive	attitudes	towards	Muslims,	tolerant	norm	communication	is	more	likely	

to	be	noticed	and	to	stimulate	tolerant	attitudes	and	behavioural	inclinations.	However,	

those	holding	relatively	negative	attitudes	towards	Muslims	seem	inclined	to	perceive	

intolerant	norms,	withstanding	tolerant	norm	communication.	Moreover,	it	appeared	

considerably	easier	to	mobilize	intolerance	of	Muslim	practices	than	tolerance.	Even	the	

relatively	tolerant	appeared	reluctant	to	act	upon	their	tolerant	attitudes.	The	results	of	this	

study	mitigate	the	expectancy	that	tolerant	norm	communication	effectively	promotes	

tolerance	of	a	generally	disliked	subject	of	tolerance,	in	this	case	Muslims’	religious	

practices.	The	idea	that	norm-inducing	interventions	are	a	promising	pathway	for	the	

promotion	of	tolerance	should	thus	be	nuanced	on	the	basis	of	these	results.	When	people	

perceive	only	those	norms	that	align	with	their	pre-existing	anti-Muslim	attitudes,	and	

ignore	counter-attitudinal	norm	information,	tolerant	norm	communication	will	not	yield	

tolerance	of	disliked	practices.						

With	regard	to	the	four	propositions,	the	following	can	be	concluded.	Intolerance	does	

indeed	appear	to	be	a	universal	and	natural	phenomenon.	The	qualitative	study	showed	

how	every	school	(i.e.	group)	limits	tolerance	towards	ideas,	groups	and	practices	that	

oppose	the	group’s	central	values.	Even	if	the	principle	of	tolerance	is	propagated	at	school,	

pupils’	deviation	from	in-group	values	and	norms	is	dilemmatic	for	teachers	aiming	to	

promote	tolerance.	Nevertheless,	teachers	appear	to	have	some	influence	over	pupils’	

tolerance	through	the	way	they	deal	with	instances	of	value	conflict.	When	teachers	

encourage	discussion	about	diverging	opinions,	they	may	increase	the	chance	that	pupils	
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actually	learn	to	put	tolerance	into	practice.	The	experimental	survey	study	showed	how	

tolerant	norm	communication	is	easily	ignored	or	overseen	when	tolerance	of	generally		

disliked	practices	is	required.	This	is	a	second	indication	that	intolerance	is	a	‘default’	

mindset;	not	only	did	most	people	reject	the	Muslim	practices	at	issue,	they	also	perceived	

consensus	for	their	intolerant	attitudes,	despite	attitude-incongruent	norm	communication.	

Pre-existing	negative	attitudes	towards	Muslims	were	hard	to	overcome,	given	the	limited	

effect	of	tolerant	norm	communication.		

Furthermore,	those	inclined	to	react	tolerantly	were	not	as	willing	to	put	their	attitudes	into	

actions	as	those	inclined	to	react	intolerantly.	With	regard	to	the	second	proposition,	

therefore,	it	should	be	concluded	that	the	mobilization	of	intolerance	is	indeed	easier	than	

the	mobilization	of	tolerance.	Lastly,	intragroup	communication,	specifically	of	norms,	

appears	to	play	a	vital	role	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	The	qualitative	study	suggested	

that,	through	the	communication	of	group	norms,	pupils	learn	what	is	to	be	tolerated	and	

what	is	not.	But	the	experimental	survey	indicated	that	the	effect	of	norms	on	tolerance	is	

not	as	straightforward	as	is	suggested	in	the	literature.	Individuals	not	only	derive	norms	

from	intragroup	communication,	they	also	perceive	such	norms	to	be	in	line	with	their	own	

attitudes,	as	the	study	in	Chapter	5	demonstrated.	So	when	one	is	intolerant	of	Muslim	

practices,	one	also	perceives	intolerant	norms,	which	in	turn	justify	intolerant	attitudes	and	

actions.	As	long	as	intolerance	towards	Muslim	practices	is	more	common	than	tolerance,	it	

will	be	particularly	hard	to	promote	tolerance	through	tolerant	norm	communication.							

Scientific	and	societal	contributions	

The	research	conducted	here	contributes	to	existing	knowledge	in	various	ways.	It	has	

thrown	light	on	the	nature	of	tolerance,	contributing	to	greater	accuracy	in	both	its	

conceptualization	and	operationalization.	I	first	studied	social	processes	that	help	and	

hinder	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	This	approach	made	clear	how	the	practice	of	tolerance	

in	concrete	and	specific	cases	differs	from	support	for	the	principles	of	tolerance.	Second,	I	

demonstrated	how	intragroup	contact	is	essential	to	the	promotion	of	tolerance,	a	finding	

which	adds	to	existing	literature	that	focuses	on	intergroup	contact	as	a	means	to	reduce	

intolerance.	Third,	I	developed	a	valid	and	reliable	scale	to	assess	the	practice	of	tolerance,	

offering	a	methodological	blueprint	for	future	studies	of	tolerance.	And	lastly,	interventions	
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designed	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance	may	benefit	from	the	results;	the	study	showed	

that	existing	attitudes	enhance	intolerant	norm	perceptions,	which	interfere	with	

communication	aimed	at	the	promotion	of	tolerance.				

A	social-psychological	perspective	of	tolerance		

The	present	research	adds	to	existing	knowledge	by	providing	a	social	psychological	

perspective	on	tolerance,	making	explicit	the	social	dynamics	underlying	political	tolerance	

judgements	(as	recommended	by	Gibson,	2006).	It	also	complements	existing	social-

psychological	literature	on	intolerance	and	prejudice,	which	generally	starts	out	from	an	

intergroup	rather	than	an	intragroup	perspective.	My	research	paid	explicit	attention	to	the	

effect	of	intragroup	processes	on	tolerance	towards	out-groups.	Tolerance	varies	according	

to	what	is	to	be	tolerated,	from	whom	and	in	what	social	circumstances.	It	is	also	affected	

by	the	group	membership	of	those	doing	the	tolerating.	The	study	of	secondary	schools,	

reported	in	Chapter	3,	contributed	to	a	better	understanding	of	the	relationship	between	

group	membership,	categorization	processes	and	the	practice	and	promotion	of	tolerance.	

A	social-psychological	perspective	of	tolerance	provided	a	fruitful	framework	for	

understanding	its	emergence	and	social	factors	that	may	help	and	hinder	its	practice	and	

promotion.	Furthermore,	it	proved	helpful	to	take	into	account	which	intergroup	relations	

are	relevant	in	the	current	research	context.	Unlike	existing	measures	of	political	tolerance,	

the	measure	of	tolerance	I	developed	was	validated	for	the	social	context	in	which	tolerance	

was	studied.	Increasing	the	social	relevance	of	the	tolerance	measure	has	proven	a	fruitful	

approach	in	increasing	our	conceptual	and	empirical	understanding	of	tolerance.		

Intragroup	processes	and	the	promotion	of	tolerance		

The	study	of	intragroup	processes	that	limit	and	facilitate	the	promotion	of	tolerance	is	a	

relevant	addition	to	existing	research	and	practice,	most	of	which	adopts	an	intergroup	

contact	approach.	Since	the	seminal	work	of	Allport	(1954/1992),	research	on	prejudice	

reduction	has	focused	primarily	on	contact	between	groups	as	a	means	to	diminish	

intolerant	out-group	attitudes	and	behaviour.	In	this	dissertation,	by	contrast,	I	chose	to	

home	in	on	intragroup	processes	as	a	pathway	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	Although	

intergroup	contact	has	proven	effective	in	reducing	prejudice	(Dovidio	et	al.,	2005;	

Pettigrew	&	Tropp,	2005;	Stephan	&	Stephan,	2005),	its	natural	occurrence	is	scarce	in	
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increasingly	segregated	societies.	Furthermore,	the	preconditions	for	effective	intergroup	

contact	(see	Pettigrew	&	Tropp,	2005)	are	not	easily	met.	In	recent	years,	scholarly	

attention	to	the	role	of	intragroup	processes,	such	as	group	norms,	in	the	reduction	of	

prejudice	has	revived	(e.g.	Crandall	&	Schaller,	2004;	Duckitt,	2001;	McDonald	&	Crandall,	

2015;	Smith	&	Postmes,	2009;	Terry	et	al.,	2001).	The	present	research	has	extended	

current	knowledge	on	the	effect	of	intragroup	norms	on	tolerance.	The	experimental	survey	

(Chapter	5)	confirmed	the	importance	of	norms	in	the	emergence	of	tolerance	or	

intolerance,	but	also	mitigated	the	expectation	that	norm	communication	is	a	promising	

pathway	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance	(as	suggested	by	Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005;	

McDonald	&	Crandall,	2015;	Stangor	et	al.,	2001a).	The	explanatory	framework	proposed	in	

Chapter	5	underscores	the	interrelatedness	of	pre-existing	attitudes	and	norm	perceptions,	

and	their	effect	on	attempts	to	promote	tolerance	via	norm	communication.	In	conclusion,	

the	focus	on	intragroup	processes	has	brought	to	surface	complexities	in	the	promotion	of	

tolerance	that	would	not	have	become	visible	had	an	intergroup	perspective	been	adopted.	

The	interrelatedness	of	tolerance	at	the	micro-level	and	the	macro-level			

The	micro-level	study	of	tolerance	contributed	to	a	better	understanding	of	the	occurrence	

of	intolerance	and	tolerance	at	the	macro-level.	As	we	know	from	previous	research,	

political	tolerance	in	the	Netherlands	is	generally	high	when	compared	with	other	Western	

nations	(Savelkoul,	Scheepers,	Veld,	&	Hagendoorn,	2012;	Weldon,	2006).	At	the	same	time,	

though,	support	for	the	civil	rights	of	or	public	religious	expression	by	Muslims	is	

substantially	lower	(Gieling	et	al.,	2010;	Smeekes	et	al.,	2014;	van	der	Noll	&	Dekker,	2007;	

Verkuyten	&	Slooter,	2007).	The	present	research	sheds	light	on	this	paradox,	by	showing	

that	tolerance	levels	vary,	depending	on	how	specific	and	practical	the	measure	is.	

Moreover,	tolerance	levels	vary	depending	on	the	tolerated	group	as	well	as	the	specific	

practice	in	question.	Thus,	macro-level	tolerance	can	only	be	interpreted	accurately	if	we	

know	what	kind	of	tolerance	is	considered	and	how	it	was	measured	at	the	micro-level.	The	

understanding	of	social	processes	that	enhance	and	limit	individual	tolerance	increases	our	

understanding	of	persistent	intolerance	towards	specific	groups	and	practices	at	a	societal	

level.	Simultaneously,	the	research	has	shown	how	macro-level	phenomena	guide	micro-

level	tolerance	and	intolerance.	Norm	perceptions	are	derived	not	only	from	interaction	

with	others	at	the	micro-level,	but	also	shaped	by	mass	media,	political	communication	and	
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social	policies	such	as	the	admittance	of	refugees,	arrangements	for	religious	education,	

integration	policies	and	so	on.	Norms,	communicated	through	political	and	public	debate,	

shape	individuals’	norm	perceptions,	which	may	legitimize	individual	intolerance	towards	

specific	societal	groups,	such	as	Muslims.	The	philosophical	dilemma	inherent	to	tolerance,	

“where	to	draw	the	line	between	the	tolerable	and	the	intolerable”	(Oberdiek,	2001,	p.	19),	

is	a	question	that	concerns	all	levels	of	society,	from	teachers	to	prime	ministers.	The	way	

and	the	extent	to	which	this	question	is	openly	discussed	at	all	levels	of	society	reflects	how	

tolerant	a	country	we	really	are.		

Methodological	contributions		

Methodologically,	the	validation	studies	reported	in	Chapter	4	provide	a	blueprint	for	the	

construction	of	a	tolerance	scale.	The	steps	taken	to	develop	and	validate	a	practised	

tolerance	scale	may	serve	as	a	guideline	to	assess	practised	tolerance	in	other	research	

contexts.	While	tolerance	as	a	social	process	may	work	in	the	same	way	across	nations	or	

research	populations,	the	relevance	of	the	specific	subject	of	tolerance	varies.	Adaptation	of	

a	scale	to	the	specific	research	context	is	essential.	Furthermore,	the	operationalization	of	

practised	tolerance	added	to	our	conceptual	understanding	of	tolerance	as	“accepting	

things	one	does	not	like”	(Vogt,	1997,	p.	10).	The	widely	accepted	idea	that	tolerance	

inherently	contains	a	contradiction	between	the	negative	evaluation	of	a	group	and	the	

preferred	action	(e.g.	Sullivan	et	al.,	1979;	Sullivan	&	Transue,	1999;	Vogt,	1997)	seemed	

less	accurate	where	the	practice	of	tolerance	was	concerned.	Congruence	between	negative	

affect,	cognitions	and	intolerant	behaviour	may	be	attributed	to	the	concrete	social	

implications	of	practised	tolerance	(such	as:	my	own	children	will	be	served	halal	food	or	

have	single-sex	PE	classes,	or	a	mosque	will	be	constructed	within	walking	distance	of	my	

home).	It	is	plausible	that,	when	tolerant	principles	are	applied	to	concrete,	specific	and	

proximate	social	situations,	the	social	implications	of	a	tolerated	practice	become	more	

apparent	than	when	support	for	general	tolerant	principles	is	assessed.	The	negative	

affective	evaluation	of	a	group	may	then	play	a	larger	role	in	the	rejection	of	the	specific	

situation.		
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Potential	limitations	and	their	consequences	

This	dissertation	is	based	on	both	qualitative	and	quantitative	research.	While	the	

qualitative	part	sheds	light	on	the	way	tolerance	is	promoted	and	restricted	in	natural	

settings,	the	quantitative	part	allowed	for	the	experimental	testing	of	causal	mechanisms	

leading	to	tolerance	or	intolerance.	Obviously,	the	two	methods	have	complementary	value	

as	well	as	their	own	methodological	limitations.	Potential	limitations	are	considered	below.	

Discrepancies	between	attitudes	and	behaviour	

Correlations	between	self-reported	beliefs	and	actual	behaviour	are	commonly	low	(Ajzen,	

1985;	Ajzen	&	Fishbein,	1980;	Fishbein	&	Ajzen,	1975).	In	tolerance	research,	similar	

discrepancies	are	found	between	self-reported	tolerant	or	intolerant	beliefs	and	actual	

tolerant	or	intolerant	behaviour	(e.g.	Gibson,	2006;	Iyengar	et	al.,	2013;	Keuzenkamp,	2011),	

with	people	being	more	as	well	as	less	tolerant	in	practice	than	when	self-reporting.	In	

general,	scholars	conclude	that	self-reported	attitudes	have	only	weak	effects	on	actual	

behaviour	(Eagly	&	Chaiken,	1993;	Terry	et	al.,	2001;	Wicker,	1969).	However,	it	has	been	

proposed	that,	when	attitudes	and	behaviour	are	assessed	at	the	same	level	of	specificity,	a	

greater	correspondence	between	beliefs	and	behaviour	will	be	obtained	(Terry	et	al.,	2001).	

This	is	indeed	what	was	found,	in	Chapters	4	and	5;	greater	correspondence	was	found	

between	practised	tolerance	and	behavioural	inclinations	towards	the	specific	Muslim	

practices	than	between	political	tolerance	and	behavioural	inclinations.	Of	importance	here	

is	that	both	the	qualitative	and	the	experimental	study	(Chapters	3	and	5)	relied	on	self-

reported	attitudes,	not	on	the	observation	of	actual	tolerant	or	intolerant	behaviour.	This	

may	be	considered	a	shortcoming	of	the	research.	Qualitative	research,	especially,	allows	

for	the	observation	of	actual	tolerant	or	intolerant	behaviour,	which	would	have	added	to	

the	validity	of	the	study.	But	it	should	also	be	noted	that	tolerant	behaviour,	especially,	is	

hard	to	observe	since	tolerance	specifically	implies	refraining	from	certain	action.	So	

additional	investigation	is	still	required	to	find	out	how	an	actor	internally	evaluates	a	

‘tolerated’	situation,	to	know	if	it	is	really	tolerant	behaviour	that	is	being	observed.	

In	the	experimental	survey	study,	discrepancies	between	self-reported	attitudes	and	actual	

behaviour	are	also	a	point	of	concern.	Behavioural	inclinations	(the	willingness	to	sign	a	

petition)	were	assessed,	not	actual	behaviours.	In	general,	self-reported	behavioural	
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inclinations	are	considered	the	most	proximal	determinant	of	behaviour	(Ajzen,	1985;	

Fishbein	&	Ajzen,	1975;	Terry,	Gallois,	&	McCamish,	1993),	but	the	two	are	not	

interchangeable.	The	predictive	validity	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale	was	better	than	that	

of	existing	tolerance	scales,	however,	making	it	better	able	to	predict	intolerant	and	tolerant	

behavioural	inclinations.	Nonetheless,	in	future	studies	the	inclusion	of	observed	tolerant	or	

intolerant	behaviour	(such	as	Sechrist	&	Stangor,	2001)	would	increase	the	validity	of	the	

findings	with	regard	to	actual	behaviour.	

Social	desirability		

Studies	of	tolerance	and	intolerance	can	be	expected	to	be	prone	to	the	influence	of	social	

desirability.	After	all,	don’t	we	all	prefer	to	appear	tolerant	rather	than	intolerant?	Teachers	

are	expected	–	and	even	obliged	–	to	promote	tolerance	at	school.	This	may	have	affected	

the	accounts	given	by	teachers	(in	Chapter	3)	of	how,	and	how	frequently,	they	do	that.	To	

limit	socially	desirable	answers	in	the	interviews,	I	invited	teachers	and	pupils	to	provide	

concrete	and	specific	examples	as	far	as	possible,	rather	than	reflecting	generally	on	the	

practice	and	promotion	of	tolerance	at	school.	Sometimes	this	would	lead	to	an	interviewee	

recounting	an	incident	in	which	he	or	she	appeared	to	be	tolerant,	while	the	report	of	the	

actual	interaction	in	fact	revealed	intolerant	rather	than	tolerant	attitudes.		

Furthermore,	it	should	be	noted	that	social	desirability	need	not	necessarily	lead	to	more	

tolerant	responses.	Spontaneous	written	remarks	in	response	to	the	survey	(reported	in	

Chapter	4)	indicated	how	respondents	differ	in	what	they	consider	socially	desirable.	For	

instance,	one	Muslim	respondent	appeared	very	irritated	by	the	questions	about	Muslims,	

which	he	considered	discriminatory:	“Why	should	it	always	be	about	Muslims?	This	makes	

no	sense.”	In	the	same	survey	he	wrote,	“Homosexuality	is	an	unnatural	thing,	and	

therefore	it	should	be	rejected.”	So	it	appears	that	what	is	considered	socially	desirable	

varies	from	person	to	person	and,	just	like	tolerance	judgements,	is	related	to	group	

membership	and	group	norms	and	values.	As	Monteith	and	colleagues	argue	(Monteith	et	

al.,	1996)	in	their	study	of	racial	discrimination	and	prejudice	of	gay	men,	the	college	

students	they	surveyed	apparently	considered	prejudice	to	be	socially	undesirable,	which	

resulted	in	more	difficulty	for	the	researchers	in	eliciting	prejudiced	rather	than	non-
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prejudiced	responses.	In	the	present	research,	however,	social	desirability	to	appear	

tolerant	of	Muslims	has	not	caused	a	predominance	of	tolerant	responses	in	the	survey.		

The	specificity	of	the	practised	tolerance	measure		

Chapter	5	specifically	assessed	tolerance	of	Muslim	practices.	The	rationale	behind	this	

operationalization,	as	discussed	in	Chapter	4,	was	that	the	practice	of	tolerance	be	assessed,	

rather	than	support	for	its	general	principles.	Indeed,	practised	tolerance	co-varied	strongly	

with	behavioural	inclinations.	This	predictive	validity	of	the	scale	can	be	ascribed	to	the	use	

of	vignettes,	which	provide	information	on	what	exactly	needs	to	be	tolerated,	from	whom	

and	in	what	particular	circumstances.	So	making	a	measure	specific	helps	to	address	the	

actual	practice	of	tolerance.	

The	downside	of	this	specific	operationalization	of	tolerance,	however,	is	that	conclusions	

with	regard	to	tolerance	levels	as	well	as	effects	of	norm	communication	cannot	be	

generalized	to	tolerance	with	regard	to	other	subjects	of	tolerance.	It	remains	an	empirical	

question	whether	tolerance	towards	other	subjects	of	tolerance	can	be	influenced	more	

easily	through	norm	communication.	

Islam	and	Muslims	have	received	a	great	deal	of	attention	in	national	and	international	

public	and	political	debate,	in	which	Islam	frequently	appears	as	a	contentious	topic	(Phalet	

&	Ter	Wal,	2004).	This	may	have	steered	public	opinion	towards	a	perception	of	

omnipresent	intolerance	of	Muslims.	Intolerant	norm	perceptions,	as	shown	in	Chapter	5,	

make	it	particularly	hard	to	counter	intolerance	of	Muslims.	This	may	be	the	reason	that	

only	indirect	effects	of	norm	communication	were	found	with	regard	to	tolerance	of	Muslim	

practices.	Had	various	subjects	of	tolerance	been	included	in	the	survey,	the	effects	of	norm	

communication	might	have	been	different,	depending	on	the	group	or	practice	to	be	

tolerated.	So	a	future	experiment	could	provide	information	about	the	role	of	the	specific	

subject	of	tolerance	in	respect	of	the	effects	of	norm	communication.	

The	operationalization	of	norms		

One	possible	limitation	of	the	experimental	survey	study	lies	in	its	operationalization	of	

norms.	In	previous	research,	norms	were	established	and	assessed	during	actual	in-group	

discussions	(Smith	&	Postmes,	2009,	2011a,	2011b)	and	they	were	manipulated	through	
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either	bogus	consensus	feedback	(Sechrist	&	Stangor,	2001;	Stangor	et	al.,	2001a,	2001b)	or	

an	incidental	remark	made	by	an	accomplice	of	the	researcher,	expressing	a	prejudiced	or	a	

non-prejudiced	attitude	(e.g.	Blanchard	et	al.,	1994;	Monteith	et	al.,	1996).	All	of	these	

studies	revealed	substantial	effects	of	norm	communication	on	stereotyping	and	

discriminatory	behaviour,	both	decreasing	and	increasing	prejudice	and	stereotyping	as	an	

attitude	and	in	actual	behaviour.	This	led	reviewers	to	conclude	that	norms	are	easily	

manipulated	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005).	In	the	present	research,	however,	this	was	certainly	

not	the	case.	

The	selected	subject	of	the	practised	tolerance	measure,	Muslim	practices,	may	have	been	

the	reason	why	norm	manipulation	failed	here.	Norms	in	respect	of	a	less	contentious	

subject	of	tolerance	might	perhaps	be	easier	to	manipulate.	This	should	be	tested	in	future	

research.	However,	testing	the	effects	of	norm	communication	on	tolerance	is	relevant	

precisely	because	a	contested	subject	of	tolerance	was	being	considered.	The	promotion	of	

tolerance	is	only	required,	after	all,	when	tolerance	is	limited.	Nevertheless,	in	future	

studies	the	effects	of	norm	communication	on	tolerance	towards	various	groups	should	be	

assessed	if	we	are	to	understand	how	a	specific	subject	of	tolerance	influences	the	

effectiveness	of	norm	communication.	

In	the	experimental	survey	(Chapter	5)	norms	were	communicated	through	written	text	

providing	information	on	how	the	majority	of	proximate	others	depicted	in	the	vignette	

(such	as	colleagues	or	neighbours)	respond	to	the	situation	depicted	in	the	vignette.	

Respondents	were	consistently	presented	with	the	same	manipulated	norm;	that	is,	they	

were	exposed	to	either	tolerant	or	intolerant	norm	information	five	times.	Nevertheless,	the	

manipulation	check	revealed	that	a	substantial	group	of	respondents	had	not	perceived	the	

norm	manipulation	accurately.	Clearly,	the	way	norms	were	manipulated	may	have	caused	

the	limited	effect	of	norm	communication	on	tolerance.	So	how	can	it	be	that	norms	were	

not	as	easily	manipulated	as	in	previous	research?	Respondents	may	have	misread	or	

overlooked	the	norm	information	provided,	not	paying	close	enough	attention	when	filling	

out	the	online	survey.	Or	perhaps	they	did	not	affiliate	sufficiently	with	the	reference	groups	

presented,	the	source	of	the	norm	information.	After	all,	people	adopt	the	norms	of	groups	

they	belong	to	or	aspire	to	belong	to	(Crandall	&	Stangor,	2005).	But	the	results	did	show	

that	an	attitude-congruent	norm	was	more	frequently	perceived	correctly	than	an	attitude-
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incongruent	one.	This	asymmetric	effectiveness	of	the	norm	manipulation	makes	it	unlikely	

that	simply	misreading	or	overlooking	the	information	explains	the	limited	effectiveness	of	

the	norm	manipulation.	Nor	would	this	asymmetry	be	likely	to	occur	if	the	reference	groups	

in	general	were	irrelevant	to	respondents.	It	seems	more	likely	that	the	norm	manipulation	

was	only	judged	to	be	relevant	and	accurate	if	the	communicated	norm	was	attitude-

congruent.	

But	why	did	this	limited	effect	of	norm	manipulations	not	occur	in	previous	studies?	The	

particular	characteristics	of	the	practised	tolerance	scale	may	explain	the	differences	

between	them	and	the	current	research.	First,	in	previous	research	norms	were	commonly	

manipulated	with	regard	to	more	general	prejudiced	attitudes	or	stereotyping	of	disliked	

groups,	such	as	immigrants	(such	as	Blanchard	et	al.,	1994;	Smith	&	Postmes,	2011a;	

Stangor	et	al.,	2001a;	Stangor	et	al.,	2001b).	The	norms	manipulated	in	those	studies	did	not	

relate	to	specific	and	practical	cases,	as	was	the	case	in	the	present	research.	So	it	may	be	

that	norm	manipulations	are	only	effective	when	they	address	general	attitudes,	and	far	less	

so	when	they	concern	practical	and	proximate	situations.	Second,	the	specific	subject	of	the	

practised	tolerance	scale	may	have	affected	the	effectiveness	of	the	norm	manipulation.	

The	fact	that	Muslim	practices	were	being	judged	may	have	influenced	the	norm	

perceptions	of	respondents	prior	to	the	research.	Since	intolerance	of	Muslim	practices	

seems	more	common	than	tolerance,	this	may	enhance	more	accurate	perception	of	

intolerant	norm	communication	than	of	tolerant	norm	communication,	simply	because	such	

norms	are	more	frequently	observed	in	society	at	large.	Third,	I	proposed	that	the	

effectiveness	of	norm	manipulations	depends	upon	the	pre-existing	attitudes	of	

respondents.	This	is	in	line	with	what	was	proposed	by	Sherif	(Sherif	et	al.,	1965)	who	

showed	that	especially	those	respondents	with	high	‘ego-involvement’	–	that	is,	the	ones	to	

whom	the	issue	at	stake	was	important	–	tend	to	perceive	counter-attitudinal	information	

to	be	congruent	with	their	own	attitudes,	even	if	it	is	not.		

How	to	promote	tolerance?	An	interventionist	perspective	

The	dominant	impression	of	tolerance	produced	by	the	present	research	is	that	it	is	not	

easily	practised,	taught	or	mobilized.	When	a	specific	group,	its	ideas	and	its	practices	are	

disliked	by	a	majority	in	society	–	or	even	when	the	majority	perceives	this	to	be	the	case	–	
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intolerance	easily	prevails,	overriding	tolerant	inclinations.	The	effects	of	norm	

communication	on	tolerance	found	in	this	study	mitigate	the	expectation	that	unilateral	

communication	of	norms	is	a	promising	pathway	for	the	promotion	of	tolerance	(Crandall	&	

Stangor,	2005).	So	if	we	do	want	to	promote	tolerance,	how	should	we	go	about	it?	

Trained	both	as	a	social	psychological	researcher	and	interventionist,	I	have	been	involved	

with	the	promotion	of	attitudinal	and	behavioural	change	in	many	applied	settings.	I	have	

worked	for	schools,	the	national	police	force,	mental	health	organizations,	public	transport	

operators	and	social	welfare	organizations.	Whether	my	job	was	to	teach	tram	conductors	

to	cope	assertively	with	verbal	abuse	by	passengers,	to	guide	the	implementation	of	a	new	

policy	in	a	social	welfare	organization	or	to	train	police	officers	who	assist	colleagues	who	

have	experienced	traumatic	incidents	at	work,	in	every	case	I	was	working	at	the	interface	

between	policy	and	practice.	How	do	we	put	into	practice	the	things	we	consider	valuable,	

so	that	this	adds	value	to	our	lives	and	those	of	others	(de	Weerd,	1993;	Hosking	&	Morley,	

1991)?	This	was	the	primary	question	for	the	groups	I	worked	with,	at	any	level	of	the	

organization.	Helping	to	bridge	the	discrepancies	between	what	we	say	about	the	things	we	

want,	think	or	feel	and	what	we	actually	do	has	been	identified	as	the	core	task	of	

interventionists	(Argyris,	1970;	de	Weerd,	1993);	that	is,	for	professionals	who	aim	to	

contribute	to	individual,	group	and	organizational	change.	In	my	practical	work,	I	have	relied	

on	the	principles	and	preconditions	for	social	change	as	they	were	formulated	by	Lewin	

(1945/1997).	These	principles	also	provide	a	theoretical	background	to	help	interpret	and	

understand	the	results	of	my	research.	And	they	provide	useful	recommendations	for	those	

who	want	to	promote	tolerance.	

Lewin	(Lewin,	1945/1997,	1952)	starts	out	from	a	group-dynamic	approach	to	individual	

attitude	and	behaviour	change.	He	states	that,	“Individual	behaviour	is	essentially	a	change	

in	(group)	culture”	(Lewin,	1945/1997).	For	example,	attempts	to	counter	criminal	

behaviour	or	alcoholism,	but	also	to	diminish	stereotyping	of	“foreigners”,	in	Lewin’s	words,	

can	only	be	effective	when	change	is	instigated	‘groupwise’	–	that	is,	when	it	is	rooted	in	

group	decisions	rather	than	in	individual	decisions	on	what	is	desirable	behaviour	(Lewin,	

1952).	This	aligns	with	the	proposition	formulated	in	this	dissertation	that	group	norms	are	

of	pivotal	importance	in	the	promotion	of	tolerance.	However,	a	group-dynamic	approach	

to	attitude	change	presumes	that	actual	in-group	interaction	takes	place,	which	is	not	the	
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same	thing	as	addressing	group	norms	‘from	the	outside’.	Decisions	made	by	groups,	not	by	

individuals	in	isolation,	tend	to	affect	subsequent	behaviour	most	strongly	(Lewin,	1952).			

This	links	up	to	a	second	principle	of	attitude	change	formulated	by	Lewin:	that	those	who	

are	required	to	change	(their	beliefs	and/or	behaviour)	should	be	“made	part	of	the	fact-

finding	on	which	the	action	is	to	be	based”	(Lewin,	1945/1997,	p.	55,	italics	are	mine).	

Change	can	only	occur	when	the	group	whose	attitudes	or	behaviours	are	required	to	

change	is	involved	in	the	discussion	about	its	existing	attitudes	and	the	possible	desirability	

or	undesirability	of	change.	In	this	respect,	real-life	interaction	among	group	members	is	

considered	much	more	effective	for	the	establishment	of	group	norms	than	‘imposing’	

norms	from	the	outside.	This	is	exactly	what	was	noted	by	a	teacher	(in	Chapter	3)	when	he	

argued	that	pupils	who	express	intolerant	opinions	should	be	engaged	in	conversation	with	

classmates	rather	than	convinced	by	teachers	to	express	the	opinions	teachers	find	

desirable.	Lewin	observes	that	“re-education	[the	word	he	uses	for	the	process	of	

promoting	attitudinal	and	behavioural	change]	is	frequently	in	danger	of	reaching	only	the	

official	system	of	values,	the	level	of	verbal	expression	and	not	of	conduct;	it	may	result	in	

merely	heightening	the	discrepancy	between	‘...the	way	I	ought	to	feel’	and	‘…the	way	I	

really	feel’	”	(Lewin,	1945/1997,	p.	52).	This	is	a	risk	clearly	present	in	the	teaching	of	

tolerance	in	a	school	setting.	Only	when	both	favourable	and	unfavourable	opinions	are	

discussed,	stimulating	all	group	members	to	join	in	the	conversation,		is	there	a	good	chance	

that	groups	will	move	towards	a	more	tolerant	stance.	Through	the	acceptance	of	group		

membership,	members	are	motivated	to	change	their	attitudes	and	behaviours	(Lewin,	

1952).				

This	idea	of	‘group-carried’	change	(Lewin,	1952)	relates	to	the	third	condition	of	social	

change	discerned	by	Lewin,	namely	that	freedom	of	acceptance	is	essential	to	any	real	and	

enduring	acceptance	of	the	‘new’	behaviour	and	change	in	corresponding	cognitions	and	

values.	The	biggest	paradox	in	the	promotion	of	any	value,	according	to	Lewin,	is	that	

pressure	is	to	be	avoided.	So	the	question	is,	how	to	promote	change	and	yet	respect	the	

freedom	of	acceptance	of	those	who	are	required	to	change?	This	dilemma	was	also	noted	

by	the	teacher	in	Chapter	3	who	argued	that	forbidding	the	expression	of	intolerant	views	

does	not	help	to	promote	tolerance.	This	is	precisely	why	Lewin	argues	that	those	who	are	

required	to	change	should	be	involved	in	the	decision-making,	to	increase	the	chance	that	
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resistance	to	attitudinal	and	behavioural	change	will	be	overcome.	This	is	what	Lewin	calls	

the	‘un-freezing’	of	established	attitudes	and	behaviour	(Lewin,	1952),	a	vital	step	in	the	

promotion	of	attitude	change.	Logically,	such	un-freezing	of	pre-existing	attitudes	is	not	

likely	to	take	place	as	a	result	of	unilateral	communication	in	which	desirable	attitudes	or	

behaviours	are	propagated.	In	the	current	research,	one	of	the	reasons	that	norm	

communication	was	of	limited	effect	may	well	be	that	norms	were	communicated	by	the	

researcher,	not	by	an	accepted	group	member,	and	without	taking	into	account	pre-existing	

attitudes	that	may	form	an	opposing	force	against	tolerance	(Lewin,	1947).					

Lastly,	Lewin	notes	the	importance	of	perception	as	an	obstacle	for	the	promotion	of	

change.	As	he	argues,	“in	any	situation	we	cannot	help	but	act	according	to	[what]	we	

perceive”	(Lewin,	1945/1997,	p.	51).	Knowing	that	something	is	real	is	very	different	from	

seeing	things	as	real	and	believing	they	are	real.	As	in	a	visual	illusion,	Lewin	says	to	

illustrate	his	point,	it	does	not	help	to	provide	‘objective’	information	about	what	we	see:	

we	still	perceive	the	visual	information	as	real.	Similarly,	in	the	present	research	norm	

information	was	not	perceived	accurately	when	this	information	contradicted	existing	

attitudes.	Hence,	one	is	convinced	that	one	is	seeing	a	norm	that	is	congruent	with	one’s	

perceptions	of	what	the	norm	is.	In	such	cases,	providing	‘objective’	norm	information	may	

only	raise	psychological	tension	stemming	from	the	contradiction	between	what	one	is	led	

to	believe	and	what	one	actually	believes,	and	thus	hinder	rather	than	facilitate	attitude	

change.	

Based	on	these	principles,	it	can	be	concluded	that,	if	tolerance	is	to	be	promoted	

effectively,	groupwise	interventions	are	to	be	preferred	above	individual	approaches,	those	

required	to	change	should	be	made	part	of	the	fact-finding	on	which	attitude	change	is	

based,	freedom	of	choice	must	be	respected	in	order	for	any	change	to	be	successful	or	

lasting	and	perceptions,	steered	by	existing	attitudes,	are	more	influential	than	‘objective’	

facts	about	behaviour:	in	order	to	promote	change,	perceptions	should	be	treated	as	facts	in	

the	fact-finding	process.	

In	my	experience	as	an	interventionist,	I	have	noticed	time	and	again	how	essential	the	

principles	described	above	are	in	helping	to	effectuate	individual,	group	and	organizational	

change.	For	instance,	the	workers	at	a	social	welfare	organization	were	only	able	to	
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implement	a	new	policy	after	discussing	with	management	the	problems	they	encountered	

when	applying	the	proposed	policy	to	practical	cases.	Not	until	they	were	involved	in	the	

relevant	fact-finding	were	they	willing	to	change	their	professional	behaviour.	Tram	

conductors	learning	to	confront	verbally	abusive	passengers	were	only	able	to	do	so	after	

defining	their	professional	role	and	its	demands,	as	established	in	discussion	within	the	

group	of	colleagues	they	were	being	trained	with.	Police	officers	learning	to	assist	

colleagues	after	traumatic	incidents	had	to	abandon	the	preconceived	idea	that	officers	who	

experience	fear	or	anger	during	their	work	are	incompetent.	Only	once	they	had	let	go	of	

these	preconceptions	could	they	help	their	colleagues	effectively.	In	all	these	practical	

cases,	Lewin’s	notions	have	provided	me	with	a	definition	of	my	own	professional	task	and	

contribution	to	social	change.	Likewise,	they	provide	practical	recommendations	for	those	

who	aim	to	promote	tolerance.		

Writing	this	dissertation	has	been	a	fulfilling	journey.	And	being	involved	with	social	change,	

combining	practical	approaches	with	academic	investigation,	will	remain	an	exciting	

challenge	for	me	in	the	years	to	come.	
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APPENDIX	I.	INTERVIEW	SCHEDULES	(CHAPTER	3)	

	

Interview	directieleden	

Introductie:	Ik	ben	….	van	de	Vrije	Universiteit	in	Amsterdam.	We	doen	onderzoek	naar	

verdraagzaamheid	en	hoe	daar	op	scholen	in	het	voortgezet	onderwijs	mee	omgegaan	wordt.	Dus,	

wordt	er	op	scholen	iets	gedaan	om	onderlinge	verdraagzaamheid	te	bevorderen,	is	het	een	issue	of	

helemaal	niet,	welke	factoren	helpen	bij	het	vestigen	van	een	verdraagzaam	klimaat	op	school,	wat	

hindert.	We	interviewen	leerlingen,	docenten	en	directieleden	op	verschillende	scholen	in	Nederland.	

Wat	u	mij	vertelt	beschouw	ik	als	vertrouwelijk;	ik	rapporteer	dit	niet	aan	anderen	op	school,	en	in	de	

verslaglegging	noemen	we	geen	persoonsnamen.	Ik	neem	het	gesprek	wel	op,	om	later	terug	te	

kunnen	luisteren,	zodat	ik	niet	hoef	te	schrijven	als	we	praten.	Heeft	u	daar	bezwaar	tegen?	Het	

gesprek	duurt	ongeveer	een	uur.	Is	er	nog	iets	dat	u	wilt	opmerken	of	vragen	voordat	we	beginnen?	

	
[klimaat]	

1. Om	te	beginnen,	mag	ik	u	vragen	hoe	lang	u	al	werkt	op	deze	school,	en	welke	functie	u	
precies	heeft?	

2. Hoe	zou	u	deze	school	omschrijven	aan	een	buitenstaander?	(Wat	voor	school	is	het?	Wat	
kenmerkt	deze	school?	Wat	onderscheidt	deze	school	van	andere	scholen?)	

3. Hoe	zou	u	de	sfeer	op	school	omschrijven?	

- Wie	of	wat	heeft	volgens	u	met	name	invloed	op	die	sfeer?	Leerlingen/docenten/directie,	
andere	factoren?	

- Hoe	is	het	contact	tussen	leerlingen	hier	op	school?	En	tussen	docenten?	En	tussen	
leerlingen	en	docenten?	

4. Kunt	u	iets	vertellen	over	de	leerlingenpopulatie?	
- Wat	voor	soort	leerlingen	zitten	er	op	deze	school?	
- En	de	ouders?	Hoe	is	het	contact	met	ouders?	

	
5. Bent	u	tevreden	over	het	reilen	en	zeilen	op	school?	Waarover	wel/waarover	niet?	

	
[definitie]	

6. Waar	denkt	u	aan	bij	het	woord	verdraagzaam/onverdraagzaam?	Wat	verstaat	u	onder	
(on)verdraagzaamheid?	Kunt	u	een	voorbeeld	geven	hier	op	school?	

Verdraagzaamheid	wordt	wel	omschreven	als	iets	of	iemand	waar	je	het	eigenlijk	niet	mee	eens	bent,	

waar	je	last	van	hebt,	of	wat	je	afkeurt,	toch	accepteren.	

- Wat	vindt	u	van	deze	omschrijving?	Sluit	het	aan	bij	waar	u	zelf	aan	denkt?	
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	[klimaat]	

7. Kunt	u	voorbeelden	geven	van	gedrag,	leefstijlen	of	opvattingen	die	op	deze	school	
geaccepteerd	worden	of	juist	niet	geaccepteerd	worden?	
-	Wat	speelt	er	dan?	Waar	gaat	het	precies	over?	(doorvragen,	concretiseren)	
-	Welke	onderwerpen	gaat	het	om?	
-	Tussen	wie	speelt	dat?	
-	Hoe	reageert	u	als	directeur	[als	docent]	daar	op?	Heeft	u	daar	een	rol	in?	
>	Indien	voorbeelden	van	verdraagzaamheid	doorvragen	naar	onverdraagzaamheid	en	
omgekeerd.	
	

[organisatie	en	beleid]	
8. Is	verdraagzaamheid	onderwerp	van	gesprek	bij	u	op	school?	
- Wordt	er	over	gepraat	door	docenten	onderling,	door	de	directie,	met	leerlingen?	
- Worden	er	afspraken	gemaakt	over	hoe	om	te	gaan	met	onverdraagzaam	gedrag	of	

opvattingen?	
- Wordt	er	beleid	op	gemaakt?	Zo	ja,	wat	voor	beleid	is	er?	Hoe	is	het	georganiseerd?	
- Zijn	er	schoolregels	of	beleid	dat	vastlegt	hoe	verdraagzaamheid	bevorderd	wordt	hier	op	

school,	of	onverdraagzaamheid	tegengegaan?	
Doorvragen	hoe	dat	eruit	ziet,	staat	het	op	papier?	Mag	ik	dat	inzien?	Schoolgids?	

	
9. Wat	accepteert	u	als	directie	van	leerlingen	of	docenten	en	wat	niet?	

a. Hoe	bepaalt	u	wat	acceptabel	is	en	wat	niet?	
b. Hoe	denkt	u	dat	andere	directieleden/docenten	erover	denken/ermee	omgaan?	
c. Heeft	u	het	daar	wel	eens	over?	(met	docenten,	met	directie	onderling)	

	
10. Zijn	er	wel	eens	conflicten	op	school?	Is	er	wel	eens	sprake	van	onverdraagzaam	gedrag	

waar	u	als	directie	mee	te	maken	heeft?	
- Zo	ja,	waarover	gaat	het	dan?	
- Hoe	reageert/handelt	de	directie	in	dit	soort	situaties?	
- Komen	sancties	gegeven	door	de	directie	voor?	Worden	er	bijvoorbeeld	wel	eens	leerlingen	

van	school	gestuurd	vanwege	onverdraagzaam	gedrag?	Om	wat	voor	situaties	gaat	het	dan?	
- Zijn	er	ook	wel	eens	conflicten	met	docenten?	Hoe	wordt	daarmee	omgegaan	door	de	

directie?	
	

11. In	2005	werden	scholen	verplicht	gesteld	bij	te	dragen	aan	burgerschapsontwikkeling	en	
sociale	integratie	van	leerlingen.	

- Speelt	dat	hier	op	school?	
- Houdt	de	school	zich	hier	mee	bezig?	Zo	ja,	hoe	dan?	

Maakt	verdraagzaamheid	daar	deel	van	uit?	
	

Tot	slot	wil	ik	u	vriendelijk	bedanken	voor	dit	gesprek.	Heeft	u	nog	opmerkingen/vragen	naar	
aanleiding	van	ons	gesprek?	
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Interview	docenten	

Introductie:	Ik	ben	….	van	de	Vrije	Universiteit	in	Amsterdam.	We	doen	onderzoek	naar	

verdraagzaamheid	en	hoe	daar	op	scholen	in	het	voortgezet	onderwijs	mee	omgegaan	wordt.	Dus,	

wordt	er	op	scholen	iets	gedaan	om	onderlinge	verdraagzaamheid	te	bevorderen,	is	het	een	issue	of	

helemaal	niet,	welke	factoren	helpen	bij	het	vestigen	van	een	verdraagzaam	klimaat	op	school,	wat	

hindert.	We	interviewen	leerlingen,	docenten	en	directieleden	op	verschillende	scholen	in	Nederland.	

Wat	u	mij	vertelt	beschouw	ik	als	vertrouwelijk;	ik	rapporteer	dit	niet	aan	anderen	op	school,	en	in	de	

verslaglegging	noemen	we	geen	persoonsnamen.	Ik	neem	het	gesprek	wel	op,	om	later	terug	te	

kunnen	luisteren,	zodat	ik	niet	hoef	te	schrijven	als	we	praten.	Heeft	u	daar	bezwaar	tegen?	Het	

gesprek	duurt	ongeveer	een	uur.	Is	er	nog	iets	dat	u	wilt	opmerken	of	vragen	voordat	we	beginnen?	

	

[klimaat&	identificatie]	

12. Om	te	beginnen,	mag	ik	u	vragen	hoe	lang	u	al	werkt	op	deze	school,	en	welke	functie	u	
heeft?	Heeft	u	naast	het	doceren	ook	andere	taken	op	school?	(bv	mentorschap,	
projectleider	of	teamleider)	

13. Hoe	zou	u	deze	school	omschrijven	aan	een	buitenstaander?	(Wat	voor	school	is	het?	Wat	
kenmerkt	deze	school?	Wat	onderscheidt	deze	school	van	andere	scholen?)	

14. Hoe	zou	u	de	sfeer	op	school/in	de	klas	omschrijven?	

- Wie	of	wat	heeft	volgens	u	met	name	invloed	op	die	sfeer?	Leerlingen/docenten/andere	
factoren?	

- Hoe	is	het	contact	tussen	leerlingen	hier	op	school?	En	tussen	docenten?	En	leerlingen	en	
docenten?	

15. Voelt	u	zich	betrokken	bij	deze	school?	Identificeert	u	zich	met	deze	school?	Hoezo	
wel/niet?	(of	later	(door)vragen)	
	

[definitie]	
Dan	ga	ik	nu	graag	in	op	het	onderwerp	verdraagzaamheid.	
	
16. Waar	denkt	u	aan	bij	het	woord	verdraagzaam	of	onverdraagzaam?	Wat	verstaat	u	onder	

(on)verdraagzaamheid?	
Verdraagzaamheid	wordt	wel	omschreven	als	iets	of	iemand	waar	je	het	eigenlijk	niet	mee	eens	bent,	

waar	je	last	van	hebt,	of	wat	je	afkeurt,	toch	accepteren.	

- Wat	vindt	u	van	deze	omschrijving?	Sluit	het	aan	bij	waar	u	zelf	aan	denkt?	

	
17. Kunt	u	voorbeelden	geven	van	gedrag,	leefstijlen	of	opvattingen	die	op	deze	school	

geaccepteerd	worden	of	juist	niet	geaccepteerd	worden?	
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-	Wat	speelt	er	dan?	Waar	gaat	het	precies	over?	(doorvragen,	concretiseren)	
-	Welke	onderwerpen	gaat	het	om?	
-	Tussen	wie	speelt	dat?	
-	Hoe	reageert	u	daar	op?	
>	Indien	voorbeelden	van	verdraagzaamheid	doorvragen	naar	onverdraagzaamheid	en	
omgekeerd.	

	
7.	Wat	voor	conflicten	doen	zich	voor	op	school	(en	in	de	klas)?	Welke	onderwerpen	zijn	
controversieel?	

-	Hoe	vaak	komt	dit	voor?	
-	Hoe	wordt	daarmee	omgegaan?	
-	Hoe	gaat	u	daar	zelf	mee	om?	

	
18. Is	verdraagzaamheid	onderwerp	van	gesprek	bij	u	op	school?	
- Wordt	er	over	gepraat	door	docenten	onderling,	met	de	directie,	met	leerlingen,	door	

leerlingen	onderling?	Hoe	verlopen	die	gesprekken?	
- Worden	er	afspraken	gemaakt	over	hoe	om	te	gaan	met	onverdraagzaam	gedrag	of	

opvattingen?	
	

19. Wat	accepteert	u	van	leerlingen	en	wat	niet?	
a. Hoe	bepaalt	u	wat	acceptabel	is	en	wat	niet?	
b. Hoe	denkt	u	dat	andere	docenten	erover	denken/ermee	omgaan?	
c. Heeft	u	het	daar	wel	eens	over?	(docenten	onderling,	met	management)	

	
20. Hoeveel	ruimte	is	er	hier	op	school/	in	de	klas	om	af	te	wijken	van	‘de	norm’?	
- Zijn	er	opvattingen	of	onderwerpen	die	u	liever	niet	bespreekt	op	school,	met	

docenten/leerlingen/directie?	
	

21. Wanneer	was	u	zelf	voor	uw	gevoel	voor	het	laatst	verdraagzaam	of	onverdraagzaam?	
- Waar	ging	dat	om?	Wat	was	er	aan	de	hand?	
- Wat	deed/dacht/voelde/wilde	u,	en	wat	deed/dacht/wilde	de	ander(en)	volgens	u?	
	
22. Is	er	sprake	van	groepsvorming	onder	leerlingen,	naar	uw	mening?	
- Zo	ja,	wat	voor	groepen	vormen	zich?	In	de	klas	of	ook	tussen	klassen?	
- Wat	voor	mensen	zoeken	elkaar	op,	naar	uw	idee?	
- Heeft	u	wel	eens	last	van	groepjes	of	kliekjes	in	de	klas?	Zo,	ja,	hoezo	dan?	Hoe	gaat	u	

daarmee	om?	
	

Tot	slot	wil	ik	u	vriendelijk	bedanken	voor	dit	gesprek.	Heeft	u	nog	opmerkingen/vragen	naar	
aanleiding	van	ons	gesprek?	 	
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Interview	leerlingen	

Introductie:	Ik	ben	….	van	de	Vrije	Universiteit	in	Amsterdam.	Wij	doen	onderzoek	naar	

verdraagzaamheid	en	hoe	leerlingen	op	middelbare	scholen	met	elkaar	omgaan.	Ik	wil	jullie	graag	

wat	vragen	stellen	om	te	weten	komen	hoe	dat	bij	jullie	op	school	gaat.	Er	zijn	geen	goede	of	foute	

antwoorden,	ik	ben	geïnteresseerd	in	jullie	eigen	mening.	Wat	jullie	hier	vertellen	blijft	tussen	ons,	

het	is	een	vertrouwelijk	gesprek.	Dus	de	leraren	krijgen	dit	niet	te	horen.	Als	ik	er	later	iets	over	

schrijf,	zal	ik	geen	namen	noemen.	Ik	neem	het	gesprek	wel	op,	om	later	terug	te	kunnen	luisteren,	

zodat	ik	niet	hoef	te	schrijven	als	we	praten.	Hebben	jullie	daar	bezwaar	tegen?	Het	gesprek	duurt	

ongeveer	een	uur.	Is	alles	duidelijk?	Is	er	iets	dat	je	graag	wilt	zeggen	of	vragen	voordat	we	

beginnen?	

	

[klimaat,	spontaan]	

Als	eerste	zou	ik	graag	wat	willen	weten	over	hoe	jullie	je	eigen	school	ervaren.	

1. Wat	voor	school	is	dit?	Hoe	zou	je	deze	school	omschrijven	aan	iemand	die	jullie	school	niet	

kent?	

2. Hoe	zou	je	de	sfeer	op	school/in	de	klas	omschrijven?	

- Wie	heeft	volgens	jou	invloed	op	deze	sfeer?	Leerlingen/docenten/anderen?	

- Hoe	is	het	contact	tussen	leerlingen	op	deze	school?	En	met	docenten?	

	

[definitie	(in)tolerantie]	

3. Nu	wil	ik	graag	ingaan	op	het	onderwerp	verdraagzaamheid.	Als	eerste	wil	ik	graag	weten,	

waar	denk	je	aan	bij	het	woord	verdraagzaam?	

Samenvatten	en	doorvragen:	Waar	denk	je	aan	bij	het	woord	onverdraagzaam?	

	

4. Kun	je	een	voorbeeld	geven	van	(on)verdraagzaamheid?	

a. Waar	ging	het	over?	Wat	was	er	precies	aan	de	hand?	

b. Wat/wie	was	er	(on)verdraagzaam	in	die	situatie?	

c. Wat	deed	de	ander(en)?	Wat	deed	jij?	

Optioneel:	-	Wat	doet/denkt/vindt	iemand	die	(on)verdraagzaam	is?	Hoe	voelt	diegene	zich?	

	

[definitie]	

Verdraagzaamheid	wordt	wel	omschreven	als	iets	of	iemand	waar	je	het	eigenlijk	niet	mee	eens	

bent,	waar	je	last	van	hebt,	of	wat	je	afkeurt,	toch	accepteren.	

5. Wat	vindt	je	van	deze	omschrijving?	Sluit	het	aan	bij	waar	je	zelf	aan	denkt?	
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	[klimaat]	

6. Kun	je	een	voorbeeld	geven	op	school;	van	opvattingen,	gedrag	of	leefstijlen	die	niet	

geaccepteerd	worden	door	anderen	of	door	jouzelf?	

Samenvatten	en	concretiseren:	

a. Waar	ging	het	over?	Wat	was	er	precies	aan	de	hand?	Wat	gebeurde	er?	

b. Wat/wie	was	er	(on)verdraagzaam	in	die	situatie?	

c. Wat	deed/dacht/voelde/wilde	jij	en	de	ander?	

	

[groepsnormen,	conformeren]	

7. Hoe	merk	je	dat	sommige	dingen	niet	geaccepteerd	worden	op	school?	

a. Waar	zie/hoor/merk	je	dat	aan?	/	Hoe	weet	je	dat?	

b. Hoe	vaak	komt	dat	voor?	

c. Wat	vind	jij	er	zelf	van?	

	

8. Ben	je	zelf	wel	eens	(on)verdraagzaam?	Kun	je	daar	een	voorbeeld	van	geven?	

a. Waar	ging	het	over?	Wat	was	er	precies	aan	de	hand?	Wat	gebeurde	er?	

b. Wat	deed/dacht/wilde/voelde	je?	

c. Hoe	reageerden	de	ander(en)	daarop?	

	

[identificatie	en	groepsvorming]	

9. Met	wat	voor	mensen	ga	je	om	op	school?	

- Voel	je	je	verbonden	met	de	mensen	met	wie	je	omgaat?	

- 	Voel	je	je	betrokken	bij	de	mensen	met	wie	je	omgaat?	

- Zijn	dat	klasgenoten	of	juist/ook	mensen	uit	andere	klassen/buiten	school?	

Doorvragen	naar	vrienden	vs	klasgenoten/school,	indien	niet	genoemd:	

- Voel	je	je	ook	betrokken	bij	je	klasgenoten?	En	bij	je	school	als	geheel?	

- Voel	je	je	ook	betrokken	bij	groepen	buiten	je	klas	of	buiten	school?	En	welke	groepen	dan?	

	

10. Moet	je	wel	eens	samenwerken	met	mensen	waar	je	liever	niet	mee	samenwerkt?	

- Kun	je	daar	een	voorbeeld	van	noemen?	Hoe	ging	dat?	Wat	vond	je	daarvan?	

	

[klimaat]	

11. 	(In	hoeverre)	voel	je	je	op	je	gemak	op	school/in	de	klas?	

Voel	je	je	geaccepteerd	op	school/in	de	klas?	
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Doorvragen:	Hoe	komt	dat?	Wat	maakt	dat	je	je	wel/niet	geaccepteerd/op	je	gemak	voelt?	Hoezo	

wel/niet?	

- Voel	je	je	vrij	om	te	denken/doen	wat	je	wilt	op	school/in	de	klas?	

- Merk	je	wel	eens	dat	iets	wat	jij	denkt	of	doet	niet	geaccepteerd	wordt	door	anderen?	

Waar	merk	je	dat	aan?	Hoe	ga	je	daarmee	om?	

	

12. Komt	het	wel	eens	voor	dat	jij	of	anderen	iets	doen	wat	echt	niet	kan	hier	op	school?	

-	Wat	gebeurt	er	dan?	

-	Wat	vind	je	daarvan?	

	

Tot	slot	wil	ik	jullie	vriendelijk	bedanken	voor	dit	gesprek.	Hebben	jullie	nog	opmerkingen/vragen	
naar	aanleiding	van	ons	gesprek?	
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APPENDIX	II.	VALIDATION	STUDIES	(CHAPTER	4,	Validation	studies	1	and	2)	
	
	

	 	

 
 
Deze vragenlijst gaat over . Tolereren betekent dingen die gevoelsmatig negatief 
beoordeeld worden, toch toestaan, ondanks een verschil van mening of opvatting. Met dit 
onderzoek proberen we te achterhalen welke groepen in onze samenleving en welke 
politieke, religieuze en seksuele voorkeuren  in Nederland meer en minder getolereerd 
worden, en waar dat mee te maken heeft. Veel vragen in dit onderzoek gaan over 
homoseksualiteit, immigratie, de islam; omdat dat onderwerpen zijn, die nogal eens ter 
discussie staan in Nederland. 
 
In de vragenlijst worden u steeds , en gevraagd hoe u erover 
denkt en hoe u zou reageren. We vragen u telkens zich , ook al kunt 
u zich de situatie misschien moeilijk voorstellen of lijkt de situatie niet op u van toepassing.  
 
Er zijn geen goede of foute antwoorden, we zijn geïnteresseerd in . Als u het 
moeilijk vindt te kiezen, kies dan het antwoord dat het dichtst bij uw mening ligt.  Belangrijk 
is dat u , ook al zijn vragen soms lastig te beantwoorden.  
 
Tot slot wil ik garanderen dat met de gegevens die u invult  omgegaan 
zal worden en dat ze alleen gebruikt worden voor dit wetenschappelijke onderzoek.   
 
Hartelijk dank voor uw deelname.  
 
 
Marjoka van Doorn 
Afdeling sociologie, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam 
 
Contactgegevens: 
Mw. M. van Doorn  
Faculteit Sociale Wetenschappen, Afdeling Sociologie 
De Boelelaan 1081, 1081 HV, Amsterdam 
Mail: m.van.doorn@vu.nl 
 
 
 
 
 
E-mailadres om mee te loten voor de VVV-cadeaubon van €50,-- 
 
 
----------------------------@--------------------------------------------------------------- (in 
blokletters) 
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Politieke partij huurt een ruimte in uw wijk 
 
 
1aTC. : In uw wijk staat al een tijdje een voormalig schoolgebouw leeg. De gemeente 
overweegt de ruimte te verhuren als kantoorruimte voor een nieuwe politieke partij. Kunt u van elk 
van de volgende politieke partijen aangeven hoe u het zou vinden als die partij de ruimte zou huren?
 

 
Als deze partij de ruimte huurt, 

vind ik dat… 
Volstrekt 

onaanvaardbaar  
Niet 

onaanvaardbaar, 
noch 

aanvaardbaar  
 Volstrekt 

aanvaardbaar 

 
 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

a. 
Een partij die strijdt voor 
een immigratiestop voor 
mensen uit niet-westerse 
landen 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

b. 
Een partij die zich inzet 
voor de rechten van 
homoseksuelen 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

    c. 
Een partij die zich inzet 
voor de belangen van 
moslims 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

d. 
Een partij die opkomt voor 
de belangen van 
pedofielen  

1 2 3 4 5 6 

e. Een partij die strijdt tegen 
kindermishandeling 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 
1bTC. Vindt u dat de gemeente de ruimte moet verhuren aan deze partij? 

 

Aan deze partij verhuren… Absoluut 
niet  

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet 

 Absoluut 
wel 

 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 

a. 
Een partij die strijdt voor een 
immigratiestop voor mensen uit 
niet-westerse landen  

1 2 3 4 5 6 

b. Een partij die strijdt voor 
acceptatie van homoseksualiteit 1 2 3 4 5 6 

 c. Een partij die zich inzet voor de 
belangen van moslims 1 2 3 4 5 6 

d. Een partij die opkomt voor de 
belangen van pedofielen 1 2 3 4 5 6 

e. Een partij die strijdt tegen 
kindermishandeling 1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Kennismaking met de lerares maatschappijleer 
 
 
2aTC. Op de middelbare school waar uw kinderen zitten, wordt een lerares maatschappijleer aangenomen. Op een 
ouderavond maakt u kennis met haar. Wat zou u ervan vinden als u één van de volgende dingen over haar te weten 
komt? 
 

Als ik dit te weten kom, vind ik dat... Volstrekt 
aanvaardbaar  

Niet 
aanvaardbaar, 

noch 
aanvaardbaar  

 Volstrekt 
aanvaardbaar 

 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 

a. Ze draagt een hoofddoek 
1 2 3 4 5 6

b. Ze woont samen met een vrouw 1 2 3 4 5 6

c.  
Ze heeft bij de laatste tweede 
kamer verkiezingen op de PVV 
gestemd 

1 2 3 4 5 6

d. Ze is voor de doodstraf 1 2 3 4 5 6

e. Ze gebruikt in haar vrije tijd 
softdrugs 1 2 3 4 5 6

 

 
2bTC. Vindt u dat de school haar in dienst moet houden of ontslaan, in elk van deze gevallen? 

 

De school moet haar… 
Absoluut 
in dienst 
houden 

 
Misschien 
houden, 

misschien 
ontslaan 

 Absoluut 
ontslaan 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

a. Ze draagt een hoofddoek 
1 2 3 4 5 6

b. Ze woont samen met een 
vrouw 1 2 3 4 5 6

c.  
Ze heeft bij de laatste 
tweede kamer verkiezingen 
op de PVV gestemd 

1 2 3 4 5 6

d. Ze is voor de doodstraf 1 2 3 4 5 6

e. Ze gebruikt in haar vrije tijd 
softdrugs 1 2 3 4 5 6
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Werkgever neemt nieuw initiatief 
 
 
3aTC. Op uw werk presenteert het management een voorstel voor nieuw beleid.  Wat zou u ervan vinden als u 
werkgever een van de volgende maatregelen neemt? 
 

Als ze dit doen vind ik dat… 
Volstrekt 
aanvaard-

baar 
 

Niet
aanvaardbaar, 

noch 
aanvaardbaar 

 
Volstrekt 
aanvaard-

baar 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 

a. Een gebedsruimte inrichten 
voor islamitische collega’s 1 2 3 4 5 6

b. 

Namens het bedrijf 
deelnemen aan roze 
zaterdag (een manifestatie 
voor homo-emancipatie) 

1 2 3 4 5 6

c.  

Het dragen van een 
hoofddoek verbieden voor 
collega’s die contact 
hebben met klanten 

1 2 3 4 5 6

d. 
Een voorkeursbeleid 
invoeren voor vrouwen op 
hogere posities  

1 2 3 4 5 6

e. Stageplaatsen aanbieden 
voor asielzoekers 1 2 3 4 5 6

 
 

3bTC. Vindt u dat uw bedrijf dit moet doen?  

Mijn bedrijf moet dit… Absoluut 
niet doen  

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet doen 

 Absoluut 
wel doen 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

a. Een gebedsruimte inrichten 
voor islamitische collega’s 1 2 3 4 5 6 

b. 
Namens het bedrijf 
deelnemen aan roze 
zaterdag 1 2 3 4 5 6

c.  

Het dragen van een 
hoofddoek verbieden voor 
collega’s die contact 
hebben met klanten 

1 2 3 4 5 6

d. 
Een voorkeursbeleid voeren 
voor vrouwen op hogere 
posities  

1 2 3 4 5 6

e. Stageplaatsen aanbieden 
voor asielzoekers 1 2 3 4 5 6
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Voorrangsregeling van de woningbouwvereniging 
 
 
4aTC. De woningbouwvereniging in uw woonplaats wil bepaalde groepen mensen die moeilijk aan woonruimte 
komen, voorrang verlenen bij het toewijzen van een huis. Wat zou u ervan vinden als ze voorrang verlenen 
aan elk van de hierna genoemde groepen? 
 

Voorrang voor deze groep vind ik… 
Volstrekt 
aanvaard-

baar 
 

Niet 
onaanvaardbaar, 

noch 
aanvaardbaar 

 
Volstrekt 
aanvaard- 

baar 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 

a. Kunstenaars met een atelier 
aan huis 1 2 3 4 5 6

b. 
Vluchtelingen die onlangs 
een verblijfsvergunning 
hebben gekregen   1 2 3 4 5 6

c.  Homoseksuele stellen die 
elders zijn weggepest 1 2 3 4 5 6

d. 
Pedofielen die na een 
gevangenisstraf niet terug 
kunnen naar hun oude huis 

1 2 3 4 5 6

e. 

Mensen met beroepen waar 
een tekort aan is, zoals 
leerkrachten, 
politieagenten, 
verpleegkundigen 

1 2 3 4 5 6

 
 

4bTC. Vindt u dat de woningbouwvereniging in uw woonplaats voorrang moet verlenen aan deze groepen mensen? 
  

Ze moeten aan deze groep voorrang 
verlenen… 

Absoluut 
niet doen  

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet doen 

 Absoluut 
wel doen 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

a. Kunstenaars met een atelier 
aan huis 1 2 3 4 5 6

b. 
Vluchtelingen die onlangs een 
verblijfsvergunning hebben 
gekregen   1 2 3 4 5 6

c.  Homoseksuele stellen die 
elders zijn weggepest 1 2 3 4 5 6

d. 
Pedofielen die na een 
gevangenisstraf niet terug 
kunnen naar hun oude huis 

1 2 3 4 5 6

e. 

Mensen met beroepen waar 
een tekort aan is, zoals 
leerkrachten, politieagenten, 
verpleegkundigen  

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Subsidie voor het historisch museum 
 
 
5aTC. De gemeente kent subsidie toe aan een historisch museum in uw woonplaats. Wat zou u ervan vinden 
als de gemeente voor een van de volgende projecten subsidie geeft aan het museum? 

 

Als ze hier subsidie voor geven 
vind ik dat… 

Volstrekt 
aanvaard-

baar 
 

Niet 
onaanvaardbaar, 

noch 
aanvaardbaar 

 
Volstrekt 
aanvaard- 

baar 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 

a. 
De bordjes en 
informatiefolders vertalen in 
het Turks en Arabisch  

1 2 3 4 5 6

b.  

Een tentoonstelling 
inrichten over homo-
emancipatie door de 
eeuwen heen 

1 2 3 4 5 6

c. 
Ook op zondag open gaan 
voor bijzondere 
tentoonstellingen 

1 2 3 4 5 6

d. 
De bordjes en 
informatiefolders vertalen in 
het Frans, Engels en Duits 

1 2 3 4 5 6

 
 

5bTC. Vindt u dat de gemeente subsidie moet verstrekken aan het museum voor deze  projecten? 
 

Hier subsidie voor… Absoluut 
niet  

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet 

 Absoluut 
wel 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

a. 
De bordjes en 
informatiefolders vertalen in 
het Turks en Arabisch 

1 2 3 4 5 6

b.  

Een tentoonstelling 
inrichten over homo-
emancipatie door de 
eeuwen heen 

1 2 3 4 5 6

c. 
Ook op zondag open gaan 
voor bijzondere 
tentoonstellingen 

1 2 3 4 5 6

d. 
De bordjes en 
informatiefolders vertalen in 
het Frans, Engels en Duits  

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Halal maaltijden op de crèche 
 
 
6aTM. Op de crèche waar uw zoon of dochter 3 dagen in de week naartoe gaat krijgen de kinderen ‘s 
middags warm eten. Omdat een paar kinderen moslim zijn, wil de crèche maaltijden (geen 
varkensvlees, alleen ritueel geslacht vlees) serveren. Om praktische redenen geeft de crèche alle 
kinderen hetzelfde te eten.  
  
Wat vindt u ervan als alle kinderen voortaan  eten? 
 

Volstrekt 
onaanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 

aanvaardbaar 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6

 
 
6aT. Wat moet de crèche volgens u doen? 

Beslist  alle 
kinderen halal 

maaltijden geven 
 

Beslist  alle 
kinderen halal 

maaltijden 
geven 

 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 
 
6bM. Als een van de ouders u vroeg een handtekening te zetten voor of tegen het serveren van halal 
maaltijden, zou u bereid zijn te tekenen? 

 

Als een ouder mij vroeg een 
handtekening te zetten, zou 

ik…. 

Absoluut 
niet 

tekenen 
Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut 
wel 

tekenen 
 

a.  tegen het serveren van 
halal maaltijden? 1 2 3 4 5 

b.  voor het serveren van 
halal maaltijden? 1 2 3 4 5 
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De bouw van een moskee in uw buurt 
 
 
7aTM. In de buurt waar u woont zijn plannen om een moskee te bouwen. Er ligt een bouwaanvraag 
bij de gemeente. Wat vindt u ervan als die moskee bij u in de buurt komt? 

 
Volstrekt 

onaanvaardbaar 
 Volstrekt 

aanvaardbaar Het laat me 
onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 
 
7aT. Wat moet de gemeente volgens u doen? 
Beslist  

toestemming geven 
voor de bouw van 

een moskee 
 

Beslist  
toestemming 
geven voor de 
bouw van een 

moskee 

 
 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 
7bM. Als een buurtgenoot u vroeg een handtekening te zetten voor of tegen de bouw van de moskee in uw 
buurt, zou u bereid zijn te tekenen?  

 
Als een buurtgenoot mij 

vroeg een handtekening te 
zetten, zou ik… 

Absoluut 
niet 

tekenen 
Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut 
wel 

tekenen 
 

a.  tegen de bouw van de 
moskee? 1 2 3 4 5 

b.  voor de bouw van de 
moskee? 1 2 3 4 5 
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Gescheiden gymles op school 
 
 
8aTM. Op de middelbare school waar uw kinderen zitten, wordt op verzoek van een groep 
islamitische ouders besloten om jongens en meisjes voortaan gescheiden te laten gymmen. Wat vindt 
u ervan als jongens en meisjes voortaan gescheiden gymmen? 
 

Volstrekt 
onaanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 

aanvaardbaar 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 
8aT. Wat moet de school volgens u doen? 
 

 Jongens en 
meisjes beslist 

 laten 
gymmen 

 
Jongens en 

meisjes beslist 
 laten 

gymmen 

 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6

 
 
8bM. Als een ouder van school u vroeg een handtekening te zetten voor gescheiden of juist voor gemengd 
gymmen op school, zou u bereid zijn te tekenen?  

 
Als een ouder mij vroeg 

een handtekening te 
zetten, zou ik… 

Absoluut 
niet 

tekenen 
Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut 
wel 

tekenen 
 

a.  
voor gescheiden 
gymmen? 

1 2 3 4 5 

b.  
voor gemengd 
gymmen? 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Hoofddoekverbod voor ambtenaren in uw gemeente 
 
 
9aTM. De gemeente van uw woonplaats wil het dragen van een hoofddoek voor ambtenaren 
verbieden. Wat zou u ervan vinden als de gemeente zo’n hoofddoekverbod invoert? 
 
Volstrekt 

onaanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 
aanvaardbaar 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 
 
9aT. Wat moet de gemeente volgens u doen? 
 

Hoofddoeken beslist 
  Hoofddoeken 

beslist  
Het laat me 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 
9bM. Als een inwoner van uw woonplaats u vroeg een handtekening te zetten voor of tegen het 
hoofddoekverbod van de gemeente, zou u bereid zijn te tekenen?  

 
Als een inwoner mij vroeg 

een handtekening te 
zetten, zou ik… 

Absoluut 
niet 

tekenen 
Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut 
wel tekenen  

a.  voor het 
hoofddoekverbod 1 2 3 4 5 

b.  tegen het 
hoofddoekverbod?? 1 2 3 4 5 
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Voorkeur voor allochtone kandidaat 
 
 
10aTM.  Op uw werk is een vacature uitgeschreven, met daarin vermeld dat ‘bij gelijke geschiktheid 
een allochtone kandidaat de voorkeur heeft’. Dit in verband met de samenstelling van het team en de 
klanten waar jullie voor werken. Wat vindt u ervan dat er een voorkeur wordt uitgesproken voor een 
allochtone kandidaat? 
 
Volstrekt 

onaanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 
aanvaardbaar 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 
 
10aT. Wat moet uw werkgever volgens u doen? 
 

Beslist  
voorkeur geven aan  

allochtone 
kandidaat 

 
Beslist  

voorkeur geven 
aan allochtone 

kandidaat 

 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 
10bM. Als een collega u vroeg een handtekening te zetten voor of tegen het voorkeursbeleid van uw 
werkgever, zou u bereid zijn te tekenen?  

 

Als een collega mij vroeg een 
handtekening te zetten, zou 

ik… 

Absoluut 
niet 

tekenen 
Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut 
wel 

tekenen 
 

a.  
tegen de voorkeur voor 

een allochtone 
kandidaat bij gelijke 

geschiktheid? 
1 2 3 4 5 

b.  
voor de voorkeur voor 

een allochtone 
kandidaat bij gelijke 

geschiktheid? 
1 2 3 4 5 
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Homoseksuele leraar 
 
 
11aTM. Op de school van uw dochter is een leraar maatschappijleer aangesteld. Hij komt er op 
school openlijk voor uit dat hij homoseksueel is. Zo vertelde hij in de klas van uw dochter dat hij al 
jaren samenwoont met dezelfde vriend. Wat vindt u ervan dat deze leraar op school openlijk uitkomt 
voor zijn homoseksualiteit? 
 
Volstrekt 

onaanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 
aanvaardbaar 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 
 
11aT. Wat moet de school volgens u doen? 
 

De leraar beslist 
 uit te komen 

voor zijn 
homoseksualiteit 

 
De leraar beslist 

 uit te 
komen voor zijn 
homoseksualiteit  

 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 
 
11bM. Als een ouder van school u vroeg een handtekening te zetten voor of tegen het uitkomen voor hun 
geaardheid door homoseksuele leraren op de school van uw dochter, zou u bereid zijn te tekenen?  

 
Als iemand mij vroeg een 

handtekening te zetten, zou 
ik… 

Absoluut 
niet 

tekenen 
Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut 
wel 

tekenen 
 

a.  

tegen het uitkomen voor  
homoseksualiteit door 
leraren? 1 2 3 4 5 

b.  
voor het uitkomen voor 
homoseksualiteit door 
leraren? 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Een pedofiel in de straat 
 
 
12MM. De woningbouwvereniging heeft besloten een huis toe te kennen aan een veroordeelde 
pedofiel die zijn straf heeft uitgezeten. Het blijkt dat de man bij u in de straat komt wonen.  
 
De woningbouwvereniging benadrukt dat het 

, VS  aangezien hij zijn straf heeft uitgezeten.  
 
Wat vindt u ervan als deze man in uw straat komt wonen? 
 
Volstrekt 

onaanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 
aanvaardbaar 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6

 
12aMMT. Wat moet de woningbouwvereniging volgens u doen? 
 

Beslist  woning 
toewijzen in mijn 

straat 
 

Beslist  een 
woning toewijzen in 

mijn straat 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 
 
12bMM. Als een van uw buren u vroeg een handtekening te zetten voor of tegen het toewijzen van een 
woning aan de man in uw straat, zou u bereid zijn te tekenen?  
 

 
Als een buurtgenoot mij 

vroeg een handtekening te 
zetten, zou ik… 

Absoluut 
niet 

tekenen 
Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut 
wel tekenen  

a.  

tegen het toewijzen van 
een woning in mijn 
straat? 1 2 3 4 5 

b.  
voor het toewijzen van 
een woning in mijn 
straat? 

1 2 3 4 5 
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Opnemen van bootvluchtelingen in Nederland  
 
 
13MM. Op het eiland Lampedusa, in Italië, komen jaarlijks veel Afrikaanse bootvluchtelingen aan 
land. Italië doet een beroep op andere landen van de Europese Unie om een deel van die 
vluchtelingen op te nemen.  
 
De Nederlandse regering vindt dat elk Europees land een deel van de bootvluchtelingen die in Italië 
aankomen moet toestaan asiel aan te vragen, .VS

. 
 
 
Wat vindt u ervan als Nederland een deel van de Afrikaanse bootvluchtelingen toestaat asiel aan te 
vragen in Nederland? 
 
Volstrekt 

onaanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 
aanvaardbaar 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 
 
 

13aMMT. Wat moet de Nederlandse regering volgens u doen? 
 

Beslist  
vluchtelingen 

opnemen 
 

Beslist  
vluchtelingen 

opnemen 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 
 
13bMM. Als een kennis u vroeg mee te doen aan een actie voor of tegen het toelaten van deze groep 
vluchtelingen, zou u bereid zijn te tekenen? 

 

Als iemand u vroeg een 
handtekening te zetten… 

Absoluut 
niet 

tekenen 
Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut 
wel  

tekenen 
 

a.  
tegen het toelaten van 
deze vluchtelingen? 

1 2 3 4 5 

b.  
voor het toelaten van 
deze vluchtelingen? 1 2 3 4 5 
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Verbod op religieuze tekens 
 
 
14MM. Nederland overweegt een volledig verbod in te voeren op het dragen van religieuze tekens en 
symbolen in overheidsgebouwen. Dat houdt in dat in alle overheidsgebouwen (zoals gemeentehuizen 
of stadsdeelkantoren) geen hoofddoek, kruisje aan een ketting, keppeltje of tulband – uit 
geloofsovertuiging - meer gedragen mag worden.  
 
Dat betekent voor werknemers in dienst van de overheid dat 

. VS . 
 

 
Wat vindt u ervan als Nederland een verbod op het dragen van religieuze tekens in 
overheidsgebouwen invoert? 
 

Volstrekt 
onaanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 

aanvaardbaar 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 
14aMMT. Wat moet de Nederlandse regering volgens u doen? 

 
Het dragen van 

religieuze tekens in 
overheidsgebouwen 

zeker  
 

Het dragen van 
religieuze tekens in 
overheidsgebouwen 

zeker  

 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
 

 
14bMM. Als een bekende u vroeg mee te doen aan een actie tegen of voor het dragen van religieuze tekens 
in overheidsgebouwen, zou u bereid zijn te tekenen? 

 

Als iemand u vroeg een 
handtekening te zetten 

Absoluut 
niet 

tekenen 
Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, 

misschien 
niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut 
wel tekenen  

a.  

tegen het dragen van 
religieuze tekens in 
overheidsgebouwen? 1 2 3 4 5 

b.  
voor het dragen van 
religieuze tekens in 
overheidsgebouwen? 

1 2 3 4 5 
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16.  Op uw werk wordt tijdens een vergadering door een collega voorgesteld een 
gebedsruimte in te richten op de afdeling waar u werkt. Uw collega wil daar gebruik van maken en 
zo’n ruimte is er nu niet.  
 

Hoe voelt u zich als u denkt aan een gebedsruimte op uw afdeling? 
 
 

Wat vindt u van het voorstel een gebedsruimte in te richten op uw afdeling? 
 
 
 
 

 
Hoe reageert u op het voorstel een gebedsruimte in te richten op uw afdeling? 

 
Waarom reageert u zo? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Gebedsruimte op het werk
 
Op publieke plaatsen in Nederland, zoals een ziekenhuis of vliegveld, zijn vaak openbare 
gebedsruimtes te vinden. Moslims kunnen gebruik maken van gebedsruimtes om te bidden als 
ze niet thuis of in de buurt van een moskee zijn. 
 
15A. Wat vindt u ervan dat er op openbare plekken in Nederland islamitische gebedsruimtes zijn? 
 

Volstrekt 
aanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 

aanvaardbaar 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

 
15B. In hoeverre vindt u dat islamitische gebedsruimtes in Nederland toegestaan of verboden moeten 
zijn? 
 

Moet beslist 
 zijn   Moet beslist 

 zijn 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
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19. In hoeverre ervaart u de volgende gevoelens als u denkt aan de komst van een gebedsruimte op 
uw werk?  

 

Ik voel me… Helemaal niet Nauwelijks 
 

Enigszins 
 
 

Wel Helemaal wel  

a.  Ongerust 
1 2 3 4 5 

b.  Ongemakkelijk 
1 2 3 4 5 

c.  Boos  
1 2 3 4 5 

d.  Blij  
1 2 3 4 5 

e.  Bedreigd 
1 2 3 4 5 

f. Tevreden 
1 2 3 4 5 

g. Onbehaaglijk 
1 2 3 4 5 

h. Geïrriteerd 
1 2 3 4 5 

i. Te kort gedaan 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
 

 
18. Kunt u aangeven wat voor afwegingen u maakt over een gebedsruimte, die leiden tot voor- of 
tegenstander zijn van een gebedsruimte op uw afdeling? 
 

 

 Helemaal niet Nauwelijks 
 

Enigszins 
 
 

Wel Helemaal wel  
 

Het laat me 
onverschillig 

a.  
Het is een principiële 

afweging (voor of 
tegen)  

1 2 3 4 5 6

b.  
Het is met name een 

praktische afweging, bv 
beschikbare ruimte, tijd, 

geld  1 2 3 4 5 6

c.  

Het is met name een 
gevoelsmatige 

afweging; het geeft me 
een (on)behaaglijk 

gevoel 

1 2 3 4 5 6

d.  

Mijn afwegingen 
hebben te maken met 

sympathie of antipathie 
voor de groep collega’s 
die er gebruik van wil 

maken 

1 2 3 4 5 6

17. Hoe vindt u dat uw werkgever moet reageren op het voorstel? 
 

Gebedsruimte op de 
afdeling beslist 

  
 

Gebedsruimte op 
de afdeling beslist 

 
Het laat me 

onverschillig 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
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22. In hoeverre gelden de volgende uitspraken voor u?  
 

 Helemaal niet     Veel of vaak  

a.  
Ik zie moslims in de 
buurt waar ik woon of 
werk  1 2 3 4 5 

b.  
Ik heb contact met 
moslims, bijvoorbeeld 
op het werk of in mijn 
buurt  1 2 3 4 5 

c. 
Ik heb moslims in mijn 
familie of vriendenkring  1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
 

20. Wat denkt u dat anderen op uw werk vinden van de komst van een gebedsruimte op uw afdeling? 
 

Volstrekt 
aanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 

aanvaardbaar 
Het laat ze 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6

 
21. Wat denkt u dat anderen die belangrijk voor u zijn vinden van gebedsruimtes? 
 

Volstrekt 
aanvaardbaar  Volstrekt 

aanvaardbaar 
Het laat ze 

onverschillig 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Groepen in de samenleving 
 
 
23. In hoeverre bent u het eens of oneens met de volgende uitspraken?  

 
 
 
 

Sterk  
mee  

oneens 
Mee  

oneens 

Niet 
eens, 
 niet 

oneens 
Mee eens 

Sterk  
mee 
eens 

a. 

 
Ik vind het een goede zaak dat 
homoseksuelen tegenwoordig 
officieel met elkaar kunnen 
trouwen 
 

1 2 3 4 5  

b. 

Als ik twee mannen hand in hand 
zie lopen, heb ik daar meer 
moeite mee dan wanneer ik een 
man en een vrouw hand en hand 
zie lopen 
 

1 2 3 4 5  

 c. 

Als Nederland een 
homoseksuele minister-president 
zou hebben, heb ik daar geen 
moeite mee  
 

1 2 3 4 5  

d. 

 
Als ik een homoseksuele man of 
vrouw als buurman/buurvrouw 
zou hebben, voel ik me daar 
ongemakkelijk bij 
 

1 2 3 4 5  

e. 

 
Moslims moeten in Nederland vrij 
zijn om hun geloof openlijk te 
belijden 
 

1 2 3 4 5  

f. 

 
Als Nederland een moslim als 
minister-president zou hebben, 
heb ik daar geen moeite mee 
 

1 2 3 4 5  

g. 

 
Moslims zijn over het algemeen 
prettige, beschaafde mensen 
 

1 2 3 4 5  

h. 

 
Als ik een moslim als 
buurman/buurvrouw zou hebben, 
voel ik me daar ongemakkelijk bij 
 

1 2 3 4 5  

i. 

 
PVV-ers (aanhangers van de 
Partij van de Vrijheid) moeten vrij 
zijn hun mening te geven in het 
openbaar  
 

1 2 3 4 5  

j. 

 
Als Nederland een PVV-er als 
minister-president zou hebben, 
heb ik daar geen moeite mee 
 

1 2 3 4 5  
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 Sterk  

mee  
oneens 

Mee  
oneens 

Niet 
eens, 
 niet 

oneens 
Mee eens 

Sterk  
mee 
eens 

 

k. 

 
Als ik een PVV-stemmer als 
buurman of buurvrouw zou 
hebben, voel ik me daar 
ongemakkelijk bij 
 

1 2 3 4 5  

l. 

 
PVV-stemmers zijn over het 
algemeen prettige, beschaafde 
mensen 
 

1 2 3 4 5  
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Gevoelsthermometer 
 
24. Gebruik de gevoels-thermometer om aan te geven of u positieve of negatieve gevoelens heeft 
over de groepen mensen die genoemd worden.  
U mag een waarde aangeven van 0 tot 100. 50 staat voor een neutraal gevoel. Een getal boven de 
50 betekent warme of positieve gevoelens, een getal onder de 50 koele of negatieve gevoelens. 

 
Immigranten    00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100 

 
Homoseksuelen 

 
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Pedofielen    00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Soft-drugs gebruikers 

 
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
PVV-stemmers 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Mensen die voor de 

doodstraf zijn 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Amerikanen 

 

   
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Polen 

 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Groen-Links-stemmers 

 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Feministen 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
PvdA-stemmers 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Asielzoekers 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100 

 
Groen-Links-politici 

 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Moslims 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Turken 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
PvdA-politici 

 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Marokkanen 

 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Christenen 

 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
PVV-politici 

 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Allochtonen 

 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Nederlanders 

 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100

 
Gereformeerden 

 

    
   00          10         20          30          40          50          60          70          80          90        100
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UW ACHTERGROND 
 
Hier stellen we een aantal vragen over uw achtergrond. Uiteraard worden deze persoonlijke 
gegevens niet bekend gemaakt aan derden en niet gebruikt voor iets anders dan dit 
wetenschappelijke onderzoek.  

 
D01. Bent u man of vrouw? 

Man  
1 

Vrouw 
2 

 
D02. Wat is de hoogste opleiding die u heeft ? 
 

Lagere school niet afgemaakt  1 

Lager (speciaal) onderwijs  2 

LBO, Huishoudschool, HHS, LTS, LHNO, VMBO-b, VMBO-k  3 

MAVO, ULO, MULO, VMBO-t  4 

KMBO, MBO, BBL, BOL  5 

MBO plus, K-HBO  6 

HAVO, MMS, VHBO  7 

VWO, HBS  8 

HBO, Kweekschool, MO, Conservatorium 9 

WO, TH, EH   10 

Promotieopleidingen  11 

Post-doctorale opleidingen   12 

 
 
D03. Hoeveel jaar opleiding heeft u gevolgd  (basis) school? 
 

Vul in:               Jaar 
 

 
D04. Heeft u kinderen? 

Ja  
1 

Nee 
2 
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D05. Wat is op dit moment uw belangrijkste bezigheid? 
 Uzelf 

Betaald werk (in loondienst, zelfstandig of meewerkend in 
familiebedrijf) 1 

Werkloos en werkzoekend 
2 

Scholier / student
3 

Arbeidsongeschikt
4 

Stage
5 

Gepensioneerd
6 

Zorg voor huishouden en/of anderen
7 

Anders, namelijk: (vul in)  

……………… 
 

D06. Als u werkt, wat voor soort beroep heeft u?  

Hoger intellectueel of vrij beroep 
(b.v. architect, arts, wetenschappelijk medewerker, docent vwo-hbo, ingenieur) 1 

 
Hoger leidinggevend beroep 

(b.v. manager, directeur, eigenaar groot bedrijf, leidinggevende ambtenaar) 
2 

 
Middelbaar intellectueel of vrij beroep 

(b.v. leerkracht, kunstenaar, verpleegkundige, sociaal werker, beleidsmedewerker) 
3 

 
Middelbaar leidinggevend of commercieel beroep 

(b.v. hoofdvertegenwoordiger, afdelingsmanager, winkelier) 4 

 
Overige hoofdarbeid 

(b.v. administratief medewerker, boekhouder, verkoper, gezinsverzorgster) 5 

 
Geschoolde leidinggevende handarbeid 
(b.v. automonteur, ploegbaas, elektricien) 6 

 
Semi-geschoolde handarbeid 

(b.v. chauffeur, fabrieksarbeider, timmerman, bakker) 7 

 
Ongeschoolde en geoefende handarbeid 

(b.v. schoonmaker, inpakker) 8 

 
Agrarisch beroep 

(b.v. landarbeider, zelfstandig agrariër) 9 
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D07.  Tot welke godsdienst of geloofsgemeenschap rekent u zich?   

Geen geloof
0   

Rooms-katholieke Kerk 
1 

Protestantse Kerk in Nederland
2 

Gereformeerde Kerkgenootschappen
3 

Evangelische Kerkgenootschappen 4 

 

Overige Christelijke kerkgenootschappen
5

Oosters orthodox
6

Islamitisch 7 

Joods 8 

Hindoeïstich
9 

Boeddhistisch
10

 10 ………………………. 
 

Anders, nl:  
 
D08. Hoe vaak heeft u GEMIDDELD in de afgelopen jaren een viering of dienst van een 
geloofsgemeenschap meegemaakt – begrafenissen niet meegerekend?  

 

Meerdere keren per week 
1 

1x per week 
2 

1x per maand 
3 

Verschillende keren per jaar 
4 

1x per jaar 
5 

Minder vaak 
6 

Nooit 
7 

Weet niet  
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D09. Wat zijn de vier cijfers van de postcode van uw huidige woonadres? 
 
Postcode:     

 
 
 
 

D10. Wanneer bent u geboren?   1 9   
 
 
D11. In welk land bent u geboren, en in welk land zijn uw ouders geboren? En indien van 
toepassing, wat was het jaar waarin u  naar Nederland verhuisde? 

  
Uzelf

 
Uw vader

 
Uw moeder

Nederland  1 1 1 

Marokko 
2 2 2 

Turkije 
3 3 3 

Suriname 
4 4 4 

Ned. Antillen  
5 5 5 

Ander land, namelijk: ………………… ………………….. ………………… 
Jaar van verhuizing naar 
Nederland ………………… ………………….. ………………… 
 
 
 
D12. Waar plaatst u zichzelf op de maatschappelijk ladder, waarbij 10 de hoogst mogelijke 
plaats is, en 1 de laagst mogelijke plaats? 
 

BOVENAAN

ONDERAAN

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 
 
 
D13. Wat is het gemiddelde netto inkomen van uzelf en uw huishouden (voor zover van toepassing)? 
(netto betekent wat uw huishouden gemiddeld maandelijks ‘schoon’ in handen krijgt, dat wil zeggen na afdracht 
van de loon- en inkomstenbelasting, premies voor sociale verzekeringen en pensioenpremies)  
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D14. Op welke partij  zou u stemmen als er NU verkiezingen werden gehouden?  

CDA 
1

PvdA 
2

VVD 
3

SP  
4

Groen Links 
5

D66  
6

PVV 
7

Christen Unie 
8

SGP 
9

Partij voor de Dieren 
10

Trots op Nederland  11 

Anders, nl.:  
12………………………………………………………………….  

Ik zou niet stemmen  13 

Bij benadering per maand  
Uzelf 

Huishouden 
gezamenlijk 

Geen inkomen 
0 0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

 10 

Minder dan € 750 
1 

€ 750 tot € 1000 
2 

€ 1000 tot € 1250 
3 

€ 1250 tot € 1500 
4 

€ 1500 tot € 1750 
5 

€ 1750 tot € 2000 
6 

€ 2000 tot € 2250 
7 

€ 2250 tot € 2500 
8 

€ 2500 tot € 3000 
9 

€ 3000 tot € 3500 
10 

€ 3500 tot € 4000 
11 11 

€ 4000 tot € 5000 
12 12 

Meer dan € 5000 
13 13 
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Heeft u vragen of opmerkingen over dit onderzoek, of wilt u uw mening geven of toelichten, dan 
kan dat hieronder: 
 
 

 
 
Hartelijk dank voor uw deelname! 
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173	
	

APPENDIX	III.	SURVEY	(CHAPTER	4,	Validation	study	3	/	CHAPTER	5,	Experimental	survey	study)	

	 	
  
  
  
Geachte mevrouw / meneer,  
  
  
  
Fijn dat u mee wilt doen aan dit wetenschappelijke onderzoek.   
  
Dit onderzoek gaat over wat  vindt van verschillende groepen in de samenleving en hun positie. 
We zijn geïnteresseerd in uw mening, er zijn geen goede of foute antwoorden.  
 
We leggen u een aantal  situaties voor die betrekking hebben op moslims. Leeft u 
zich zo goed mogelijk in, ook als de situatie niet op u van toepassing is.  
  
Het invullen duurt 15 minuten. U kunt tussentijds stoppen en op een later moment de vragenlijst 
afmaken door weer op de link te klikken.   
     
 
 
Namens het onderzoeksteam,  
Drs. M. van Doorn 
 
Vrije Universiteit, afdeling Sociologie, Amsterdam 
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DE BOUW VAN EEN MOSKEE IN UW BUURT 
  
In de buurt waar u woont zijn plannen om een moskee te bouwen. Er ligt een bouwaanvraag bij 
de gemeente. Als de bouw doorgaat, komt de moskee in uw wijk te staan, niet ver van uw huis.  
Intolerante norm conditie: De meeste van uw buurtgenoten staan negatief tegenover de komst 
van een moskee 
Tolerante norm conditie: De meeste van uw buurtgenoten staan positief tegenover de komst van 
een moskee 
  
Hoe staat u tegenover de komst van een moskee in uw wijk? 
 

Heel negatief Enigszins negatief Niet negatief, niet 
positief 

Enigszins positief Heel positief 

   
 
Wat moet de gemeente volgens u doen? 
 

Beslist geen 
toestemming 

geven voor de 
bouw 

Liever geen 
toestemming 

geven voor de 
bouw 

Misschien wel, 
misschien geen 
toestemming 

geven  

Liever wel 
toestemming 

geven 

Beslist wel 
toestemming 
geven voor de 

bouw 
   

 
 
Stel, een buurtgenoot vraagt u een handtekening te zetten voor  of tegen  de komst van een 
moskee in uw wijk. Zou u bereid zijn te tekenen? 
 

 Absoluut niet 
tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, misschien 

niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut wel 
tekenen 

TEGEN de 
komst van een 

moskee 
     

 
VOOR de 

komst van een 
moskee 

     

 
 
Controlegroep: Hoe denkt u dat uw buurtgenoten staan tegenover de komst van een moskee in 
uw wijk? 
 

Heel negatief Enigszins negatief Niet negatief, niet 
positief 

Enigszins positief Heel positief 
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HOOFDDOEK DRAGEN OP HET WERK 
  
Op uw werk overweegt het management na opmerkingen van klanten, het dragen van een 
hoofddoek te verbieden voor medewerkers die contact hebben met klanten 
 
Hoe staat u tegenover het dragen van een hoofddoek op het werk door collega’s? 
 

Heel negatief Enigszins negatief Niet negatief, niet 
positief 

Enigszins positief Heel positief 

   
 
 
Wat moet uw werkgever volgens u doen? 
 

Beslist geen 
hoofddoekverbod 

invoeren 

Liever geen 
hoofddoekverbod 

invoeren 

Misschien wel, 
misschien geen 

hoofddoekverbod 
invoeren  

Liever wel een 
hoofddoekverbod 

invoeren 

Beslist wel een 
hoofddoekverbod 

invoeren 

   
 
 
Stel, een collega vraagt u een handtekening te zetten voor  of tegen  het dragen van een 
hoofddoek op het werk. Zou u bereid zijn te tekenen? 
 

 Absoluut niet 
tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, misschien 

niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut wel 
tekenen 

TEGEN het 
dragen van 

een hoofddoek 
op uw werk 

     

 
VOOR het 
dragen van 

een hoofddoek 
op uw werk 

     

 
 
Hoe denkt u dat uw collega’s staan tegenover het dragen van een hoofddoek op het werk? 
 

Heel negatief Enigszins negatief Niet negatief, niet 
positief 

Enigszins positief Heel positief 

   
 
In hoeverre ervaart u de volgende gevoelens als u denkt aan collega’s met een hoofddoek op uw 
werk? 
 

 Helemaal niet Een beetje Enigszins Tamelijk 
sterk 

Heel sterk 

      
ONGERUST   

ONGEMAKKELIJK   
TEVREDEN   

GEIRRITEERD   
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HALAL MAALTIJDEN OP DE CRÈCHE 
 
Op de crèche waar uw zoon of dochter naar toe gaat eten de kinderen 's middags warm. Omdat 
een paar kinderen moslim zijn, overweegt de crèche aan alle kinderen halal eten te geven (geen 
varkensvlees / geslacht door een islamitische slager).  
 
Hoe staat u tegenover halal eten op de crèche? 
 

Heel negatief Enigszins negatief Niet negatief, niet 
positief 

Enigszins positief Heel positief 

   
 
 
Wat moet de crèche volgens u doen? 
 
Beslist geen halal 

eten voor alle 
kinderen 

Liever geen halal 
eten voor alle 

kinderen 

Misschien wel, 
misschien geen 
halal eten voor 
alle kinderen 

Liever wel halal 
eten voor alle 

kinderen 

Beslist wel halal 
eten voor alle 

kinderen 

   
 
 
Stel, een andere ouder vraagt u een handtekening te zetten voor  of tegen  halal eten op de 
crèche. Zou u bereid zijn te tekenen? 
 

 Absoluut niet 
tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, misschien 

niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut wel 
tekenen 

TEGEN halal 
eten voor alle 

kinderen 
     

 
VOOR halal 
eten voor alle 

kinderen 
     

 
 
Hoe denkt u dat andere ouders staan tegenover halal eten op de crèche? 
 

Heel negatief Enigszins negatief Niet negatief, niet 
positief 

Enigszins positief Heel positief 

   
 
In hoeverre ervaart u de volgende gevoelens als u denkt aan halal eten op de crèche voor alle 
kinderen? 
 

 Helemaal niet Een beetje Enigszins Tamelijk 
sterk 

Heel sterk 

      
ONGERUST   

ONGEMAKKELIJK   
TEVREDEN   

GEIRRITEERD   
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GEBEDSRUIMTE OP WERK 
 
Op uw werk wordt door een islamitische collega voorgesteld een gebedsruimte in te richten. Uw 
collega wil daar gebruik van maken en zo’n ruimte is er nu niet. 
 
Hoe staat u tegenover het inrichten van een gebedsruimte op uw werk? 
 

Heel negatief Enigszins negatief Niet negatief, niet 
positief 

Enigszins positief Heel positief 

   
 
 
Wat moet uw werkgever  volgens u doen? 
 

Beslist geen 
gebedsruimte 

inrichten 

Liever geen 
gebedsruimte 

inrichten 

Misschien wel, 
misschien geen 
gebedsruimte 

inrichten 

Liever wel een 
gebedsruimte 

inrichten 

Beslist wel een 
gebedsruimte 

inrichten 

   
 
 
Stel, een collega  vraagt u een handtekening te zetten voor  of tegen  het inrichten van een 
gebedsruimte op uw werk. Zou u bereid zijn te tekenen? 
 

 Absoluut niet 
tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, misschien 

niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut wel 
tekenen 

TEGEN het 
inrichten van 

een 
gebedsruimte 

     

 
VOOR het 

inrichten van 
een 

gebedsruimte 

     

 
 
Hoe denkt u dat uw collega’s staan tegenover het inrichten van een gebedsruimte? 
 

Heel negatief Enigszins negatief Niet negatief, niet 
positief 

Enigszins positief Heel positief 

   
 
In hoeverre ervaart u de volgende gevoelens als u denkt aan een gebedsruimte op uw werk? 
 

 Helemaal niet Een beetje Enigszins Tamelijk 
sterk 

Heel sterk 

      
ONGERUST   

ONGEMAKKELIJK   
TEVREDEN   

GEIRRITEERD   
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GESCHEIDEN GYMLES OP SCHOOL 
 
Op de middelbare school van uw kinderen wordt overwogen, op verzoek van islamitische 
ouders, de jongens en meisjes gescheiden te laten gymmen. 
 
Hoe staat u tegenover gescheiden gymles op de school van uw kinderen? 
 

Heel negatief Enigszins negatief Niet negatief, niet 
positief 

Enigszins positief Heel positief 

   
 
 
Wat moet de school  volgens u doen? 
 

Gescheiden 
gymles beslist 
niet invoeren 

Gescheiden 
gymles liever niet 

invoeren 

Misschien wel, 
misschien niet 

gescheiden 
gymles 

Gescheiden 
gymles liever wel 

invoeren 

Gescheiden 
gymles beslist wel 

invoeren 

   
 
 
Stel, een van de ouders vraagt u een handtekening te zetten voor  of tegen  gescheiden gymles. 
Zou u bereid zijn te tekenen? 
 

 Absoluut niet 
tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
niet tekenen 

Misschien 
wel, misschien 

niet tekenen 

Waarschijnlijk 
wel tekenen 

Absoluut wel 
tekenen 

TEGEN het 
invoeren van 
gescheiden 

gymles 

     

 
VOOR het 

invoeren van 
gescheiden 

gymles 

     

 
 
Hoe denkt u dat andere ouders staan tegenover gescheiden gymmen? 
 

Heel negatief Enigszins negatief Niet negatief, niet 
positief 

Enigszins positief Heel positief 

   
 
In hoeverre ervaart u de volgende gevoelens als u denkt aan gescheiden gymles op de school van 
uw kinderen? 

 Helemaal niet Een beetje Enigszins Tamelijk 
sterk 

Heel sterk 

      
ONGERUST   

ONGEMAKKELIJK   
TEVREDEN   

GEIRRITEERD   
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[manipulatiecheck, alleen in experimentele condities]:  
 
Hierboven stond steeds vermeld of andere ouders, buren en collega's het  of waren 
met de bouw van een moskee, halal eten op de crèche  gescheiden gymles, het dragen van een 
hoofddoek en het inrichten van een gebedsruimte op het werk.  
 
Was, volgens u, de meerderheid - van de collega's, buren of ouders - het eens of niet eens met 
de situaties?  
 

Meerderheid was het ermee eens 
Meerderheid was het er niet mee eens 
Ik weet het niet 

 
 

[In alle condities]: 
 
Hoe schat u de kans in dat deze situaties in uw eigen leven zouden plaatsvinden? 
 
  Kleine kans Redelijke kans Grote kans 
     
Er wordt een moskee in uw buurt 
gebouwd 

  

 
Ouders vragen om halal eten op 
de crèche 

  

 
Ouders willen gescheiden gymles 
op school 

  

 
Er komt een hoofddoekverbod op 
uw werk 

  

 
Er komt een gebedsruimte op uw 
werk 
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Nu wat anders: 
 
Met welke mensen praat u over maatschappelijke onderwerpen, zoals politiek, de zorg, 
immigratie of de economie? 
 
  Nooit Soms Regelmatig Vaak Heel vaak 
Familie / gezin / partner    
Vrienden    
Collega’s    
Kennissen    
 
 
Hoeveel waarde hecht u aan hun mening bij het vormen van uw eigen mening? 
 
  Geen waarde        Veel waarde 
 
Familie / gezin / partner 

0 1 2 3 4 5 
 

    
Vrienden       
Collega’s       
Kennissen       
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Appendix 3. Survey

In hoeverre gelden de volgende uitspraken voor u? Geef op elke regel een antwoord 
 
 Helemaal niet Niet Wel Helemaal wel 
Er wonen moslims in mijn 
woonplaats     
Ik heb moslims in mijn 
vriendenkring of familie     
Ik heb contact met moslims 
op mijn werk, op een 
sportclub of vereniging 

    

 
 

 
In hoeverre bent u het eens met de volgende uitspraken? 
 
 
 Zeer mee 

oneens 
Mee oneens Mee eens Zeer mee eens 

De Nederlandse identiteit 
wordt bedreigd door de 
aanwezigheid van moslims     
 
Nederlandse normen en 
waarden worden bedreigd 
door de aanwezigheid van 
moslims 

    

 
Ik ben bang voor 
toenemende criminaliteit in 
Nederland, gepleegd door 
moslims 

    

 
Ik ben bang voor aanslagen 
in Nederland, gepleegd door 
extremistische moslims 
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Appendix 3. Survey

GEVOELSTHERMOMETER 
  
Gebruik de 'gevoelsthermometer' om aan te geven welke gevoelens u heeft bij de genoemde 
groepen.  
  
Een waarde van 0 betekent koele gevoelens, een waarde van 100 betekent warme gevoelens.  
  
U mag elke waarde tussen 0 en 100 kiezen, door het schuifje naar de plek van uw keuze te 
slepen. 
 
   

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
 
Homoseksuelen    

    
    
    
   
    
    
    
   
    
    
    

 

PVV-ers 
PvdA-ers 
Polen 
Moslims 
Turken 
Marokkanen 
Joden 
VVD-ers 
Surinamers 
christenen 
Nederlanders 
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Appendix 3. Survey

In hoeverre bent u het eens  met de volgende uitspraken 
 
 Zeer mee 

oneens 
Mee oneens Niet eens, 

niet oneens 
Mee eens Zeer mee 

eens 
      
Jongetjes om religieuze 
redenen besnijden moet 
toegestaan zijn 

     

De overheid moet opkomen 
voor de rechten van 
minderheden 

     

Een Nederlandse 
burgemeester mag moslim 
zijn 

     

Moslims mogen openlijk hun 
geloof aanhangen 

     

Moslims mogen in het 
openbaar hun mening geven 

     

Pleiten voor invoering van 
de Sharia (islamitisch recht) 
moet verboden worden 

     

Discriminatie op grond van 
geloof moet verboden 
blijven 

     

Een leraar op HBO mag 
moslim zijn 

     

 
 

 
 
Tot slot een aantal vragen over uzelf. 
 
Bent u een man of een vrouw? 
 

Man  
Vrouw 

 
Wat is uw leeftijd? 
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Appendix 3. Survey

Wat is de hoogste opleiding die u afgerond heeft? 
Als u nog op school zit of studeert, geef dan het niveau aan van uw huidige opleiding. 
 

Lagere school of lager speciaal onderwijs 
LBO, huishoudschool, HHS, LTS, LHNO, VMBO-b, VMBO-k 
MAVO, ULO, MULO, VMBO-t 
KMBO, MBO, BBL, BOL 
MBO-plus, K-HBO 
HAVO, MMS, VHBO 
VWO, HBS 
HBO, kweekschool, MO, conservatiorum 
WO, TH, EH 

 
 

 
Wat is uw arbeidssituatie? 
 

Betaald werk (in loondienst, zelfstandig of meewerkend in familiebedrijf 
Werkloos, werkzoekend 
Scholier, student, stagiair 
Arbeidsongeschikt 
Gepensioneerd 
Ik zorg voor het huishouden en/of anderen 
Anders, namelijk  
 

 
Wat is uw gemiddelde netto maandinkomen? 
 
Netto betekent wat u maandelijks ‘schoon’ in handen krijgt, reken inkomsten uit uitkening, 
studiebeurs etc. mee 
  Netto inkomen per maand 
Geen inkomsten   
Minder dan 1000 euro   
1000-1500 euro   
1500-2000 euro   
2000-2500 euro   
2500-3000 euro   
3000-3500 euro   
Meer dan 3500 euro   
Weet niet / wil niet zeggen   
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Wat voor soort werk heeft u (gedaan)? 
 

Hoger intellectueel of vrij beroep – Bijvoorbeeld architect, arts, wetenschappelijk 
medewerker, docent vwo-hbo, ingenieur 
Hoger leidinggevend beroep – Bijvoorbeeld manager, directeur, eigenaar groot bedrijf, 
leidinggevende, ambtenaar 
Middelbaar intellectueel of vrij beroep – Bijvoorbeeld leerkracht, kunstenaar, 
verpleegkundige, sociaal werker, beleidsmedewerker 
Middelbaar leidinggevend of commercieel beroep – Bijvoorbeeld hoofdvertegenwoordiger, 
afdelingsmanager, winkelier 
Overige hoofdarbeid – bijvoorbeeld administratief medewerker, boekhouder, verkoper, 
gezinsverzorg(st)er 
Geschoolde leidinggevende arbeid – bijvoorbeeld automonteur, ploegbaas, electicien 
Semi-geschoolde handarbeid – bijvoorbeeld chauffeur, fabrieksarbeider, timmerman, bakker 
Ongeschoolde en geoefende handarbeid – bijvoorbeeld schoonmaker, inpakker 
Agrarisch beroep – bijvoorbeeld landarbeider, zelfstanding agrarier 
Anders, namelijk 
 

 
 

 
Tot welke godsdienst of geloofsgemeenschap rekent u zich? 

Geen geloof 
Rooms-Katholieke Kerk 
Protestantse Kerk in Nederland 
Gereformeerde Kerkgenootschappen 
Evangelistische Kerkgenootschappen 
Overige Christelijke kerkgenootschappen 
Oosters orthodox 
Islamitisch 
Joods 
Hindoeïstisch 
Boeddhistisch 
Anders, namelijk 

 
 
Hoe vaak heeft u gemiddeld in de afgelopen jaren een viering of dienst van een 
geloofsgemeenschap meegemaakt? 

Meerdere keren per week 
1x per week 
1x per maand 
Verschillende keren per jaar 
1x per jaar 
Minder vaak 
Nooit 
Weet ik niet 

 
 
Heeft u kinderen? 

Nee 
Ja 
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In welk land bent u geboren, en in welk land zijn uw ouders geboren? 
 
 
  Uw geboorteland Geboorteland van uw 

moeder 
Geboorteland van uw 

vader 
     
Nederland     

Turkije     

Marokko     

Suriname     

Nederlanse Antillen     

Indonesië / Voormalig 
Nederlands Indië 

    

Irak     

Somalië     

Iran     

China     

Europees overig     

Noord- of Zuid-
Amerikaans overig 

    

Afrikaans overig     

Aziatisch overig     

Australië / Nieuw-
Zeeland 

    

Anders     

Weet ik niet     

 
 
Wat zijn de 4 cijfers van uw postcode? 
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Hoeveel kinderen onder de 18 wonen er op dit moment bij u? (inclusief kinderen van uw partner 
en/of pleegkinderen) 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Meer dan 5 

 
 

 
Op welke partij heeft u bij de laatste Tweede Kamerverkiezingen (in 2012) gestemd? 

VVD 
PvdA 
PVV 
CDA 
SP 
D66 
Groen Links 
ChristenUnie 
SGP 
Partij voor de Dieren 
Anders, namelijk 
 
Niet gestemd / geen stemrecht 

 
 
In de politiek wordt wel gesproken over ‘links’ en ‘rechts’. Waar zou u zichzelf plaatsen, 
waarbij 1 links betekent en 10 rechts? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

          
 

 
 
 
HEEL HARTELIJK DANK VOOR UW DEELNAME! 
 
Als u nog vragen en/of opmerkingen heeft, kunt u hieronder een reactie geven.  
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Nederlandse	samenvatting	

TOESTAAN	MET	TEGENZIN.	HET	BEOEFENEN	EN	BEVORDEREN	VAN	TOLERANTIE.	

	

Inleiding	

Het	bevorderen	van	tolerantie	blijft	een	voortdurende	academische	en	praktische	uitdaging.	

Meer	dan	zestig	jaar	academisch	onderzoek	naar	intolerantie	en	vooroordelen	heeft	ons	

weinig	geleerd	over	hoe	intolerantie	terug	te	dringen	is.	Ook	in	maatschappelijk	opzicht	

blijven	vooroordelen	tussen	groepen	een	actueel	en	indringend	probleem.	De	centrale	vraag	

van	dit	proefschrift	is:	hoe	kan	tolerantie	bevorderd	worden?	Deze	vraag	heb	ik	in	een	serie	

onderzoeken	benaderd	vanuit	een	sociaal	psychologisch	perspectief.	Dat	betekent	dat	ik	

vooral	heb	gekeken	naar	de	invloed	van	de	ingebeelde	of	werkelijke	aanwezigheid	van	

anderen	op	de	oordelen	die	mensen	vellen	over	mensen	of	dingen	die	ze	tegenstaan,	en	op	

wat	ze	vervolgens	doen.	Dat	is	meteen	de	definitie	van	tolerantie:	iets	toestaan	waar	je	

eigenlijk	op	tegen	bent.	Over	toestaan	met	tegenzin	gaat	dit	proefschrift.		

Vier	stellingen	vormden	het	uitgangspunt	voor	mijn	onderzoek.	Ten	eerste,	intolerantie	is	

een	universeel	en	‘normaal’	verschijnsel.	Als	mensen	zich	onderdeel	voelen	van	een	groep,	

dan	hebben	ze	haast	als	vanzelfsprekend	vooroordelen	over	groepen	waar	ze	zich	niet	mee	

verbonden	voelen.	Groepslidmaatschap	en	identificatie	met	een	groep	kan	gebaseerd	zijn	

op	etnische	afkomst,	nationaliteit,	religie,	sekse,	politieke	voorkeur	enzovoort.	De	omgeving	

en	de	situatie	waarin	iemand	zich	bevindt	bepalen	voor	een	groot	deel	welk	aspect	bron	van	

identificatie	is	en	over	welke	groepskenmerk	vooroordelen	opspelen.	Zo	waren	bijvoorbeeld	

in	de	jaren	zestig	in	Nederland	vooroordelen	over	‘buitenlanders’	gemeengoed,	terwijl	de	

laatste	jaren	religie	(met	name	Islam)	een	belangrijker	bron	van	vooroordelen	is	geworden.	

Ik	stel	dat	intolerantie	lastig	terug	is	te	dringen,	juist	omdat	het	zo’n	vanzelfsprekend	

onderdeel	is	van	ons	alledaagse	leven	in	groepen.		

Ten	tweede	is	intolerantie	makkelijker	te	mobiliseren	dan	tolerantie,	omdat	afkeuring	van	

de	zienswijze	of	levenswijze	van	‘anderen’	zo	vanzelfsprekend	is.	Mensen	zijn	makkelijker	in	

beweging	te	krijgen	als	ze	zich	keren	tegen	hetgeen	waar	ze	afkeer	van	hebben,	dan	

wanneer	ze	in	actie	moeten	komen	ten	gunste	van	iets	dat	ze	tegenstaat.		
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Ten	derde,	omdat	intolerantie	zo	vanzelfsprekend	is,	is	tolerantie	aangeleerd.	Mensen	

worden	niet	tolerant	geboren,	ze	leren	in	de	loop	van	hun	leven	tolerant	te	reageren,	ook	

op	mensen,	zaken	en	zienswijzen	die	tegenstaan.	Dat	verdraagzaamheid	geleerd	wordt,	is	

een	feit.	Hoe	hoger	opgeleid	mensen	zijn,	hoe	toleranter	ze	zich	over	het	algemeen	

opstellen.	Maar	hoe	dat	leren	precies	gebeurt,	daarover	is	relatief	weinig	bekend.	De	nadruk	

in	onderzoek	en	interventies	om	onderlinge	tolerantie	te	bevorderen	ligt	vaak	op	het	

bevorderen	van	contact	tussen	groepen,	maar	in	dit	onderzoek	is	de	nadruk	gelegd	op	

processen	binnen	groepen	die	maken	dat	verdraagzaamheid	bevorderd	of	belemmerd	

wordt.		

Ten	vierde	spelen	sociale	normen	een	belangrijke	rol	in	het	bevorderen	van	tolerantie.	Door	

het	delen	en	overdragen	van	groepsnormen,	op	school,	in	families,	onder	medestudenten,	

buren	of	collega’s,	leren	groepsleden	hoe	te	denken	over	anderen.	Groepsnormen	kunnen	

intolerantie	in	de	hand	werken,	maar	ook	tolerantie	ten	opzichte	van	anderen	bevorderen.	

Groepsnormen	spelen	dus,	naast	een	gevoel	van	groepslidmaatschap,	een	belangrijke	rol	in	

het	bevorderen	van	tolerantie.	Deze	vier	stellingen	worden	in	dit	proefschrift	in	drie	

opeenvolgende	onderzoeken	onder	de	loep	genomen.		

	

Aanpak	en	uitkomsten	

Het	bevorderen	van	tolerantie	in	praktijk	

De	centrale	vraag	van	dit	proefschrift	is:	hoe	is	tolerantie	te	bevorderen?	Deze	vraag	heb	ik	

op	verschillende	manieren	benaderd.	Ten	eerste	is	een	kwalitatief	onderzoek	uitgevoerd	op	

middelbare	scholen	in	Nederland	(hoofdstuk	3).	Onderzocht	werd	hoe	het	bevorderen	van	

verdraagzaamheid	op	scholen	in	zijn	werk	gaat.	Ik	selecteerde	drie	middelbare	scholen	op	

basis	van	de	levensvisie	die	de	school	aanhangt.	Het	idee	was	dat	een	verschil	in	levensvisie,	

en	dus	een	verschil	in	waarden	en	normen	die	op	school	geleerd	worden,	leidt	tot	

verschillen	in	wie	en	wat	er	getolereerd	wordt.		

Vervolgens	heb	ik	gekeken	of	en	hoe	tolerantie	bevorderd	wordt	door	leraren	onder	de	

leerlingen.	Op	elk	van	de	drie	scholen	zijn	daarvoor	de	schooldirecteur,	docenten	en	

groepjes	leerlingen	geïnterviewd.	Bij	de	analyse	van	de	interviews	lette	ik	vooral	op	
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tegenstellingen	tussen	de	levensbeschouwelijke	waarden	waar	de	school	voor	staat	en	de	

waarde	van	tolerantie.	Zulke	tegenstellingen	leiden	tot	dilemma’s	bij	het	bevorderen	van	

tolerantie.	Bijvoorbeeld:	hoe	reageren	gereformeerde	docenten	op	leerlingen	die	de	

christelijke	waarden	op	school	niet	zonder	meer	accepteren?	Of:	hoe	gaan	docenten	voor	

wie	tolerantie	een	essentiële	waarde	is	om	met	intolerante	opvattingen	van	leerlingen?		

Docenten	bleken	zonder	uitzondering	gemotiveerd	om	tolerantie	onder	leerlingen	te	

bevorderen.	Maar	afwijkende	meningen	van	leerlingen	stellen	de	verdraagzaamheid	van	

docenten	op	de	proef.	Het	in	praktijk	brengen	van	tolerant	voorbeeldgedrag	blijkt	voor	

docenten	lastiger	dan	het	verkondigen	van	meer	abstracte	tolerante	waarden.	Bij	verschil	

van	mening	in	de	klas	is	het	verleidelijk	de	eigen	opvattingen	voorrang	te	geven,	boven	een	

tolerante	reactie	op	leerlingen	die	iets	zeggen	of	doen	dat	de	docent	tegenstaat.	Voor	

docenten	is	de	vraag	steeds:	waar	de	grens	te	trekken	tussen	wat	we	toestaan	en	wat	we	

niet	toestaan?		

Dit	raakt	aan	de	essentiële	vraag	met	betrekking	tot	tolerantie:	waar	liggen	de	grenzen	van	

tolerantie?	Die	vraag	is	niet	alleen	wezenlijk	voor	docenten,	maar	voor	iedereen	die	

tolerantie	in	praktijk	brengt.	Het	voorleven	van	tolerantie	is	daarbij	doeltreffender	dan	het	

voorschrijven	van	tolerantie.	

	

Het	ontwerpen	van	een	maat	voor	toegepaste	tolerantie	

Verschillen	tussen	denken	en	doen—het	onderschrijven	van	tolerante	waarden	en	het	

vertonen	van	daadwerkelijk	tolerant	gedrag—heb	ik	verder	onderzocht	in	het	tweede	deel	

van	mijn	proefschrift	(hoofdstuk	4).	Het	aanhangen	van	tolerante	principes	en	het	in	

praktijk	brengen	van	tolerantie	is	niet	hetzelfde,	zo	bleek	in	hoofdstuk	drie.	Om	tolerantie	

goed	te	kunnen	onderzoeken,	is	het	nodig	het	nauwkeurig	te	definiëren	en	te	meten.	Mijn	

hoofddoel	in	het	tweede	deel	van	mijn	proefschrift	was	uitvinden	wat	er	precies	gemeten	

wordt	met	gangbare	maten	van	tolerantie	en	een	eigen	maat	ontwikkelen	die	bruikbaar	is	

om	juist	‘toegepaste	tolerantie’	te	meten.	In	drie	deelstudies	ontwikkelde	ik	een	maat	voor	

tolerantie,	gericht	op	het	meten	van	tolerantie	in	alledaagse	en	concrete	praktijksituaties,	

die	voor	Nederland	relevant	zijn.		
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Traditioneel	wordt	in	onderzoek	naar	tolerantie	gemeten	in	hoeverre	mensen	tolerante	

waarden	onderschrijven	en	in	hoeverre	ze	bereid	zijn	groepen	wiens	levenswijze	of	-visie	ze	

afkeuren	democratische	vrijheden	toe	te	staan.	Vragen	waarmee	dit	gemeten	wordt	zijn	

bijvoorbeeld	‘in	hoeverre	bent	u	het	ermee	eens	dat	discriminatie	op	grond	van	etniciteit,	

sekse,	politieke	voorkeur,	seksuele	voorkeur	of	levensbeschouwing	verboden	moeten	zijn?’	

Of,	meer	toegepast	op	een	specifieke	groep	‘vindt	u	dat	rechts-extremisten	hun	mening	in	

het	openbaar	mogen	verkondigen?’	Of	‘vindt	u	dat	joden	hun	religie	openlijk	mogen	

belijden?’	Als	mensen	dergelijke	uitspraken	onderschrijven,	worden	ze	als	tolerant	gezien.	

Maar	dit	soort	‘tolerantie’	is	niet	hetzelfde	als	tolerant	reageren	op	situaties	die	in	het	

dagelijks	leven	afkeer	oproepen,	oftewel	het	in	praktijk	brengen	van	tolerantie.		

Moeilijkheid	bij	het	ontwikkelen	van	een	praktische	tolerantiemaat	is	dat	mensen	

verschillen	in	de	groepen	of	levenswijzen	die	ze	afkeuren.	Dat	heeft	te	maken	met	de	groep	

waar	ze	zich	mee	identificeren	(bijvoorbeeld	PvdA-stemmers)	en	de	groep	waar	ze	zich	niet	

mee	identificeren	(bijvoorbeeld	PVV-stemmers).	PvdA-stemmers	en	PVV-stemmers	zullen	

doorgaans	niet	zo	tolerant	op	elkaar	reageren.	Ze	zijn	dus	beiden	intolerant,	maar	ten	

opzichte	van	andere	onderwerpen	of	groepen.		

Verder	is	het	zo	dat	mensen	tegelijkertijd	tolerant	en	intolerant	zijn;	ze	accepteren	de	ene	

zienswijze	of	groep,	maar	verwerpen	een	andere	zienswijze	of	groep.	Zo	kunnen	mensen	

bijvoorbeeld	van	een	dierenactivist	goedkeuren	dat	zij	haar	mening	in	het	openbaar	

verkondigt,	maar	niet	van	een	rechts-extremist.	Tot	slot	kun	je	alleen	van	tolerantie	kan	

spreken	als	er	ook	echt	afkeuring	in	het	spel	is.	Als	ik	grote	sympathie	koester	voor	

vluchtelingen,	kun	je	niet	zeggen	dat	ik	vluchtelingen	tolereer.	Tolerantie	geldt	alleen	voor	

mensen	of	zaken	die	ik	met	tegenzin	accepteer.	Samenvattend,	ik	wilde	een	maat	

ontwikkelen	die	het	beoefenen	van	tolerantie	in	praktijk	betreft,	die	tolerantie	meet	als	

‘toestaan	met	tegenzin’,	en	voor	een	groep	of	levenswijze	waar	een	meerderheid	afkeuring	

bij	voelt,	dus	een	voor	Nederland	relevant	en	actueel	onderwerp	van	(in)tolerantie.					

Om	zo’n	maat	voor	tolerantie	te	ontwikkelen,	onderzocht	ik	welke	situaties	en	welke	

groepen	door	veel	Nederlanders	met	tegenzin	geaccepteerd	worden.	Ik	legde	een	groot	

aantal	praktische	scenario’s	voor	aan	proefpersonen,	die	alledaagse	situaties	betroffen.	Het	

ging	bijvoorbeeld	om	het	accepteren	van	de	bouw	van	een	moskee	in	je	buurt,	het	bieden	
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van	woonruimte	aan	een	veroordeelde	pedoseksueel	in	de	eigen	wijk,	of	het	openlijk	

uitkomen	voor	zijn	homoseksualiteit	door	de	leraar	op	school	van	je	kind.		

Hieruit	bleek	dat	sommige	groepen	of	levenswijzen	door	de	gemiddelde	Nederlander	zózeer	

werden	afgekeurd	dat	ze	nauwelijks	onderwerp	van	tolerantie	genoemd	kunnen	worden	

(zoals	pedoseksuelen),	terwijl	andere	groepen	zó	weinig	afkeer	opriepen	dat	van	toestaan	

met	tegenzin	geen	sprake	lijkt	te	zijn	(zoals	homoseksuelen).	Een	groep	die	wel	met	

tegenzin	geaccepteerd	lijkt	te	worden	in	Nederland	vond	ik	ook.	Moslims	werden	als	groep	

tamelijk	negatief	beoordeeld	in	vergelijking	met	andere	(religieuze)	groepen,	en	ook	

Marokkanen	en	Turken	(de	grootste	islamitische	etnische	groepen	in	Nederland)	werden	

negatief	beoordeeld	in	vergelijking	met	andere	(etnische)	groepen.		

Een	aantal	religieuze	uitingen	van	moslims	werden	afgekeurd,	hoewel	niet	allemaal	even	

sterk.	Het	dragen	van	een	hoofddoek	door	moslima’s	op	het	werk	werd	bijvoorbeeld	veel	

meer	geaccepteerd	dan	het	invoeren	van	halal	eten	op	het	kinderdagverblijf.	Situaties	die	

consequenties	hebben	voor	de	eigen	leefwijze	in	de	directe	leefomgeving	bleken	minder	

getolereerd	te	worden	dan	situaties	die	minder	gevolgen	hebben	voor	het	eigen	doen	en	

laten.		

De	drie	deelstudies	leidden	uiteindelijk	tot	een	‘toegepaste	tolerantieschaal’,	bestaande	uit	

vijf	praktische	scenario’s	waarin	religieuze	uitingen	van	moslims	centraal	stonden:	het	

dragen	van	een	hoofddoek	op	het	werk	door	collega’s;	het	bouwen	van	een	moskee	in	de	

woonwijk;	het	invoeren	van	halal	eten	op	het	kinderdagverblijf;	het	invoeren	van	

gescheiden	gymles	op	de	middelbare	school	(jongens	en	meisjes	apart);	en	het	inrichten	van	

een	gebedsruimte	op	het	werk.	De	gemiddelde	score	(de	mate	waarin	deze	vijf	situaties	

geaccepteerd	worden)	bepaalt	iemands	tolerantie.	Voordeel	van	deze	schaal	is	dat	

gedragsintenties	beter	voorspeld	worden	(in	hoeverre	is	iemand	bereid	te	handelen	naar	

zijn	mening)	en	dat	het	onderwerp	van	de	schaal	relevant	en	betekenisvol	is	in	de	

Nederlandse	context.		

Nadeel	is	dat	de	schaal	alleen	tolerantie	ten	opzichte	van	moslims	meet,	en	dus	niets	zegt	

over	iemands	(in)tolerantie	voor	andere	groepen	of	onderwerpen.	Ook	bleek	dat	met	deze	

schaal	geen	onderscheid	gemaakt	kan	worden	tussen	‘hoezeer	iets	tegenstaat’	en	het	
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accepteren	ervan:	zeker	in	concrete	en	nabije	situaties	blijken	mensen	nauwelijks	te	

accepteren	wat	ze	afkeuren.		

Hoofdstuk	vier	leidde	niet	alleen	tot	een	toegepaste	tolerantieschaal,	die	ik	in	het	laatste	

onderzoek	van	mijn	proefschrift	kon	gebruiken.	Het		onderzoek	hielp	ook	meer	inzicht	te	

krijgen	in	de	aard	van	tolerantie.	Zo	bleek	dat	mensen	toleranter	zijn	als	het	gemeten	wordt	

als	‘onderschrijven	van	tolerante	principes’	dan	wanneer	het	om	concrete	situaties	gaat.	

Dus	hoewel	het	merendeel	van	de	respondenten	godsdienstvrijheid	onderschrijft,	wil	dat	

niet	zeggen	dat	ze	religieuze	uitingen	van	anderen	in	het	openbare	leven	accepteren.		

Ook	bleek	dat	vooroordelen	een	veel	groter	negatief	effect	hebben	op	toegepaste	tolerantie	

dan	op	principiële	tolerantie,	én	dat	hoger-	en	lageropgeleiden	veel	minder	van	elkaar	

verschillen	als	het	gaat	om	toegepaste	tolerantie	dan	wanneer	het	gaat	om	het	

onderschrijven	van	tolerante	waarden	(waar	hogeropgeleiden	meestal	toleranter	uit	de	bus	

komen	dan	lageropgeleiden).		

	

Tolerantie	bevorderen	door	het	communiceren	van	een	tolerante	norm		

De	ontwikkelde	toegepaste	tolerantieschaal	heb	ik	tot	slot	gebruikt	in	het	derde	en	laatste	

deel	van	mijn	onderzoek.	Dat	was	een	experiment	naar	het	bevorderen	van	tolerantie	door	

het	communiceren	van	normen	(hoofdstuk	5).	De	vraag	was:	kun	je	tolerantie	bevorderen	

door	mensen	te	vertellen	dat	hun	omgeving	tolerant	reageert	op	een	situatie	die	

tegenstaat?	Met	behulp	van	een	online	vragenlijst	werd	onderzocht	of	mensen	meer	of	

minder	tolerant	reageren	als	ze	worden	blootgesteld	aan	een	tolerante	of	juist	intolerante	

norm,	in	vergelijking	met	de	situatie	waarbij	geen	norm	wordt	gecommuniceerd.	Uit	eerder	

onderzoek	blijkt	dat	mensen	minder	vooroordelen	uiten	als	ze	horen	dat	anderen	om	hen	

heen	niet	bevooroordeeld	reageren,	en	omgekeerd.	Ik	heb	uitgezocht	of	dit	ook	werkt	voor	

de	tolerantie	van	niet-islamitische	Nederlanders	voor	de	religieuze	uitingen	van	moslims	die	

in	de	toegepaste	tolerantieschaal	worden	beoordeeld.		

Een	derde	van	de	respondenten	(in	totaal	680	niet-islamitische	Nederlanders)	kreeg	te	lezen	

dat	anderen	in	de	omgeving	tegen	de	genoemde	situatie	waren,	een	derde	deel	kreeg	te	

lezen	dat	anderen	voor	de	genoemde	situatie	waren,	en	een	derde	deel	kreeg	niets	te	lezen	
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over	de	norm	in	zijn	of	haar	omgeving.	De	tolerantie	van	de	drie	groepen	werd	naderhand	

vergeleken	om	vast	te	stellen	of	normcommunicatie	effect	heeft	op	de	mate	van	tolerantie.	

Dit	bleek	niet	het	geval	te	zijn.	De	drie	groepen	verschilden	niet	van	elkaar	in	hoe	tolerant	ze	

op	de	scenario’s	reageerden.	Een	logische	conclusie	is	dus	dat	normcommunicatie		geen	

effect	heeft	op	tolerantie.	Maar	omdat	uit	eerder	onderzoek	blijkt	dat	normcommunicatie		

wél	effect	heeft,	heb	ik	uitgezocht	waarom	dat	in	mijn	onderzoek	niet	zo	was.	Negatieve	of	

positieve	opvattingen	over	moslims	bleken	mee	te	spelen	bij	het	waarnemen	van	

normcommunicatie	in	het	experiment.	Dat	wil	zeggen,	als	iemand	bij	voorbaat	negatief	

denkt	over	moslims,	dan	valt	het	hem	of	haar	nauwelijks	op	als	in	de	omgeving	een	

tolerante	norm	heerst:	hij	of	zij	blijft	intolerant	reageren	op	de	gepresenteerde	situaties.	

Tolerante	normcommunicatie	heeft	dan	geen	effect.	Maar	als	iemand	redelijk	positief	denkt	

over	moslims,	wordt	zo’n	tolerante	norm	beter	waargenomen.	Als	de	gecommuniceerde	

norm	tolerant	is,	nemen	alleen	degenen	die	al	redelijk	positief	stonden	tegenover	moslims	

die	tolerante	norm	waar,	en	zij	reageren	toleranter	dan	de	respondenten	die	geen	norm	of	

een	intolerante	norm	te	zien	kregen.		

Een	belangrijk	vondst	was	dus,	dat	tolerante	normcommunicatie	alleen	de	al	bij	voorbaat	

redelijk	tolerante	respondenten	lijkt	aan	te	moedigen	om	tolerant	te	reageren.	(In)tolerante	

reacties	bleken	met	name	af	te	hangen	van	de	manier	waarop	de	gecommuniceerde	norm	

werd	waargenomen,	en	niet	met	de	feitelijk	gecommuniceerde	norm.	Bovendien	

reageerden	meer	mensen	intolerant	dan	tolerant,	en	bleken	veel	meer	mensen	een	

intolerantie	norm	waar	te	nemen,	ongeacht	de	normcommunicatie.	Ook	kwamen	mensen	

makkelijker	in	actie	voor	hun	intolerante	houding	dan	voor	hun	tolerante	houding.	Meer	

mensen	waren	bereid	een	petitie	te	tekenen	om	situaties	die	tegenstaan	te	voorkomen	dan	

om	situaties	toe	te	staan,	zelfs	als	ze	er	tolerant	op	reageerden.					

Samenvattend:	de	meeste	mensen	reageren	intolerant;	meer	mensen	verwachten	dat	ook	

anderen	intolerant	zullen	reageren,	zelfs	als	ze	zélf	tolerant	reageren;	intolerante	

normcommunicatie	wordt	beter	waargenomen	dan	tolerante	normcommunicatie	en	lijkt	

daardoor	meer	effect	te	hebben;	en	mensen	komen	eerder	in	actie	voor	een	intolerant	doel	

dan	voor	een	tolerant	doel.	De	resultaten	van	dit	laatste	deel	van	mijn	proefschrift	laten	
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zien	hoe	moeilijk	het	is	tolerantie	te	bevorderen	door	simpelweg	een	tolerante	norm	te	

communiceren.	De	vraag	is	natuurlijk:	hoe	moet	het	dan	wel?					

Conclusies	

Intolerantie	blijkt	een	universeel	en	haast	‘normaal’	verschijnsel.	Het	kwalitatieve	onderzoek	

laat	zien	hoe	intolerantie	ten	opzichte	van	wat	als	anders	of	afwijkend	wordt	beschouwd	op	

grond	van	de	eigen	levensvisie,	gemeengoed	is.	Hoewel	tolerantie	gepropageerd	wordt	door	

alle	docenten	op	de	onderzochte	scholen,	is	het	ook	voor	docenten	moeilijk	om	afwijkende	

opvattingen	van	leerlingen	in	de	klas	te	tolereren.	Docenten	bevorderen	tolerantie	door	de	

manier	waarop	ze	omgaan	met	verschil	van	mening	in	de	klas.	Als	docenten	discussie	onder	

leerlingen	aanmoedigen	in	plaats	van	opvattingen	die	tegenstaan	afkeuren,	wordt	tolerantie	

voorgeleefd	en	niet	alleen	voorgeschreven.	Daarmee	wordt	de	kans	vergroot	dat	tolerantie	

in	praktijk	gebracht	wordt	door	leerlingen.	

Toestaan	met	tegenzin	komt	in	de	praktijk	weinig	voor.	Hoewel	tolerante	principes	breed	

gedragen	worden	in	Nederland,	worden	ze	veel	minder	consequent	toegepast	op	

praktijksituaties	die	tegenstaan.	Als	het	gaat	om	concrete	situaties	dichtbij	huis	die	gevolgen	

hebben	voor	het	eigen	doen	en	laten,	zijn	de	meeste	mensen	helemaal	niet	zo	tolerant.	

Hoger-	en	lageropgeleiden	verschillen	daar	bovendien	niet	in:	ze	zijn	in	de	praktijk	even	

(in)tolerant.		

Communicatie	van	een	tolerante	norm	is	weinig	effectief	is	om	tolerantie	te	bevorderen.	

Tolerante	normen	worden	gemakkelijk	over	het	hoofd	gezien,	vooral	als	ze	niet	aansluiten	

bij	de	eigen	(intolerante)	opvattingen.	Vooroordelen	over	moslims	zijn	bijvoorbeeld	

wijdverbreid	in	de	Nederlandse	samenleving:	de	alledaagse	tolerantie	ten	opzichte	van	deze	

groep	laat	te	wensen	over.	Alleen	onder	diegenen	die	al	redelijk	positief	denken	over	

moslims	(weinig	vooroordelen),	neemt	de	tolerantie	voor	religieuze	uitingen	van	moslims	in	

praktijk	toe,	als	ze	een	tolerante	norm	in	de	omgeving	gewaarworden.		

Dat	de	meeste	mensen	verwachten	dat	anderen	om	hen	heen	intolerant	zullen	reageren,	in	

aansluiting	op	hun	eigen	vooroordelen	over	moslims,	laat	ook	zien	dat	intolerantie	

vanzelfsprekender	is	dan	tolerantie.	Zelfs	als	er	een	tolerante	norm	gecommuniceerd	wordt,	
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denken	de	meeste	mensen	dat	de	norm	intolerant	is.	Degenen	die	intolerant	reageren	zijn	

bovendien	bereidwilliger	om	in	actie	te	komen	dan	degenen	die	tolerant	reageren.	

Intolerantie	is	dus	gemakkelijker	te	mobiliseren	dan	tolerantie.					

Het	is	moeilijk	tolerant	te	reageren	op	dat	wat	tegenstaat	en	complex	om	tolerantie	te	

bevorderen.	Als	een	specifieke	groep	in	de	samenleving	door	een	meerderheid	negatief	

beoordeeld	wordt,	of	als	de	meerderheid	zelfs	maar	denkt	dat	dit	het	geval	is,	voert	

intolerantie	al	gauw	de	boventoon.	Tolerante	opvattingen	van	anderen	worden	dan	

gemakkelijk	over	het	hoofd	gezien.	Het	eenzijdig,	van	bovenaf,	voorschrijven	van	tolerantie,	

blijkt	een	weinig	effectief	middel	om	tolerantie	te	bevorderen.		

Als	we	tolerantie	toch	willen	bevorderen,	hoe	moeten	we	dan	te	werk	gaan?	Ik	doe	een	

drietal	aanbevelingen.					

In	de	eerste	plaats	moet	elke	verandering	van	(ongewenste)	opvattingen	of	gedrag	gezien	

worden	als	een	verandering	in	groepscultuur.	Intolerante	opvattingen	kunnen	het	beste	

teruggedrongen	worden	als	mensen	besluiten	(of	uitgenodigd	worden)	die	opvattingen	te	

bespreken	als	groep,	niet	als	eenling.	Door	als	groep	bestaande	gewoonten	ter	discussie	te	

stellen,	wordt	de	drempel	om	andere	opvattingen	te	accepteren	en	nieuw	gedrag	in	praktijk	

te	brengen	verlaagt.		

Verandering	van	opvatting	of	gedrag	heeft	ten	tweede	de	meeste	kans	van	slagen	als	de	

mensen	wier	opvattingen	of	gedrag	ter	discussie	staan	(vanuit	maatschappelijk	oogpunt	of	

omdat	ze	er	zelf	onder	lijden)	betrokken	worden	bij	de	beslissing	dit	te	veranderen.	Het	

bespreken	van	gevoelens	en	gedachten	in	een	groep,	en	vooral	de	factoren	die	

gedragsverandering	in	de	weg	staan,	bevordert	dat	groepsleden	gezamenlijk	beslissingen	

nemen	ten	aanzien	van	toekomstig	gedrag.		

Een	derde	voorwaarde	voor	gedragsverandering	is	de	paradox	van	vrijwillige	acceptatie.	Als	

mensen	het	gevoel	hebben	dat	ze	worden	gedwongen	hun	mening	bij	te	stellen	of	hun	

gedrag	te	veranderen,	neemt	de	kans	af	dat	ze	dat	daadwerkelijk	zullen	doen.	Dat	is	het	

centrale	dilemma	voor	iedereen	die	probeert	tolerantie	te	bevorderen.		

Ook	dan	geldt:	voorleven	werkt	beter	dan	voorschrijven.	
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